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ABSTRACT 


Scholars have studied the Biblical Hebrew verbal system for an extended period 

of time. Over the last 150 years, scholarship on Biblical Hebrew grammar has been in 

transition. Historically, scholars observed the function of Hebrew verbs through the lens 

of traditional grammars. Currently, scholars are moving toward the study of Hebrew 

verbs through the application of complex linguistic methodologies. As a result of 

advancement and transition, the study of Biblical Hebrew grammar is convoluted. In 

2012, John Cook and Jan Joosten each published their own understanding of the 

function of the Biblical Hebrew verbal system. Through the application of an aspect 

prominent method, Cook considers the Biblical Hebrew verbal system to primarily 

express aspect. Joosten approaches the Biblical Hebrew verbal system through the lens 

of relative tense theory and concludes that Biblical Hebrew is primarily a temporal and 

modal language. Each scholar establishes their interpretation of verbal function through 

an observation of the same texts, but each arrives at an opposing conclusion. In this 

thesis, I provide a review of each scholar's theory. Particular attention is given to the 

YIQTOL verbal form. Following an exhaustive review, I provide possible criteria that 

can be used to determine YIQTOL function in real instances in real texts. I take the 

criteria of each method and apply them to Pss 1-41 as a test case. I provide each method 

an opportunity to observe YIQTOL's function in Biblical Hebrew poetry. This study 

reveals that each method can effectively be applied to Biblical Hebrew poetry despite 

the fact that this geme ofliterature was the focus of either methodology. While each 

method is seen to be transferable between literary gemes, I highlight instances where 

either theory could not explain YIQTOL's function. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System 

1.1. Introduction 

Since the mid-nineteenth-century, the discussion ofthe universal categories 

Tense, Aspect, and Modality (TAM) has developed into a significant topic among 

grammarians and linguists. While tense was the primary category of debate in the early 

stages ofTAM discussions, scholars have since turned their attention toward tense and 

aspect functioning together, the independent and dominating presence ofaspect, and the 

functionality ofmodality within a language's verbal system. This area of study is a 

developing frontier of language analysis. 

A popular topic among Hebrew Bible (HB) scholars is the discussion of the 

Biblical Hebrew Verbal System (BHVS). Recently, scholars have realized that a variety 

of grammatical and linguistic methodologies reveal different understandings of the 

BHVS's function. HB scholars can no longer solely accept classic Biblical Hebrew (BH) 

grammars as the highest authority for understanding the BHVS or a majority ofother 

grammatical elements of the language. 1 Furthermore, these grammatical reference 

materials and their categorization and division ofthe BH language units are increasingly 

found to be inaccurate or inadequate. Thus, BH language scholarship has been in 

transition for the last 150 years. Grammars are only used as instructional tools for 

beginning and intermediate BH students, while advanced students study modern 

linguistic methods. 

1 Traditional grammars are increasingly found to be unable to account for instances ofabnormality in BH 
texts: e.g., Waltke and O'Connor, An Introduction- to Biblical Hebrew Syntax; Davidson, Davidson's 
Introductory Hebrew Grammar; Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar; Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar 
ofBiblical Hebrew. 
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1.2. History of Research 

During this era of transition, the BHVS has been subject to a wide variety of 

competing hypotheses. Jan Joosten states, 

[S]cholars have argued that the Hebrew verbal forms express: 
• Tense: whether absolute or relative; 
• Aspect: perfective vs. imperfective, or stative vs. dynamic; 
• Mood: indicative vs. non-indicative; 
• Text-linguistic functions; 
• "Exotic" functions. 

In light of these divergent views, no consensus can be said to exist. 2 

Currently, it would appear that aspect theory is the most influential. In the following 

section I will review a portion of significant literature that discusses the TAM of the 

BHVS. In this section I will also address the theories of scholars who study other world 

languages, yet have a noticeable impact on the study ofBH linguistics.3 

Before the reader can truly appreciate the construction of this history of research, 

I must supply a few preliminary statements. First, I have not yet provided an explanation 

for the scope of this thesis intentionally. However, in order to understand why certain 

theories are discussed, I must present somewhat of an abstract. This thesis seeks to 

conduct a comparative analysis of two theories that have recently emerged from the 

chaotic waters ofBHVS scholarship. These are the relative tense theory of Jan Joosten 

and the aspect prominent theory of John Cook. I intend to present a detailed review of 

each verbal system, but particular attention is given to the BH YIQTOL verbal form. 

This does not include WAYYIQTOL. Moreover, this thesis seeks to test each of these 

2 Joosten, "Do the Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Express Aspect?" 49-50. 

3Also, all BH citations taken from the Old Testament (OT) are quoted from the Masoretic Text (MT) as it 

is found in the Biblica Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS). Furthermore, all English citations from the OT are 

taken from the New American Standard Bible (NASB), which are cited for ease ofdecoding the BH text. 
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methodologies against the First Book of the Psalter (Pss 1-41 ). Second, in the history of 

BHVS scholarship, many significant works are written in languages I do not understand, 

such as German and French. Through my research of secondary sources and other 

scholars' literature reviews, I consider some of these works to be important to the 

development of the noted discipline and, thus, must be included in order for the reader to 

fully grasp the development of TAM theories ofBH. In order to include these works 

written in languages unknown to me, I rely heavily on secondary sources and their 

citation of the primary text. Third, this review does lend some bias to the articulation of 

the history of literature. By this I imply that I cite Joosten and Cook as secondary 

sources when I present certain theories. This is done so that I can accurately present 

Joosten's and Cook's theories as they rely on these significant works yet to be cited. 

1.2.1. A Grammarian Approach 

Typically, YIQTOL is translated into English in seven ways: simple past, 

progressive past, conditional, present, progressive present, future, and modal. 4 Leslie 

McFall expands on this list and argues for eight possible translations: past, present, 

future, non-past modal, past modal, imperative, jussive or cohortative, and non-verbal. 5 

This conflict in possible translations illustrates the dilemma that faces BH scholars. It 

seems impossible to reach conclusions regarding the semantic possibilities of YIQTOL, 

4 Davidson and Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 61-80; Ewald, Syntax ofthe Hebrew 
Language ofthe Old Testament, 1-13; Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, 359-73; 
Bergstrasser et al., Hebraiische Grammatik, 29; Waltke, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 479
518. 
5 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 186-7. McFall's statistics for English verbal forms 
used in the RSV to translate YIQTOL: a) Past= 774; b) Present= 3,376; c) Future= 5,451; d) Non-past 
Modal= 1,200; e) Past Modal= 423; f) Imperative= 2133; g) Jussive or Cohortative = 789; h) Non-verbal 
= 153; McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 187. 
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the BH verbal form ofparticular importance to this thesis. In this section, I will review a 

grammarian approach to the semantic possibilities of YIQTOL. 

Wilhelm Gesenius' work first appeared in 1817.6 Since the original publication 

ofhis grammar there have been 28 subsequent editions. David Moomo considers 

Gesenius to be of an older model of comparative-historical studies because the basis of 

his understanding ofBH grammar is rooted in empirical data drawn from a comparison 

ofHebrew and Arabic.7 However, for the purposes of this thesis, Gesenius' work is 

considered as a traditional grammarian approach, because his 1817 grammar primarily 

functions to explain the morphological abnormalities in the HB. The following is an 

explanation of his methodology: 

The chief requirements for one who is treating the grammar of an ancient 
language are-(I) that he should observe as fully and accurately as possible the 
existing linguistic phenomena and describe them, after showing their organic 
connexion (the empirical and historico-critical element); (2) that he should try to 
explain these facts, partly by comparing them with one another and by the 
analogy ofthe sister languages, partly from the general laws of philology (the 
logical element). 8 

C. H. J. Vander Merwe emphasizes that "Gesenius [ ...]set the description of Old 

Hebrew free from the constraints which dogmatics ofhis day had on it and described it 

rationally like any other language."9 

Gesenius in his understanding of the BHVS argues that there are "only two 

tense-forms (Perfect and Imperfect[ ... ]), besides an Imperative (but only in the active), 

two Infinitives and a Participle."10 Gesenius explains, 

6 Vander Merwe, "The Grammatical Description ofOld Hebrew Since AD 1800," 162. 

7 Moomo, "The Meaning ofthe Biblical Hebrew Verb," 8-10. 

8 Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, §3. 

9 Vander Merwe, "The Grammatical Description ofOld Hebrew Since AD 1800," 162. For additional 

discussion on the hindrance of dogmatic thought to the study ofHebrew, see Rooker, "The Diachronic 

Study ofBiblical Hebrew," 203. 

10 Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, §40.a. 
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The perfect serves to express actions, events, or states, which the speaker wishes 
to represent from the point ofview ofcompletion, whether they belong to a 
determinate past time, or extend into the present, or while still future, are 
pictured as in their completed state. II 

The imperfect, on the other hand, "represents actions, events, or states which are 

regarded by the speaker at any moment as still continuing, or in process of 

accomplishment, or even as just taking place."I2 A clear weakness of Gesenius' 

argument has to do with the lack of empirical evidence supplied in order to support his 

claim for the tense prominent nature of BH. Moomo notes that this lack of supporting 

evidence causes Gesenius' claim that as the grammatical categories of tense are found in 

other Indo-European languages, so it is also present in BH, to become void. 13 

Paul Jouon and Takamitsu Muraoka have a similar approach to the BHVS as 

Gesenius. They state, "Corresponding to what we call tenses Hebrew has two forms 

which we, for want of a better alternative, shall call perfect andfuture."I4 Regarding 

mood, they state that "the perfect[... ] and future[ ... ] are indicative."I 5 In addition, 

Jouon and Muraoka understand the future form to express two volitive nuances, "namely 

thejussive mood[...] and the cohortative mood."I 6 Jouon and Muraoka discuss their 

terminology in §111. Interestingly, they bring the term "aspect" into their argument and 

state: 

These aspects are 1) unity and plurality of action, according to whether the action 
is represented as unique and solitary, or repeated; 2) instantaneity and duration of 
action, according to whether the action is represented as being accomplished in 

11 Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, §106.a. 

12 Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, §107.a. 

13 Moomo, "The Meaning ofthe Biblical Hebrew Verbal Conjugation Form," 10-11. Moomo also 

emphasizes that Gesenius does not discuss the parameters that distinguish a tense prominent language 

from an aspect prominent language. This particular focus of Moomo' s dissertation has to do with his 

thesis topic, the distinguishing features of an aspect prominent or tense prominent language. 

14 Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §40.b. 

15 Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §40.b. 

16 Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §40.b. 
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one instant or over a more or less protracted period of time. Obviously, these two 
aspects are analogous, and in fact they are generally expressed by the same 
forms. 17 

While they do include some element of aspectuallanguage and argument, Jouon and 

Muraoka primarily hold to a tense prominent understanding of the BHVS. Similar to 

Gesenius, they emphasize the parallelism ofBH to other Indo-European languages and 

apply some elements of old comparative-historical studies. 18 

In conclusion, this section reviewed the classic grammatical theories of 

Gesenius, as well as Jouon and Muraoka. While Gesenius' study of the BHVS includes 

some element of linguistic theory, it is primarily a grammatical approach. Furthermore, 

each of the theories reviewed in this section that build from Gesenius' work understand 

the BHVS to be a tense prominent language, although Jouon and Muraoka do include 

some discussion ofaspect. Not only are these approaches tense prominent, but they 

actually hold to an absolute tense paradigm. An absolute tense paradigm approach is 

distinct from the Ewald-Driver theory, which is discussed in the following section. 

1.2.2. Standard Theory (Temporal-Aspectual Theory) 

Heinrich Ewald and Samuel Driver provide appropriate places to begin to trace 

the historical development of a linguistic approach to the BHVS. McFall rightly 

observes, "[T]he majority of scholars [working on the BHVS] still go back to two 

nineteenth-century theories, those ofEwald (1835) and Driver (1874)." 19 Prior to Ewald 

and Driver, the influential theory which shaped standard theory states that "BH has three 

17 J ouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §lll.c. Jouon and Muraoka also emphasize two 

different types of aspect: instantaneous aspect, i.e. "to find", and durative aspect, i.e. "to look for." For 

further discussion on this subject, see Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §lll.d. 

18 Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §lll.b. 

19 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 27. 
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absolute tenses corresponding to the three times."20 These three absolute tenses were 

briefly discussed in the Section 1.2.1. The following table presents these three absolute 

tenses and their corresponding BH verbal form conjugation. This content is presented in 

order to provide the reader with a foundational understanding of the basis of standard 

theory: 

In this section, I will review the standard theory according to Ewald and Driver. I will 

emphasize that this theory does not account for all the possible temporal expression of 

YIQTOL. 

Ewald published his first BH grammar in 1847.21 Ewald assumes that human 

language is an evolutionary process.22 McFall states, 

[Humanity] has first acted, passed through an experience and sees before [them] 
something that is finished; but this very fact reminds [them] of that which does 
not yet exist [ ... ] Hence the speaker views everything either as already finished, 
and thus before [them], or as unfinished and non-existent, and possibly becoming 
and coming. 23 

This assumption led him to divide the BHVS into two categories: 1) the simple forms, 

and 2) the consecutive forms.24 The simple forms consist of the perfect and imperfect 

2°Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 80. 
21 It is interesting to consider the historical notes produced by Waltke and O'Connor. They state that 
Ewald is thought to be the first scholar to argue for an aspectual understanding ofthe BHVS; Waltke, An 
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 463. However, McFall argues that Johann Jahn is the first to 
apply the terms perfectum (perfect) and imperfectum (imperfect) to a Hebrew verb. McFall, The Enigma of 
the Hebrew Verbal System, 44. Citing Johann Jahn, Grammatico linguae Hebraeae, 1809. Despite the 
disagreement as to the origin of aspectual language in the BHVS, Ewald is the first to present the most 
convincing and comprehensive argument for BH as an aspectuallanguage. 
22 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 44. 
23 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 44. 
24 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 44, 46. 
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opposition, as well as stative verbs. McFall explains that the perfect "is used [for] 

actions which the speaker from his present [point] regards as actually past and therefore 

complete."25 Furthermore, "[The perfect] is also used for actions which are regarded as 

finished but which reach right into the present. "26 The imperfect "is used to describe 

incomplete actions, also what does not yet exist, what is going on or progressing towards 

completion. "27 

Cook goes further than McFall and observes that Ewald's description ofthe 

"QATAL: YIQTOL opposition makes it clear that he understood them as aspectual even 

though he did not label them as such."28 DeCaen identifies Ewald's binary opposition 

theory, the etymological distinctions between QATAL and YIQTOL, as rooted in a Latin 

Stoic-Varronian tense-aspect theory.29 Ewald adapts its tense parameters in order to 

account for the two BH verbal forms in the simple verb form category: 1) incomplete 

(imperfect), and 2) complete (perfect). 

Table 1.2.2.2. Ewald's Chart of Stoic-Varronian Latin Verbs30 

Aspectfl'ime Past Present Future 
Incomplete Amabam (Imperfect) 

"I was loving" 
Amo (Present) 
"I love" 

Amabo (Future) 
"I shall love" 

Complete Amaveram 
(Pluperfect) 
"I had loved" 

Amavi (Perfect) 
"I have loved" 

Amavero (Future Perfect) 
"I shall have loved" 

25 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 45. 
26 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 45. 
27 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 46. 
28 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 84. Cook cites, 

Da also die begriffe des vollendeten und unvollendeten nach der kraft und freiheit der einbildung 
auch beziehungsweise (relativ) so gebraucht werden konnen daB der redende, in welchem der drei 
reinen zeitkreise (vergangenheit, gegenwart, zukunft) er eine handlung sich denken mag, sie da 
entweder als vollendet oder als werdend und kommend sezen kann. Ewald, Ausfuhrliches 
Lehrbuch Der Hebraischen Sprache Des A/ten Bundes, 350. 

29 DeCaen, "Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew 'Aspect,"' 138. 
30 Binnick, Time and the Verb, 22; Robins, A Short History ofLinguistics, 65. 
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McFall explains, when Ewald states "allgemein" he presumably implies the 

etymological meaning of complete and incomplete ofperfectum and imperfectum.31 

Cook states that Ewald's theory is to be considered as an early aspectual theory. He 

explains, "By 'early' I mean to distance Ewald's concept of aspect from the more recent 

and well-refined universal theories about aspect that distinguish perfective and 

imperfective from the misleading ideas of complete( d) and incomplete( d). "32 

Samuel R. Driver provides an expanded version ofEwald's standard theory. 

McFall states that Driver popularized Ewald's theory.33 However, McFall notes that 

Driver did not acknowledge Ewald as the source ofhis work. Yet, according to McFall, 

an observation ofDriver's work clearly suggests a considerable amount of influence 

from Ewald.34 While there are similarities between the two theories, Driver sets himself 

apart. For example, Driver begins his analysis by stating, "The Hebrew language in 

contrast to the classical languages in which the development ofthe verb is so richly 

varied, possesses only two of those modifications which are commonly termed tense."35 

Driver maintains Ewald's analysis of the opposition between QATAL and YIQTOL. 

However, Driver's conception of the BHVS entails a three-fold contrast between 

QATAL, QOTEL, and YIQTOL, which expresses three ontological times-past, present, 

31 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 44. McFall cites,"[... ] diese namen aber nicht in 

dem engen sinne der Lateinischen Grammatik sodem ganz allgemein verstanden." Ewald, Ausfuhrliches 

Lehrbuch der Hebraischen Sprache des A/ten Bundes, 350. 

32 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 86. There is some debate between DeCaen and Cook 

regarding Ewald's use ofaspectuallanguage. Moomo notes that DeCaen voices some objection that 

Ewald never uses the term aspect in his description of the BHVS. Moomo, "The Meaning of the Biblical 

Hebrew Verb," 13ft. 2 citing DeCaen, "Ewald and Driver on Biblical Hebrew 'Aspect,"' 133. Cook, 

however, rejects this statement and provides his own translation ofEwald's grammar. Cook emphasizes 

that the language Ewald uses clearly lends the theory to an aspectual understanding of the BHVS. Cook, 

"The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 84-85 ft. 10. 

33 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 76. 

34 McFall, The Enigma ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 61. 

35 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, I. 
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and future. Ewald also holds to a three-fold opposition, but his work emphasizes the use 

of the past and future, thus, leaving behind the present. Driver interprets these three 

ontological times aspectually, yet does not entirely reject the existence of tense. He also 

argues for three types of actions expressed by the BHVS--complete, continuing and 

incipient.36 Furthermore, Driver's theory is based on two principles. First, Driver has a 

distinct notion of"time." He understands BH to exhibit two forms of time: 1) order of 

time, and 2) kind oftime.37 Both ofthese forms of time exhibit a function that is similar 

to tense, however, only "tenses mark[... ] differences in the kind oftime."38 Second, 

Driver explains the meaning of the Hebrew verb in the categories of accent or tone.39 He 

concludes, "[U]pon these two facts, the whole theory of the tense has to be 

constructed. "40 

In conclusion, Ewald and Driver are not entirely clear in their aspectual 

interpretation of the BHVS. This is in part due to the lack of demonstrated linguistic 

evidence.41 Ofparticular interest to this thesis, Ewald classifies YIQTOL as an imperfect 

under the simple form category and, therefore, expresses incomplete actions. Driver's 

theory describes YIQTOL as denoting an "incipient" action. In addition to incipient, 

Driver states that this form also has aspectual value: imperfect, ergressive, nascent, 

36 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 2. 

37 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 2. 

38 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 2. 

39 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 115. 

40 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 2. 

41 Moomo emphasizes this point and argues that "[i]fDriver [and Ewald would have] described the 

features of tense and aspectuallanguages based on cross linguistic metacategories, it would have been 

possible to compare the features ofHebrew with those of other languages." Moomo, "The Meaning ofthe 

Biblical Hebrew Verb," 16. This point Moomo makes is somewhat one sided considering his emphasis on 

comparative-historical studies throughout his dissertation. However, I am inclined to agree with the 

argument that the aspectual and tense components ofBH is confused in the work ofDriver and Ewald. A 

clear distinction between the two categories is difficult to discern in their theories. 
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progressive continuance, inchoative, and incomplete.42 He does not designate a single 

value to YIQTOL. 

1.2.3. Comparative-Historical Studies 

Since the mid-nineteenth-century, comparative-historical studies have 

contributed significantly to our understanding of the BHVS. From the mid-nineteenth to 

mid-twentieth-century, there has been rapid development in our knowledge of Semitic 

languages. Cook argues that this advancement has led to three notable developments in 

BH scholarship. First, in the 1850's, scholars discovered how to decipher Akkadian, 

''which instigated a new phase of discussions regarding the development of the Semitic 

verbal system."43 Second, in 1887, a cache of cuneiform tablets were discovered in Tel 

el-Amarna, "the capital and residence of the Egyptian king Akhenaten (Amenhotep IV) 

(ca. 1353 BCE)."44 William Moran studied Amarna correspondence that originated in 

Byblos, delaying the impact of this discovery at Tel el-Amarna. However, Moran 

discovered "that the TAM system in the letters was almost wholly North West Semitic 

[(NWS)], reflecting the native dialects ofthe local scribes."45 Third, in 1929, a group of 

clay tablets inscribed with an alphabetic cuneiform writing system from the site of 

ancient U garit was discovered. Cook makes the following statement regarding our 

understanding ofUgaritic: 

Although our understanding of the U garitic language of these tablets is hampered 
by the largely reconstructed vocalization of the texts, it is nevertheless significant 
to BH as the only well-attested native language of the Levantine area during the 
second millennium BCE. 46 

42 Driver, A Treatise on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew, 1, 2ft. 1, 5, 27, 119. 

43 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 93. 

44 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 94. 

45 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 94. Citing Moran, The Amarna Letters, xi, 54. 

46 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 94. Citing Pardee, "Ugaritic," 131, 288. 
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In the twentieth-century, additional ancient sources were discovered, for example 

Eblaite in 1928. There was also a continually growing group of texts including the Tel 

Dan inscription, ostraca from the Mousaieff collect, and the Tel Zyit inscription, all part 

ofa collection ofNWS epigraphsY 

The comparative-historical information gained through the study ofAkkadian, 

Ugaritic, and El-Amarna (EA) Canaanite has influenced our understanding of the 

BHVS. Cook discusses the etymological distinction between WAYYIQTOL and YIQTOL 

as one of the greatest discoveries of comparative-historical research: 

The most important conclusion arrived at through the comparative-historical 
investigations is that [Western Semitic (WS)] originally possessed a Past prefix 
from YAQTUL. Comparison of the Akkadian Past iprus with BH WAYYIQTOL 
and the Arabic suntagm lam YA QTUL supported the supposition that a past 
prefix from YAQTUL existed in WS; the Ugaritic data, though not completely 
clear, appears to exhibit the form; and the Amarna Letters show evidence of the 
form in second-millennium Canaanite. To these data may be added others from 
Amorite onomastica and NWS epigraphs. 48 

WS prefixed past YAQTUL verbal forms have been discovered in different NWS 

epigraphs. These include such epigraphs as Zakir (or Zakkur), Deir Alia, Mesha, and Tel 

Dan.49 Commonly, these prefixed forms included a WAW. W. Randall Garr argues, 

"[T]his distribution suggest that the consecutive imperfect was a common NWS verb 

form. "50 This distinction is significant to our understanding of the BHVS because it 

allows for a more isolated observation of YIQTOL. 

47 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 94. Comparative-historical theory holds significant influence 

to the formulation of Cook's aspect prominent theory. Due to a limitation of space, it is difficult for me to 

explore the true significance of this theory. However, in Chapter 2, it is made clear that this school of 

thought influences Cook. 

48 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 118-19. 

49 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 119; Garr, Dialect Geography ofSyria-Palestine, 1000
1586 B. C.E., 184-86; Smith, The Origins and Development ofthe WA W-Consecutive, 18-19. 

50 Garr, Dialect Geography ofSyria-Palestine, 1000-586 B.C.E., 186. 
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In comparison to the WAYYIQTOL: YIQTOL etymological distinction, 

comparative-historical studies have not provided sufficient evidence for the WeQATAL: 

QATAL etymological difference. Cook argues, "[W]ith or (less commonly) without 

WAW, QATAL exhibits a non-past meaning within conditional clauses in the Amarna 

texts."51 Others have noted that this non-past meaning within conditional clauses is also 

present in Aramaic, 52 Syriac,53 Phoenician,54 Arabic,55 and Ethiopic. 56 However, "It is 

unclear how the optative or precative meaning for QATAL (in conditional clauses) can 

account for the semantics of WeQATAL.57 Furthermore, certain comparative-historical 

scholars claim that WeQATAL developed on analogy with the WAYYIQTOL: YIQTOL 

opposition.58 As a result, Terry Fen ton renames the WA W-consecuti ve as "WA W 

analogi cum. "59 

In this thesis I make a distinction between old comparative-historical studies and 

the more modem neo-comparative-historical studies as a result ofMoomo's research in 

his recent dissertation.60 Old comparative-historical studies includes the work ofEwald 

and Driver, which I classify as standard theory, since their methodological approach to 

51 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 120. 

52 Folmer, "Some Remarks on the Use ofthe Finite Verb Form in the Protasis of Conditional Sentences in 

Aramaic Texts from the Achaemenid Period." 

53 Noldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 203-5, 65. 

54 Krahmalkov, "The QATAL with Future Tense Reference in Phoenician." 

55 Wright, A Grammar ofthe Arabic Language, 2.14-17. 

56 Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar, 548; Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249-56. 

57 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 120. Citing Moran, The Amarna Letters, 31-3; Rainey, 

Canaanite in the Amarna Tablets, 366; Joosten, "Biblical WeQATAL and Syriac WaQATAL Expressing 

Repetition in the Past," 3. 

58 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 120. For further reading on this claim ofcomparative

historical studies see Bergstrasser et al., H ebraiische Grammatik, 2.14; Bobzin, "Uberlegungen Zum 

Althebraischen 'Tempus' System," 153; Fenton, "Proceedings ofthe Fifth World Congress ofJewish 

Studies," 39; Smith, The Origins and Development ofthe WAW-Consecutive, 6-8; Buth, "The Hebrew 

Verb in Current Discussions," 101. 

59 Fenton, "Proceedings ofthe Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies," 39. 

60 Moomo, "The Meaning of the Biblical Hebrew Verb," 8-31. 
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the BHVS is similar to that ofneo-comparative-historical studies-"[t]hey all try to find 

the meaning of the Hebrew verb forms by tracing the forms in its evolutionary process 

from High Akkadian."61 

F. Fensham, a neo-comparative-historical studies scholar, argues that the HB is 

comprised of two distinct forms ofancient Hebrew: early BH and late BH. He argues 

that the older canonical books and poetic materials exhibit a language that is closer to 

Proto Semitic (PS).62 While this is not entirely relevant to neo-comparative-historical 

studies it is significant to the general stream of BH scholarship, Fensham also challenges 

scholars of the BHVS to consider the functionality ofany particular BH verbal form 

within its context. He does not go as far as to endorse discourse linguistics, however, his 

challenge remains. 

John Huehnergard claims that the primary verbal forms ofPS, a forerunner to 

BH, are the perfective YAQTUL and the imperfective YAQTULU.63 His analysis ofPS 

verbal forms is founded on the explanation of C. Burney. Based on a study of Table I 

and XI of the Gilgamesh-epic and Table IV of the Creation-epic, Burney argues, "[I]n 

Babylonian, we fmd the peculiarity that the ordinary historical tense is not as in other 

Semitic languages the perfect, but a form (usually called the preterite)."64 He argues that 

there is a connection between the verbal forms ofBH and Akkadian.65 Huehnergard also 

draws from the theory of Anson Rainey and maintains that the PS verbal system is better 

understood to denote aspect rather than tense. Huegnegard states, 

61 Moomo, "The Meaning of the Biblical Hebrew Verb," 16. 

62 Fensham, "The Use of the Suffix Conjugations and the Prefix Conjugations," 13. 

63 Huehnergard, "The Early Hebrew Prefix Conjugations," 19. 

64 Burney, "A Fresh Examination of the Hebrew Tenses," 200. 

65 Burney, "A Fresh Examination of the Hebrew Tenses," 200. 
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If, as Rainey's examples show, both YAQTUL and YAQTULU express verbal 
action in the past and yet are not identical in meaning, then it seems clear that we 
must posit a distinction between them other than the expression of tenses; in 
other words, they are also aspectually different. 66 

Rooted in the observation ofthe historical evolution ofBH, Huegnegard concludes that 

BH is an aspectuallanguage. 

In conclusion, the cross-linguistic element of old comparative-historical studies 

and neo-comparative-historical studies significantly progressed the development of our 

understanding ofthe BHVS. Specifically, as a result of evidence from Akkadian texts, 

YIQTOL and WAYYIQTOL are considered etymologically distinct. Furthermore, founded 

on this evidence of the Akkadian preterite, Cook argues that WAYYIQTOL is 

fundamentally distinct on syntactical and developmental levels. Morphology is the only 

similarity WAYYIQTOL shares with YIQTOL. Otherwise, the syntactic function of 

WAYYIQTOL is closer to QATAL. Observing development, the verbal grams YIQTOL is 

related to are distinct from WAYYIQTOL. While some scholars base their argument for 

etymological, syntactical, and developmental distinctions between WAYYIQTOL and 

YIQTOL on evidence from Akkadian, others consider WAYYIQTOL to be similar to 

YIQTOL through the observation ofproto-Canaanite evidence. Specifically, through the 

observation of poetic texts, like the Pss 1-41, YIQTOL is seen to function as a preterite 

like WAYYIQTOL as it can reference the past temporal sphere-e.g., Ps 18. However, 

for this thesis, I consider WAYYIQTOL to be a distinct verbal form from YIQTOL. It will 

be found that each scholar considers it possible for YIQTOL to reference the past 

temporal sphere, but this function of YIQTOL is not the result ofany shared grammatical 

features with WAYYIQTOL. Neither scholar arguments for syntactical similarities 

66 Huehnergard, "The Early Hebrew Prefix Conjugations," 21. 
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between YIQTOL and WAYYIQTOL. Therefore, only YIQTOL and WeYIQTOL will be 

observed, not WAYYIQTOL. 

1.2.4. Discourse Linguistic Theory 

"Discourse analysis," "discourse grammar," "discourse linguistics," or 

''textlinguistik/text-linguistics" as terminologies were first applied to linguistics by 

Zellig Harris in 1952 with his publication of"Discourse Analysis" and "Discourse 

Analysis: A Sample Text" in Language.67 He used the terms in a conservative manner as 

he allowed them to only "refer to the analysis of discourse through breaking it up into its 

fundamental elements."68 It is a methodology that observes sentence grammar rather 

than isolated elements of a sentence or clause. 69 R. Dooley and S. Levinsohn state that 

discourse linguistics studies the sequence of sentences in a coherent whole. 70 There are 

two presuppositions ofdiscourse linguistics that must be noted which are a result of the 

methodology's development. First, Roy Heller argues "that [the] 'meaning' ofany 

particular verbal form arises only out of the 'use' and 'function' of that verbal form 

within its context.'m Second, discourse linguistics presupposes ''that relationships 

between sentences are often the same as those we fmd between elements of a single 

sentence."72 

67 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 149. 

68 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 149. Ellen Prince argues that "discourse analysis" is the 

most loosely and improperly used term in the entire field oflinguistics. Furthermore, she argues that this is 

possibly the result ofconsistently insufficient or improper definitions ofdiscourse analysis. Prince, 

"Discourse Analysis," 164. 

69 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 19-20. 

70 Dooley, Analyzing Discourse, 10. 

71 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 20. 

72 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 20. 
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There are two primary schools of thought within BH discourse linguistic theory: 

(1) the Longacre "school" and (2) the (Weinrich/Schneider)/Talstra/Niccacci "school."73 

Robert Longacre's discourse model was not specifically developed for BH considering 

he studies many languages. However, BH is definitely an area of specialty for Longacre. 

He succinctly states the thrust ofhis research in the following way: 

I posit here that every language has a system ofdiscourse; each discourse type 
has its own characteristic constellation ofverb forms that figure in that type; the 
uses of given tense/aspect/mood form are most surely and concretely described in 
relation to a given discourse type. 74 

I argue that Longacre's methodology is not solely concerned with the TAM of the 

BHVS. Instead, his theory has more to do with supra-sentence level patterns, thus, 

discourse constellations and grammar.75 He is particularly interested in the distinct text-

types that comprise patterns throughout a narrative that construct a story-these patterns 

are known as discourse constellations. However, Longacre studied BH discourse 

linguistics ''to shed light on the various [TAM] forms ofthe verb in BH."76 He wrote 

multiple articles to address a void area in the field of biblical scholarship. He placed 

each verbal form in "context with other forms in various types ofdiscourse and 

[enquired] as to the functions ofeach verb form within a given discourse type. " 77 

73 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 133. Not all ofthe (Weinrich!Schneider)/Talstra/Niccacci 

school of thought is reviewed in this section. Specific attention is given to the work ofthe Weinrich

Schneider Approach and the work ofAlviero Niccacci. For further reading on Eep Talstra, see Cook, "The 

Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 138-39; Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible I"; Talstra, "Text 

Grammar and Hebrew Bible II"; Talstra, "Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew"; Talstra, "Tense, Mood, 

Aspect and Clause Connections in Biblical Hebrew," 85-6. 

74 Longacre, Joseph, 59. 

75 For further reading on Longacre's definition of discourse constellations see Longacre, Joseph, 80--136; 

Longacre, "Discourse Perspective on the Hebrew Verbal System." 

76 Longacre, "Discourse Perspective on the Hebrew Verb," 177 

77 Longacre, "Discourse Perspective on the Hebrew Verb," 177. 
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Longacre, based on the theories ofP. J. Hopper and Alviero Niccacci, developed 

two insights for the purpose of accounting for "the highly nuanced texture of biblical 

storytelling."78 First, Longacre defmes four primary categories of discourse: 

1. Narrative Discourse, in which a character reports a series of events that have 
occurred; 
2. Predictive Discourse, in which a character proposes or plans for events that 
have not occurred; 
3. Expository Discourse, in which a character explains or describes a fact or 
situation; and 
4. Hortatory Discourse, in which a character attempts to elicit a response from 
another character or other characters. 79 

Second, Longacre discusses the use of QATAL in BH prose. He argues that the verb ''to 

be" impacts the development and function ofa sentence, not only in BH, but also in all 

languages. He argues that when the BH verb haya (''to be") appears, it does not progress 

the narrative. Instead, it is explanatory because of the nature of the verb. 80 

Eep Talstra and Cook provide two characterizations for the Weinrich-Schneider 

approach. First, this approach describes the "formal structure of text"81 by going beyond 

the phrase and clause level. Second, the Weinrich-Schneider model approaches language 

as a mode of "human communication. "82 According to this model, verbal forms are not 

primarily semantic, but discourse-pragmatic-verbs have a direct relationship with the 

"natural language expressions and their uses in specific situations."83 Cook argues, 

78 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 22. 

79 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 23; Longacre, Joseph, 80-136. Within 

discourse linguistics, there is not complete agreement regarding the exact number or definition of these 

categories oftext-types. 

80·Longacre, Joseph, 66. 


81 Talstra, "Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew," 269; Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 
136. 

82 Talstra, "Text Grammar and Biblical Hebrew," 269; Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 136. 

83 Bussmann, "Pragmatics," 926. 
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"[T]hey provide a preliminary sorting ('Vorsortierung') of the world ofdiscourse for the 

speaker and listener."84 

The Weinrich-Schneider model has three parameters. First, the term 

"Sprechhaltung' refers to the discourse altitude: speech ("Besprechen") and narrative 

("Erzahlen"). These discourse altitudes are "determined by the statistical predominance 

of certain verb forms in each."85 Cook explains, "[P]resent, future, and perfect verbs are 

statistically dominant in speech discourse, whereas past, imperfect, past perfect, and 

conditional verbs are dominant in narrative discourse in European languages."86 The 

second parameter is called "relief." This refers to an event highlighted as "foreground" 

or "background. "87 The third parameter has to do with the perspective ofa text, "which 

may be backwards (past), neutral, or forward (future)."88 The following table explains 

the three parameters of the Weinrich-Schneider Approach: 

Narrative 
WAYYli TOL 

x-QATAL x-YIQTOL 
ast] [future] 

Niccacci, placed within the Weinrich-Schneider school, takes a text-linguistic 

approach to the BHVS. He believes that Schneider, a forerunner ofhis methodological 

approach, introduced the text-linguistic approach. Niccacci states, 

The truth is that Schneider has opened the way for an approach to the problem, 
which I believe to be correct. The solution he proposes is not synchronic but 

84 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137. 

85 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137. 

86 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137. 

87 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137. 

88 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137. 

89 Table adapted from Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 137; Talstra, "Text Grammar and 

Biblical Hebrew," 272. Cook references Schneider, Grammatik Des Biblischen Hebraisch, 208; 

Bartelmus, HYH, 79. 
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diachronic in character and instead of considering the origins ofverbal forms in 
isolation it is concerned with their actual use and function in a text.90 

Niccacci divides prose clauses into two categories, "discourse" and "narrative."91 He 

explains, ''Narrative concerns persons or events which are not present or current in the 

relationship involving writer-reader and so the third person is used. "92 He continues, 

"[In] discourse,[... ] the speaker addresses the listener directly (dialogue, sermon, 

prayer)."93 Discourse as a category is further divided into two more groups: "discourse 

(proper)" and "comment." These categories are used "when the writer holds up the story 

in order to relate his reflection on the events narrated or to define them in some way" 

within a narrative.94 Heller states, "According to Niccacci, in discourse, YIQTOL is the 

main, dominant form, both QATAL and WeQATAL being secondary, while in narrative 

WAYYIQTOL is the main form, and QATAL is secondary."95 

In conclusion, discourse linguistics appears to be a verbal centric methodology. 

However, the analysis of TAM of any language's verbal system does not seem to be this 

methodology's primary purpose. However, discourse linguistics does have some 

significance to this thesis. I entirely agree with the method's primary directive that the 

analysis of a language's verbal system must be done with context in mind. As a result of 

this conviction, my evaluation of each YIQTOL instance in the First Book of the Psalter 

will be observed within its discourse context. 

90 Niccacci, The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 9-10. 
91 Niccacci, The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 29. 
92 Niccacci, The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 29. 
93 Niccacc~ The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 29. 
94 Niccacci, The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 33-34. 
95 Heller, Narrative Structure and Discourse Constellations, 22. 
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1.2.5. Tense Theory 

Twentieth-century BH tense theories represent an evolution from medieval 

thought. These twentieth-century tense theories, in Cook's opinion, have reached a 

certain level of sophistication through their incorporation of the parameter of syntactic 

variation.96 Cook states, "These theories are credited with the exploitation of syntax as a 

means to disambiguate homonymous forms in the BHVS."97 Twentieth-century tense 

theory is distinct from the Ewald-Driver and pre-Ewald-Driver tense or absolute-tense 

theories. The most obvious point ofdistinction is the era of publication. Twentieth-

century tense theory is distinct from the Ewald-Driver and pre-Ewald-Driver theories in 

the sense that these two realms of historical thought are building blocks. This rebirth of 

tense theory evolves the concepts, as noted by Cook in the above quote. With this 

distinction in mind, there are three key movements in this section: (1) the application of 

Bauer's and Driver's Mischesprache idea, (2) a proposed relative tense theory, and (3) a 

theory that observes the duplicate semantic value of the WAW-pre:fixed forms compared 

to the non-WAW-pre:fixed forms. 

Frank R. Blake and James A. Hughes are the founders of the first key movement 

in tense theory-the application ofDriver's Mischesprache idea. This theory was 

developed through the publication ofa series of articles and monographs that challenged 

standard theory. Blake states, "The whole [standard aspectual] treatment presents a 

picture strongly characterized by complexity, obscurity and arti:ficiality."98 Blake 

develops this theory through the adoption of Bauer's diachronic approach and a 

96 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 110. 
97 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 121. 
98 Blake, A Resurvey ofHebrew Tense, 1. 
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resurveyed list of the meanings of each BH verb from Driver and Gesenius. Blake 

summarizes his conclusions and states, 

The imperfect may denote any tense or mood [ ...] The perfect may denote past 
tenses but also present or future[ ... ] Verb forms immediately following [WAW] 
have in most case meanings equivalent to that of the preceding verb. Converted 
imperfects and converted perfects may be used independently ofany leading 
verb. Converted imperfects are regularly past[ ... ] Perfects with [WAW SHEVA] 
may have any of the normal meanings of the imperfect (present-progressive past
future-modal), but in many cases they are ordinary perfects with past meaning.99 

Hughes took this theory a little further a few years later. Similarly, he uses 

Bauer's and Driver's diachronic approach, but he depends less on Gesenius. Moomo 

considers Hughes' approach to be within the neo-comparative-historical studies school 

of thought. However, Hughes' argument for the tense prominent nature ofBH leads me 

to conclude that his approach is better placed within the tense theory category. 100 

Hughes argues that BH has two tense forms-past and future. 101 He states, 

After an exhaustive survey of the uses of the simple Imperfect and the Perfect 
with WA Win past time and the simple Perfect in future time in the prose sections 
ofthe [OT], we have reached the conclusion which is opposed to the aspect 
theory. 102 

Hughes argues that these two tense forms have an aorist meaning, which implies that the 

aorist is not only confined to past time. 103 He arrives at this conclusion through an 

observation of the Akkadian QATIL, a stative aorist, and YAQTUL, an active aorist. 

Hughes does not hold to the traditional Perfect : Imperfect opposition in Akkadian and 

BH. Instead, he argues that QATAL and YIQTOL should be understood as an opposition 

between the performative aorist and affirmative aorist. 104 

99 Blake, A Resurvey ofHebrew Tense, 73. 

100 Moomo, "The Meaning ofthe Biblical Hebrew Verb," 17-19. 

101 Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," 12. 

102 Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," 12. 

103 Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," 12. 

104 Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," 13. 
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Jerzy K. Kurylowiez is the founder ofthe second key movement within tense 

theory-relative tense theory. He claims that based on an analysis ofclassical Arabic 

and BH the WS verbal system is not primarily defmed by aspect or tense. He states, 

"The primary meaning of YAQTULU is action simultaneous with the moment of 

speaking."105 In order to support his claims, he adopts the Prague School concept of 

privative oppositions. Cook summarizes his approach in the following way, 

He proposed a privative opposition between [WS] QATALA and YAQTULU: the 
former, marked member expresses anteriority, and the latter, unmarked member 
neutrally expresses non-anteriority or negatively expresses simultaneity. While 
West Semitic can express the same range oftense-aspect values as, for instance, 
Indo-European languages, these values are context conditioned functions of the 
single morphological pair. 106 

While Cook clearly summarizes Kurylowiez's position, it becomes difficult to 

categorize Kurylowicz' s theory considering there are moments when he treats Semitic 

aspect as absolute time instead ofrelative tense. This becomes more convoluted when 

one observes his use of the labels "anteriority" and "simultaneity."107 

The third movement among tense theories observes the duplicate semantic value 

ofthe WAW-prefixed forms compared to the non-WAW-prefixed forms. This approach 

begs the question of why syntactic alternation is important in the BHVS. Joshua Blau, E. 

J. Revell and Brian Peckham will be reviewed in this section. 

105 Kurylowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar and Metrics, 115. 

106 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 112. Citing Kurylowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar 

and Metrics, 80; Kurylowicz, "Verbal Aspect in Semitic," 116. 

107 For additional comments on this convolution see Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar, 133-34; Binnick, 

Time and the Verb, 285-86. In an attempt to explain this position, Kurylowicz states, 


A binary system like Ar[abic] YAQTULU: QATALA excludes not only the category ofaspect, but 
also the category oftense [...]The fundamental relation A [=YAQTULU]: B [=QATALA] is 
neither one ofaspect nor one of tense. Its correct definition is simultaneity (or non-anteriority) 
versus anteriority. Kurylowicz, "Verbal Aspect in Semitic," 115. 
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Joshua Blau claims that there is a distinction between the WA W-prefixed forms 

and the non-WAW-prefixed forms. This distinction is not one of semantics but rather is 

syntactical. Blau first addresses BH prose and states, 

Biblical prose exhibits a verbal system that denoted tenses, since the alternation 
of [QATALIWAmQTOL] and [YIQTOL/WeQATAL] is due to the syntactic 
environment (the impossibility/possibility ofthe uses of[WAWJ copulative). 
Accordingly, one will assume a similar system in the spoken language. 108 

Then Blau directs the conversation toward BH poetry. He states, 

Deviations in the usage ofverbs in biblical poetry have to be interpreted as 
intentional archaism. Since it is impossible to reconstruct such an intricate 
system as the verbal system is, from mere archaic features (including, no doubt, 
pseudo-archaic ones), nothing certain can be inferred from them as to the nature 
ofthe Proto-Hebrew verbal system. 109 

Blau' s theory was not meant to answer all the questions of the BHVS. Yet, other 

scholars consider it foundational enough that they use his theory as their base of study. 

E. J. Revell built off the argument ofM. H. Silverman who primarily echoes 

Blau. Revell took Silverman's fuller explanation for a syntactical approach to the BHVS 

that studied the placement ofa verb within a clause. 110 Revell focuses more on modality 

than aspect. Specific to the YIQTOL, he argues that the tense model features a syntactic 

distinction between indicative and modal YIQTOL. YIQTOL as modal is clause initial, 

and the indicative YIQTOL is non-clause initial. 111 

Brian Peckham is also significant to this third movement. He built on the theory 

developed by Blau. He maintains a syntactic tense approach and states, "Tense, in short, 

108 Blau, "Marginalia Semitica 6," 26. 
109 Blau, "Marginalia Semitica 6," 26. 
110 Silverman, ed. Syntactic Notes on the WAW Consecutive, 175. 
111 Revell, "The System ofthe Verb in Standard Biblical Prose," 7-21. Revell was not the first to observe 
this distinction. For further reading see DeCaen, "On the Placement and Interpretation of the Verb in 
Standard Biblical Hebrew Prose"; Shulman, "The Use of Modal Verb Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose"; 
Niccacci, "A Neglected Point ofHebrew Syntax: YIQTOL and Position in the Sentence"; Gentry, "The 
System ofthe Finite Verb in Classical Biblical Hebrew." 
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is due to verb movement, not to verb form." 112 In cooperation with this view oftense he 

adopts aspect and mood in his theory as well. Ofall the reviewed scholars in this 

section, Peckham presents the most sophisticated tense based model for the BHVS. 

"Time" according to Peckham consists of tense and aspect characteristics. He 

states, 

Time is a qualification oftense: it defmes past, present or future actions, either in 
themselves (that is, individual clauses : absolute time), or in relation to other 
actions (that is, in relation to another action or state with an intrinsic temporal 
quality). Time is also known as Aktionsart ("kind of action"), or as a "situation" 
(an action or a state with an intrinsic temporal quality). 113 

Particular to YIQTOL, it also expresses durative or habitual, repeated or distributive, and 

progressive or incomplete as absolute values. Peckham produced the following table in 

order to articulate his theory: 

112 Peckham, "Tense and Mood in Biblical Hebrew," 139. 
113 Peckham, "Tense and Mood in Biblical Hebrew," 141 ft. 6. 
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Subject first 

~------U~~~L---+~~~~~~~~1_~ 
Verb or 

Object first 

modifiers first 

Subject first 

Object first 

Verb or verb 
modifiers first 
Verb first 

time, continuous 

Past ( durative/habitual) 

Asyndetic and 

Present 
(incomplete/progressive) 

Present 
(incomplete/progressive) 

Disjunctive 

Conjunctive 

Consecutive and 
Paratactic 

Peckham's system treats five different syntagma: consecutive QATAL (=WAYYIQTOL) 

and consecutive YIQTOL (=WeYIQTOL), disjunctive (WAW +X+ QATAL/ YIQTOL), 

paratactic (WAW + 0 + QATALIYIQTOL = WeQATAL/ WeYIQTOL), conjunctive 

(clauses with a conjunction), and asyndetic (clauses without a conjunction). 115 These are 

then combined into three syntagma with the parameters of word order: subject first, 

object first, and verb or modifiers first. 116 Peckham argues that tense and mood are 

relative. He treats "tense (and aspect) and mood in various types of interclausal contexts, 

for example, subordination, coordination, and sequencing of clauses." 117 Regarding 

parallel lines, these clauses "assume the tense or mood of the clause of which it is 

114 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 119. Table modified from Peckham, "Tense and Mood in 

Biblical Hebrew," 145. 

115 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 119. 

116 Peckham, "Tense and Mood in Biblical Hebrew," 145-47. 

117 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 120. 
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parallel, but maintains its own time and aspect."118 For verbs in consecutive clauses, 

they maintain the tense of the leading clause. 

In conclusion, some consider tense to be an insufficient or incorrect explanation 

of the BHVS. Cook argues that it is unable to "deal with examples in the Hebrew Bible 

that prima dacie demonstrate the ability of a single form (e.g., [QATALIYIQTOL]) to 

function in all three times-past, present, and future." 119 In light of Cook's statement, a 

majority of tense prominent scholars consider BH to only exhibit the past and future. 

Tense theory is significant because it provides for us a better understanding of the 

development of Joosten's relative tense theory. An accurate understanding of this 

theory's development allows us to entirely appreciate Joosten's argument that YIQTOL 

only expresses tense and modality. 

1.2.6. Aspect Theory 

Aspectual or aspect prominent theory is a direct descendant of the Ewald-Driver 

standard theory. Aspectual theory recognizes like standard theory that the basic 

distinctions in the BHVS are aspectual. 120 Another influential theory to the development 

of aspectual theory is that ofBauer. Even though Bauer rejects aspect for tense 

distinction in the BHVS based on his diachronic analysis of the Semitic verb, other 

scholars realize its compatibility with standard aspectual theory.121 Marcel Cohen, for 

example, highlights, 

[W]hile accepting Bauer's contention that the WAW-prefixed forms were 
archaisms, Cohen argued, contra Bauer, that the forms were aspectual: the 
"imparfait" (YIQTOL) and "le parfait en role d'imparfait" (WeQATAL) are 

118 Peckham, "Tense and Mood in Biblical Hebrew," 160. 
119 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 131. 
12°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 121. 
121 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. 
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"l'inaccompli," while the "parfait" (QATAL) and "le imparfait en role de parfait" 
(WAYYIQTOL) are "l-accompli."122 

Furthermore, the publication ofBrockelmann's article "subjektiven Aspect" in 1951 

aided in the renewal of scholars interest in aspect theory. Cook states, "[T]his article 

represented a reversal ofhis earlier analysis of the Semitic verbal systems as expressing 

tense."123 

Joosten, although not a believer in the aspectual argument, provides a well-

articulated definition of the fundamental opposition in aspect theory: the perfective and 

imperfective aspect. He states, 

[T]he perfective aspect looks at the situation from outside, without necessarily 
distinguishing any of the internal structure of the situation; the imperfective 
aspect looks at the situation from inside; and as such is crucially concerned with 
the internal structure of the situation. 124 

He contrasts this definition cited from Bernard Comrie against that of Carlota S. Smith. 

Joosten argues, 

[S]entences with a perfective viewpoint presents a situation as a single whole. 
The span of the perfective includes the initial and fmal endpoints ofa situation: it 
is closed informationally; imperfective viewpoints present part of the situation, 
with no information about its endpoints. Thus imperfectives are open 
informationally. The unmarked imperfective spans an interval that is internal to 
the situation. 125 

Joosten clearly states that this opposition as seen in BH is between QATAL and YIQTOL. 

122 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. Citing Cohen, Le Systeme Verbal Semitique et 
L 'Expression du Temps, 9, 10--12, 286. 
123 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. Citing Brockelmann, Introduction to the Semitic 
Languages, 144-51. Brockelmann also directed scholars away from the use ofthe Ewald-Driver 
terminology imperfectum : perfectum and introduced the Latinate terms "konstatierent Aspekt'' (Latinate 
constare "stand still, exisf') and "kursiv Aspekt'' (Latinate cursus "running, coursing"). Cook, Time and 
the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. Citing Brockelmann, "Die 'Tempora' des Semitischen," 134; 
Brockelmann, Hebraische Syntax, 39. For additional comments on this transition of terminology see 
Mettinger, "The Hebrew Verbal System," 65. 

124 Joosten, "Do the Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Express Aspect?" 50. Citing Comrie, Aspect, 

4. 

125 Joosten, "Do the Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Express Aspect?" 50-51. Citing Smith, The 

Parameter ofAspect, 11. 
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FirthiofRundgren developed the privative opposition theory based on the 

"linguistic principles of synchrony and private oppositions."126 Tryggve Mettinger 

argues that Rundgren's theory draws from comparative-historical data, but treats it as if 

derived from a single synchronic entity. 127 Cook notes, "The concept of privative 

oppositions derives from phonological theory in the Prague school oflinguistics."128 For 

example, Rundgren's theory explores the semantics of synonyms such as the English 

word dog and bitch. "Dog can express two values with respect to [+female] bitch, to 

which it stands in privative opposition: ( 1) it may express the negative counterpart of 

male canine [+male], or 2) it may express the neutral meaning of canine [-/+female] or[

/+male]."129 The following is a table that illustrates Rundgren's model of privative 

oppositions in Semitic: 

Table 1.2.6.1. Rund~ren's Model of Privative 01!1!_ositions in Semitic130 

Stative (marked): Dynamic (unmarked) 

Cursive (marked): Constative (unmarked) 

,/ \.t 

Punctual (marked): Neutral (unmarked) 

Regarding the BHVS, Rundgren makes the distinction between two temporal 

levels: a present-future time level and past time level. The following table explains 

Rundgren's model of temporal levels: 

126 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. 

127 Mettinger, "The Hebrew Verbal System," 74. 

128 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122, 34 ft. 28. 

129 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 122. 

13 °Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 123. Citing Rundgren, DanAlthebriiische Verbum, 109-10. 
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Table 1.2.6.2. Rundgren's Model of the BHVS131 

Stative QATAL : Dynamic YAQTUL(U) 

,/ "' B [L]l32 
Present-future time 
level 

B1 Present 
(YIQTOL) 

I1 Coincidental 
(QATAL) 

Io1 Modal YIQTOL 
(Jussive) 
>(We)QATAL 

Past time level B2 Imperfect 
YIQTOL (long) 

I2 Punctual Aorist 
YIQTOL (short) 

Io2 Neutral Aorist 
(WAY)YIQTOL 

According to Rundgren, the most basic distinction in the BHVS is between the stative 

QATAL and the dynamic prefix conjugations. 133 Cook states, 

The latter bifurcates into a marked Cursive value for both present-future time (B1 
Present) and past time (B2 Imperfect) and a neutral Constative value. This 
Constative unmarked value is in turn divided into yet a tertiary-level privative 
opposition between a marked value in present-future (II Coincidental; 
neutralized with Present B1) and past CI2 Punctual Aorist= remnants of the 
prefix preterite with WAW) time, and a neutral value also represented in both 
present-future time Cio1 Modal forms, including modal WeQATAL) and past time 
(Io2 Neutral WAYYIQTOL) 134 

Rundgren's theory is based, in Cook's opinion, on deductive "idealization."135 

Another model that falls under the category of aspect prominence is the 

diachronic systemiiberlagerung theory ofRudolf Meyer. Meyer's theory is determined 

by comparative-historical data drawn from a comparative investigation ofAfro-Asiatic 

and Semitic, primarily East Semitic (ES), as well as U garitic and Amarna Canaanite.136 

He also applies Brockelmann's terminology of"konstatierenden Aspekt" versus 

"kursiven Aspekt" to his analysis of these Semitic verbal systems. 

131 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 123. Citing and based on Rundgren, Das Althebriiische 
Verbum, 109-10. 
132 Due to an inability to fmd the matching symbol used by Rundgren, I have applied L in its place. 
133 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 123. 
134 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 123. Cook cites Rundgren, Das Althebriiische Verbum, 
105--6 and directs the reader that direction for additional reading on Rundgren's definition ofhis Semitic 
distinctions ofB1, B2, Bo1, Lh L2, and L01· 
135 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 123. 
136 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 124. 
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Meyer's understanding of the BHVS centers on his argument for "direct and 

concomitant effects of the development offientive (dynamic) QATALA in [WS] from the 

Common Semitic (CS) stative QAT/LA form against the background of this Old 

Canaanite verbal system-the overlay of a 'younger' system on the 'older' one."137 This 

development in understanding of the Canaanite verbal system by Meyer led to three new 

conclusions. First, "[T]he new QATALA form appropriated some of the past-narrative 

andjussive functions of the Preterite/Jussive YAQTUL, as well as the narrative-past 

function of the narrative (indicative) YAQTULU." 138 Second, the Durative YAQATTAL 

fell into disuse due to its similarity with the "D-stem."139 Third, YAQTULU was later 

limited in its semantic range to the present-future and joined together with the Finalis 

YAQTULA ''when final short vowels were elided throughout the system."140 

Muller, similarly, takes a diachronic approach and explains the BHVS through 

Systemreduktion to emphasize the distinction between YAQTUL and YAQTULU"and a 

Systemuberlagerung in the development of QATAL."141 The primary points of emphasis 

of Muller's theory are his use of the terms "subjective aspect ("subjektiven aspekte"), 

objective aspect ("objektiven aspekt"), and tense. 142 He sets aside the Jussive and 

137 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 124-5. Citing Meyer, "Das Hebraische Verbalsystem im 

Licht der Gegenwartigen Forschung," 313-14. 

138 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 125. Citing Meyer, "Das Hebraische Verbalsystem im Licht 

der Gegenwartigen Forschung," 314-16. 

139 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 125. Citing Meyer, "Das Hebraische Verbalsystem im Licht 

der Gegenwartigen Forschung," 314-16. 

140 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 125. Citing Meyer, "Das Hebraische Verbalsystem im Licht 

der Gegenwartigen Forschung," 316. 

141 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 125. Citing Muller, "Zur Geschichte des Hebraischen 

Verbs," 37-8; Muller, "Polysemie im Semitischen und Hebraischen Konjugationssystem," 370--71; 

Muller, "Again on the Tel Dan Inscription and the Northwest Semitic Verb Tenses," 147-49. 

142 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 125. Citing Muller, "Zur Geschichte des Hebraischen 

Verbs," 52. 
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Imperative forms. 143 Cook summarizes the most important arguments from Muller's 

theory: 

1. WAYYIQTOL (<YAQTUL) expresses perfective aspect (Aspekt), momentary
punctual action (Aktionasart), and past tense 
2. QATAL expresses perfective aspect, punctual action, and past tense; also 
(usually with We- conjunction) present-future and modal meanings144 

3. YIQTOL (<YAQTULU) expresses imperfective aspect, durative action, and 
present-future tense145 

Furthermore, Muller created "three-conjugation tense systems of QATAL (past), 

Participle (present) and YIQTOL (future). 146 

In conclusion, the majority ofaspect prominent theories developed in the last 

fifty years are in some way rooted in the Ewald-Driver standard theory or are related to 

comparative-historical studies. Yet, as an independent methodology, there are two 

primary issues that face aspect prominent theory. First, it appears that scholars have a 

difficult time entirely articulating an exact or proper definition of aspect. As illustrated 

in this section, some scholars have realized the insufficiency of the term aspect and, 

thus, attempt to employ a different set of terminologies. Second, Cook makes the case 

that methodology is another issue that faces the aspect-prominent scholar. Considering 

this theory exhibits a considerable amount of involvement with comparative-historical 

studies and the Ewald-Driver standard theory, scholars do not effectively articulate their 

methodological approach or clearly state what counts as evidence.147 

143 For further reading on his classification of terminology and the argument behind why he sets the 

Jussive and Imperative aside, see Muller, "Zur Geschichte Des Hebraischen Verbs," 55-56; Muller, 

"Again on the Tel Dan Inscription and the Northwest Semitic Verb Tenses," 146-49. 

144 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 126. Citing Muller, "Polysemie 1m Semitischen Und 

Hebraischen Konjugationssystem," 385. 

145 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 126. 

146 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 126. Citing Muller, "Again on the Tel Dan Inscription and 

the Northwest Semitic Verb Tenses," 150-51. 

147 Further comment is made on the methodology employed by the Aspect-Prominent Theory in Chapter 4 

when I discuss John Cook's theory following my analysis of the First Book ofthe Psalter. 
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1.2.7. The Recent Theories of John Cook and Jan Joosten: Research Methodology 

Within the chaotic waters ofBHVS scholarship, there are two theories that have 

emerged recently and have exerted a considerable amount of influence within scholarly 

BH circles. These are the theories of Cook and Joosten. Their conversation formally 

began with the publication ofan article each in The Journal ofAncient Near Eastern 

Society. 148 These two scholars continued their conversation as each published a 

monograph on the subject. 149 

This thesis will focus on these two scholars. In the subsequent chapters, I will 

provide an extensive description oftheir theories. Following the extensive description, I 

will emphasize the tension that exists between each scholar's understanding of the 

function of YIQTOL in BH. Each scholar represents some of the most recent linguistic 

work published on the BHVS in the last decade. Furthermore, each scholar is a 

representative of a distinct stream of thought within the academic conversation. Once 

this tension is established, I will present a fundamental argument for the function of 

YJQTOL in BH along with criteria for determining YIQTOL function in actual texts 

according to each theory. 

While a comparison of the two approaches is the primary scope of this thesis, it 

is also my purpose to take each of the theories and introduce them to an unfamiliar 

literary environment-BH poetry. Both scholars designed their verbal theories based on 

an analysis of BH prose and narrative. It is my purpose to take the fundamental 

148 Cook, "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect"; Joosten, "Do the Finite 

Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Express Aspect?" 

149 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb; Joosten, The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System. Within each 

monograph, these scholars discuss the BHVS with one another through primary arguments and footnotes. 
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arguments and criteria for YIQTOL function in BH and apply each theory to real 

instances in poetic texts. 

Jan Joosten and John Cook represent varying thoughts on the forms and 

functions ofBH verbal forms in BH. Cook represents an aspect prominent approach, and 

Joosten a relative tense approach. Through an application of each distinct verbal theory 

to Pss 1-41, the designated corpus for this work, this thesis will demonstrate that neither 

system accounts for all instances of YIQTOL function in BH poetry. While this thesis 

will present evidence of abnormalities, I will conclude by presenting possible ways to 

take this research forward. By this, I intend to present a thesis that is foundational for 

further work on the BHVS in BH poetry. 

1.2.8. The Designated Corpus Defined 

As previously stated, this thesis applies the verbal system theories of Cook and 

Joosten to real instances in real texts. I stated that the literary genre of these texts to be 

observed are BH poetry. Before I press forward into a presentation of each scholar's 

theory, I must first define the term "BH poetry." Furthermore, I must clarify what type 

ofBH poetry I will observe. 

BH poetry is present throughout the HB. This literary genre is dominant in 

Psalms, Proverbs, and the Major and Minor Prophets-after Second Kings. There are a 

few pieces of Hebrew poetry in classical BH texts-before Second Kings-such as 

Moses' song in Exodus. For this present thesis, I isolate my observation ofBH poetry to 

the First Book of the Psalter-Pss 1-41. Throughout this thesis, when I use the term BH 

poetry, I specifically refer to Pss 1-41. I limit my observations to Pss 1-41 for a few 

reasons. When comparing the interact literary styles within the genre ofHebrew poetry, 

it is apparent that there are stylistic and functional differences between Psalmic, 
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prophetic, and proverbial poetry-grammatical structure, syntax, and verbal function, 

for example. I consider Psalmic poetry to be a simpler form ofHebrew poetry to observe 

rather than proverbial or prophetic poetry. 150 

1.3. Conclusion 

This present thesis is comprised of five chapters, including Chapter 1-this 

chapter. Chapter 1 presented an outline ofhistorical research conducted on the BHVS.It 

began with the Ewald-Driver and pre-Ewald-Driver tense theories. It then progressed to 

the presentation of some of the most recent linguistic work conducted in BH, the recent 

works of Cook and Joosten. In the conclusion, I presented my research methodology and 

primary scope, along with a thesis statement. 

Chapter 2 will dive into the verbal theories of Cook and Joosten. An extensive 

overview will be presented in order to support the claims made in Chapter One-Cook 

and Joosten each represent varying views of the BHVS in the scholarly conversation. 

Chapter 2 will primarily serve to present the overall tension that exists between an 

aspect prominent approach and a relative tense approach to the BHVS. 

Chapter 3 will journey deeper into the verbal theories of Cook and Joosten. This 

chapter will focus on the YIQTOL verbal form and its function in BH according to each 

of the two theories. Criteria will also be presented which will be used in my analysis of 

all YJQTOL instances in Pss 1-41. Along with the presented criteria, I will provide 

examples when possible for each function of YIQTOL in BH poetry along with examples 

150 I must also state, I choose to observe the First Book ofthe Psalter due to my familiarity with this text. 
When compared to prophetic and proverbial texts, I have spent much more time and effort into research of 
BH poetry in the Psalms. 
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from the major works of Cook and Joosten. This chapter will conclude with a 

presentation of statistical rates of occurrences for each function of YIQTOL in Pss 1-41. 

Chapter 4 will explore the unclassified instances categorized in the statistics 

section of Chapter 3 and presented in Appendix 1. In this section, I will discuss these 

unclassified instances according to the models of Cook and Joosten. I will present an 

argument for why each instance is categorized as unclassified. My intention is not to 

present a solution to the problem, but rather bring it to the reader's attention. 

Chapter 5 will function as a conclusion chapter for this thesis. I will present some 

final insights and thoughts on the individual capabilities of Cook's and Joosten's models 

and their ability to analyze the function of YIQTOL in BH poetry. Finally, I will discuss 

a few possible ways in which this research can be taken to the next level. 
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Chapter 2: Two Recent Biblical Hebrew Verbal System Theories: John Cook's 

Aspect Prominent Theory and Jan Joosten's Relative Tense Theory 

2.1. Introduction 

The last chapter ended by bringing Cook and Joosten to the forefront ofour 

attention at the conclusion of the history ofBHVS scholarship. This chapter seeks to 

provide a comprehensive review of both scholar's theories of the BHVS. In this review, 

I will provide supporting evidence for each scholar's position. This will include the 

citation ofexamples and the reference of influential scholars. It is important to note that 

this section does not critically engage with the presented content. My critique of the 

material proceeds the application of their methodologies to Pss 1-41 in Chapter 3. 

2.2. John Cook's Aspect Prominent Theory 

2.2.1. John Cook, the Foundational Question of the Biblical Hebrew Verbal Forms 

and His Methodology 

In his article "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect," 

Cook illustrates three distinct responses to the question: "do the BH verbal forms 

primarily express tense or aspect?"1 The first argues that BH verbal forms primarily 

express tense. He explains, "[T]hey denote the temporal location of past events with 

respect to the time of the statement or utterance, either using a binary distinction of 

versus non-past, or using a ternary distinction of past, present, and future."2 The second 

claims that BH verbal forms primarily express aspect-"a central binary opposition 

between perfective and imperfective aspect. "3 The third and most recent argument 

1 Cook, "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect," 21. 
2 Cook, "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect," 21. 
3 Cook, "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect," 21. 
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argues that BH verbal forms express relative tense-"they indicate events as relative to 

some point in time indicated in the discourse. "4 

In an attempt to respond to this foundational question, Cook conducts a 

grammaticalization study ofBH prose. Cook's work takes on diachronic and synchronic 

data. Cristian Rata, in his dissertation, explains Cook's approach and states, "[T]he 

grammaticalization process is cyclical, and languages are constantly developing new 

forms or new meanings for existing forms." 5 This is to say that at any given point in the 

development of a language, "multiple forms may be functioning in a particular semantic 

domain."6 These developments can lead to differences in discourse pragmatics, or it may 

imply that neither a semantic nor a pragmatic distinction is possible. Simply, a language 

is consistently developing and may have one distinct or multiple functions.? Cook 

approaches the BHVS with the presupposition that this language has evolved over time. 

Cook does not define his methodological approach applied through his recent 

monograph until the half-way point. As previously stated, Cook applies a 

grammaticalization methodology to BH and observes synchronic and diachronic 

evidence in order to inform his understanding of the TAM of the BHVS. In his 

presentation ofhis methodology, Cook emphasizes his use of diachronic typology and 

grammaticalization in Section 3.1.3. Cook defmes linguistic typology in terms oftwo 

primary procedures: "(1) the classification of languages in terms ofa given linguistic 

structure, and (2) the development of generalizations regarding the pattern of a given 

4 Cook, "The Finite Verbal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Do Express Aspect," 21. 

5 Rata, "The Verbal System in Job," 55. · 

6 Rata, "The Verbal System in Job," 55.: 

7 Rata, "The Verbal System in Job," ~5. For further discussion on this topic see John A. Cook, "Tense, 

Aspect and Modality," 4. 
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linguistic structure across languages. "8 Cook emphasizes that while these two 

procedures are complementary, they must be understood as strictly ordered. William 

Croft states that they may be referred to as '"typological classification' and 'typological 

generalization."'9 When clarifying the use ofthese typological classifications, Cook 

states, 

The typological classification ofTAM systems in the World's languages 
provides an important tool for assessing models of the BHVS in lieu ofnative 
speakers by providing "statistical tendencies" regarding types ofTAM systems in 
the world's languages. 10 

Cook presses forward in his definition of typology and explains that his approach to the 

subject-at-hand is one of diachronic typology. He cites Croft and argues, "In diachronic 

typology, synchronic language states are reanalyzed as stages in the process of language 

change."11 This is done for the simple reason that language states "are seen as the 

product of type transitions and diachronic processes in general." 12 Simply, Cook's 

approach acknowledges that synchrony is what diachrony explains.13 

Grammaticalization in turn is closely associated with diachronic typology. 14 

Cook defines grammaticalization as a term that "refers to both a type ofdiachronic 

change in language-wherein lexical items become grammatical items or grammatical 

items become more grammatical-and a framework for examining diachronic 

8 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 185. 

9 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 185. Citing Croft, Typology and Universals, 1. 

10 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 185. Citing Newmeyer, Language Form and Language 

Function, 350. Cook also provides Dahl, Tense and Aspect Systems; Bybee, "The Creation ofTense and 

Aspect Systems in the Languages of the World," and Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar as examples for 

understanding these typological categories for TAM systems of world languages. 

11 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186. Citing, Croft, Typology and Universals, Chapter 8. 

12 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186. Citing, Bickel, "Typology in the 21st Century," 239. 

13 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186. Citing, Moravcsik, "What Is Universal Typology?" 39. 

14 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186. Cook cites Croft and states that grammaticalization as a 

field possibly emerged from diachronic typology. Croft, Typology and Universals, 253. 
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changes."15 He argues that his use of"grammaticalization studies in constructing a 

theory of the BHVS is limited to drawing on their data, which exhibit important 

statistical tendencies with respect to the way that TAM systems develop."16 

Cook's methodology is comprised of"three successively more-narrow areas of 

study-linguistic typology, diachronic typology, and grammaticalization studies."17 

Each of these were explained in turn above. Here, Cook further defmes his use of 

diachronic typology, as it is the second primary methodological tool next to 

grammaticalization. He states, "I use typological arguments (generalizations) based on 

the various typological classifications of the world's TAM systems to argue for the most 

'plausible' semantic identification of the various verb forms in the BHVS."18 There are 

two primary types of typological generalizations he emphasizes: (1) unrestricted and (2) 

implicational. First, "[U]nrestricted generalizations hold across alllanguages." 19 Second, 

"[I]mplicational generalizations connect otherwise unrelated phenomena in 

languages."20 He clearly states that all of these generalizations are not causal 

explanations. Instead, all generalizations are rooted in the distribution of linguistic 

properties. This includes the diversity and uniformity ofworld languages. These 

generalizations "inform us not only ofwhat is possible but what is probable and what is 

necessary in language."21 

15 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186. Citing, Hopper, Grammaticalization, 1-2. 
16 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 186-87. 
17 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. 
18 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. 
19 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. 
2°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. Citing, Croft, Typology and Universals, 52-59. 
21 Croft, Typology and Universals, 187. Citing, Moravcsik, "What Is Universal Typology?" 29, 36. 
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As we can now see, Cook brings diachronic typology and grammaticalization 

together in order to explain the intricacies of the BHVS.22 Specifically, he argues, 

"These areas of study offer several interrelated principles of language change that help 

us explain the character of the BHVS."23 There are two primary principles he 

emphasizes. First, the change between languages and their stages is a step-by-step 

process that can be classified as languages states. 24 Second, the change in languages 

''tends to be unidirectional or irreversible, so that a return to the original states takes 

place through a cyclical process of renewal. "25 

Diachronic typology as a method ofdiscovering alternative verbal forms is 

dependent on the creation of semantic maps. Cook states, "Semantic maps are one of the 

most important innovations in typology for representing the relationship between 

individual language and language universals."26 A semantic map, therefore, "consists of 

'mapping' the relevant forms in a language onto a 'conceptual' space.'m The process of 

semantic mapping within diachronic typology uncovers "universal paths of development 

that represent the unidirectional stages of development within broad semantic 

domains.''28 Cook argues that "conceptual space" is conceived diachronically, in its 

relationship between parts represented in the stages of development.29 

22 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. 

23 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187. 

24 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187-88. Citing, Croft, Typology and Universals, 253. 

25 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 187-88. Citing, Croft, Typology and Universals, 253. 

26 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 189. Citing, Croft, Typology and Universals, 133-39. 

27 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 189. 

28 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 189. 

29 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 189-90. 
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2.2.2. Tense, Aspect, and Modality 

Cook argues that BH is an aspect-prominent language rather than aspect-

dominant. The following sections will discuss the implications of this categorical 

understanding of the BHVS. 

2.2.2.1. Aspect in the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System 

"Aspect" is the first category Cook discusses. According to his theory, there are 

three sub-categories of aspect: (1) "phasal aspect," (2) "situational aspect," and (3) 

viewpoint aspect." 

2.2.2.1.1. Phasal Aspect 

"Phasal aspect" is defmed as "creating an activity sub-event out of one of the 

three phases (onset, nucleus, or coda) ofan event. "3 °Cook continues, "The most 

common types of onset-applying phasal aspects are inchoative and inceptive, which are 

distinct only in that the first refers to the alternation of the onset of a state and the second 

to the alternation of the onset a dynamic event."31 In stative and dynamic events, both 

types are expressed lexically by the verb SSii ('to begin') along with a complementary 

infmitive. 

"Coda phasal aspect" expresses a discontinuation of a situation. This includes 

"cessative (with [-telic] events) and completive (with [+telic] events)."32 The coda 

phasal is also a maker by a similar infmitival construction as "onset phasal aspect" but 

the marked words are Sin or n~tti ('cease'). 

3°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 191. 
31 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 191. 
32 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 192. 
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The "nucleus" ofan event structure that exhibits phasal aspect affects the 

progression ofa situation. It is impacted through either "repetition (iterative and 

habitual) or extension with or without a pause (resumptive and continuative)."33 This is a 

less common type ofphasal aspect and is similar to resumptive aspect, yet it is distinct 

because it denotes a new interval of action. An example is the adverb i,li. While it does 

not necessarily denote a continuative aspect, it does suggest the sense of"to do again."34 

2.2.2.1.2. Situational Aspect 

"Situational aspect," according to Cook, "[... ] classifies situations in terms of 

their internal temporal constituency."35 In order to distinguish the different types of 

situations, he adopts a morphological distinction theory between stative and dynamic 

verbs. Briefly, he states, ''the Qal binyan in the suffix-pattern, QATAL-conjugation 

dynamic verbs have an a theme vowel while stative verbs have an *i (>e) or *u (>o) 

theme vowel."36 He continues, "[I]n the prefix-pattern conjugations dynamic verbs have 

a *u (>o) theme vowel while stative verbs have an a theme vowel."37 There are 

additional characteristics and syntactical elements that accompany the morphological 

pattern aiding the reader in his or her distinction between stative and dynamic verbs. For 

instance, stative verbs typically do not have an active participle form but are encoded 

verbally or adjectivally. Furthermore, there is a distinct pattern of interaction between 

QATAL and WAYYIQTOL conjugations within a stative verb category. Cook clarifies, 

33 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 192. Cook states that he is unsure ofa specific example that 

explains resumptive aspect in BH. 

34 Consider Gen 30:7 as an example. 

35 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 194. 

36 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 195. 

37 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 195. 
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"[C]onjugated in QATAL, stative verbs default to a present stative meaning, whereas 

conjugated in WAYYIQTOL, they always express past states."38 

2.2.2.1.3. Viewpoint Aspect 

"Viewpoint aspect" has to do with how different viewpoints are integrated or 

encoded into a conveyed situation that is "distinct from the temporal constituency 

(situation aspect) and temporal location (tense) ofthe situation."39 Cook argues that the 

perfective QATAL and imperfective YIQTOL form the central opposition in viewpoint 

aspect. Here, Cook states that the BHVS is an aspect prominent language as he borrows 

the term from D. Bhat.40 

2.2.2.1.3.1. Perfective QATAL 

The perfective aspect conjugation of QATAL is the starting point for defining the 

perfective and imperfective opposition in the BHVS. Cook states that traditional 

grammars typically have QATAL express "(1) present or past state, (2) simple past, (3) 

past perfect, (4) present perfect, (5) present, (6) performative, (7) future perfect, (8) 

counterfactual, (9) so-called prophetic perfect, and (1 0) optative/precative."41 Cook, in 

tum, argues for a perfective understanding of QATAL based on a diachronic-typological 

examination of the form.42 

38 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 195 

39 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 199. 

4°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 200. For further reading on the origin ofthis term see Bhat, 

The Prominence ofTense, Aspect, and Mood. 

41 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 201. Citing, Bergstrasser et al., Hebraiische Grammatik, § 

2.25-29; Davidson and Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 58--63; Driver, A Treatise on 

the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew and Some Other Syntactical Questions, 13-26; Gibson, "The Anatomy of 

Hebrew Narrative Poetry," 60--70; Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §112; Waltke, An 

Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 486-95. 

42 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 202. 
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When reviewing the comparative-historical development of QATAL, Cook makes 

the following three statements. 

[First,] the origin of the form is a verbal adjective used as the predicate ofa null 
copula; [second,] the most basic functions ofthe form in the [HB] are to denote 
perfective, perfect, and past events; [third,] by the end of the Tannaitic period, 
the conjugation becomes restricted to past temporal reference, even with stative 
roots. Even more importantly, the patterning of QATAL with stative predicates in 
BH and [Rabbinic Hebrew] (RH) strongly disposes one to identify the TAM of 
QATAL as perfective aspect in BH and past tense in RH.43 

Cook observes the historical development of QATAL in order to support this claim as the 

following table illustrates: 

Table 2.2.2.1.3.1.1. Development of the Hebrew QATAL Conju mtion44 

Common Semitic 
(cf Akkadian) 

West Semitic 
(e.g., El-Amarna) 

Biblical Hebrew Rabbinic Hebrew 
(e.g., Mishnah) 

Resultative J~ Perfect I~ Perfective I~ Simple past 

2.2.2.1.3.2. Imperfective YIQTOL 

In order for there to be an imperfective identity of YIQTOL, it must follow the 

inevitable formation of the perfective QATAL. However, Cook does explain that the 

perfective and imperfective verbal conjugations formed after the imperative. What is 

being conveyed in this section has only to do with the development of the imperfective 

verbal gram and its development in relation to the perfective verbal gram. Cook 

explains, "[P]erfective grams develop only in languages that already possess an 

imperfective gram, with which the perfective stands in opposition.'>45 Yet to properly 

defme the semantic range of YIQTOL as an imperfective proves to be more difficult than 

the perfective QATAL for two reasons. Cook argues, first, "YIQTOL exhibits a more 

43 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 204. Cook cites Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar, I 05 as 
the scholars who proposed the stated theory for the development of the perfective/past reference of 
QATAL. 

44 Adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 208. 

45 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218. Citing, Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar, 91. 
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even distribution ofmeanings among all three temporal spheres between [the] realis and 

irrealis mood[s].'>46 This wide range of semantic values of YIQTOL is seen by traditional 

grammars to function in the following way: "(1) past progressive, (2) past 

habituaViterative, (3) present progressive, (4) present gnomic, (5) general future, (6) 

future past, (7) deontic modality, (8) contingent modality, and (9) simple past."47 

Second, the comparative-historical evidence for the imperfective YIQTOL is not as 

transparent as QATAL. However, Cook clearly states that diachronic typology is able to 

present an effective argument for the development and identity of YIQTOL.48 

Regarding the historical development of YIQTOL, Cook states that diachronic 

typology supports his claim that YIQTOL developed prior to QATAL.49 Cook argues that 

YIQTOL is to be considered a reflexive in light of the comparative-historical evidence 

supplied by an observation of the Central Semitic YAQTULU. He states, 

Explaining the precise origin of this gram is difficult because of its 
morphological similarity to the preterite-jussive Proto-Semitic *YATUL (e.g., 
Akkadian iprus) and its semantic parallel with the imperfective or present [PS] 
*YAQATTAL (e.g., Akkadian iparras) gram. The majority account of the Central 
Semitic *YAQTULUis that it derives from the [PS] *YAQTUL via the addition of 
an -u vocalic suffix. 50 

Cook suggests that there is some difficulty with this proposed grammaticalization path 

of YAQTUL. He states, 

46 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218. 

47 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218. Citing, Bergstrasser et al., Hebraiische Grammatik, 

§2.29-36; Davidson and Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 64-69; Driver, Problems of 

the Hebrew Verbal System, 27-49; Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §113; Waltke, 

An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 502-14. 

48 Waltke, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 219. 

49 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220. Cook provides greater detail in Section 2.3 regarding 

this diachronic typology argument for the historical development of YIQTOL. 

5°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220. Citing, Kouwenberg, The Akkadian Verb and Its 

Semitic Background, 2; Kurylowicz, "Verbal Aspect in Semitic," 60; Diakonoff, Afrasian Languages, 

103; Kienast, Historische Semitische Sprachwissenschaft, 338-39. 
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[T]here is no attested grammaticalization path between the resultative-perfect
perfective path with which *YAQTUL is associated (based on its iprus Akkadian 
reflex) and the progressive-imperfective path with which *YAQTULU is actually 
associated.51 

In order to account for this difficulty, Cook adopts Bauer's suggestion ''that the prefix 

forms in Semitic originated by adding agreement affixes to the infinitive base form 

*Q(U)TUL with Diaknoffs suggestion that the u suffix is perhaps a locative marker."52 

Cook also observes Andrason's proposed analogical explanation of the 

imperfective YIQTOL. Cook summarizes Andrason's argument and states, the "Central 

Semitic *YAQTULU is the 'direct functional successor' of [PS] *YAQATTAL 

analogically reshaped to the dominant *YAQTUL morphology."53 This statement helps 

by drawing "attention to the undisputed opinion that Central Semitic *YAQTULU 

semantically corresponds toPS *YAQATTAL: both belong to the same path of 

development, which begins with a progressive construction that develops into an 

imperfective gram."54Andrason's imperfective YIQTOL grams include the (1) habitual 

and (2) gnomic categories.55 

In respect to the progressive-imperfective path of development, this does not 

adequately account for the future and irrealis mood of YIQTOL. In order to account for 

this difficulty, Cook observes the RH imperfective grams. As a result, the irrealis mood 

of YIQTOL becomes more central as the following table illustrates:56 

51 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220. 

52 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220. Citing, Bauer, "Die Tempora Im Semitischen," 8; 

Soden, Grundriss der Akkadischen Grammatik, §66; Huehnergard, A Grammar ofAkkadian, §28.3. 

53 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220. 

54 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 220-21. 

55 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 221. Citing, Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar, 141; 

Comrie, Aspect, 25. 

56 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 221. 
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Table 2.2.2.1.3.2.1 Development of the Hebrew YIQTOL Conjugation57 

Central Semitic Biblical Hebrew Rabbinic Hebrew 
Progressive *YA-QTUL-U I~ Imperfective ,~ 

YIQTOL 
Irrealis YJQTOL 

Cook explains that the remaining functions associated with YIQTOL are generic or 

gnomic.58 YIQTOL, then, expresses a sense of inevitability. However, there are examples 

in the HB where YJQTOL could describe typicalities as well as inevitabilities. 59 

2.2.2.2. Modality in the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System 

Cook defines modality in the following way: "[Modality refers] to the conceptual 

or semantic domain consisting of the theoretically limitless ways in which speakers 

might choose to relate an event or proposition to alternative situations."60 He continues, 

"[H]owever, there is a core group of these gram-type modalities that is attested widely 

cross-linguistically. The various modalities may be expressed alternatively, but not 

mutually exclusively, by modal systems or mood systems."61 He concludes that BH does 

express mood as it is conveyed by the irrealis mood system and a directive-volitive 

mood system that contains morphological distinctions in the conjugations of the 

imperative and jussive. 62 

Cook discusses the appropriateness ofthe irrealis mood category and states that 

it is "particularly useful in that it applies not only to the word order distinction ofmood 

with the two primary conjugations, QATAL and YIQTOL, but applies likewise to the 

57 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 222. 

58 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 222. 

59 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 222. Cook cites "typical" examples: Prov 10:1; 11:6; 12:25; 

13:16; 14: 17; 15:1, 2; 16:23; 18: I; 26:24; 29:2, 8; "inevitable" examples include Prov 11:11, 31; 13: 13; 

14:11; 17:2, 20; 19:5, 9; 21:11; 27:18; 29:23. 

60 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234. 

61 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234. Citing, Bybee, "Modality in Grammar Discourse," 2; 

Bybee, '"lrrealis' as a Grammatical Category," 262. 

62 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234. 
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directive-volitive mood system."63 He states that the expressed modalities of the irrealis 

QATAL and irrealis YIQTOL are quite broad, thus, including subordinate modalities, 

habituality, volitive, and positive and negative directive meanings. 64 

2.2.2.2.1. The Directive-Volitive Mood System 

The directive-volitive mood system of the BH irrealis mood includes the 

following verbal forms: the (1) imperative, (2) jussive, and (3) cohortative. 65 

Morphologically, these three forms are constructed on the prefix pattern in line with 

YIQTOL and WAYYIQTOL.66 However, these three verbal forms exhibit unique 

morphological pattems.67 Semantically, the imperative,jussive, and cohortative are 

understood to express the imperative, prohibitive, hortatory, permissive, and admonitory 

modalities.68 Cook considers these modal understandings of these three forms to be 

limited or too narrow--even through the observation of typological data. As a result, 

with respect to the taxonomies presented in his first chapter, Cook adopts Jean-

Christophe Verstraete's subjective-deontic modality theory.69 

63 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234. 

64 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234-35. Citing, Bybee, '"lrrealis' as a Grammatical 

Category," 265 regarding the discussion ofthe categorization of grams that typically are labeled irrealis. 

65 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 237. 

66 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 237. 

67 For reference to the distinct morphological features of the imperative, jussive, and cohortative, see 

Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 237-41. The morphology of these forms is not the primary 

focus of this thesis. For this reason, I shall instead focus on the semantic features ofthese three forms as 

they relate to the universal language categories ofTAM. 

68 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 241. Citing, Bergstrasser et al., Hebraiische Grammatik, 

§2.45--53; Davidson and Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 86-95; Driver, A Treatise 

on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew and Some Other Syntactical Questions, 50--69; Jouon and Muraoka, A 

Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, §114; Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 80-83, 105--7; 

Kautzsch, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 319-26; Waltke, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 

564-79. 

69 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 241-42. Citing, Verstraete, "Subjective and Objective 

Modality"; Verstraete, "Re-Thinking the Coordinate-Suborinate Dichotomy." 
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Cook explains, "[The] 'directive' here is not limited to positive commands but 

also includes negative, prohibitive expressions"70 as this was a shortcoming of 

typology.71 The following table encompasses Cook's argument for a comprehensive 

understanding of the taxonomy ofmodalities: 

2.2.2.2.1.1. Table of Taxonomy of Modalities72 

1. Absolute modalities 
Declarative (neutral epistemic DECL General expression of speaker knowledge 
Epistemic EPIS Qualification of speaker knowledge 
Obligation OBL General expression of obligation 
Directive DIR Imposition of speaker will on addressee 
Volitive/optative/commissive VOL Expression of speaker will 
Dynamic DYN Ex _pression ofability 

2. Relative modalities 
Conditional (protasis) COND Alternative event(s) contingent on a 

postulated condition 
Final (apodosis/purpose/result) FIN The outcome of a postulated or real event 

This table "encompasses both the positive-directive imperative and the negative-

directive jussive grams."73 The "volitive," according to Cook, "does not distinguish 

between expressions that impose the speaker's will on the addressee (hortative) and 

expressions that do not (optative)."74 This is because they are categorized under the 

directive-volitive system. 

2.2.2.2.2. Irrealis Modality 

Irrealis modality is a part of the realis-irrealis mood opposition in BH. In this 

section, Cook focuses on the expression of this mood in two BH conjugations: (1) 

7 °Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 242. 

71 Cook discusses the short comings ofa typological approach earlier in this section as he moves toward 

his conclusion that Vestraete's subjective-deontic modality theory is the appropriate solution for 

understanding the TAM ofthe imperative, jussive, and cohortative. Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew 

Verb, 241-42. 

72 Table adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 71. 

73 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 242. 

74 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 242. 
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QATAL and (2) YIQTOL. Particular emphasis is placed on instances where irrealis 

modality is expressed in VS clauses.75 The following table illustrates Cook's structure 

for the modality of the irrealis QATAL and irrealis YIQTOL: 

Table 2.2.2.2.2.1. The BH Directive-Volitive Irrealis Mood Subsystem 76 

Prefix Pattern 

k "' • I Positive Negative " 9 ,fW" Jl 
Mostly volitive First Person Jussive (rare) 

Second Person Imperative '?~ + Jussive Mostly directive 

Third Person Jussive '?~ + Jussive Directive and 
volitive 

2.2.2.2.2.1. Irrealis YIQTOL 

The irrealis YIQTOL has a broad range of possible meaning. This is in part due to 

its convoluted development. Cook considers this verbal form to have developed at the 

end of the progressive-imperfective diachronic path. However, others consider it to be a 

descendant ofthe progressive-imperfective-future/subjunctive diachronic path. 77 In 

order to make sense of the confused history of the irrealis YIQTOL's development, Cook 

provides two factors that led to the contamination of YIQTOL into the irrealis mood 

system. There was a "(I) confusion of I merger between YIQTOL and jussive, and (2) 

the use of the form in the ancient law code (i.e., context-induced irrealis meanings)."78 

It would appear that Cook understands the irrealis YIQTOL to primarily express 

directive-volitive meaning. This is the result of the confusion of or merge between 

YIQTOL andjussive. The partial harmony between YIQTOL and thejussive, in Cook's 

opinion, accounts for the development of the directive meaning of YIQTOL. This is 

75 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 244. 

76 Adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 245. 

77 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 245. Citing, Andrason, "The Panchronic YIQTOL," 36, 45. 

78 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 246. 
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especially important to note considering the disappearance of the jussive in post-BH and 

this function then entirely appropriated to YIQTOL. 79 Cook explains, 

This gradual takeover is the simplest explanation for all the directive-volitive 
meanings expressed by irrealis YIQTOL, which the association of imperfective 
YIQTOL with epistemic expressions accounts for the object : subjective-denotic 
opposition with the prohibitive jussive. 80 

The irrealis YIQTOL may express either objective or subjective-deontic modality 

depending on the context ofthe discourse.81 

The irrealis YIQTOL also expresses dynamic and habitual modality. It is 

associated with epistemic modality and is also the result of a contamination from the 

directive-volitive system.82 Cook states, "[E]pistemic modality describes the probability 

of situations; dynamic situations describe potential situations; and habituality describes 

the regularity of situations rather than 'actual' situations."83 

2.2.2.2.2.2. Irrealis QATAL 

Cook's argument for the irrealis modal expression of the perfective QATAL is 

rooted in the presupposition that QATAL and WeQATAL are reflexes of distinct 

conjugations in Semitic languages.84 The irrealis QATAL, entirely separate from 

WeQATAL, typically occurs in VS clauses where the verb is preceded by C~, .,~, ,t,, or 

79 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 246. 
8°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 

81 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 247. Cook cites Shulman in order to explain this subjective
deontic expression: 

The difference between utterance, in which these forms (Jussive and YIQTOL) occur, is close to 
the distinction between deontic and epistemic modality. Jussive forms are typically used for 
expressing deontic modality (wishes, commands and other expression of volition). The indicative 
forms, although they may be used for either deontic or epistemic modality, are typically used for 
epistemic modality. Shulman, "The Function ofthe' Jussive' and 'Indicative' Imperfect Forms in 
Biblical Hebrew Prose," 180. 

82 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
83 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
84 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249. 
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N","·85 Cook refers to these particles that precede an irrealis QATAL as "counterfactual 

conditions"-which "commonly feature grams with a past-temporal reference on the 

basis of the past-irrealis metaphor: that which is temporally removed from the speaker's 

present irrealis."86 In such a grammatical environment, the irrealis QATAL can express 

(1) contingent modality, (2) directive modality, and (3) habituality. 

The modality expressed by the irrealis QATAL is distinct and should not be 

confused with the modality expressed by the imperative, jussive, or cohortative verbal 

forms.87 Cook presents this argument in light of two distinct characteristics of the irrealis 

QATAL that relate to the directive-volitive mood system. First, the source of the 

obligation expressed by the irrealis QATAL distinguishes verbal forms: 

the directive-volitive forms are limited to expressing subjective-deontic modality, 
in which the source of obligation derives from the speaker, while irrealis 
YIQTOL directives may locate the source of obligation with the speaker or 
outside them. The preference ofirrealis QATAL for procedural directives and law 
codes seem to place it alongside the irrealis YIQTOL 's expression of obligation, 
which derives from some source other than the speaker.88 

Cook states that this distinguishing feature of the discussed verbal form leads him to 

conclude that the irrealis QATAL can be used for subjective or objective deontic 

modality. 89 

Second, the irrealis QATAL functions to present events as bounded. This 

influences the temporal succession of a narrative. This leads Cook to conclude that there 

is an aspectual distinction between the irrealis QATAL and irrealis YIQTOL.90 It is 

85 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249. 

86 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 250. Cook does not provide a proper definition of 

"counterfactual conditions" in this section. 

87 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 253. 

88 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 253. 

89 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 253. 

90 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 254. 
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important to understand that the irrealis mood is tenseless. Cook explains, "[T]he 

successiveness of the bounded perfective irrealis QATAL is transferred to the sphere of 

modal alternative situations: the accessibility of situations is successive."91 

2.2.2.3. Temporality in the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System 

There has been much turmoil within BH scholarship regarding temporality. This 

is in part due to a confusion ofterminology. In an attempt to supply clarity, Cook 

distinguishes between ''temporality"-which describes the location of events past, 

present and future-and ''tense"-which describes the grammaticalized location of an 

event in time. 92 He argues that the BHVS expresses temporality in, first, the tensed gram 

WAYYIQTOL, and second, ''via a default pattern of temporal interpretation of the 

aspectual grams. "93 

2.2.2.3.1. The Past Narrative WAYYIQTOL Conjugation 

Cook argues that WAYYIQTOL is the primary verbal form that expresses 

temporality in BH. Statistically, there are 15,000 instances of WAYYIQTOL in BH and 

over 90 percent appear in prose narrative with past temporality.94 Standard grammars 

state that WAYYIQTOL typically expresses the following: 

(1) simple past (usually with the idea of succession); (2) present perfect and past 
perfect (the latter under restricted circumstances); (3) logical consecution (past or 
present time), [and] (4) some exceptional (apparently) future uses in prophetic 
contexts.95 

91 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 254. Citing, Verstraete, "Re-Thinking the Coordinate

Subordinate Dichotomy," 42-47. 

92 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 256. 

93 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 256. 

94 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 256. 

95 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 256. Citing, Bergstrasser et al., Hebraiische Grammatik, 

§2.36-45; Davidson and Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 70-78; Driver, A Treatise 

on the Use ofthe Tense in Hebrew and Some Other Syntactical Questions, 70-99; Gibson, Davidson's 

Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 95-102; Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar ofBiblical Hebrew, 389-96; 

Kautzsch, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 326-30; Meyer, "Das Hebraische Verbalsystem im Licht der 

Gegenwartigen Forschung," §2.44-46; Waltke, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 543-63. 
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Yet, a semantic analysis of WAYYIQTOL becomes confusing for any BHVS scholar 

consider its morphological similarities with YIQTOL and the semantic similarities with 

QATAL. Despite these confusions, there is agreement within scholarship that 

WAYYIQTOL exhibits some form ofsequence.96 

Cook discusses WAYYIQTOL as a past narrative tense form that identifies with 

past tense grams. The conjugation of WAYYIQTOL developed along with the resultative

perfect-perfective-past diachrony of QATAL.97 The diachronic placement of these verbs 

on this developmental path is clear because of their contrastive interaction with stative 

predicates-"QATAL with stative can express past or (default) present states, whereas 

WAYYIQTOL consistently exhibits a past-state meaning with stative predicates."98 

WAYYIQTOL can also express simple past, present perfect, and past perfect 

meaning. However, these are not necessarily typical or standard meanings of this form. 

Cook explains, 

[I]n most instances where a perfect meaning seems to be called for, the 
WAYYIQTOL or a series of WAYYIQTOLs is preceded by a QATAL that 
determines the perfect meaning[...]; no clear instances have been produced that 
require a perfect sense (i.e., simple past versus perfect seems optional at best.)99 

96 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 257. Cook goes on to discuss in great detail relevant 
comparative-historical data in order to present an argument for the development of WAYYIQTOL. 
Specifically, he discusses different theories for the waC- prefix that is universally present on the 
WAYYIQTOL form in BH prose. Furthermore, he discusses the possibility of WAYYIQTOL as a form being 
a derivative of a preterite form. For reference to this discussion see Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew 
Verb, 257-59. Following this discussion, Cook explores the synchronic question of whether YIQTOL and 
WAYYIQTOL are reflexives of two distinct conjugations. He argues that comparative-historical data 
presents evidence for two distinct conjugations. For reference to Cook's discussion ofthis subject see 
Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 260-63. 
97 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 263. 
98 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 263-64. Also see Section 3.2.2. Cook basis this argument 
for the values of QATAL and WAYYIQTOL on a list ofroots provided by Jouon and Muraoka, A Grammar 
ofBiblical Hebrew, §41 and Driver, Problems ofthe Hebrew Verbal System, 46-47 but excludes 14 forms 
listed in Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 264ft. 99. 
99 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 264. Cook cites the following examples as instances where 
WA YYIQTOL is translated as a perfect, but should be considered simple past: Gen 19:19; 31 :9; 32:5; Isa 
49:7; Jer 8:6; Prov 7:15 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 263ft. 100. 
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When WAYYIQTOL expresses the past perfect or simple past, it is typically preceded by 

QATAL. In such instances, WAYYIQTOL functions to provide progression or continuity 

within a narrative's time.100 

2.2.2.3.2. The "Default Pattern" of Temporal Interpretation in Biblical Hebrew 

In an attempt to explain the "contextual" temporal interpretation of the BHVS, 

Cook adopts the recent research of C. S. Smith on temporal expression in tenseless 

languages.101 Cook applies this research ''to BH in order to make a case that the 

aspectual grams in the BHVS (i.e. QATAL, YIQTOL, and the participle) have a default 

interpretation, most clearly evident in reported speech, which is in keeping with 

comparable aspectual form." 102 Smith presents three basic principles that account for 

how aspectual grams denote a default temporal interpretation: (1) the deictic pattern of 

temporal interpretation, (2) bounded event constraint, and a (3) simplicity principle of 

interpretation. 103 

The first principle, the deictic pattern of temporal interpretation, is thought to be 

the most important of the three: 

The Deictic Pattern ofTemporal Interpretation104 

a) Unbounded situations are located in the Present 


b) Bounded situations are located in the Past 


100 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 265. Citing example 4.14 and Smith, Modes ofDiscourse, 
94. 

101 These works include Smith, "Temporal Interpretation in Mandarin Chinese"; Smith, "The Pragmatics 

and Semantics of Temporal Meaning"; Smith, "Time in Navajo"; Smith, "Time with and without Tense." 

102 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. 

103 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266--67. Citing, Smith, "The Pragmatics and Semantics of 

Temporal Meaning"; Smith, "Time with and without Tense." 

104 Table is adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Citing Smith, "The Pragmatics 

and Semantics ofTemporal Meaning," 92; Smith, "Time With and Without Tense," 235. Cook originally 

discusses bounded events in Section 1.5.3, 3.2.3.1, and 4.2.1. 
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Cook explains that "'boundedness' refers to whether an event is portrayed as having 

reached an endpoint or not."105 Furthermore, "[P]erfective aspect is one means of 

making an event bounded, while imperfective and progressive aspects are strategies for 

making an event unbounded." 106 For this reason, on the one hand, the perfective aspect 

and past tense are closely related. 107 On the other, the imperfective and present tense are 

indistinguishable.108 

The second principle is similar to Smith's first: 

Bounded Event Constraint109 

a) Bounded situations may not be located in the Present 

Reportative speech and performatives are the exceptions that prove this speech interval, 

which, in tum, "reach their endpoint during the speech interval." 11 °From the first and 

second of Smith's principles, Cook argues that QATAL and WAYYIQTOL present 

bounded events, while YIQTOL and the participle express unbounded events.lll 

The third principle "qualifies the deictic pattern of interpretation [ ... ] as a 

'defualt' pattern that may be cancelled, such as by adverbial expressions that make 

endpoints or lack of endpoints explicit:"112 

105 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Citing, Depraetere, "On the Necessity of 

Distinguishing between (Un)Boundedness and (a)Telicity," 2-3. 

106 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. 

107 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Citing, Dahl, Tense andAspect Systems, 79. 

108 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Citing Bybee, The Evolution ofGrammar, 126. 

109 Table is adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Citing Smith, "The Pragmatics 

and Semantics ofTemporal Meaning," 92. 

11 °Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. Cook discusses reparative speech further in Section 

1.7.6 and the end point of speech intervals in Section 3.2.3.1. 

111 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 266. 

112 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 267. 
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Simplicity Principle ofJnterpretation113 

a) Choose the interpretation that requires the least information added or inferred 

This qualification is also associated with the boundedness of the perfective aspect and 

the unboundedness of the imperfective aspect. This may be influenced and, thus, 

cancelled by other variables. 

2.2.3. John Cook's Tense, Aspect, and Modality System of Biblical Hebrew 

As comparative-historical data is important to the development and framework 

of Cook's theory, he produces the following chart in order to illustrate the diachronic-

typological development of BH: 

YIQTOL 

Particple Progressive Path 

7 lrrealis/future 

7 Progressive (split 
nominal-locative 

He states, "[T]hese reconstructed paths of development go beyond simple description to 

provide explanations for the range of meanings that individual verbal grams exhibit in 

the [HB]"115 in order to account for "'competition' among certain grams (e.g., 

WAYYIQTOL and QATAL; YIQTOL and the Participle)." 116 

Cook concludes the third chapter, which explains his theory, with the 

presentation of the following diagram: 

113 Table is adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 267. Citing Smith, "The Pragmatics 

and Semantics of Temporal Meaning," 93. Cook argues that this principle is a variation of Grice's 

pragamatic principle of quantity. See Lindblom, "Cooperative Principle," 176-83. 

114 Table adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 269. 

115 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 269. 

116 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 269. 
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Figure 2.2.3.1. Semantic Mapping of the BHVS117 

Cook explains, 

The[... ] Perfect QATAL and Imperfective YIQTOL underscore the centrality of 
their aspectual contrast in the system. At the same time, the smaller circles 
encompassing the Past Narrative WAYYIQTOL, Participle, and Imperative and 
Jussive forms underscore their distinct but less-central position in the BHVS: the 
Past Narrative is a specialized verb form in BH that becomes obsolete in post
BH; the Participle is not a finite verb but, in a supported copular structure, is a 
productive progressive gram; the Imperative and Jussive constitute a distinct 
directive-volitive system. 118 

117 Table adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 270. 
118 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 271. 
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The meanings associated with these grams are cross-linguistic semantic categories. This 

chart does not include the full range of Cook's argument, but does serve to map the 

general construction of his TAM theory. 

2.2.4. Summary 

Cook approaches the BHVS with the understanding that it is primarily an 

aspectuallanguage. Thus, his theory is titled aspect prominent. In summary ofhis 

position and verbal theory, the following table outlines the fundamentals ofhis argument 

for the function of the BHVS: 

Table 2.2.4.1. An Overview of Cook's Argument for the Function of the Biblical 
Hebrew Verbal System 

Verbal 
Conjugation 

Category of 
Function 

Related 
Verbal 
Grams 

Explanation 

QATAL Counterfactual Perfective QATAL can function as an 
irrealis in conditional discourse 
with a subjective form in the 
opening clause to reference a 
present or past situation. 

Perfect (all times) Perfective QATAL can function to signify 
an action or event as completed 
in the present or past. 

Performative Perfective QATAL can function as a 
performative to describe actions 
that are partly under the control 
of the addressee in a present or 
past situation. 

Simple Past 

Habitual 
Contingent 

Past Narrative 
I Perfective 

Perfective I 
Imperfective 

QATAL can function in 
narrative or direct discourse as a 
simpJe 2_ast verb. 
QATAL can function to 
reference a common action on 
the part of the subject in the 
present or past. 

Directive Perfective I 
Imperfective I 
Imperative & 
Jussive 

QATAL can function within the 
directive-volitive system in the 
present or past. 
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YIQTOL General Future Imperfective YIQTOL can function to express 
the general future or future-in
the-past. 

Future-in-the-Past Imperfective 

Habitual 
Contingent 

Imperfective I 
Perfective 

The habitual contingent 
functions in either the past or 
present temporal spheres. 
Typically, it is marked by the 
repeated use of YIQTOL that 
expresses a common action on 
the part of the subject. This can 
include rituals and similar 
activities. 

Directive Imperfective I 
Perfective I 
Imperative & 
Jussive 

The directive function of 
YIQTOL spans between all three 
spheres: the imperfective, 
perfective, and deontic 
modality. It can be used in the 
past, present, or future temporal 
spheres. It closely related to the 
imperative and cohortative 
verbal conjugations. 

Volitive Imperfective I 
Imperative & 
Jussive 

The volitive functions in close 
relation to the jussive verbal 
conjugation. It is used to denote 
the volition or will of the 
subject. It is commonly used by 
a subject when referring to a 
divine figure. 

Progressive I 
Imperfective 
(Past & Present) 
General Present 

Imperfective I 
Participle 

The progressive/imperfective 
general present functions to 
express progressive aspect in 
the past or present temporal 
spheres. 

WAYYIQTOL Past Narrative Past Narrative In narrative discourse, 
WAYYIQTOL can express the 
past-tense as well as function to 
provide temporal succession of 
events. 

Simple Past Past Narrative 
I Perfective 

WAYYIQTOL can function 
independently, or in a discourse 
constellation with QATAL or 
YIQTOL to present an event or 
process in the simple past. 
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Imperative & Imperative, Imperative & The imperative, cohortative, and 
Jussive Cohortative, and Jussive jussive verbal forms may 

Jussive function to express the volition 
Directive ofa subject or another character 

Jussive I 
Imperative & 

in a discourse. Furthermore, the 
Imperfective I imperative and cohortative may 
Perfective function to present a command 

or request made by the Volitive Imperative & 
addresser to the addressee. This Jussive I 
is a part of the directive-volitive Imperfective 
system. 

Participle Prospective Participle A participle may be used to 
present a process as timeless, 
but from the point ofview taken 
from the temporality or aspect 
implied by the text. 

Progressive Participle A participle can present an 
event or process as progressive 
with no reference to a specific 
temporal ~here. 

Progressive I Participle I The progressive/imperfective 
Imperfective general present functions to 
(Past & Present) 

Imperfective 
express progressive aspect in 

General Present the past or present temporal 
spheres. Typically, a participle 
will function with another 
distinct verbal form, like 
YIQTOL. 

2.3. Jan Joosten's Relative Tense Theory119 

Joosten approaches his study ofthe BHVS with a clear goal in mind-"to 

provide exegetes ofbiblical texts with a dependable analysis of the meaning and use of 

Hebrew verbal forms." 120 His 2012 monograph is not interested in confusing the reader 

with difficult terminology or complex ideas. It is not entirely possible to avoid confusing 

119 All English renderings of the BH text in this section are quotations taken from Joosten's 2012 
monograph. They are English translations that are in accordance with his theory as he presents them. 
120 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 7. 
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the reader with complex ideas of unique terminology, but Joosten makes every effort to 

overcome these barriers in order to communicate simplicity. 

Like Cook, Joosten is quick to state that considering BH is a dead language, the 

linguist is limited to an observation of the OT and a meagre collection of inscriptions as 

his or her corpus of texts. Yet, like all other human languages, BH can be observed with 

similar linguistic methods. 

The methodology employed by Joosten does not "advocate any single linguistic 

doctrine."121 However, he does lean toward the Saussurian-structuralist approach, which 

emphasizes a distinction between "langue," the language system, and ''parole," the 

actual use of language. 122 In principle, the Saussurian-structuralist approach is 

synchronic, which Joosten defines in the following way: "the language system reflects 

linguistic knowledge shared by a community of speakers in a given period."123 

Another guiding linguistic principle for Joosten is that the different elements of 

language interact not only in pragmatic relationships, such as opposing verbal forms, but 

also in syntagmatic relations among elements within a spoken or written chain of signs. 

Joosten clarifies, "For the verb this means that the combination of verbal forms with 

other verbal forms, with other parts of speech, or in a specific word order, may lead to a 

121 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 9. 

122 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 9. 

123 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 9. Joosten argues that a comparative-historical analysis 

of any given language informs scholars of certain phenomena ofa language, but it does not determine the 

way a speaker actually used the language. Joosten does not remove comparative-historical data from the 

presentation ofhis theory. He does not emphasizes its importance when presenting the TAM of the 

language. He uses the data for the sole purpose ofpresenting the evolution ofa verbal form (i.e., 

WAYYIQTOL : YIQTOL or WeQATAL : QATAL). 
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change in the basic meaning."124 The linguistic sign emphasized by Joosten is "the 

phonic form of a word evokes its meaning and vice versa." 125 

The final guiding linguistic principle for Joosten is that "meaning is effected 

through layering, from the lowest phonetic, through the intermediary morphological and 

sentential, to the highest textuallevel."126 Individual words as a level exist in union with 

lexical items. He explains, "The lexical meaning of the verb may exert a certain 

influence on the verbal function." 127 Pragmatic constraints, like the speech-situation, 

exist on the final textual level. In some cases, contradiction can be created between what 

is "expressed on the morphological and sentential levels and what is meant in reference 

to the real world (e.g., when a future event is represented as belonging to the past)."128 

2.3.1. The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System in Outline 

Following some preliminary arguments that structure his monograph, Joosten 

enters into his analysis of the BHVS, which is broken into five main categories: (1) 

WAYYJQTOL, (2) QATAL, (3) the predicative participle, (4) YIQTOL and WeQATAL, 

and ( 5) the volitives. While these five main categories can be separated or grouped 

differently, Joosten distinguishes two sub-systems: (1) indicative and (2) modal. First, 

the indicative sub-system includes WAYYIQTOL, QATAL, and the predicative participle. 

Second, the modal sub-system includes YIQTOL-WeQATAL and the volitives.129 

Biblical Hebrew is a language built on oppositions, an aspect of language studies 

that the Sassurian-structuralist model observes, and there are two successive oppositions 

124 Joosten. The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 10. 
125 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 10. 
126 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 10. 
127 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 10. 
128 Joosten. The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 10. 
129 Joosten. The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 39. 
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in the indicative sub-system. Joosten states, "First, WAYYIQTOL is opposed as a 

positively characterized past tense form to QATAL and the predicative participle which 

are indifferent to tense."130 Second, QATAL and the predicative participle express 

opposition along the lines of time reference as QATAL denotes anteriority and the 

predicative participle "contemporaneousness with regard to the reference oftime." 131 

The modal sub-system contains a single opposition where YIQTOL and WeQATAL are 

opposed to the cohortative-imperative-jussive group. YIQTOL and WeQATAL are 

parallel and express mere modality, which in Joosten's opinion is irrealis modality. 

YIQTOL and WeQATAL are "opposed to the cohortative-imperative-jussive group which 

adds a volitive nuance." 132 The following table illustrates Joosten's division of the 

BHVS: 

Contemp. YIQTOL
WeQATAL 

The five categories of Joosten's theory can be defined in the following way. 

First, WAYYIQTOL expresses the indicative past and can also be label as a "preterite." 

Joosten explains, "WAYYIQTOL situates the process expressed by the verb in a time 

frame belonging to the past."134 Second, QATAL expresses the indicative non-tensed 

anterior, or also known as the perfect, and "depicts the process as being anterior to the 

130 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 39. 

131 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 39. 

132 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 40. 

133 Table adapted from Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 40. 

134 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 40. E.g., Ruth I : I. 
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reference time (usually, but not necessarily, the time of speaking)." 135 The predicative 

participle expresses the indicative non-tensed contemporaneous, which "depicts the 

process as being contemporaneous with the reference time (usually, but not necessarily, 

the time ofspeaking."136 YIQTOL-WeQATAL express the modal non-volitive, or irrealis 

modality. Joosten explains, "YIQTOL and WeQATAL present the process as not (yet) 

real at the reference time."137 The cohortative-imperative-jussive group expresses the 

modal volitive. Joosten summarizes his argument and states, "The volitives, like 

YIQTOL and WeQATAL, present the process as not real, adding a volitive nuance; the 

speaker wants the process to take place."138 

2.3.2. WAYYIQTOL 

140 AWAYYIQTOL139 is the most frequent verbal form in classical BH prose.

majority of WAYYIQTOL instances occur in narrative prose, while discursive and poetic 

texts show a lower frequency of the form. For this reason, Joosten divides the use of 

WAYYIQTOL into two categories: (1) narrative and (2) discourse. In his discussion, he 

identifies WAYYIQTOL as the indicative preterite. He states, "[T]he preterite definition 

135 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 40. E.g., Gen 3:11. 
136 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 40. E.g., Num 11:27. 
137 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 41. E.g., Gen 24:40. 
138 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 41. E.g., 1 Sam 28:22. 
139 Historically, scholars thought that there was a relationship between YIQTOL and WAYYIQTOL. Joosten 
rejects this argument on the basis of comparative-historical data gathered from Akkadian and Arabic. He 
states, "Comparative Semitic evidence shows that the use of the short form in WAYYIQTOL is not a 
Hebrew anomaly." Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 14. WAYYIQTOL is primarily found in 
narrative texts as it accounts for main events ofa story. WA YYI QTO L function is exactly the same as the 
Akkadian preterite iprus, which is a matching Hebrew preterite use of the short form. Arabic mimics this 
information with its known use of the preterite use ofthe short form lam YAQTULU. Joosten, The Verbal 
System ofBiblical Hebrew, 14. Furthermore, YIQTOL can be traced back to theWS present-future 
YAQTULU, while WAYYIQTOL is related to theWS preterite YAQTUL. Joosten, The Verbal System of 
Biblical Hebrew, 162. 
14°Classical BH is classified as including Genesis through Second Kings. This statement made by Joosten 
acknowledges a clear linguistic difference between the separate eras ofAncient Hebrew. This point is 
particularly emphasized by Cook through his emphasis on comparative-historical data. Joosten also makes 
this distinction. 
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avoids attributing to WAYYIQTOL functional traits that are not necessarily present (such 

as punctuality, sequentaility, foregrounding, or narrativity)."141 WAYYIQTOL "expresses 

narrative continuity, with each successive even linking up with the preceding one."142 

Joosten explains, while WAYYIQTOL implies continuation, it does not necessarily 

suggest logical sequence or temporal succession. He states, "In a fair number of 

passages, WAYYIQTOL does not link up with earlier events, or, although linking up, 

does not imply temporal or logical sequence."143 With this in mind, what then is the 

relationship between the form and function of this verbal form? First, the verbal form is 

past tense and creates its own reference time. Second, as a past tense form with its own 

reference time, it has a deictic element, "adding to the notion ofprocess [as] a 'temporal 

location' at some point in the past."144 He explains that two adjacent WAYYIQTOL forms 

can have two different reference times. Joosten concludes, "Although the notion of 

sequentiality very often applies to actions expressed by WAYYIQTOL, it does not flow 

from the verbal form, but from the literary genre of the narrative discourse."145 

2.3.2.1. WAYYIQTOL in Narrative 

About 90 percent of WAYYIQTOL instances take place in narrative prose, yet this 

verbal form does not exhibit any particular unity in meaning or function. This section 

will discuss the function of WAYYIQTOL at (1) the beginning of a narrative, (2) the body 

of a narrative, and (3) WAYYIQTOL in excursive material. 

141 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 161. 
142 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 163. 
143 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 163. 
144 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 163. 
145 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 164. 
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2.3.2.1.1. WAYYIQTOL at the Beginning of a Narrative 

WAYYIQTOL commonly occurs at the beginning of a narrative in BH prose. 

Joosten states, "The corpus of classical Hebrew prose presents itself as one long story 

stretching from the creation of the world to the exile ofJudah."146 This makes it difficult 

to determine the exact beginning of a new narrative. Yet, the beginning of a new 

narrative is marked by WAYYIQTOL no matter how difficult it is to decide which 

WAYYIQTOL is the exact marker. A common narrative marker is the use of"ii.,1, "and it 

happened."147 

2.3.2.1.2. WAYYIQTOL in the Body of the Narrative 

Biblical narratives are typically constructed of WAYYIQTOL chains that 

formulate the backbone ofa story. Chains can be interrupted or divided by other verbal 

forms presenting "off-line" comments.148 There are two categories within the sub-system 

of WAYYIQTOL: (1) sequential WAYYIQTOL and (2) non-sequential WAYYIQTOL. 149 

First, WAYYIQTOL in the body ofa narrative can imply temporal succession. This can 

be expressed through either an uninterrupted chain of WAYYIQTOL clauses, or by 

WAYYIQTOL fronted by another verbal form. 150 WAYYIQTOL fronted by another verbal 

form can also express temporal succession, but not between WAYYIQTOL instances. 151 

146 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 164. 

147 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 164. E.g., Judg 1:1. 

148 For example, this includes, "QATAL forms in negative or contrastive clauses; QATAL or participle in 

circumstantial clauses; QATAL or participle in subordinate clauses introduced by a participle such as ~:l or 


1lli~; YIQTOL and WeQATAL in clauses expressing habitual action." Joosten, The Verbal System of 

Biblical Hebrew, 166. 

149 Considering this is the primary function of WAYYIQTOL in classical BH, examples are provided in 

text. For the subsidiary expressions of WAYYIQTOL I provide reference to the examples in footnote form. 

This method of citing examples is consistent throughout the rest ofmy presentation ofJoosten's theory. 

150 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 167. E.g., 2 Sam 12:20. 

151 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 167. E.g., Judg 1:30. 
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Second, there are instances where WAYYIQTOL does not represent a sequence of 

events and is known as a non-sequential WAYYIQTOL. Joosten emphasizes six 

exceptions that comprise the existence of the non-sequential WAYYIQTOL: (1) 

successive WAYYIQTOL forms expressing one action, (2) contemporaneous events, (3) 

overlapping time frames, (4) backtracking, (5) anticipatory, and (6) iterative process. 

First, successive WAYYJQTOL verbal forms can expresses a single aCtion that is 

comprised of two WAYYIQTOLs which represent differing aspects of one event. 152 

Second, contemporaneous events are expressed when the event times of different actions 

coincide. 153 Joosten states, "The context makes it clear that the actions indicated by 

successive WAYYIQTOL forms are roughly contemporaneous."154 However, in such 

instances there are no indications of temporal relationship between clauses, as explained 

in the previous sub-section. 155 This function of WAYYIQTOL serves to express two 

contemporaneous events in one syntactical unit. Third, WAYYIQTOL can exhibit 

overlapping time frames that take place "when the event time of one action includes that 

of another, the two processes relate to one another as figure and ground."156 Joosten 

explains that the first situation establishes the scene, "while the second occupies the 

foreground." 157 Fourth, WAYYIQTOL denotes backtracking when retrospective material 

is introduced into a narrative in a circumstantial clause with a QATAL. In these 

instances, "WAYYIQTOL refers to an act that occurred prior to the events recounted 

152 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 167. E.g., Gen 7:23; 25:1; 34:13-14; 1 Sam 28:20; 1 

Kgs 18:24; 19:6. 

153 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 168. E.g., Gen 6:11; 45:15; 25:34; I Sam 18:11. 

154 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 169. 

155 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 169. E.g., Gen 18:10; Num 12:2. 

156 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 170. Citing, Washburn, "Chomsky's Separation of 

Syntax and Semantics." 

157 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 170. Citing, Collins, "The WAYYIQTOL as 

'Pluperfect."' E.g., 2 Sam 11:2; 2 Kgs 6:4--5. 
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earlier."158 This is commonly known as a "pluperfect" WAYYIQTOL. Fifth, an 

anticipatory WAYYIQTOL occurs with the insertion ofprospective material. In BH, this 

is typically done through the use of the infinitive construct or YIQTOL verbal forms in 

subordinate clauses. However, there are instances where "anticipatory matter is 

introduced in an unmarked way with WAYYIQTOL."159 Sixth, typically in BH, the 

marked expression ofrepeated actions is expressed in biblical narrative with the use of 

YIQTOL or WeQATAL. However, WAYYIQTOL can express the same, except it "implies 

[a] single event in the vast majority ofcases."160 In these instances, WAYYIQTOL does 

not suggest a succession of events but more a way of life or habitual action. 161 

2.3.2.1.3. WAYYIQTOL in Excursive Material 

WAYYIQTOL, in narrative, can also function in the following ways. First, 

WAYYIQTOL can occur in "off-line" material. Joosten explains, "It regularly follows 

verbal forms that signal an interruption of the narrative continuity: QATAL, YIQTOL, 

and WeQATAL, and others."162 Second, WAYYIQTOL can function as a background 

WAYYIQTOL in a backgrounded clause. In order to categorize these two additional 

functions of WAYYIQTOL, Joosten establishes the following sub-system: (1) 

WAYYIQTOL continuing circumstantial clauses, (2) WAYYIQTOL continuing relative 

158 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 171. E.g., Gen 29:24; Deut 31:9; Josh 2:3--4, 16; 18:8; 
Judg 3:16; 20:36--47; 1 Sam 26:4; 2 Sam 11:15, 18-19; 1 Kgs 13:12; 21:9; 2 Kgs 20:8; lsa 39:1; Jonah 
4:5. 

159 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 173. Citing, lsaksson, "'Aberrant' Usages of 

Introductory WeHAYA in the Light ofText Linguistics," 17. E.g., Gen 18:1-2; 42:20; 45:21; Deut 5:22; 

31:22; Judg 1:7; 1 Sam 10:9-11; 25:20. 

160 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 174. Citing, Fokkelman, "Iterative Forms of the 

Classical Hebrew Verb," 45. 

161 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 174. E.g., Gen 30:39; 37:2; Judg 4:5; 9:25; 1 Sam 

7:15; 13:20; 18:13; 2 Sam 8:6; 1 Kgs 12:30; 2 Kgs 16:4; 17:17. 

162 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 175. 
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clauses, (3) WAYYIQTOL in iterative passages, and (4) other varieties ofbackgrounded 

WAYYIQTOL. 163 

First, there are instances when WAYYIQTOL provides a continuation between 

circumstantial clauses that express anteriority. Typically, the referenced circumstantial 

clauses that express anteriority have a We+ subject+ QATAL structure. 164 Second, 

similar to circumstantial clauses, WAYYIQTOL can continue relative clauses. 165 

Typically, the first WAYYIQTOL continues the relative clause discourse while the 

second WAYYIQTOL returns the narrative to the mainline discourse. Third, in narrative, 

YIQTOL and WeQATAL generally express repeated or habitual actions. An inserted 

WAYYIQTOL usually indicates a return to the mainline narrative. However, Joosten 

emphasizes that there are few instances where an inserted WAYYIQTOL "continues the 

marked forms, assimilating their iterative meaning." 166 Fourth, WAYYIQTOL can also 

function to continue different types of expository material. In such instances, 

WAYYIQTOL can or cannot provide temporal succession. 167 

2.3.2.2. WAYYIQTOL in Discourse 

While a majority of WAYYIQTOL instances occur in narrative, its existence is not 

limited to such material. WAYYIQTOL is also prominent in discourse. It can function to 

163 Joosten cites Niccacci, The Syntax ofthe Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, 177-80 as the origin ofthis 

section. 

164 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 175-77. E.g., Gen 39:1; Josh 2:6; Judg 1:16; 6:33; 1 

Sam 5:1; 17:2; 30:1-3; 2 Sam 5:17-19; 18:18; I Kgs 9:16; 2 Kgs 2:7; 4:31; 5:2; Jonah 1:5. 

165 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 177. E.g., Josh 12:1; 1 Sam 30:21; 2 Sam 2:23; 8:10. 

166 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 177. Citing, Fokkelman, "Iterative Forms of the 

Classical Hebrew Verb," 45. E.g., Judg 6:3-5; 12:5; 1 Sam 1:7; 2:15-16; 14:52; 27:9-10; 2 Sam 15:2; 2 

Kgs 3:25(?); 12:12; Jer 18:4; Job 1:5. 

167 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 278. Joosten does not explain how one might 

determine if WAYYIQTOL denotes temporal succession. He only provides Gen 27:1 as an example. E.g., 

Gen 37:2; 1 Sam 1:2; 1 Kgs 8:7. 
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provide temporal sequence. Joosten notes that a discursive, non-narrative, WAYYIQTOL 

is rare in classic BH as it represents less than one percent of occurrences. 168 

2.3.2.2.1. Preterite WAYYIQTOL in Discourse 

WAYYIQTOL in discourse typically follows another verbal form. WAYYIQTOL 

can either reference the past if it follows a past verbal form. The same is true if 

WAYYIQTOL follows a present or future verbal form. However, Joosten explains, "[T]he 

cases where WAYYIQTOL implies a transition to a past time frame[ ... ] show[s] the form 

has a preterite function." 169 Joosten provides six categories to explain the latter of the 

occurrences: (1) following QATAL, (2) following a non-verbal clause, (3) following a 

predicative participle, (4) following YIQTOL, (5) following non-clausal elements, and 

(6) following a "relative" participle. 

First, WAYYIQTOL that follows QATAL maintains the same temporal 

perspective. 170 Second, in discourse, if a non-verbal clause which describes situations 

occurring at the time of the speech is followed by WAYYIQTOL, the subsequent 

WAYYIQTOL implies a shift to the past time :frame.m Third, a similar shift from present 

to past occurs when WAYYIQTOL follows a predicative participle. 172 Fourth, 

WAYYIQTOL that follows YIQTOL functions in accordance with the preterite function of 

WAYYIQTOL. 173 Fifth, in direct discourse, WAYYIQTOL does not occur at the beginning 

168 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 180-81. 

169 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 181. 

170 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182. E.g., Gen 12: 19; 24:35; 26:27; 31:26, 40; Exod 

1:18; Judg 9:16; 10:13; 11:7; 16:10; 1 Sam 15:19,24, 26; 2 Sam 11:21; 12:7-8, 10, 21-22; 14:15; 16:8; 

19:28; 1 Kgs 2:5; 8:24; 10:9; 18:13; 2 Chr 2:2. 

171 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182. E.g., Exod 6:2-3; Deut 26:5; Josh 14:7; Judg 

19:18; 1 Sam 1:15; 15:17; 2 Sam 14:6; 2 Kgs 10:13; Job 14:17. 

172 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182-83. E.g., 1 Kgs 3:17. 

173 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183. E.g., 1 Sam 2:29; 2 Sam 7:28; Ps 42:6; Job 6:21; 

11:3. 
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ofa clause. What precedes the verbal form might not comprise a complete clause, but 

rather an "adverbial phrase or a nominal phrase representing the object or subject."174 In 

such instances, WAYYIQTOL expresses a past temporal perspective. 175 Sixth, a nominal 

phrase that incorporates a participle may precede WAYYIQTOL. In such instances, 

WAYYIQTOL continues the verbal element of the participle just as it would in a relative 

QATAL clause.176 

2.3.2.2.2. Present Tense WAYYIQTOL? 

WAYYIQTOL functions to primarily reference an event or direct discourse in the 

past temporal perspective. It is possible for WAYYIQTOL to denote a present-perfect 

function. WAYYIQTOL can present a past action from the present point of view. Joosten 

explains, "The temporal implication is often that of a situation initiated in the past but 

continuing until the present." 177 

There are instances where scholars argue that WAYYIQTOL functions to denote a 

present temporal perspective. Joosten refutes these possibilities. 

2.3.2.2.3. WAYYIQTOL Expressing the Future? 

There are a few instances where it would appear that WAYYIQTOL references 

events that are yet to happen. Jeremiah 38:9 illustrates that the speaker uses 

WAYYIQTOL to represent a future action as already accomplished. Numbers 35:16 

174 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183. 

175 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183. E.g., Num 12:12; 14:16; I Sam 15:23; 2 Sam 

4:10; Jer 33:24; 44:25. 

176 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183-84. E.g., Gen 27:33; 35:3; Num 14:22-23; 22:11; 

Jer 13:10; 23:31-32; Pss 18:48; 136:17-18; Dan 8:22. 

177 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 185. E.g., Gen 32:5; Exod 4:23; Num 22:11; 1 Kgs 

19: I 0. Joosten also discusses other possible functions of WA YYIQTOL where this verbal form expresses 
the present. However, he discredits a majority of these theories and reinterprets the debated examples. For 
further reading on the possible present functions of WAYYIQTOL, see Joosten, The Verbal System of 
Biblical Hebrew, 185-88. 
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shows WAYYIQTOL in a conditional clause referring to an action still lying in the 

futureP8 

2.3.3. QATAL 

The natural environment of QATAL, in Joosten's opinion, is direct discourse. 

Direct discourse properly defined 

implies a speech attitude different from narration. First and second person 
pronouns are frequent. The discourse is anchored in the here and now of the 
speakers. There is usually a clear conception of what has already happened as 
opposed to what is still happening and what is yet to come. 179 

Within this framework, QATAL has two primary functions or meanings. First, QATAL 

may express anteriority in respect to the reference time. Joosten explains, "Anteriority 

implies temporal distance."180 If this is true, then the second possible function of QATAL 

is to reference the past. Joosten explains, "The underlining of this quality leads to 

QATAL expressing a state relevant to the moment of speak:ing."181 Joosten's 

understanding of QATAL ranges between these two poles. 

2.3.3.1. QATAL in Discourse 

In direct discourse, QATAL primarily represents "actions as having occurred 

before the moment of speak:ing."182 The anteriority implication of QATAL influences the 

here-and-now of the discourse. Some state that this understanding of anteriority leads to 

the conclusion that QATAL influences a state relative to the moment of speaker. 

178 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 188-89. Following the discussion of WAYYIQTOL 

expressing the future, Joosten discusses WAYYIQTOL expressing modality. However, he completely 

discredits this theory. For this reason, I have not incorporated this section. For reference to his position on 

WAYYIQTOL and modality, see Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 189-91. 

179 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 194. 

180 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 193. 

181 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 193. 

182 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 194. 
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However, in this section, Joosten observes the different types of verbs and environments 

that can influence the import of action QATAL expresses. 

2.3.3.1.1. QATAL Expressing Anterior Actions 

The most frequent use of QATAL represents an event as having come before the 

moment of speaking. Joosten divides this primary function of QATAL into a four-fold 

sub-system: (1) immediate versus distant past, (2) types of actions, (3) anteriority and 

completion, and ( 4) the epistolary perfect. 

First, QATAL in direct discourse references an action situated in the proximate 

past which effects are relevant to the present. Participles, such as i1n.U and i1~i1, can 

underline this present perfect function. 183 QATAL can also be "used for actions that 

belong to a more distant past not directly connected to the time of speaking." 184 Second, 

QATAL can represent anterior actions and is compatible with the following verb types: 

states, activities, accomplishments, and achievements. 185 Third, the anteriority expressed 

by QATAL can also imply completion. In these instances, QATAL references actions that 

began and ended prior to the speech time. 186 Fourth, Joosten explains, "In classical 

Hebrew, QATAL may be used in letters to present actions as anterior from the point of 

view of the reader."187 

183 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 194. E.g., Gen 26:32. 

184 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 194-95 E.g., Gen 32:11(10); Deut 10:22; 2 Sam 

19:10(9). 

185 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 195. For further reading on how QATAL is compatible 

with these types of verbs, reference the Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, Chapter 3. E.g., 

Gen 29:25; 30:29; 31 :30; repeated actions: Gen 22:20; Judg 16: 15; durative actions: Gen 30:8; habitual 

actions: Gen48:15. 

186 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 196. E.g., Josh 17:14. 

187 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 197. E.g., 1 Kgs 15:19; 2 Kgs 5:6; 2 Chr 2:12. 
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2.3.3.1.2. Present of Stative Verbs188 

Joosten's analysis of QATAL and stative verbs primarily focuses on present tense 

usages. QATAL may be used to reference a process that is set in or that has reached a 

state of completion. Joosten divides this function of QATAL into a three-fold sub

system: (1) QATAL expressing the passing ofa phase, and (2) anteriority of a subjective 

phase. 

First, there are many instances where QATAL is translated into the English 

present tense but references a prior event. 189 Second, QATAL can reference an "initial 

phase represented as anterior[ ... ] to the moment the state was perceived."190 

2.3.3.1.3. Performative QATAL191 

QATAL is considered the normal verbal form for performative expressions in 

BH. Joosten explains, "In these expressions, the speech situation lends QATAL to a 

specific nuance: the process expressed by the verb comes about by pronouncing the 

statement."192 A performative QATAL can function in several ways. First, QATAL can 

appear in legal, ritual, or dive act speeches. 193 Second, QATAL itself can be the verb of 

188 Joosten generally references, Rundgren, Dan Althebriiische Verbum, 62--66; Dobbs-Allsopp, "Biblical 
Hebrew Statives and Situation Aspect." For a defmition and explanation of stative verbs, see Joosten, The 
Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, Chapter 3. 
189 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 199-200. E.g., Gen 18:20; 38:26; 1 Sam 14:29; 1 Kgs 
22:8; in reference to specific stative verbs: Gen 29:21 (~',o); Num 17:2 (~ip); 22:13 (1~0); Deut 15:9 

(:l1p); Josh 13:1 (1~~ niphal); 23:2 (1£1T); Judg 4:19 (~O:S); 15:3 (i1i'~); 1 Sam 2:1 (011); 5:7 (i1~p); 

25:10 (:l:l1); 30:13 (i1',i1); 2 Sam 6:20 (i:l:l); in poetry: lsa 33:14; Jer 4:31; 23:11; 44:18; Ezek 35:12; 
Hos 12:9; Joel2:10; Pss 34:11; 38:7; Lam 4:8. 

190 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 200. E.g., 1 Sam 26:21, 24; Judg 14:3; Jer 6:20; Mal 

3:13. 

191 Joosten generally references, Hillers, "Some Performativve Utterances in the Bible"; Wagner, 

Sprechakte und Sprechaktanalyse im Alten Testament, 98-121; Rogland, AllegedNon-Past Uses ofQatal 

in Classical Hebrew, 115-26. 

192 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 202-3. 

193 Rogland, AllegedNon-Past Uses ofQatal in Classical Hebrew, 203. E,g,: Gen 1:29 qn~); 17:20 (11:::1 


pie[); Num 14:20 (n',o); Deut 26:10 (~1:::1 hiphil); Judg 17:3 (~ii' hiphil); 2 Kgs 2:21 (~£11 pie[); 9:3 


(n~o); Jer 40:10 (nn:;, pie[). 
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speech. 194 Third, it can be a combination ofboth-a "verb designating a legal or ritual 

gesture accompanying a speech."195 

2.3.3.1.4. Gnomic QATAL 

A gnomic QATAL "represents a derivative function of QATAL in which the 

notion of anteriority is obscured."196 In proverbial expressions, QATAL references 

general truth and typically functions in parallelism with other verbal forms or nominal 

clauses. 197 

2.3.3.1.5. QATAL Expressing Anteriority in the Future 

QATAL can be used to represent an action anterior to the reference time. This 

particularly takes place in a future tense context in a subordinate clause environment. 

There are three distinctions to be made: (1) relative clauses, (2) temporal clauses, and (3) 

casual clauses. 

First, QATAL expressing anteriority in the future in relative clauses is marked by 

itDN. 198 Second, QATAL expressing anteriority in the future in temporal clauses is 

194 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 203. E.g., Deut 8:19 (i,l' hiphil); 1 Sam 17:10 (='],n 

pie!); 2 Sam 17:11 (fl'~); 19:30 and 2 Kgs 9:3 (,~~); Pss 27:4 (';l~w); 75:2 (iii~ hiphil); 118:26 (1,:J 

pie!); Jer 22:5 and Song 2:7 (l':JW niphal); Isa 48:6 (l'~W hiphil). 

195 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 203. E.g., 1 Sam 16:4 (mnnlliii); Ps 143:4 (W,El pie!). 

1% Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205. 

197 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 204--5. E.g., Prov 14:6, 18; 19:7, 11; Isa 1:3; Jer 8:7; 

Amos 5:8. 

198 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205. E.g., Gen 48:6; Exod 10:2; Lev 25:45; Num 5:7; 

14:15; Deut 6:11; 8:10, 18; 1 Kgs 8:47,48, 50; 13:9, 17; Jer 8:3. 
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marked by il1 or ..::l. 199 Third, QATAL can represent a similar expression in casual 

clauses.200 

2.3.3.1.6. Stylistic Usages in Reference to Future Actions 

Joosten explains the stylistic usages of QATAL in reference to future actions in 

the following way: 

Grammatical temporality does not always conform to actual time. Notably, 
actions that still belong to the future may be presented by a speaker as having 
taken place already. In order to make sense of this type ofdiscourse, the hearer 
needs to invoke knowledge of the real world. In other words, pragmatic factors 
determine the temporal interpretation of the verbal forms. 201 

Joosten divides these stylistic usages of QATAL into a four-fold sub-system: (1) 

emotional use, (2) promises, (3) perfect of confidence, and ( 4) prophetic perfect. 

First, in situations of despair, QATAL may express anguish or other emotions 

when the outcome seems inevitable.202 Second, QATAL, if used by an authoritative 

figure, can "represent the speaker's absolute commitment."203 Third, QATAL can 

represent the announcement of an expected event with assurance and primarily occurs in 

199 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205. E.g. il1: Gen 24:I9, lsa 30:I7, and Ruth 2:2I {t:llot 

il1); 2 Kgs 7:3 and Mic 5:2 (il1); Ezek 34:2I (iWlot il1); Gen 28:I5, Num 32: I7, and lsa 6: II (t:Jlot illilot 

il1). E.g . .,::l: I Chr I7: II. 
200 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205. E.g., I Sam I4:IO; 20:22; 2 Sam 5:24; Isa II:9 
(the stative iilot',o refers to a future state [Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205ft. I9]); 
35:6; I Chr I4:I5. 

201 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206. For additional reference to the pragmatic factors 

that determine the temporal interpretation ofa verbal form. See, Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical 

Hebrew, 119. 

202 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206. E.g., Num I7:27; I Sam 26:I9b; Isa 6:5; Jer4:13; 

Ezek 37:11; Ps 3I:23. 

203 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206-7. E.g., Gen I7:I6; Lev 26:44; I Sam I5:2; I Kgs 

3:13; Isa 42:16; Jer 3I:33; 2 Chr 12:5; possibly Deut I5:6. 
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BH poetry.204 Fourth, QATAL can announcement a future event in prophetic discourse. 

In such instances, QATAL stresses ''the certainty of the occurrence decided by God."205 

2.3.3.1.7. Modal QATAL 

There are few instances where QATAL can express irrealis modality. Joosten 

explains, "These instances reflect a process of"neutralization:" the impact of contextual 

or pragmatic factors suppresses QATAL' s indicative meaning and leads to a modal 

function."206 This occurs in the following two-fold sub-system: (1) questions, and (2) 

asservation after ON .,;,. 

First, in questions, QATAL is found in some instances to reference the irrealis.207 

Second, with the compound participle ON .,;, which employs the assertive, QATAL 

refers to a future temporal perspective.208 

2.3.3.2. QATAL in Narrative 

QATAL is also very common in BH narrative. However, QATAL expresses a 

simpler range of meaning in narrative than in discourse. There are three distinct usages 

of QATAL in this context: (1) QATAL functions as a preterite, similar to WAYYIQTOL, 

(2) QATAL is used in subordinate clauses for anterior actions to the mainline narrative, 

204 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 207. E.g., Gen 21:7; 30:13; Pss 6:9; 20:7; 36:13; 37:38. 

205 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 207. Citing, Rogland, Alleged Non-Past Uses ofQatal 

in Classical Hebrew, 53-114; Klein, "The Prophetic Perfect," 45--60. E.g., lsa 8:8; 11:8; 13:10; 19:6, 7, 8; 

24:14; 25:8; 30:19, 32; 32:10; 35:2; 43:17; 51:11; Jer 13:26; Hos 5:5; Amos 8:3; Zech 9:15. 

206 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 208. 

207 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 209. E.g., Gen 18:12; 21:7; Judg 9:11. QATAL can 

imply other forms ofmodality. E.g., Judg 9:9, 13; Num 23:19; 1 Kgs 21:19; 2 Kgs 20:9; Jer 30:21; Hab 

2:18; Zech 4:10; Pss 11:3; 24:28; 60:11; 108:11; Job 22:13. 

208 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 210. E.g., Judg 15:7; 2 Kgs 5:20; Jer 51:14; with a 

second person verbal form, the assertive is interpreted as a pressing request: Gen 40:13-14. Joosten also 

discusses the precative sub-system. However, this section is simply an evaluation of other scholar's 

opinions on certain examples. See, Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 211-12. Citing, 

Lambert, "Du Passe Optatifen Hebreu," 218-19; Provan, "Past, Present, and Future in Lamentations III," 

164-75. 
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and (3) QATAL can indicate a shift of the narrative's temporal perspective from past to 

present-this is known as "comment."209 

2.3.3.2.1. Preterite QATAL 

The preterite function in BH is primarily expressed by WAYYIQTOL. However, 

there are few instances where QATAL assumes this meaning. Joosten explains, "The 

basic reason for the non-use of WAYYIQTOL is when any element, other than the 

conjunction We-, precedes the verbal form in a clause."210 Joosten divides this function 

of QATAL into a four-fold sub-system: (1) negated clauses, (2) QATAL following 

temporal phrases, (3) QATAL following an element contrastively topicalized, and (4) 

non-contrastive topicalization.211 

First, WAYYIQTOL is replaced by QATAL when the clause is negated by Nt,. 

The only way to negate WAYYIQTOL is by using a We+ lo' + QATAL construction. The 

negative preterite QATAL has the same temporal value as a positive WAYYIQTOL.212 

Second, in some adverbial phrases oftime that are compatible with WAYYIQTOL, we 

fmd a preterite QATAL instead that maintains the same or nearly the same temporal 

perspective.213 Third, Joosten explains, 

Where two entities in successive narrative clauses are opposed, this may lead to a 
change in word order in the second clause: the contrasted element takes the first 
position, and the verb is pushed into second position. In such construction, 
WAYYIQTOL cannot normally be used and QATAL is found instead.214 

209 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 212. 

210 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 215. 

211 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 215-18. Joosten discusses a few other uncategorized 

functions of the preterite QATAL. See, Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 218. 

212 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 215-16. E.g., Gen 40:23; 2 Sam 2:21-23. 

213 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 216-17, ft. 35. E.g., Exod 34:32; Josh 10:26; in some 

instances, the temporal phrase precedes WAYYIQTOL: Gen 27:34; I Sam 4:20; 2 Kgs 25:3; lsa 6:1; Jer 

7:25; 52:6; Ps 138:3; Dan 1:18; 10:4-5; 2 Chr 13:1; 25:27; 28:22. Citing, Gross, Die Pendenskonstruktion 

Im Biblischen Hebraisch, 49-50. 

214 Joosten, The Verba/System ofBiblica!Hebrew,217. 
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Fourth, in non-contrastive topicalization clauses, "the inversion pushes the verbal form 

into second position, thus rendering the use of WAYYIQTOL impossible."215 In such 

instances, QATAL expresses the same temporal perspective as a preterite. 

2.3.3.2.2. QATAL Expressing Anteriority 

QATAL has a retrospective function that is connected to its reference to 

anteriority. Simply, QATAL can be used to retrieve background information that pertains 

to the time preceding the reconstructed narrative.216 This occurs in subordinate clauses. 

Joosten discusses the following two-fold sub-system: (1) explicit subordination,217 and 

(2) circumstantial clauses. 

First, in an explicit subordinate clause, a retrospective QATAL is frequent with 

relative clauses introduced by 1W~.218 A retrospective QATAL with a stative verb, the 

temporal implication is contemporaneous.219 This QATAL form is also frequent with 

casual clauses introduced by .,:;,_220 Second, a retrospective QATAL can occur in 

circumstantial clauses with the form We+ subject+ verbal form. 221 

2.3.3.2.3. QATAL in Authorial Comments 

When QATAL is used with authorial comments, there is a shift in temporal 

perspective as the text transitions from narration to comment. In such circumstances, the 

215 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 218. E.g., Gen 18:7; 19:3,6, 10; 20:16; 27:16; 34:26, 

29; 39:4; 43:15; 47:2, 21; Exod 12:37-28; 13:18; 14:6; Num 11:32; Judg 6:35; 1 Sam4:11; 6:12, 14:7:1. 

216 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219. 

217 Joosten citing, Gross, "Das Nicht Substantivierte Partizip als Pradikat im Relativsatz Hebraischer 

Prosa," 28, 31. 

218 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219. E.g., Gen 26:18. 

219 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219. E.g., 2 Sam 11:16. 

220 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219. E.g., Gen 38:15. 

221 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219-20. E.g., 2 Kgs 10:24; with stative verbs: 1 Kgs 

1:50. 
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story teller shifts from the use ofa narrative WAYYIQTOL to a retrospective QATAL.222 

Joosten describes this function of QATAL in the following two-fold sub-system: (1) 

subordinate clauses, and (2) main clauses. 

First, an authorial QATAL in relative or casual clauses does not express 

anteriority.223 Second, a clause-initial authorial QATAL can occur in a main clause.224 It 

is possible for an authorial QATAL to exist in a clause-non-initial position.225 

2.3.4. The Predicative Participle 

Morphologically, an active participle is an adjective. It is only when an explicit 

subject exists in combination with a participle, then this form functions as a verb. 

Joosten explains, 

[O]ther verbal forms incorporate the subject and predicate into one form, the 
participle provides only the predicate: "ii-;:,t,n '1-went' 1t,-N '1-will-go' 1t,ii 
"~N 'I (am) going;' QATAL and YIQTOL are synthetic, but the predicative 
participle is analytic. 226 

Because of the obscurity of this verbal form, Joosten notes that many BH linguistic 

scholars neglect the participle verbal form. This is cannot be justified in his opinion. 

Therefore, he discusses the function of the predicative participle by way of a two-fold 

sub-system that categorizes two sequences of participle and subject: (1) subject-

participle (Su-Ptcp), and (2) participle-subject (Ptcp-Su). 

222 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 221. 

223 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 22I-22. E.g., Gen 2I:49; Exod 2:22; 38:8; Josh 5:4; 

IO:II; 2 Sam I6:23; I Kgs 9:I5; II:27; I4:I9; 2 Kgs 23:25; other cases where 10~ ,:lis used: Gen 

I6:13; 2I:I6; 29:32; 32:20; 38:II; Exod I2:33; Num I6:34; Judg 9:3; 20:39; I Sam 4:7; 2 Sam I8:I8; 2 

Kgs ll:I5; in some instances 10~ ,:lis anterior: Num 26:65; I Sam I:22. 

224 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBib/ical Hebrew, 222-23. E.g., Gen I8:II; 48:I4; Judg 2:I7; I Sam 

5:II; I Kgs I4:24; 2 Kgs 2I:6. 

225 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 223. E.g., Gen I6:I4; Josh I4:I4; I Sam I0:2; 27:6; 2 

Sam2:IO; 3:5; I Kgs IO:I2. 

226 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 229, ft. 2. Some scholars use the term "periphrastic 

participle." 
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2.3.4.1. Subject-Participle 

Participle-subject clauses have around 140 occurrences in the HB, while Su-Ptcp 

clauses are nearly eight times more frequent. 227 A Su-Ptcp sequence basically functions 

in discourse to represent an action as ongoing at the reference time. Furthermore, "[T]he 

sequence is frequent in the expression of the more or less immediate future. "228 In 

narrative, a Su-Ptcp sequence, typically introduced by ilJil, references the real present. 

In relative or circumstantial clauses that are in a narrative context, this sequence 

"expresses situations forming the background to the main events of the story."229 Joosten 

divides his understanding of the Su-Ptcp verbal form into the following five-fold sub

system: (1) the real present, (2) reference to the future, (3) the extended present, (4) the 

historic present, and (5) attendant circumstance in narrative. 

First, the Su-Ptcp sequence often represents a present actual that is actually going 

on at the moment of speech--commonly known as "real present" or "actual present." 

The real present function of this sequence is only found in discourse texts and expresses 

an imperfective aspect.230 Second, in discourse texts, a Su-Ptcp can refer to an action 

that has not begun.231 Third, a Su-Ptcp sequence can reference a situation that is 

"contemporaneous with speech time, but not actually happening."232 Fourth, in narrative 

texts, a Su-Ptcp sequence that is fronted by ilJil can be used ''to present actions as they 

227 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 230--31. Joosten states, "These statistics are 

extrapolated from the figures for Genesis, where there are [thirteen] cases ofPtcp-Su and 100 cases ofSu

Ptcp." Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 231 ft. 8. 

228 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 239. 

229 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 239. 

230 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 239-40. E.g., 2 Sam 18:27; iim clause initial: 1 Sam 

14:33; interrogatives: Deut 10:12. 

231 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 241-42. Examples for the ''futurum instans" function 

include, but are not limited to: Deut 2:4; 2 Kgs 20:5; future reference time: 1 Sam 10:8. 

232 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 242. E.g., Judg 18:3, 18. 
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are perceived by the characters of [a] story. "233 In such instances, the "then" and "now" 

temporal horizons for story telling are fused. 234 Fifth, a Su-Ptcp sequence used in 

relative and circumstantial clauses functions to fill in background information for the 

mainline of the narrative or discourse. 235 

A Ptcp-Su sequence which typically occurs in discourse texts represents 

"situations as a fact contemporaneous to reference time."236 This sequence is relatively 

rare, as previously stated, yet Joosten divides its function into the following two-fold 

sub-system: (1) non-dynamic verbs, and (2) the use ofthe sequence Ptcp-Su with 

particles. 

First, niphil participles typical occur in the Ptcp-Su sequence and express non-

dynamic situations.237 This sequence may also be used in conjunction with other 

situations that lack dynamicity.238 Second, the Ptcp-Su sequence commonly occurs in 

clauses where this verbal form is fronted by a conditional CN, interrogative i1, or a 

causal.,~. In conditional clauses fronted by an CN particle, "the participles stresses the 

here-and-now quality of the process."239 A Ptcp-Su sequence with an interrogative i1 

233 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 243. 

234 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 243-44. E.g., Gen 26:8; 37:15; Exod 3:2; 14:10; Judg 

9:43. 

235 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 245-46. E.g. for relative clauses, Gen 39:6, 22; Exod 

18:5, 14; 36:4; 1 Kgs 17:19; 2 Kgs 17:29; circumstantial clauses: Gen 32:32; 1 Sam 17:15; causal

circumstantial clauses: Josh 10:14; 1 Sam 18:16; 1 Kgs 5:4; 8:7; Jonah 1:11, 13; Ezra 3:13; Neh 6:9. 

236 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 247. 

237 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 248-49. E.g., Judg 20:32. 

238 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 249. E.g., Gen 3:5 (l7i~); 1 Sam 19:14; 1 Kgs 14:5; 2 


Kgs 8:29; 2 Chr 22:6 (i1Sii); 2 Sam 15:19 (i1';,)); Jer 48:11 (~ptzi); Pss 34:8 (i1Jjj); 87:2 (:li1~); 119:162 


(tv~ tv); 147:11 (i1:l&1); Song 2:9 (i10i). 

239 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 250. E.g., Gen 27:46; Exod 7:27; 9:2; 10:4; Deut 5:25; 

Josh 22:19; Judg 7:10; I Kgs 21:6; Jer 26:15; 38:21; 42:13; Joel 4:4. 
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functions to "establish whether or not a given statement is true.240 A clause with a"'~+ 

participle+ subject references a contemporaneous action or an imminent event.241 

2.3.5. YIQTOL and WeQATAL 

2.3.5.1. YIQTOL 

In classical BH, YIQTOL as a long form of the prefix conjugation primarily 

occurs in a non-initial position in a clause with minor exceptions.242 Joosten divides the 

function of YIQTOL into a three-fold sub-system: (1) YIQTOL in reference to future 

situations, (2) YIQTOL in reference to present situations, and (3) YIQTOL in past-tense 

contexts. 

2.3.5.1.1. YIQTOL in Reference to a Future Situation 

The future-modal function of YIQTOL comprises over 80 percent of all YIQTOL 

occurrences in classical BH. There are different kinds ofmodality conveyed in 

accordance with the context of a YIQTOL occurrence. These can include "futurity, 

necessity, potentiality, likelihood, desirability, and others."243 Joosten divides this 

function of YIQTOL into a three-fold sub-system: (1) prediction, (2) Obligation, and (3) 

other modal usages of YIQTOL. 

A predictive modal usage of YIQTOL functions to announce future occurrences. 

It can function to predict events by temporal reference, or the phrase might provide an 

240 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 251-52. E.g., Num 11:29; Judg 2:22. 

241 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 252-53. E.g., Gen 19:13; 25:30; 32:12; 41:31, 32; 

Exod 5:8; Lev 13:11; Num 22:22; Deut 13:4; Judg 8:5; 15:3; 1 Sam 3:9, 10; 2 Sam 17:10; 1 Kgs 14:5; 2 

Kgs 8:29; 18:26; 20:1; Isa 36:11; Jer 1:12; Jonah 1:12; Pss 1:6; 149:4; Job 32:4; Ruth 3:11; Ecc18:12; 

12:5; Neb 8:9; 2 Chr 13:11; 22:6. 

242 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 265. E.g., Gen 41:15; 1 Kgs 22:22. 

243 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 266. 
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implicit temporal reference.244 Joosten explains, "[P]redictive modality almost always 

implies a measure of commitment"245 that may involve negative or positive overtones.246 

YIQTOL can denote obligation or can provide a prescriptive function in direct 

discourse. Joosten states, "This usage brings YIQTOL close to the volitive forms."247 

There are three types of usage: (1) YIQTOL continuing a volitive form, (2) obligation 

presented as necessity, and (3) YIQTOL expressing wishes. 

Joosten considers YIQTOL and WeQATAL to be made of unmarked members in 

opposition between volitive and non-volitive forms, this leads to a two-fold usage of the 

form when YIQTOL continues a volitive. First, "[I]t may follow a volitive form without 

signaling a semantic change."248 Second, obligation that presents necessity takes place 

when "a command is formulated with [an] independent YIQTOL, the implication is 

usually that of a general prescription not arising out of the speech situation."249 The 

prescription denoted is usually of a more general necessity and is thus found in legal and 

quasi-legal discourses.250 When YIQTOL expresses a wish, this is the domain of the 

volitive forms and would not typically be associated with YIQTOL.251 Syntactically, 

these occurrences exhibit a SV word order. 

Other modal usages of YIQTOL that reference future situations include (1) 

permission, (2) potentiality, and (3) eventuality. When YIQTOL signals that a process is 

244 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 267. E.g. for temporal reference: Exod 8:19 (23); 

implicit temporal reference: Exod 7:3. 

245 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 

246 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 267. E.g., Gen 3:14; 29:32. 

247 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 

248 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. E.g., Gen 32:17. 

249 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. E.g., Exod 22:30; 1 Kgs 2:37. 

250 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. E.g., Exod 23:4b, 5b, 7a, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 24b; 

Lev 19:2, 3, 5b, 10, 15b, 17, 19, 30, 32; Deut 15:1, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20, 22. 

251 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 270--71. E.g., Gen 28:3; 43:14, 29; Exod 15:18; Josh 

1: 17; 1 Sam 24:20; 2 Sam 24:23. 
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allowed, "[t]he permissive nuance may be used even where the realization of the process 

is in doubt."252 YIQTOL may denote the ability ofpossibility or potential.253 YIQTOL 

may also express eventuality. Joosten explains, "The non-volitive modality of YIQTOL 

makes it eminently qualified for use in conditional sentences. In conditional clauses 

introduced by CN, YIQTOL is the default form."254 YIQTOL in some cases expresses 

volition of the subject, "the realization of the projected process depends on the will of 

the subject."255 

2.3.5.1.2. YIQTOL in Reference to a Present Situation 

As Joosten readily points out, YIQTOL denotes mood rather than tense, he 

explains that the reference time of an utterance can be past, present, or future. There are 

four categories to the sub-system of YIQTOL in reference to present situations: (1) 

repetition in the present, (2) proverbial expressions, (3) present with modal verbs, and 

(4) real present in questions.256 

First, YIQTOL can express present process through repetition, which may come 

about repeatedly or habitually.257 This expression of YIQTOL presents an action that is 

likely to occur. It is not clear if the action is merely a described custom or denotes a 

nuance of obligation.258 Second, "YIQTOL presents processes that are not merely 

252 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 272. E.g., Gen 2:16; 3:2; 30:15; Lev 2:12; 7:24; 11:21; 

19:25; 21 :22; 22:23: 25:3, 44--45, 48; Deut 12:15, 20; 14:6, 9, 11, 20; 15:3; 22:7. 

253 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 273-74. E.g., Gen 13:16; Isa 10:19. Both ofthese 

examples have a reference time in the future. This usage of YIQTOL can also take place in the present: 

consider Deut 1:12. 

254 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274-75. E.g., Gen 28:15; 31:32; Exod 33:5. 

255 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. E.g., Exod 2:7; Judg II :23. 

256 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 276. 

257 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 276. E.g., 2 Kgs 6:12. 

258 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. E.g., Gen 10:9; 22:14; 44:5, 15; 50:3; Exod 13:15; 

18:15; Num 12:8; 17:19; 21:27; Deut 12:31; Judg 14:10; 1 Sam 5:5; 9:6; 2 Sam 5:8; Hos 1:2. 
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customary in a certain time and place but that recur universally."259 Joosten titles such 

occurrences as proverbial expressions and states that "this usage is very frequent in 

proverbs, proverbial similes and other expressions of the same type. "260 Third, certain 

modal verbs, such as',~., and !7,.,, allow YIQTOL to refer to present time.261 Fourth, 

YIQTOL may reference an ongoing action that takes place at the moment of speech, 

namely questions. This is known as the real present expression of YIQTOL in questions. 

It can be used in "wh- type" questions.262 YIQTOL can also be used in a consecutive 

function introduced by "~.263 

2.3.5.1.3. YIQTOL in Reference to a Past Situation 

Here, it is seen that YIQTOL can function within any time frame: future, present, 

and now, past. This leads Joosten to conclude that YIQTOL is indifferent to a temporal 

reference point.264 Joosten argues for five categories of YIQTOL in the past-tense context 

sub-system: (1) prospective, (2) YIQTOL in object clauses, (3) past modal, (4) Iterative 

and durative, and (5) preterite YIQTOL. 

First, YIQTOL express the prospective, "presenting a process as future from the 

point ofview of the past time frame defined or implied in the context" and is most 

259 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. E.g., 1 Sam 16:17. 

260 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. E.g., Gen 49:27; Exod 23:8; 33:11; Num 11:12; 

Deut 1:31, 44; 8:5; 1 Sam24:13; Prov 10:1,2, 3, 4, 6, 8. 

261 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. E.g. for ,:l,: Gen 19:19, 22; 24:50; 29:8; 31:35; 


34:14; 44:1, 26; l7i,: Exod 10:7,26. 

262 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 278. E.g., Gen 16:8; 24:31; 32:18, 30; 37:15; 42:1; 

44:7; Exod2:13; 5:15; 14:15; 17:2; Num 16:3; 32:7; Deut 12:30; Josh 9:8; Judg 16:15; 17:9; 18:24; 19:17; 

1 Sam 1:8; 2:23; 6:6; 21:15; 24:10; 28:16; 2 Sam 1:3; 2 Kgs 20:14; (indirect questions) Exod 3:3; 1 Sam 

6:3. 

263 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 278. E.g., Num 11:12; 16:11; 1 Sam 11:5. 

264 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 280. 
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clearly depicted in relative clauses.265 The prospective can also take place in other types 

of clauses, primarily those that are classified as subordinate.266 Second, specific to object 

clauses, when YIQTOL is embedded in a past-tense context, it usually expresses the 

prospective.267 Third, YIQTOL can express another aspect of the prospective, but this 

time there is an added modal nuance. Joosten states, "Most cases occur with the negative 

particle ~',."268 In other instances, the volition ofthe subject is implied.269 This modal 

use is also expressed in subordinate clauses introduced by a particle.27 °Fourth, the 

iterative function of YIQTOL is its most frequent modal expression in a past-tense 

context. This expression implies repetition and its ''usage often serves to describe 

habitual actions or[...] natural processes."271 When YIQTOL is used as a stative, the 

function is then durative and is common in narrative and direct speech.272 Fifth, Joosten 

observes that "[i]n a small number of cases, YIQTOL appears to be used to express non

265 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 281-82. E.g., Gen 30:38; Exod 37:16; Deut 1:18; 4:42; 
Josh 9:27; Judg 17:8; 1 Kgs 7:7, 8; 2 Kgs 3:27; 13:14; Jer 51:60; Ps 78:6; Eccl4:15; Ezra 10:8; 2 Chr 
2:11. 

266 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 282. E.g., 2 Sam 17:17; Jer 52:7; Esth 9:1; Dan 1:5; 

Ezra 10:8 (x2). 

267 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 283. Consider Gen 43:25. Joosten makes the following 

statement when he explains this function of YIQTOL in main clauses: , 


Similar examples occur in the main clause with the verbs 10N, dp::! pie!, 11,\ il1~ hiphil, W1~, 

m~ pie!, ilN1, 11::1W hiphil and the expression :::1', ',17 c~w, while the particles introducing the 

object clause are 1~N, 1WN, il, ~;:,and iTO. See Gen 2:19; 38:9; 43:7; 48:17; [Exod] 2:4; Num 
15:34; 1 Sam 22:22; 2 Sam 1:10; 11:20; 1 [Kgs] 18:10; 2 [Kgs] 17:28; Jona4:5; Esth 2:11; 3:4; 
Dan 1:8 (x2); Neb 7:65; 8:14; 13:19, 22; I Chr 21:18. Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical 
Hebrew, 283. 

268 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. E.g., 1 Kgs 1: 1; instances where this modal use 
takes place in positive clauses: Gen 34:31; 43:7; Lev 10:8; 1 Sam 23:13; 2 Sam 3:33; Ezek 15:5. 
269 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. E.g., Judg 12:6; 1 Sam 1:13; 2:25; 13:19; 25:28; 1 
Kgs 8:5, 8; Jer 5:22 (x2); 13:7; 24:2; Esth 9:27; Dan 8:4; 12:8; 2 Chr 5:9. 
270 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 285. E.g., Ps 78:5--6; Ezek 20:26; Eccl3:14. 
271 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 285. E.g., Gen 2:6; Exod 17:11; Jer 36:23; Judg 12:5. 
Joosten provides an extensive list of instances where interative YIQTOL is used in a past tense context. 
See, Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 286-87. 
272 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 286. E.g., Exod 13:22; 33:11; 36:29; Deut 2:20; Josh 
13:3; 2 Sam 4:2; Isa 7:23; the stative-durative can also describe borders and artefacts: Josh 16:8; 17:10; 
18:20; 1 Kgs 6:8; 7:15,23,26, 38. 
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interative events in a past time frame, without any modal overtones."273 This function of 

YIQTOL in a past-tense context appears to be indicative and one would normally expect 

QATAL in its place, "expressing anteriority with regard to the main line of events."274 

2.3.5.2. WeQATAL 

WeQATAL differs from QATAL morphologically, syntactically, and semantically. 

Joosten considers WeQATAL to function as a modal form and is largely synonymous 

with YIQTOL.275 However, in Joosten's opinion, for reasons to be discussed, it is better 

to consider WeQATAL as an individual and independent verbal form. 276 Furthermore, 

Joosten considers the WA W prefix to be a diagnostic rather than a conversive. Yet, 

WeQATAL does suggest some form of sequence within a narrative or discourse.277 

Joosten discusses the function of WeQATAL in the following three-fold sub-system: (1) 

WeQATAL in reference to future situations, (2) WeQATAL in reference to present 

situations, and (3) WeQATAL in past-tense contexts. 

2.3.5.2.1. WeQATAL in Reference to a Future Situation 

A majority of WeQATAL instances reference events that have not begun at the 

moment of speech and, therefore, primarily function in the future-modal domain. When 

used in a narrative or discourse environment, WeQATAL typically does not take on the 

temporal perspective or value of the preceding verbal form. Instead, it functions entirely 

as an independent verbal form. 278 Joosten divides the QATAL's future-modal function 

into a two-fold sub-system: (1) WeQATAL expressing prediction, and (2) obligation. 

273 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 287. E.g., 2 Kgs 8:29 = 9:15. 

274 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 287. E.g., Gen 37:7; Deut 2:12; Judg 2:1; 1 Kgs 7:8; 

20:33; 21:6. 

275 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 288-90. 

276 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 294. 

277 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 290. 

278 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 294. 
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First, WeQATAL signal a shift to the future temporal perspective following a 

past-tense or present-tense statement.279 Second, WeQATAL expresses a difference 

nuance of obligation in prescriptive discourse. Following a volitive form, WeQATAL 

assimilates and continues the designated modal nuance of the preceding verbal form. 280 

WeQATAL can also function to express commands independent of a volitive.281 

WeQATAL can also be used as a precative or mild imperative to express a wish.282 

2.3.5.2.2. WeQATAL in Reference to a Present Situation 

There are a few instances where WeQATAL refers to a present temporal 

perspective. Joosten clarifies, "[T]he reference is practically never to processes that are 

really going on at speech time, but to more general facts or circumstances."283 Joosten 

explains this function of WeQATAL by means ofthe following two-fold sub-system: (1) 

repetition in the present, and (2) proverbial expressions. 

First, WeQATAL can be used to reference habitual or recurring processes in a 

present temporal perspective.284 Second, WeQATAL can reference proverbial 

expressions or statements of eternal truth that exist within a present temporal 

perspective.285 

279 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 294-95. E.g., Gen 32:13; Exod 4:12; 7:3; 8:23; Lev 

26:34; 1 Sam 19:3; Isa 19:12. 

280 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 295. E.g., Gen 45:9; Exod 3:16; Josh 7:13; 1 Sam 6:7
8; 1 Kgs 1:13; 14:2; 2 Kgs 9:1-3; Ezek 12:3. 

281 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 297. E.g., Gen 45:13; Exod 3:22; 17:6; 33:21; Deut 

2:4; 10:16, 19; 11:1; 30:19; Josh 6:3; 2 Sam 15:36; Ruth 3:3. 

282 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 298. E.g., Gen 24:14; 40:14; 1 Sam 20:5; 25:27, 29, 

31; 1 Kgs 3:9 8:28,30,32, 34, 36, 39; Ps25:11; Ruth3:9; 2 Chr6:19, 21, 23,25, 27, 30, 33, 35, 39. 

283 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 301. 

284 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 301-2. E.g., Gen 2:24; Jer 12:3. 

285 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 302. E.g., Prov 18:17 Q; 22:3; 26:19; 27:25; 29:9; 

30:20. 
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2.3.5.2.3. WeQATAL in Reference to a Past Situation 

In a past temporal perspective, WeQATAL typically occurs in iterative clauses. 

This is common in both narrative and discourse texts. Joosten discusses this function of 

WeQATAL in the following two-fold sub-system: (1) prospective, and (2) iterative and 

durative. 

First, WeQATAL can signal an event or process that is expected to take place. In 

such instances, "the reference time is situated before the moment of speech, but the 

event time is subsequent to reference time."286 Second, in a narrative context, WeQATAL 

occurs with an iterative-habitual function. Joosten states, "[The] iterative WeQATAL 

expresses processes that might be expected to come about because they had repeatedly 

done so before."287 With stative verbs, WeQATAL may imply the durative.288 Typically, 

an iterative WeQATAL occurs in clusters, or in sequence.289 

2.3.6. The Volitives 

Semantically, the volitive verbal forms express modality, like YIQTOL and 

QATAL. However, there is an added volitive nuance which expresses the will of the 

speaker.290 The BH volitive verbal forms are comprised of (1) the first person 

cohortative, (2) second person imperative, and (3) third personjussive. Each of these 

volitive verbal forms also have a negative counterpart that is composed of t,N + 

286 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 303. E.g., 2 Sam I7:I7. 

287 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 305. E.g., I Sam I6;I4. 

288 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 305. E.g., I Sam 13:21. 

289 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 306-7. E.g., Gen 2:6, IO; 6:4; 29:2-3; 30:4I-42; 38:9; 

Exod I6:2I; I7:11; I8:26; 33:7-II; 34:34-35; 40:3I; Num 9:I9, 2I; IO:I7-I8, 22, 25; 11:8; 2I:9; Josh 

6:8, 13; I5:3-II; I6:2-3, 6-8; I7:7-9; I8:I2-2I; I9:11-I4, 22,26-29, 34; Judg2:I8-I9; 6:3,5 Q; I2:5; 

I9:30; I Sam I:3, 6; 2:13-I6, I9, 20, 22; 7:I6; 13:I9-2I; I6:23; 27:9; 2 Sam I2:3I; I4:26; I5:2, 5; I Kgs 

4:7; 5:7; I4:28; 2 Kgs 3:25; 6:IO; I2:IO, I2, I5; I8:7; lsa 6:2-3; Jer I8:4; Ps 78:38; Job I:4-5; in 

discourse: Gen 3I:8; Deut 11:IO; I Sam I7:34-35; I Kgs I8:IO; Jer 20:8-9. 

290 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 3I3. 
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volitive. The volitive verbal forms are not to be considered morphologically or 

semantically synonymous to YIQTOL. These forms typically assume a clause initial 

position which can serve as a diagnostic feature. 291 

2.3.6.1. Cohortative 

In BH, un-expectantly the cohortative is typically replaced by a first person 

YIQTOL or We + first person YIQTOL conjugation which expresses irrealis modality. 

The same is true of the negated counterpart. As a result, this limits the number of 

observable instances. Yet, Joosten divides the cohortative into the following three-fold 

sub-system: (1) first person singular, (2) first person plural, and (3) the cohortative 

expressing subordination. 

First, the volitives fundamentally function to express the will of the speaker. As 

such, the cohortative "indicates in principle that the speaker wants to engage in the 

process expressed by the verb. "292 A first person singular cohortative can function to 

designate the will of the speaker in a clause where the verb indicates a process controlled 

by the subject.293 In discourse, a first person singular cohortative can function to allow 

the speaker to seek support from the addressee. 294 Second, the first person plural form of 

the cohortative is more complex than the singular. Joosten explains, "'We' can imply a 

plurality of speakers, or a single speaker associating others with him- or herself. "295 

291 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 313. 

292 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 321. 

293 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 321-22. E.g., Gen 18:21; 46:30; Exod 14:25; Ps 

69:15(14). 

294 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 322-23. E.g., Gen 33:15; 45:28; 2 Sam 6:22; 18:19. 

295 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 324. Joosten continues,"[ ... ] in the latter case, 'we' 

can be inclusive, 'I and you (singular or plural), but not you (singular or plural.' The speaker is included in 

the subject, but the two do not necessarily coincide." Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 324. 

Examples that designate the plurality of speakers include, but are not limited to: Num 21 :21-22; Judg 

11:19; Ps 21:14; that designate a single speaker: Num 14:4; Deut 13:3(2); 1 Sam 14:36. 
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Third, when a cohortative follows a volitive or another kind of syntactic constellation, 

"the cohortative may be used as a 'light subordinate' expressing purpose or result."296 

2.3.6.2. Imperative 

The imperative functions to express "that the speaker wants the addressee(s) to 

enter into the process designated by the verbal form."297 Joosten explains that the 

imperative is a prototypical volitive and is not homonymous with YIQTOL in any 

way.298 As a result, it is a simpler task to identify an imperative when compared to the 

other two volitive forms. In order to explain this volitive verbal form, Joosten divides 

the imperative into a four-fold sub-system: (1) direct speech acts, (2) non-direct speech 

acts, (3) the imperative used as an interjection, and ( 4) the imperative expressing 

subordination. 

First, the imperative is most commonly used in discourse where the speaker 

seeks to influence the will of the addressee. There is a syntactical distinction to be made 

depending upon the authorial standing of the speaker to the addressee. If the speaker is 

superior to the addressee, the imperative expresses an order or a command. 299 If the 

speaker is equal to the addressee, the imperative expresses a command or request. 300 If 

the speaker is inferior, the imperative expresses a request or an entreaty. 301 Second, an 

imperative can also be used in a manner where the speaker does not intend to influence 

296 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 326. E.g., Gen 23:4. 

297 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 326. 

298 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 327. 

299 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 327-28. E.g., Gen 26:16; 38:11; 43:31; 49:29; Exod 

3:5; 4:3, 27; 5:1, 31; 16:16; Num 12:4; 16:20; 22:35; 24:10; 31:3; Josh2:3; 3:10; 5:15; 6:18; Judg 3:19; 1 

Sam 1:14; 13:9; 14:42; 15:32; 18:22; 19:15; 20:31; 25:19; 2 Sam 11:6; 13:9; 15:9, 25; 1 Kgs 2:30; 13:13; 

2 Kgs 2:17; 4:12; 20:7, 18. 

300 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 328-29. E.g., Gen 19:9; 20:13; 32:27; Judg 14:15; 

15:12; 19:22; 20:3; 1 Sam 15:1; 19:17; 1 Kgs 2:22; 5:20. 

301 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 329. E.g., Num 11:28; Josh 9:25; Judg 11:36; 1 Sam 


3:10; 14:36, 40; 24:12; 28:22; 2 Sam 19:28; 20:6. 
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the addressee. This function can take place in instances where the addressee is not the 

agent of the action commanded or the discourse communicates a blessing or well

wishes.302 Third, the imperative can be used as an interjection. This commonly occurs 

with verbs ofmovement: 'l',jj "to go," Nl::l "to come," O,p "to stand up," and nN, 

"to see."303 Fourth, the imperative may be used as a "'light subordinate' expressing 

purpose or result when it follows another volitive form, a question or a modal 

statement. "304 

2.3.6.3. Jussive 

As a result of the historical development of BH, the jussive form has almost 

entirely been assimilated into YIQTOL. As a result, the jussive and YIQTOL coincide 

morphologically. However, it is still possible to distinguish the forms through an 

observation of syntax. Joosten explains, "A prefixed form in non-initial position is to be 

identified as YIQTOL."305 In contrast, a prefixed form in an initial clause position is be 

identified as ajussive.306 Joosten divides his discussion of the jussive into the following 

two-fold sub-system: (1) commands and requests, and (2) wishes, blessings, and curses. 

First, the jussive volitive verbal form typically occurs in discourse considering it 

belongs to the realm of the third person subject. The jussive can function to reference 

utterances acting immediately upon the third person subject.307 It can also reference 

302 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 330--31. E.g., Gen 1:28; 9:1, 7; 35:11; 42:14-16; Exod 

8:1(5); I Sam 1:17;20:42;25:35;2Kgs 19:29;Ps 128:6;Isa37:30. 

303 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 332-33. E.g., Gen 19:32; 27:19, 27; 31:50; Deut 1:8; 

lsa45:22. 

304 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 333. E.g., Isa 45:22. 

305 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 334. E.g., Lev 26:4. 

306 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 334. E.g., Num 5:21. 

307 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 336. E.g., Gen 1:3; 30:34; Judg 5:24; 2 Kgs 1:12. 
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utterances acting upon the addressee. 308 Second, the jussive is frequently used in 

utterances that express "the mere desire that some process should happen without 

implying an attempt to act on the will of the subject or addressee.309 

2.3.7. Summary 

Joosten approaches the BHVS with the understanding that the language primarily 

expresses tense and modality, rather than aspect. His model is labeled relevant tense 

theory because ofthe dominating expression of tense in BH and his reliance on R-point 

theory. In summary ofhis position and verbal theory, the following table outlines the 

fundamentals ofhis argument for the function of the BHVS 

Table 2.3.7.1. An Overview ofJoosten's Argument for the Function of the 
Biblical Hebrew Verbal System 

Verbal 
Conjugation 

Category of 
Function 

Related 
Categories 

Explanation 

WAYYIQTOL 
(in Narrative) 

WAYYIQTOL 
at the 
Beginning of 
a Narrative 

- A WAYYIQTOL verbal conjugation 
can mark the beginning of a new 
BH narrative.310 

Sequential 
WAYYIQTOL 

WAYYIQTOL 
in the Body 
ofa Narrative 

WAYYIQTOL most frequently 
implies temporal succession (but, 
not always). A chain ofmultiple 
WAYYIQTOLs can express a 
succession ofevents.311 

Non-
Sequential 
WAYYIQTOL 

WAYYIQTOL 
in the Body 
of a Narrative 

WAYYIQTOL can function as a 
non-sequential verbal form in the 
following situations: (1) 
WA YYIQTOL expressing one 
action,312 (2) contemporaneous 
events,313 (3) overlapping time 

308 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 337. E.g., Gen 33:9; Deut 15:3; Judg 15:2; 1 Sam 

26:19a; 2 Sam 14:17; 24:22; 1 Kgs 22:13; Mic 5:8; Pss 22:27b; 33:22; 80:18; 119:173. 

309 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 337-40.E.g. for wishes, Gen 31:49; Exod 5:21; 1 Sam 

1:23; 24:16; 26:19b; 2 Sam 2:6; 24:3; 1 Kgs 8:57; Jer 28:6; 42:5; blessings and curses: Gen 9:26, 27; 

48:20; Exod 10: 10; Num 6:24, 26; Deut 1 :11; 28:7-9; 33:6, 24; 1 Sam 2:20; 20: 13; 1 Kgs 1:37, 47; 10:9; 

Ps 113:2; Prov 5:18; Job 1:21; Ruth 2:19; 2 Chr 9:8. 

310 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 164--65. E.g., Judg 1:1; 9:1, 8; 2 Sam 12:1. 

3JJ Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 166. E.g., Judg 1:30; 2 Sam 12:20. 

312 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 167. E.g., Gen 34:13-14; 1 Kgs 18:24. 

313 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 168-69. E.g., Gen 6:11; 25:34; 45:15; 1 Sam 18:11. 
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frames,314 (4) backtracking,315 (5) 
anticipatory,316 and (6) iterative 
processes.317 

WAYYIQTOL WAYYIQTOL When a circumstance is expressed 
Continuing a in Excursive in more than one clause, 
Circumstantial Material WAYYIQTOL is commonly used as 
Clause the connecting verbal form. 318 

WAYYIQTOL WAYYIQTOL A relative clause can be continued 
Continuing a in Excursive by WAYYIQTOL. This is typically a 
Relative Material non-sequential WAYYIQTOL.319 

Clause 

WAYYIQTOL WAYYIQTOL WAYYIQTOL can follow either 
in Iterative in Excursive YIQTOL or WeQATAL when they 
Passages Material express repeated or habitual action. 

WAYYIQTOL continues their 
marked forms and assimilates their 
iterative meaning. 320 

WAYYIQTOL 
(in Discourse) 

Following 
QATAL 

Preterite 
WAYYIQTOL 

A subsequent WAYYIQTOL to a 
QATAL verbal conjugation 
maintains the same temporal 
prospective.321 

Following a Preterite A subsequent WAYYIQTOL to a 
Non-Verbal WAYYIQTOL non-verbal clauses will normally 
Clause imply a shift from the time of 

speech to a past time frame. The 
time shift is attributed to 
WAYYIQTOL.322 

Following a Preterite A subsequent WAYYIQTOL to a 
Predictive WAYYIQTOL predicative participle will normally 
Participle imply a shift from a present to a 

past time frame. 323 

Following 
YIQTOL 

Preterite 
WAYYIQTOL 

A subsequent WAYYIQTOL to a 
YIQTOL verbal conjugation will 

314 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 170-71. E.g., 2 Sam 11:2; 2 Kgs 6:4--5. 

315 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 171-73. E.g., 2 Sam 11:18-19. 

316 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 173-74. E.g., Gen 37:5--6; Deut 5:22. 

317 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 174--75. E.g., Exod 8:3; 1 Sam 16:21; 2 Sam 8:6; 1 

Kgs 12:30; 2 Kgs 16:4. 

318 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 175-77. E.g., 1 Sam 30:1-3; 2 Sam 5:17-19. 

319 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 177. E.g., Josh 12:1; 1 Sam 30:21; 2 Sam 8:10. 

320 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 177-78. E.g. Judg 6:3-4; 12:5; 1 Sam 7; 14:52; 2 Sam 

15:2; Jer 18:4; Job 1:5. 

321 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182. E.g., Gen 12:19; 24:35; 26:27; 31:26; 31:26, 40; 

Exod 1:18; Judg 9:16. 

322 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182. E.g., Exod 6:2-3; Deut 26:5; Josh 14:7; Judg 

19:18; 1 Sam 1:15; 15:17; 2 Sam 14:6; 2 Kgs 10:13; Job 14:17. 

323 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 182-83. E.g., 1 Kgs 3:17. 
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normally imply a shift from x time 
frame to a past temporal 
prospective.324 

Following a Preterite Preceding non-clause initial 
Non-Clausal WAYYIQTOL elements which represent the object 
element or subject of the discourse do not 

impact the temporal function of a 
preterite WAYYIQTOL. In these 
instances, WAYYIQTOL will imply 
a past time frame. 325 

Following a Preterite In instances where WAYYIQTOL 
"Relative" WAYYIQTOL follows a relative participle, 
Participle WAYYIQTOL will imply a past time 

frame.326 

QATAL (in 
Discourse) 

Immediate 
Versus 
Distant Past 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anterior 
Actions 

QATAL can refer to an action that is 
situated in a more or less proximate 
past, whose effects are relevant to 
the present. 327 

Types of QATAL QATAL is compatible with multiple 
Actions Expressing 

Anterior 
Actions 

types ofverbs: states, activities, 
accomplishments, and 
achievements. With such verbs, 
QATAL can reference an anterior 
action.328 

Anteriority QATAL When referring to an anterior 
and Expressing action, QATAL can also imply an 
Completion Anterior 

Actions 
action as completed. In such a 
situation, QATAL references an 
action that began and ended prior to 
the speech time. 329 

The QATAL QATAL can be used in letters to 
Epistolary Expressing present actions as anterior from the 
Perfect Anterior 

Actions 
reader's point ofview.330 

324 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183.2 Sam 7:28; Ps 42:6; Job 6:21; 11:3. 

325 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 183-84. E.g., Num 14:16; 1 Sam 15:23; 2 Sam 4:10; 

Jer 33:24; Jer 44:25. 

326 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 184--85. E.g., Num 14:22-23; 22:11; Jer 13:10; 23:31
32; Pss 18:48; 136;17-18; Dan 8:22. 

327 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 194. E.g., Gen 26:32; 32:11(10); Deut 10:22; 2 Sam 

19:10 (9). 

328 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 195-96. E.g., Gen 29:25; 30:29; Judg 16:16. 

329 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 196--97. E.g., Josh 17:14. 

330 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 197. E.g., 1 Kgs 15:19; 2 Kgs 5:6; 2 Chr 2:12. 
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QATAL 
Expressing 
the Passing of 
a Phase 

Present of 
Stative Verbs 

QATAL can reference a past event 
in the present tense. 331 

Anteriority of 
a Subjective 
Phase 

Present of 
Stative Verbs 

QATAL can reference an initial 
phase represented as anterior to the 
moment a state is perceived by the 
reader.332 

Perforrnative 
QATAL 

- QATAL functions as a perforrnative 
when the verb comes about by 
pronouncing a statement. 333 

Gnomic 
QATAL 

- A derivative function where 
anteriority is obscured. Typically 
used in instances ofproverbial 
expressions.334 

Relative 
Clauses 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anteriority in 
the Future 

QATAL expressing anteriority a 
future relative clause is marked by 
1WN.33s 

Temporal 
Clauses 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anteriority in 
the Future 

QATAL expressing anteriority in 
future temporal clause is marked by 
,.!7 or ":l.336 

Casual 
Clauses 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anteriority in 
the Future 

QATAL express anteriority in the 
future in casual clauses. 337 

Emotional Stylistic 
Usages in 
Reference to 
a Future 
Situation 

QATAL may be used to express 
anguish in inevitable or despairing 
situations.338 

331 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 199-200. E.g., Gen 18:20; 38:26; 1 Sam 14:29; 1 Kgs 
22:8. 

332 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 200-201. E.g., Num 24:5; 1 Sam 26:21; Ps 92:6(5). 

333 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 202-204. E.g., Gen 14:22; Deut 26:3; 1 Sam 1:28; 2 

Sam 24:22-23. 

334 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 204-205. E.g., Prov 14:6, 18; 19:11. 

335 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205. E.g., Gen 48:6; Exod 10:2; Lev 25:45; Num 5:7; 

14:15; Deut6:11; 8:10, 18; 1 Kgs 8:47,48, 50; 13:9, 17; Jer 8:3. 

336 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 205-206. Joosten lists multiple examples that include 

other marking particles. 

337 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206. E.g., 1 Sam 14:10; 20:22; 2 Sam 5:24; lsa 11:9; 

35:6; 1 Chr 14:15. Joosten does not discuss any possible syntactic markers ofcasual clauses. 

338 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206. E.g., Num 17:27; 1 Sam 26:19b; lsa 6:5; Jer4:13; 

Ezek 37:11; Ps 31:23. 
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Promises Stylistic 
Usages in 
Reference to 
a Future 
Situation 

QATAL may be used to express the 
speaker's absolute commitment 
when addressing an authoritative 
figure.339 

Perfect of 
Confidence 

Stylistic 
Usages in 
Reference to 
a Future 
Situation 

QATAL may announce expected or 
future events with confidence. 340 

Prophetic 
Perfect 

Stylistic 
Usages in 
Reference to 
a Future 
Situation 

QATAL may announce expected for 
future events in prophetic 
discourse.341 

Questions Modal 
QATAL 

QATAL can function in 
interrogative discourse whether or 
not it is introduced by an 
interrogative pronoun or particle.342 

Asseveration 
after t:JN .,~ 

Modal 
QATAL 

When QATAL functions with C~ 

.,~,it typically will reference a 

future situation. 343 

Precative Modal 
QATAL 

QATAL can function as a precative 
or optative.344 

QATAL (in 
Narrative) 

QATAL 
Following a 
Temporal 
Phrase 

Preterite 
QATAL 

QATAL can follow adverbial 
phrases of time similarly to 
WAYYIQTOL and will express the 
same temporal-aspectual value.345 

QATAL 
Following an 
Element 
Contrastively 
Topicalized 

Preterite 
QATAL 

Where two entities are successive 
in a narrative and the clauses are 
opposed, the word order shifts. As 
a result, WAYYIQTOL cannot be 
used and we fmd QATAL.346 

339 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 206-207. E.g., Gen I7:I6; Lev 26:44; I Sam I5:2; I 

Kgs 3:I3; Isa 42:I6; Jer 3I:33; 2 Chr I2:5. 

340 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 207. E.g., Gen 2I:7; 30:13. 

341 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 207-208. E.g., Num 24:I7; lsa 25:8; 30:I9; 32:IO; Jer 

13:26; Jer 28:2; Ezek 3:25; Hos 10:I5 

342 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 209. E.g., Judg 9:9, 13; Num 23:I9; I Kgs 2I :I9; 2 

Kgs 20:9; Jer 30:2I; Hab 2:I8; Zech 4:IO; Pss 60:11; 73:II; I08:II; Job 22:13. 

343 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 2IO. E.g., 2 Kgs 5:20; Jer 5I:I4. 

344 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 2II-I2. E.g., Job 23:3. 

345 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 2I6-I7. E.g., Exod I0:26; Josh 10:26. 

346 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 2I7. E.g., Gen I:5; 40:2I-22; I Sam I4:41. 
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Non-
Contrastive 
Topicalization 

Preterite 
QATAL 

There are other grammatical 
phenomenon's that may trigger a 
word order inversion. As a result, 
the verb is pushed into second 
position leaving it impossible for 
WAYYIQTOL to exist. Thus, we see 
QATAL.347 

Explicit 
Subordination 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anteriority 

QATAL may express explicit 
subordination in relative clauses 
introduced with 1tDN.348 

Circumstantial 
Clauses 

QATAL 
Expressing 
Anteriority 

QATAL in circumstantial clauses 
with the construction We+ subject 
+ verbal form, no contrast or stress 
is implied.349 

Subordinate 
Clauses 

QATALin 
Authorial 
Comments 

QATAL in authorial comments in 
subordinate clauses does not 
express anteriority to the time 
implied in the story line.350 

Main Clauses QATAL in 
Authorial 
Comments 

In some instances, a clause initial 
QATAL may express a main line 
comment.351 

The 
Predicative 
Participle 
(Subject-

The Real 
Present 

- The Su-Ptcp sequence often 
represents a present action that is 
actually going on at the moment of 
speech.352 

Participle) Reference to 
the Future 

- The Su-Ptcp sequence can 
reference an action that has not yet 
taken place. 353 

The Extended 
Present 

- The Su-Ptcp sequence can 
reference a situation that is 
contemporaneous with the speech 
time, but is not actually 
occurring.354 

The Historic 
Present 

- A Su-Ptcp sequence that is fronted 
by i1~i1 can reference a present 

347 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 217-18. E.g., Gen 18:7; 19:3, 6, 1 0; 20: 16; 34:26, 29; 

39:4; 43:15; 47:2, 21; Exod 12:37-38; 13:18; 14:6; Num 11 :32; Judg 6:35; 1 Sam 4:11; 6:12, 14; 7:1. 

348 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 219-20. E.g., Gen 26:18. 

349 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 220--21. E.g., 2 Kgs 10:24. 

350 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 221-22. E.g., 2 Sam 16:23. 

351 Gen 18:11; 48:14; Judg 2:17; 1 Sam 5:11; 1 Kgs 14:24; 2 Kgs 21:6. 

352 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 239-40. E.g., Deut 10:12; 1 Sam 14:33; 2 Sam 18:27. 

353 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 241-42. E.g., Deut 2:4; 1 Sam 10:8; 2 Kgs 20:5. 

354 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 243. E.g., Judg 18:3, 18. 
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action that is perceived by a 
character of the story.355 

Attendant In relative and circumstantial 
Circumstance 

-
clauses, the Su-Ptcp sequence 

in Narrative functions to fill in background 
information for the mainline of the 
narrative or discourse.356 

The Non-Dynamic The Ptcp-Su sequence with niphil 
Predicative 

-
Verbs participles may express non-

Participle dynamic situations. 357 

(Participle - The Ptcp-Su sequence typically 
Subject) 

Use ofthe 
Sequence occurs in clauses where the verbal 
Ptcp-Su with form is fronted by a conditional 
Participles ON, interrogative i1, or a casual 

"~.358 

-YIQTOL (in Prediction An announcement of a future 
Reference to a occurrence, event, or situation. 
Future YIQTOL Obligation YIQTOL may follow a volitive 
Situation) form with or without signaling a 

V olitive Form 
Continuing a 

semantic change from the directive
volitive system to another. 

Obligation Obligation A command that is formulated with 
Presented as an independent YIQTOL. YIQTOL 
Necessity will usually imply a general 

prescription not arising out of a 
speech situation. 

YIQTOL Obligation YIQTOL can express wishes in 
Expressing reverential speech, especially 
Wishes involving or addressing a divine 

figure. This function usually 
exhibits a SV word order. 

Permission Other Modal The permissive nuance is used 
Usages when there is a realization that a 

process is in doubt. 

Potentiality Other Modal YIQTOL may denote ability, 
Usages possibility, or potentiality. 

Eventuality Other Modal In conditional clauses fronted by 
Usages ON, YIQTOL can express the 

355 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 243-44. E.g., Gen 26:8; 37:15; Exod 14:10; Judg 9:43. 

356 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 245-46. Gen 39:6, 22; Exod 18:5, 14; 36:4; I Kgs 

17:19; 2 Kgs 17:29. 

357 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 248-49. Judg 20:32. 

358 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 250. E.g., Gen 27:46; Exod 7:27; 9:2; 10:4. 
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conditional modal nuance of 
eventuality. 

Volition Other Modal YIQTOL can imply the volition ofa 
Usages person that is not the subject. 

YIQTOL (in - YIQTOL may be used in repetition 
Reference to a 

Repetition in 
the Present to express a repeated or habitual 

Present action. 
Situation) -Proverbial YIQTOL may present a process that 

Expression is not merely customary in a certain 
time and place, but rather reoccurs 
universally. 

Present with - YIQTOL can reference a present 
Modal Verbs situation when it is used with a 

modal verb. 
Real Present - YIQTOL may be used to reference a 
in Questions process that is ongoing at the 

moment of speech within an 
interrogative statement. 

YIQTOL (in -Prospective YIQTOL may be used to present a 
Reference to a process as future from the past 
Past Situation) point ofview time frame which is 

implied by the text. 
- YIQTOL that is embedded in an 

Object 
YIQTOLin 

objective clause that references a 
Clauses past situation may function in the 

prospective. 

Past Modal - YIQTOL may express the 
prospective with an added modal 
nuance. 

Iterative and - The iterative describes habitual 
Durative actions. The durative is used to 

describe artifacts and other objects. 
Preterite YIQTOL can express a non-iterative 
YIQTOL 

-
event in a past time frame without a 
modal overtone. 

-WeQATAL(in WeQATAL When WeQATAL follows a past- or 
Reference to a Expressing present-tense verbal form, it signals 
Future Prediction a switch to a future reference 
Situation) time.3s9 

359 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 294-95. E.g., Gen 17:4, 20; 20:11; 26:22, 24; 28:15; 
Exod 6:6; Num 14:24; 1 Sam 12:23; 17:36; 1 Kgs 17: 12; Isa 9:7; 31:2. 
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WeQATAL 
Continuing a 
Volitive Form 

Obligation WeQATAL often assimilates to the 
semantic value of the preceding 
volitive verbal form. 360 

Obligation 
Presented as 
Necessity 

Obligation WeQATAL may independently 
express a command. 361 

WeQATAL 
Expressing 
Wishes 

Obligation WeQATAL may function as a 
precative or mild imperative.362 

Permission Other Modal 
Usages 

WeQATAL II!aY present a process 
as permitted. 363 

Eventuality Other Modal 
Usages 

WeQATAL may present a process 
as mere possibility. 364 

Volition of the 
Subject 

Other Modal 
Usages 

WeQATAL may express a process 
that is dependent on the will or 
volition of the subject.365 

WeQATAL 
with Final 
Particles 

Other Modal 
Usages 

WeQATAL can be linked to 
YIQTOL which is governed by a 
telic particle. 366 

WeQATAL (in 
Reference to a 
Present 
Situation) 

Repetition in 
the Present 

- WeQATAL may be used in 
statements that refer to habitual or 
recurring processes in a present 
time-frame. 367 

Proverbial 
Expressions 

- WeQATAL may function in 
proverbs or statements of eternal 
truth.368 

WeQATAL (in 
Reference to a 

Prospective - WeQATAL may reference a 
situation that is expected to take 
place in a past-tense context.369 

360 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 295-97. E.g., Gen 45:9; Josh 9:II; I Sam 6:7-8; I Kgs 

I :13; 2 Kgs 9: I-3; Ezek I2:3. 

361 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 297-98. E.g., Gen 45:13; Exod 3:22; I7:6; 33:2I; Deut 

2:4; IO:I6, I9; II:I; 30:I9; Josh 6:3; 2 Sam I5:36; Ruth 3:3. 

362 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 298-99. E.g., Gen 24:I4; 40:I4; I Sam 20:5; 25:27, 

29, 3I; I Kgs 3:9; 8:28,30,32, 34, 36, 39; Ps 25:Il. 

363 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 299. E.g., Gen 47:23; 2 Sam I4:32; I8:20. 

364 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 299-300. E.g., Gen 20: II; 44:22 

365 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 300. E.g., Exod 5:5; I2:48; 2 Kgs I4:IO. 

366 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 300-301. E.g., Gen I9:I9; 32:I2; Exod I9:2I; 23:29; 

Deut 4:I6; 8:I2; 2 Sam I2:28; 20:6. 

367 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 30I-302. E.g., Exod I:I9; I8:I6. 

368 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 302. E.g., Prov I8:I7; 22:3; 26:19; 27:25; 29:9; 30:20. 

369 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 303. E.g., 2 Sam 17:I7; Amos 7:4; Esth 2:14. 
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Present Past Modal - WeQATAL may express multiple 
Situation) types ofmodality in a past-tense 

context.370 

Iterative and - WeQATAL may express an 
Durative iterative-habitual function. In such 

instances, WeQATAL expresses a 
process that might be expected to 
happen because of it has repeatedly 
occured.371 

Volitives First Person The cohortative may indicate the -
(Cohortative) Singular wants of the speaker to engage in 

the process expressed by the 
verb.372 

First Person The cohortative may indicate the 
Plural 

-
wants of the speaker on the account 
of an represented group.373 

The - If a cohortative follows another 
Co hortative volitive verbal form, it may be used 
Expressing as a light subordinate to express 
Subordination purpose or result.374 

Volitives -Direct Speech An imperative may be used to 
(Imperative) Acts express a command or request 

depending on the authoritative 
standing of the addressee. 375 

Non-Direct - An imperative may be used in a 
Speech Acts way where the speaker does not 

intent to influence the addressee.376 

The - An imperative may function as an 
Imperative interjection with verbs ofmotion.377 

Used as an 
Interjection 
The An imperative may express purpose -
Imperative or result when it follows another 
Expressing 

Subordination 


370 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 303-305. See the cited pages for examples and an 

extensive discussion on these types ofmodalities. 

371 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 305-307. E.g., 1 Sam 1:3; 13:21. 

372 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 321. E.g., Gen 18:21; 46:30; Ps 69:15(14). 

373 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 324. E.g., Num 21:21-22; Judg 11:19; Ps 21:14. 

374 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 326. E.g., Gen 23:4. 

375 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 327-28. E.g., Gen 26:16; 38:11; 43:31; 49:29. 

376 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 330-31. E.g., Gen 1:28; 9:1, 7; 35:11; 42:14-16; Exod 

8:1(5); I Sam 1:17; 20:42; 25:35; 2 Kgs 19:29; Ps 128:6. 

377 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 332-33. E.g., Gen 19:32; 27:19, 27; 31:50; Deut 1:8; 

lsa45:22. 
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volitive form, a question, or a 
modal statement.378 

Volitives 
(Jussive) 

Commands 
and Requests 

- A jussive may reference an 
utterance action upon the 
addressee.379 

Wishes, 
Blessings, and 
Curses 

- A jussive may reference the mere 
desire that a process should happen 
without expressing the will of the 
subject or addressee.380 

2.4. A Brief Comparison ofPositions: YIQTOL 

Following an extensive overview ofthe verbal system theories of Cook and 

Joosten, it is clear that each scholar treats the BHVS differently. Cook and Joosten 

observe the same texts and information, yet each arrive at completely different 

conclusions of verbal function in BH. For example, in respect to the language universal 

TAM categories, on the one hand, Cook considers BH to primarily express aspect and 

tense. Joosten, on the other, understands BH to express tense and modality, and not 

aspect. This contrast of categories is clearly seen in their understanding of YIQTOL 

function, the verbal form this thesis questions. 

For YIQTOL, each scholar considers the possibility that YIQTOL can reference 

any of the three temporal spheres: past, present, or future. They both agree that many of 

the categorical functions of YIQTOL are modal. Each scholar considers some of the 

categories of YIQTOL function to have some relation to the directive-volitive system. 

Furthermore, in many cases, YIQTOL does not function independently, but adopts its 

semantic value from other verbal forms within a single discourse constellation. 

378 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 333. E.g., lsa45:22. 

379 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 336. E.g., Gen 1:3; 30:34; Judg 5:24; 2 Kgs 1:12. 

380 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 337-40. E.g., Gen 31:49; 1 Sam 1:23; 24:16; 26:19b; 2 

Sam 2:6; 24:3; 1 Kgs 8:57; Jer 28:6; 42:5. 
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However, each scholar's conclusive thoughts having to do with this verbal form's 

semantic behavior are very different. 

The simplest way to emphasize a distinction between each system is to observe 

their treatment of YIQTOL referencing an event or process that has not yet occurred .. 

Consider the following examples: 

Gen4:14 I 
And whoever fmds me will kill me. [NASB] 

Exod 7:3 -n~1 "tJnN-n~ "~J"~\D1 illJl~ :1?.-n~ il'ti?~ "1.~1 
:tl~'J¥~ l'1~~ "lJ~in 

But I will harden Pharaoh's heart, and I will multiply My signs and My wonders in 
the land ofEgypt. [NASB] 

In each of these instances taken from BH prose, the primary corpus each scholar 

observed when establishing their individual theories, YIQTOL is seen to reference a 

coming event by way of announcement. In each of these examples, Cook considers 

YIQTOL to function in direct opposition to the perfective QATAL. YIQTOL is 

functioning aspectually to reference the general future. Furthermore, Cook argues that 

this function of YIQTOL has absolutely no modal overtone. Joosten, in contrast, arrives 

at a much different conclusion for the function of YIQTOL in Gen 4:14 and Exod 7:3. 

Joosten considers YIQTOL in Exod 7:3 to reference a future situation in a temporal 

phrase where the reference point is implicit within the discourse. Furthermore, Joosten 

considers the predictive YIQTOL, the category of function appropriate for Gen 4:14 and 

Exod 7:3, to function modally rather than aspectually or temporally. Simply, his 

conclusion that the predictive YIQTOL, the closest comparative category of YIQTOL 

function for announcing coming events to Cook's imperfective YIQTOL, expresses 

modality is evidence enough that these two theories are in opposition. 
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In BH poetry, the same contrast is apparent between these two theories for 

YIQTOL referencing a future situation by way of announcement: 

Ps2:5 I 
Then he will speak to them in His anger, and terrify them in His fury, saying. 
[NASB] 

Ps 32:8 l 
I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should go; I will counsel you 
with My eye upon you. [NASB] 

In each example, we see the same patterns ofunderstanding according to each scholar's 

theory. Cook considers YIQTOL in Ps 2:5 and Ps 32:8 to function aspectually with no 

modal overtone as it references the general future. Joosten sees YIQTOL in each 

example to reference a future situation where the temporal reference point is implicit 

within the discourse. Cook would disagree that the temporal reference point is at all 

implicit within the discourse. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. 

2.5. Conclusion 

As Chapter 1 observed a history of linguistic scholarship of the BH language, 

Chapter 2 brought a great amount of emphasis to the recent verbal system theories of 

Cook and Joosten. In this chapter, I presented an exhaustive overview ofeach scholar's 

position on verbal function in BH. It was clear that each scholar approaches BH 

differently as a result oftheir specified methodologies. Cook places a great deal of 

emphasis on verbal grams and the development of the distinct verbal conjugations. 

Joosten, in opposition, observes evidence taken from BH with a lesser amount of 

attention given to the historical development of the language. Joosten primarily observes 

what he classifies as classical BH-the Hebrew used in the books of Genesis to Second 

Kings. At the end of Chapter 2 I raised several other points of comparison. My attention 
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was primarily given to the fundamental function of YIQTOL, the announcement of 

coming events. I concluded that there was sufficient evidence, based alone on an 

observation of this function of YIQTOL, that the verbal system theories of these scholars 

are in clear contrast to the other. The next chapter will bring more emphasis to the 

distinctions between an understanding of YIQTOL function according to Joosten and 

Cook. This chapter served the purpose of establishing a foundation so that my 

observation can be further directed to a single verbal conjugation, YIQTOL. 
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Chapter 3: YIQTOL in Aspect Prominent Theory and Relative Tense Theory 

3.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 2, I presented the overall framework of Cook's aspect prominent 

theory and Joosten's relative tense theory. In this chapter, I will focus on all possible 

functions of YIQTOL according to each verbal system theory. I will articulate a 

definition for each category of YIQTOL function in each scholar's system. The definition 

will be accompanied by a list of criteria that will be used in my analysis of YIQTOL in 

Pss 1-41. After the criteria is presented, I will provide a single or multiple examples of 

the specified YIQTOL function from Pss 1-41. This application ofthe criteria will be 

used in Chapters 3 and 4 to illustrate my critical engagement with the methodologies of 

Cook and Joosten. Following this discussion of YIQTOL function, I will briefly present a 

summary of the results from my analysis ofPss 1-41 as seen in Appendix 1. 

3.2. YIQTOL in Aspect Prominent Theory (Cook) 

Cook divides the function of YIQTOL into four primary categories: imperfective 

YIQTOL, the habitual contingent, the directive-volitive system, and the progressive 

general present/past. These functions of YIQTOL can express aspect or mood. The 

following section will discuss these four categories of YIQTOL function. 

3.2.1. Imperfective YIQTOL 

The imperfective YIQTOL functions in direct opposition to the perfective 

aspectual gram-the perfective QATAL. This is the most common function of YIQTOL. 

As an aspectual gram, the imperfect YIQTOL references the general future or future in 

the past or present. First Samuell3:17-18 illustrates the function ofthe past 

imperfective YIQTOL: 
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1 Sam 13:17
18 O"WN1 ;,u;t;,u; O"T-lwt;,!:l i1Jn~n n"nw~;, N~!t, 

,.. T JT : 1.• : • : r• -: - • .,. : - - s••••

:t;,~~w n~-t;,~ i11-?.V 11;r-t;,~ il.P.J~ ,D~ wNiQ 

h~~~ 1!J~ WNiQ11ilh n"?.1ll il~~~ 1ry~ WNlQ1 
:i1l;:Jl~iJ 0"~!l¥D "~.-t;,l! ~i2l.P~iJ l;,~:l~iJ 11J 

The raiding party departed from the camp of the Philistines in three companies: one 
company was turning the way of Oprah towards the land of Shual; another company 
was turning the way of Beth-hom; and another company was turning the border road 
that overlooks the valley ofZeboim in the direction of the wilderness. 1 

First Samuel22:23 illustrates the function of the present imperfective YIQTOL: 

1 Sam 22:23 -n~ vr,~~ "o/.!?~-n~ u>~~-,o/~ "f. Ni".tT"~ ".t:l~ i1~t.p 
'Tf'W!?~ 

Stay with me; do not be afraid, for whoever is seeking my life is seeking your life. 2 

Genesis 4 illustrates the common function of the general future: 

Gen4:14 I 
And whoever finds me will kill me. [NASB] 

The imperfective YIQTOL category can function in direct discourse or narrative 

backbone materials. It is identified in texts that denote imperfective aspect and do not 

have modal overtones for the imperfective YIQTOL does not have a volitive modal 

identification.3 

In BH poetry, Cook's imperfective YIQTOL category is prominent. The 

following are a few examples of the imperfective YIQTOL in Pss 1-41 according to the 

criteria presented: 

1 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218. Examples ofthe past imperfective YIQTOL include, but 

are not limited to: Gen 6:4; Exod 8:20; 19:19; Judg 9:38; 1 Sam 1:10; 2 Sam 15:37; 23:10; 1 Kgs 6:8; 

20:33; lsa 1:21; Hos 2:1. 

2 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218. 

3 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 218-19. 
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Ps2:5 I 
Then he will speak to them in His anger, and terrify them in His fury, saying. 
[NASB] 

Ps 5:8 ~vrnr"~";;:r"~ i1lQl3'q))$ 'TftJ"~ N1~~ 'Tf19t! :llf. .,~~1 
:'Tf.fJ~l~f. 

But as for me, by Your abundant lovingkindness I will enter Your house, At Your 
holy temple I will bow in reverence for you. [NASB] 

In both examples, the imperfective YIQTOL is functioning to reference the general 

future. As Cook explains, there are no modal overtones in either of these examples and 

no other immediate syntactic elements that would influence YIQTOL to function 

differently. YIQTOL is simply functioning to reference or announce a future event or 

action. 

3.2.2. The Habitual Contingent 

An irrealis YIQTOL can function to express dynamic or habitual modality. This 

function is associated with epistemic modality. 4 The habitual contingent primarily 

functions to describe the regularity of situations rather than "actual" situations. 5 

Habituality can be expressed by a number ofBH verbal forms, such as QATAL and 

WAYYIQTOL. YIQTOL as a habitual contingent can reference a situation in any of the 

three temporal spheres. Deuteronomy 1:12 and Gen 29:2 are examples of YIQTOL 

functioning as a habitual contingent: 

Deut 1:12 1 :O;}:;t"l1 o~~w~~ O;?,tnt? "J~'? Ni~ il~"~ 
How can I bear alone your trouble and your burden and your bickering?6 

4 Consider Gen 24:39 as an example ofepistemic modality. Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 
247. 

5 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 

6 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
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Gen29:2 TN~r"-:rn; i1Y/'?o/ tJo/-i1~iJ1 i1iif'~ ,~:;t i1f..D1 Nl~1 
O"JlP.v ~i?~ N1DD ,~~D-r~ .,~ v"?ll tJ"¥.=t, 

He looked and, behold, there was a well in a field and, behold, three flocks of sheep 
were lying beside it, because from that well they would water the flocks. 7 

Habitual modality can function in direct discourse and narrative backbone. Cook 

continues and explains that an irrealis YIQTOL functioning to denote habitual modality 

can be used in subordinate expressions (conditional and fmal [purpose/result]) and is 

marked by subordinating words such as pmS, 1£l, CN, etc.8 Judges 13:16 and Exod 

20:12 illustrate the function of the habitual contingent and the irrealis YIQTOL in 

subordinate constructions: 

Judg 13:16 'Tf~t:17~ '?~N-N'? ".rl¥l,)J:rD~ 71ilT?-'?tt i1!M~ 'if~(~ 1~N111 
i1??,P,D i1~).,"7 i17V il~a-c~l 

And the angel of Yhwh said to Manoah, "Ifyou detain me, I will not eat ofyour food, 
and ifyou make a burnt offering, to Yhwh you should offer it up."9 

Exod 20:12 i19l~Q '?P. 'Tf"~~ ~~1~! tPO? 'Tf~~-ntt1 'Tf"~~-ntt i?.~ 
:'if~ TDj 'Tf"d?~ i1))1~-,W~ 

Honor your father and your mother in order that your days might prolong on the 
land that Yhwh your God is giving to you. 10 

When an irrealis YIQTOL expresses the habitual contingent in subordinate clauses, it 

triggers a word order inversion to VS. Therefore, the word order in such instances is X

VS, "X" being the subordinating word. 11 Furthermore, the habitual contingent can be 

marked by the repetition ofverbal forms. 12 

7 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
8 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
9 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249. 
1°Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249 
11 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 249 
12 Cook does not provide any examples of the habitual contingent or the repetition of verbs. 
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Cook's habitual contingent category includes actions that are habitual or 

repeated, some elements of interrogative discourse, and general contingency. The 

following are examples taken from Pss 1-41 : 

Ps 1:3 if.ll?f T~ Ii"l$l 1y?,~ o~g "J($-?~ ?~l)o/ f~:P i1~i)J. 
:n~ i11Znr'-1iVN ~!:31 7i:a'-N~ ~i1~l'1 - r I n -a •: -: I. : 6 • I J.. T : 

He will be like a tree firmly planted by streams ofwater, Which yields its fruit in its 
season And its leaf does not wither; And in whatever he does, he prospers. [NASB] 

Ps 7:3 I 
Or he will tear my soul like a lion, Dragging me away, while there is none to deliver. 
[NASB] 

Ps 13:3 Ii1~~-1lJ ogi" "~:t{:;t Ti1~ "W!?~f niY~ n"\t i1~~-1lJ 
:"~l' ":l"N DM'

ITT J•: U' 

How long shall I take counsel in my soul, Having sorrow in my heart all the day? 
How long will my enemy be exalted over me? (NASB) 

The habitual contingent, according to Cook's model, primarily functions to describe the 

regularity of events rather than "actual" situations. Generally, a habitual contingent 

YIQTOL functions as an irrealis. Psalm 1:3 shows the regularity of events that can take 

place, all ofwhich stem from the tree in season being placed by the river. In this 

example, the habitual contingent YIQTOL is functioning in a subordinate clause that 

does not contain a subordinate marker. This phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Similarly, Ps 7:3 also shows an event that is not actual. Finally, Ps 13:3 contains two 

instances, clauses 3a and 3c, which are interrogative and are similar to Deut 1:12. 

3.2.3. The Directive-Volitive System 

The directive-volitive system contains two categories, the directive and the 

volitive. This system is closely related to the BH imperative, jussive, and cohortative 

verbal conjugations. While directive and volitive modality are primarily expressed by 
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the imperative, jussive, and cohortative verbal conjugations, YIQTOL can also exhibit 

such a function. 13 The BH directive-volitive mood system exhibits partial harmony with 

the jussive verbal conjugation, and in some cases, the imperative. 14 The following table 

illustrates this partial harmony: 

Table 3.2.3.1. The BH Directive-Volitive Irrealis Mood Sub-system1 

Pre zx Pattern 
Positive Negative 
Jussive (rare) 

Second Person Imperative N + Jussive 
Third Person Jussive Directive and N + Jussive 

volitive 

As this table illustrates, directive irrealis modality is primarily limited to the second 

person singular or plural verbal conjugations. In some instances, directive irrealis 

modality can exhibit a third person singular or plural verbal conjugation. Volitive irrealis 

modality is used to denote the volition or the will of the discourse's subject. This 

implies, as shown in the above table, that volitive irrealis modality is primarily 

expressed in a frrst person singular or plural verbal conjugation. Volitive irrealis 

modality is commonly used by a subject when referring to a divine entity or 

authoritative figure. The following are examples of directive and volitive irrealis 

modality: 

Lev 19:2 ~:i;JJ:l O"'!fTi? Ot:J7.~ tll0~1 ?~1"?7-.,~~ n:nt?f-?~ 1~1 
:O#"i::i?~ i1j)1~ .,~~ u>i-Tj? "f. 

Speak to the entire congregation of the children of Israel, and you shall say to them, 
"You shall/must be holy, for I, Yhwh God, am holy."16 

13 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 234. 

14 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 245. 

15 Adapted from Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 245. 

16 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 246. 
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Gen 3:3 U~Q %~NJ;I N{ O"i~f?~ 19~ ·T~iJ-1iJ1:jl 1Y.}~ l'~Q "'J~Q~ 
:t~.t;l~lTT~ j:::~. Ut'i.t:l N71 

But of the fruit of the tree that is in the middle ofthe garden God said, "You must not 
eat from it and you must not touch it lest you die."17 

Directive and volitive irrealis modality can express either positive or negative 

commands. Genesis 3:3 exemplifies this function when the negative particle N', is 

present. Genesis 24:39 shows that ',N can also indicate negative directive irrealis 

modality: 

Gen 24:39 I :"'}Q~ ilW~Q "(il)•N; "j~ "t'T~-?~ 1~~~q 
And I said to my master, "Perhaps the woman will not follow after me."18 

Directive and volitive irrealis modality can also express subjective or objective deontic 

modality. This primarily occurs with ajussive YIQTOL as Gen 42:37 illustrates: 

Gen 42:37 -o~ n"Q~ .,~~ "t.w-n~ 1oN? ,.,?.~-?tt T~~Nl ,~N!l 
'Tf"~~ u~.,~~ N? 

Reuben said to his father, "My two sons you may kill ifl do not bring him to you."19 

This system ofirrealis modality can function within all three temporal spheres. For the 

purpose ofmy analysis ofPss 1-41, I make the distinction between the directive and 

volitive functions of YIQTOL. 

The directive-volitive system is present, if not dominant, in BH poetry. The 

following examples are taken from Pss 1-41 : 

Ps 22:9 l 
"Commityourselfto the LORD; let Him deliver him; let Him rescue him, because 
He delights in him." [NASB] 

17 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 246. 
18 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 247. 
19 Cook, Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 238. 
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Ps 25:2 

0 my God, in You I trust, Do not let me be ashamed; do not let my enemies exult 
over me. [NASB] 

Psalm 22:9 is a clear example of YIQTOL existing in the same discourse environment as 

an imperative. In this instance, YIQTOL adopts the imperative semantic function of the 

preceding verbal form and then functions as a directive. According to Cook's model, a 

directive is primarily categorized as a third masculine or feminine singular or plural 

YIQTOL verbal form. This YIQTOL then shares closely in its function to an imperative 

verbal form. However, this does not mean that a directive YIQTOL has to function in the 

same discourse environment as a true imperative verbal form. Instead, YIQTOL can 

function as a directive independently. Yet, this is not the case in Ps 22:9. The second 

example, Ps 25:2 portrays an instance where YIQTOL functions as a volitive. In this 

instance, YIQTOL does not share a discourse environment with an imperative verbal 

form. Furthermore, this instance is classified as a volitive rather than a directive due to 

the present criteria. According to Cook's model, a first or second person masculine or 

feminine, singular or plural YIQTOL may function to express the will or volition of a 

character in a narrative-subject or otherwise. In such an instance, YIQTOL shares 

closely in a semantic relationship the jussive, although a jussive verbal form might not 

be present in the immediate discourse environment, as is the case in Ps 25:2. As shown 

in Chapter 2, Cook explains through the application of comparative-historical studies 

that there was a blurring oflines between YIQTOL and the jussive, cohortative, and 

imperative. This allows YIQTOL to function in the directive-volitive system. 
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3.2.4. The Progressive General Present/Past 

The progressive general present/past is the fmal category of Cook's theory for 

the function of YIQTOL. This is one of the simpler categories to understand. YIQTOL 

can function to suggest the progression of an event or action in the present or past 

temporal spheres. When YIQTOL expresses the progressive general present/past, 

YIQTOL exists in a discourse constellation with other perfective verbal forms like 

QATAL or WAYYIQTOL. The following are examples of the progressive general present 

and are taken from Pss 1-41 :20 

Ps 1:2 I 
But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and in His law he mediates day and night. 
[NASB] 

Ps 18:36 I 
You have also given me the shield of Your salvation, and Your right hand upholds 
me; and Your gentleness makes me great. [NASB] 

Examples of the progressive general past are as follows and are taken from Pss 1-41: 

Ps 18:23 I 
For all His ordinances were before me, and I did not put away His statutes from me. 
[NASB] 

Ps 18:17 


He reach down from on high, He took me, He drew me out ofmany waters. [NASB] 


The progressive general past is one of the more rare functions of YIQTOL. In some of 

these examples, YIQTOL adopts the semantic value ofanother perfective verbal form it 

shares a discourse environment with. When observing real instances in real texts, it is 

simple enough to distinguish YIQTOL referencing a present or past action or event. 

However, to determine its function as a progressive is seemingly more challenging. 

2°Cook does not supply any examples for this function of YIQTOL in BH. 
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Psalm 18 contains several instances where YIQTOL functions as a true progressive form. 

Yet, in BH poetry, the progressive function is less common than YIQTOL function to 

just reference the general present or past. 

3.2.5. Summary 

Following an extensive overview of Cook's understanding and argument for the 

function of YIQTOL in BH, the reader may be overwhelmed. In the face of such 

circumstances, the following table presents, according to Cook's model, all possible 

functions of YIQTOL, all related verbal grams, brief explanations, and his understanding 

for the TAM expressions of any of the given categories: 
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Table 3.2.5.1. An Overview of Cook's Argument for the Function of YIQTOL 
Function Related 

Verbal 
Grams 

Explanation (T)ense, 
(A)spect, 

and 
(M)odality 

Imperfective 
YIQTOL 

Imperfective YJQTOL can function to denote the 
general future or future-in-the
past. 

A 

Habitual 
Contingent 

Imperfective I 
Perfective 

The habitual contingent functions 
in either the past or present 
temporal spheres. Typically, it is 
marked by the repeated use of 
YIQTOL that expresses a common 
action on the part of the subject. 
This can include rituals and similar 
activities. 

A 

Directive Imperfective I 
Perfective I 
Modal 

The directive function of YIQTOL 
spans between all three spheres: 
the imperfective, perfective, and 
deontic modality. It can be used in 
the past, present, or future 
temporal spheres. It closely related 
to the imperative and cohortative 
verbal conjugations. 

M 

Volitive Imperfective I 
Modal 

The volitive functions in close 
relation to the jussive verbal 
conjugation. It is used to denote 
the volition or will of the subject. 
It is commonly used by a subject 
when referring to a divine figure. 

M 

Progressive I 
Imperfective (Past 
& Present) 
General Present 

Imperfective I 
Participle 

The progressive/imperfective 
general present functions to 
express progressive aspect in the 
past or :Qfesent temporal spheres. 

M 

3.3. YIQTOL in Relative Tense Theory (Joosten) 

Joosten's relative tense theory shows that YIQTOL primary expresses modality in 

all categories of function but one, the preterite YJQTOL, which he argues to be temporal. 

In order to explain the interact functions of YIQTOL, as shown in Chapter 2, Joosten 

divides its function into three primary categories: (1) YIQTOL in reference to a future 

situation, (2) YIQTOL in reference to a present situation, and (3) YIQTOL in reference to 
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a past situation. The following section will discuss the sub-categories associated with 

these three primary functions. 

3.3.1. YIQTOL in Reference to a Future Situation 

Most frequently, YIQTOL functions to reference a future situation. In these 

situations, YIQTOL expresses the following types ofmodality: futurity, necessity, 

potentiality, likelihood, desirability, and others.21 The following will discuss the sub

categories and sub-systems of YIQTOL in reference to a future situation. 

3.3.1.1. Predictive 

YIQTOL is frequently used to announce future occurrences. The future temporal 

reference can be expressed by a temporal phrase, Exod 8: 19, or the reference point can 

be implicit, Exod 7:3: 

Exod 8:19 1 
This sign shall appear tomorrow.22 

Exod 7:3 j "!JhN-l"'~ "lJ"~lD1 i1~l;J ::J.j.-l1~ i1Wi?~ "1.~1 
But I will harden Pharaoh's heart, and I will multiply my signs.23 

Instances that express predictive modality can have negative or positive overtones:24 

Cursed are you among all animals and among all wild creatures; upon your belly you 
shall go.25 

When predictive modality is implied with a first person YIQTOL conjugation, a measure 

of commitment is expressed:26 

21 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 266. 
22 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 267. 
23 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 267. 
24 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 267. 
25 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
26 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
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Gen 46:4 j ii/~-OJ ;(P~ "~j~1 i1~~i¥~ 'T[lp.l:' j)~ "~j~ 
I myself will go down with you to Egypt, and I will also bring you up again.27 

Also, when the speaker ofa predictive discourse addresses a divine being, divinely 

inspired individual, or an authoritative individual, a greater level of certainty is 

implied:28 

Gen29:32 1 

Surely now my husband will love me.29 

This function of YIQTOL can exist in instances of direct discourse and narrative 

backbone. However, a majority of instances are located in the context of direct 

discourse. 

The predictive YIQTOL is found to function similarly in BH poetry as in BH 

prose or narrative. The following is an example of the predictive YIQTOL taken from 

Pss 1-41: 

Ps 32:8 

I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should go; I will counsel you 
with M eye upon you. [NASB] 

In Ps 32:8, each YIQTOL is functioning to announce a coming event or action. In this 

verse, the temporal indicators that reference a future situation are self-contained within 

the verbal forms. Considering the provided example, Ps 32:8 actually falls into one of 

two levels of predictive certainty. Joosten explains that the level of certainty expressed 

by YIQTOL when referencing a coming event or action differs depending on the speaker. 

In this instance, the speaker in a divine entity, which suggests a greater level of certainty 

27 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
28 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
29 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
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that the stated action or event will come to pass. However, I do not make the claim in 

this thesis that these levels ofcertainty are consistent in prophetic material where the 

addresser is a divinely inspired human. It is possible that the greater level of certainty 

can also be expressed when the addresser is also an authoritative figure or divinely 

inspired human. 

3.3.1.2. Obligation Sub-System 

YIQTOL in reference to a future situation contains two sub-systems. The first 

sub-system is obligation, which contains three categories: (I) YIQTOL continuing a 

volitive form, (2) obligation presented as necessity, and (3) YIQTOL expressing wishes. 

This sub-system is closely related to the directive-volitive system of the BHVS. 

The sub-category YIQTOL continuing a volitive form is an "unmarked member 

in the opposition ofvolitive and non-volitive forms."30 As an unmarked member, this 

modal function of YIQTOL has a two-fold usage. Firstly, YIQTOL may follow another 

volitive form without signaling a semantic change: 

Gen 32:17 

And he said to his servants, "Pass on ahead ofme, and put a space between drove and 
drove.31 

Secondly, YIQTOL may follow another volitive form and signal a change from volition 

to non-volition: 

30 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268. 
31 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 268-69. 
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Gen 18:4-5 
:fP.;:t nDr:J ~~P,'f}i;J1 0~"?-t1 ~¥011 O~Q-t>lJ'? N~-nw._~ 

n~.13 1p~ b~~7 ~1P.Q1 ot:t?,-n;J i1Qi?~1 
Let a little water be brought, and wash your feet, and rest yourselves under the tree. 
Let me bring a little bread, that you may refresh yourselves, and after that you may 
pass onY 

In such instances, YIQTOL does not continue the volitive modal value of the previous 

verbal forms, but rather signals a change to a new form ofmodality.33 In BH poetry, Ps 

2:8 is an example of YIQTOL continuing a volitive form without signaling a semantic 

change: 

Ps2:8 l 
"Ask ofMe, and I will surely give the nations as Your inheritance, And the very ends 
of the earth as Your possession." [NASB] 

In this instance, the waw-copulative prefixed YIQTOL verbal form :1JMN1 follows the 

imperative verbal form t,Nw. YIQTOL adopts its semantic value and indicates volition. 

In example Ps 2:8, YIQTOL following a volitive form does not signal a semantic change, 

but continues it. 

YIQTOL can function as an independent verbal form to express a command. This 

is known as obligation presented as necessity. Joosten explains, "[T]he implication is 

usually that of a general prescription not arising out of the speech situation. "34 

l
Exod22:30 

You shall be people consecrated to me.35 

32 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
33 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
34 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
35 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
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1 Kgs 2:37 nirt "f. VJJ:Jl?i': Tii1i? '71Jf--ntt 1;11:;1~1 ~.QN~ oi~~ 1i1:Q1 
11~0!-1 

A T 

For on the day you go out and cross the Wadi Kidron, know for certain that you shall 
die.36 

Joosten also states, "In [a] grammatical perspective, the prescriptions are not presented 

as proceeding from the will of the speaker, but from a more general necessity."37 This 

function of YIQTOL is primarily found in legal texts. It can also function with the 

negative particle N": 

Gen 28:1 M~J:1-N( 1'7 1~N~1 ~i12~~1l11N ';fl;t~1 :t~~~-'7~ i'D¥~ N}i?~1 
=11J1?: ni1~Q ilW~ 

Then Isaac called Jacob, and blessed him, and charged him, "You shall not marry 
one of the Canaanite women. "38 

In BH poetry, Ps 22:12 is an example of YIQTOL expressing obligation: 

Ps 22:12 I 
Be not far from me, for trouble is near; For there is none to help. [NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL functions with the prefixed negative particle "N to express a 

request on the part of the subject to an authoritative figure. Psalm 22:12 contains an 

instance where YIQTOL functions as a volitive to express the request of the addresser to 

a divine figure. In this instance, the obligation should not be considered a command, but 

rather a request due the hierarchical difference between the addresser and the addressee. 

While it might appear at first glance that this instance should be classified as YIQTOL 

expressing a wish, it should not be thought of as such due the lack of a SV word order. 

36 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
37 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 269. 
38 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 270. 
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YIQTOL can function to express wishes. This function typically occurs in 

instances where the speech involves or addresses a divine entity or authoritative 

individual. This function is distinct from volitive modality even though volition is the 

expected form:39 

Jud 11:10 -o~ U"ljil"~ l?T:?W itt?~ i1lh~ n!;l~~-'7~ i~(~-"t.J?T 1]7?N11 l 
:i1WP.~ 1# ~l:tl:;l N? 

And the elders of Gilead said unto Jephthah, "The LORD be witness between us, if 
we do not so according to thy words."40 

Joosten qualifies, "The context indicates that these clauses express a wish. The SV word 

order and the morphology occur to show that the verbal form is YIQTOL."41 Other 

examples exhibit indifferent morphology and can only be identified by the word order:42 

Gen43:29 l 
He said, "God be gracious to you, my son!"43 

The expression ofwishes in BH is typically done through the use ofvolitive forms. The 

SV word order that is used in contexts containing YIQTOL is due to the trend ofdivine 

names preceding the verbal form. In such instances, the subject goes before the verb.44 

There are a few instances where YIQTOL can function to express a wish without the 

reference or the presence of a divine name in the immediate context: 

39 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 270-71. 

40 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 270 citing the KJV. Joosten explains, "The NRSV has 

adhered more rigidly to the grammar: "The LORD will be witness ..." Joosten, The Verbal System of 

Biblical Hebrew, 270 ft. 28. 

41 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 271. 

42 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 271. 

43 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 271. 

44 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 271. 
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1 Kgs 8:41-43 
l'l~P. N;t~ N~;:t '~li??~ ~7p1JP._N, 1W~ "i~~iJ-;~ bJ1 

:'Tfgo/ 11JP-7 ;,ginl 

~~,n i1~!D.D ~~~-n~1 ;;;~D ~t?w-n~ hvrto/~ "f. 
:i1~i1 n".::J.i1-;N ;~.9ni11 N:n i1"~0~i1 

1•.• - • J - •: 1,•• - : • : JT AT 

-,w~ ;~f .t:t"W~1 'Tf~:;np Ti:tt? b~~o/D V~'l'f:l ;,~~ 
'Tf"~~ NJi?~ 

Likewise when a foreigner, who is not ofyour people Israel ( ... ) comes and prayers 
toward this house, then hear in heaven your dwelling place, and do according to all he 
calls you. 45 

Joosten concludes, 

[In such instances,] YIQTOL does not continue volitive forms, and it does not 
express general obligation. Perhaps the choice of a non-volitive form may be 
explained as a mark ofpoliteness: although the prayer or the request does 
proceed from the will of the speaker, it is not presented as such.46 

According to the criteria Joosten presents, in BH poetry, there are no instances where 

YIQTOL functions to express a wish. However, there are several questionable instance, 

all ofwhich will be addressed in Chapter 4. In BH poetry, YIQTOL functioning to 

express wishes was not overly common as we will see in the summarizing statistics in 

the following section. Consider the example taken from Ps 12:4: 

Ps 12:4 I 
May the LORD cut off all flattering lips, The tongue that speaks great things[.] 
[NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL functions to express the wishes of the addresser, or subject, 

which are made to a divide entity. This is an instance of reverential speech, also known 

as a prayer. 

45 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 271-72. 
46 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 272. 
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3.3.1.3. Other Modal Usages Sub-System 

The second sub-system of YIQTOL in reference to a future situation is a 

collaboration of other possible modal expressions. YIQTOL can function to signal that a 

process is allowed. This is known as permission. Joosten explains, "The permissive 

nuance may be used even where the realization of the process is in doubt:"47 

Lev 25:48 I 
After they have sold themselves they shall have the right ofredemption; one of their 
brothers may redeem them.48 

In this instance, YIQTOL expresses a theoretical possibility.49 YIQTOL can also indicate 

the probability of realization, but fundamentally implies that a process is allowed: 

Lev 21:22 I 
He [the priest who has a blemish] may eat the food ofhis God, of the most holy as 
well as of the holy. 5° 

There are instances where it is not entirely clear if YIQTOL is indicating permission or 

obligationY In BH poetry, Ps 9:15 is an example oftwo YIQTOL verbal forms express a 

perm1sstve nuance: 

Ps 9:15 il{'~~ Ti~~-n~ "JP.W~ 'Tf"D?DlT'?~ iri·O~ 1'J9( 
:'T[.Q~~W"~ 

That I may tell of all Your praises, That in the gates of the daughter ofZion I may 
rejoice in Your salvation. [NASB] 

In this instance, the preceding verse contains two imperative verbal forms. While it is 

possible that these instances can be classified as YIQTOL continuing a volitive form, the 

permissive nuance expressed is too great to overlook. Furthermore, according to 

47 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 272. 
48 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 272. 
49 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 272. 
50 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 273. 
51 Examples of ambiguous classification include, but are not limited to: Lev 21:3; Num 12:14; 30:14; Deut 
25:3. 
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Joosten's criteria, he does not state that in order for the permissive nuance to be 

expressed, there must be separation or independence from another volitive form. 

YIQTOL can also indicate ability or possibility. This is distinct from YIQTOL's 

predictive modality and is known as potentiality. This function can occur in the future, 

Isa 10:19, and present, Deut 1:12, temporal spheres: 

Isa 10:19 I 
The remnant of the trees ofhis forest will be so few that a child can write them 
down.52 

neut 1:12 1 :O;]=f"l1 o~~w~~ o;.n:ntt .,,~7 N'tt il~"~ 
But how can I bear the heavy burden ofyour disputes all by myself? 53 

YIQTOL can also exhibit potentiality in relative clauses, Num 35:17, and with the 

negative particle N", 1 Kgs 8:27: 

Num35:17 J 
[... ] or anyone who strikes another with a stone in hand that could cause death 
[literally: by which one may die], and death ensues, is a murderer. 54 

1 Kgs 8:27 ilJD n~~D-"f. ~~ ';f, ~~ (~~ N'? o~o'¥D "~o/~ o~o'¥D i1~0 
:"n".l:;t 1WN 

• J• T J•: -: 

Even heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain you, much less this house that I 
have built!55 

YIQTOL can function to indicate eventuality. Joosten explains, "The non-volitive 

modality of YIQTOL makes it eminently qualified for use in conditional sentences. In 

52 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274. 
53 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274. 
54 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274. 
55 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274. 
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conditional clauses introduced by l:lN, YIQTOL is the default form."56 This can also 

occur with the negative particle ~N: 

Ps 7:13 I 
Ifa man does not repent, He will sharpen His sword. [NASB] 

However, there are instances where YIQTOL can be implied when a conditional particle 

is not present: 

Exod 33:5 I 
You are a stiff-necked people; if for a single moment I should go up among you, I 
would consume you. 57 

YIQTOL in relative clauses introduced by 1WN or 1WN ~~ can also express 

eventuality: 

Gen 28:15 I 'rf7J.:IIlit$ ',~~ 'Tf"T:ll~o/~ 1$3:' ":;Jj~ i1~01 
58Know that I am with you and will keep you wherever you go. 

There are a few cases where YIQTOL can express the volition of the subject. This 

implies that there is a realization of the projected process which depends on the will of 

the subject:59 

Judg 11:23 i~l! "t.~Q "ib~~rn~ W"!ii1 "~lo/~ "D"~ Ii1))1~ i1l;Jl!1 
:~il}1'r:t i1.0~1 ?~lo/~ 

So now the LORD, the God oflsrael, has conquered the Amorites for the benefit of 
his people Israel. Do you intend to take their place?60 

Similarly, YIQTOL can also function to express the volition of a person who is not the 

subject: 

56 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274. 
57 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 274-75. 
58 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. 
59 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. 
60 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. 
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Exod2:7 ill#~ -=t7 "lJNJi?1 ;']~iJ ·hlr"l~-n~-?~ 111h~ ,~~.ry1 
l1~1:t~Q 11?. l1i?,t~ 

His sister said to Pharaoh's daughter, "Shall I go and get you a nurse from the 
Hebrew women?"61 

YIQTOL can be used in purpose clauses introduced by particles such as 1170", 

11::l17::l, 1El, and .,n"::l".62 This is the only finite verbal form to exhibit this function: 

Deut 16:20 I fl~Q-l1~ ~o/1~1 ti!':IJ;ITP~7 ~1lT:l P1¥ P1~ 
Justice and only justice you shall pursue, so that you may live and occupy the land. 63 

In BH poetry, there are multiple instances where these subordinate particles are used to 

introduce purpose clauses: 

Ps 9:15 ;,'r~~ Ti:~rn:;;L "J~W~ 'Tf"r.JrD!;l_,~ i1i~t?~ T'JP-7 
:'Tfl;:JlJ~W"~ 

That I may tell of all Your praises, That in the gates of the daughter ofZion I may 
rejoice in Your salvation. [NASB] 

This example taken from Ps 9:15 shows the subordinate particle 1170" to be function to 

introduce a purpose clause. While Joosten lists all of these other subordinate particles 

that can mark purpose clauses, in BH poetry, I discovered that they can also mark result 

or conditional clauses. Consider Ps 7:3 as an example: 

Ps 7:3 I 
Or he will tear my soul like a lion, Dragging me away, while there is none to deliver. 
[NASB] 

In this instance, 1El is not functioning to mark a purpose clause, but rather introduces a 

result or causal clause. 

61 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. 
62 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 275. 
63 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 276. 
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3.3.2. YIQTOL in Reference to a Present Situation 

Joosten explains that a majority of YIQTOL's categorical functions exist within 

the realm ofmodality expressed in the future temporal sphere. Yet, he acknowledges 

that there are a few uses which have a strong connection to the present, or moment of 

speaking.64 The following section will discuss his understanding of YIQTOL in reference 

to a present situation. 

3.3.2.1. Repetition in the Present 

It is common for YIQTOL to be used to present a process that is repeated or 

habitual. This is known as repetition in the present: 

2 Kgs 6:12 ~~ "~l'P~f ,W~ N":;J.~iJ VW"7~r"f.1t!#D "tr~ Ni? 
:'Tf~f'P~ 1JQ~ ,~,r;t ,¥.?~ o"i;r=ro-ntt ;~lo/~ 1?g? 

No one, my LORD king. It is Elisha, the prophet in Israel, who tells the king oflsrael 
the words that you speak in your bedchamber. 65 

This function of YIQTOL presents a process as likely to occur rather than ongoing. It is 

therefore not progressive in nature. Other are instances where YIQTOL in repetition can 

express a sense ofobligation: 

Gen2:24 I 
Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and clings to his wife. 66 

Joosten makes additional comments on the expression iiWl1"~-N',, "it is not done," for 

this category of YIQTOL function. 67 

64 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 276. 

65 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 276-77. 

66 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 

67 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. E.g., Gen 20:9; 29:26; 34:7; 2 Sam 13:12. 
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In BH poetry, the category of repetition in the present occurs a few times. It is in 

no way a dominant form. Yet, Ps 1:3 is a good example of its function in this genre of 

literature: 

Ps 1:3 if.l~:p. t.l;! Ii"l$ 1W~ o~g "~(~-',~ '7~l)o/ ~f~:P i1!i:t1: 
:n~ i1Wlr'-1wN ~!J, &n;:t'-N~ ~;,~v,

- r I .W -a •: -: l. : 1\ • I r• T : 

He will be like a tree firmly planted by streams ofwater, Which yields its fruit in its 
season And its leaf does not wither; And in whatever he does, he prospers. [NASB] 

In Ps 1:3, YIQTOL is used four times to express multiple processes that is habitual, all 

which are the result of the tree being planted by streams ofwater. The temporal 

reference point is the present. 

3.3.2.2. Proverbial Expression 

YIQTOL may reference a process that is not merely customary during a certain 

time or the moment of speaking, but rather reoccurs universally. This is known as 

proverbial expression: 

1 Sam 16:7 I ::J~t't? iltr)~ i1~)1"1 tl~~"+.''? il~~ 01~0 "?. 
Mortals look on the outward appearance, but the LORD looks on the heart. 68 

This function is most common in proverbs, proverbial similes, and other such 

expressions of a similar nature.69 In BH poetry, Ps 34:9 is an example of the proverbial 

expression function of YIQTOL: 

Ps 34:9 I 
0 taste and see that the LORD is good; How blessed is the man who takes refuge in 
Him! [NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL in clause 9c follows two imperative verbal forms in clauses 9a 

and 9b. However, the modal overtone of YIQTOL in 9c is distinct from the expressed 

68 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
69 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
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volition of 9a and 9b. In English, the interjection particle in 9c confuses the semantic 

meaning of the clause as "how blessed" is typically translated closer to an imperative. 

For example, consider the original translation of the KN or NIV, "blessed is the man 

[...]."In truth, .,1IDN is literally translated "is not blessedness to" or "of." The 

interjection particle is a compound noun, not a verb. It does not influence the semantic 

value of the following YIQTOL verbal form. As a result, YIQTOL functions to express a 

proverbial truth, one the Psalmist is trying to communicate-security is in the Lord. 

3.3.2.3. Present with Modal Verbs 

YIQTOL can reference the present temporal sphere if it is used with the verbs 

S:l.,, "to be able," and li,.,, ''to know."7°Consider the following examples: 

Gen44:1 J n~ip m~' 1tp~~ ?~N O"W~~D !li)J;l'?~-n~ N~~ 
Fill the men's sacks with food, as much as they can carry.71 

Gen 19:19 \I"W~ 1W~ ~1t?1J ?J..t.tll.~"~"~f. 71J ~1:t~ N¥ft Nti1~i} 
-y~ i11~0 u?.~D7~N N7 .,~j~1"W~J-n~ ni~D.D7 "1~3:' 

:"T:l~l i1~10 "~i?-~lT:l 
Now behold, your servant has found favor in your sign, and you have magnified your 
lovingkindness, which you have shown me by saving my life; but I cannot escape to 
the mountains, for the disaster will overtake me and I will die.[NASB] 

These two verbs account for a majority of usages of YIQTOL. In BH poetry, there was 

one instance where YIQTOL references a present situation with modal verbs. However, 

the verb the psalmist uses is not one of the two Joosten specifies. Instead, Ps 30:6 

contains the verb pS.,: 

70 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
71 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
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Ps 30:6 1P,~'?1 ":;l~ 1"/.~ :ll).}~ i1i~l:;t 0"!1J 1!:l~f. IV~l "?. 
:iU1 

IT • 

For His anger is but for a moment, His favor is for a lifetime; Weeping may last for 
the night, But a shout ofjoy comes in the morning. [NASB] 

This is the closest example of YIQTOL functioning to reference a present situation with 

modal verbs in Pss 1-41. 

3.3.2.4. Real Present in Questions 

YIQTOL is used to reference to a present situation in interrogative discourse. 

This function accounts for a majority of YIQTOL function in the present temporal 

sphere. This can take place in wh- type questions: 

1 Sam 1:8 N'] i1~{1 '~~0 i1~~ i1~1J no/"~ i1rli?7~ n{ 1~Nlt1 
'if~:t-7v:t i1~~1 ~NJ;l 

Her husband Elkanah said to her, Hannah, why do you weep? Why do you not eat? 
Why is your heart sad?72 

It is seen in this example that an interrogative YIQTOL in the real present can function 

with or without a negative particle. There are also a few instances where YIQTOL is 

consecutively introduced by.,~: 

1 Sam 11:5 I 
What is the matter with the people that they are weel!_ing?73 

Joosten explains, "Although questions always have a modal tinge, there is no reason to 

think that YIQTOL presents the process as unreal in the examples enumerated above."74 

He continues, "Thus, the usage described in the present section does not entirely tally 

72 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 278. 
73 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 278. 
74 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 279. 
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with the basic irrealis function of YIQTOL."75 Psalm 2:1 contains an instance where 

YIQTOL functions to express the real present in interrogative discourse: 

Ps 2:1 I 
Why are the nations in an uproar And the people devising a vain thing? [NASB] 

The interrogative particle in Ps 2:1 actual exists in clause 1a and is governed by a 

QATAL verbal form. Yet, YIQTOL functions to carry on the semantic value of the 

QATAL verbal form and continues the interrogative overtone. The temporal reference 

point is the present, or real present. 

3.3.3. YIQTOL in Reference to a Past Situation 

YIQTOL can also reference a past situation. Typically, the reference time of a 

discourse is established by the context: 76 

Judg 17:8 1W~~ 1t~( i11~i1~ OQ?, n"?,~ 1"lJQ7d u.h~Q 17~1 
NltC'

AT I • 

And the man departed from the town ofBethlehem in Judah, to live where he could 
find a place. 77 

The reference time can also be determined through pragmatic factors: 78 

Jer 36:18 il?~Q O""J~liJ-;f n~ "7~ N)i?~ 1"!J)~ ':}'~i~ OQ( 1~N!1 
:i"':'f~ 1:n;,;,-;v ::1n::> "lN1 

I : - ••• l  - - J ·J·-:-

Baruch answer them: "He used to dictate all these words to me while I wrote them 
with ink on the scroll. "79 

YIQTOL can reference the past temporal sphere in direct discourse and narrative 

backbone. The following section will discuss the categorical functions of YIQTOL 

referencing a past situation. 

75 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 279. 
76 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 280. 
77 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 280. 
78 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 280-81. 
79 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 281 
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3.3.3.1. Prospective 

YIQTO L can function to present a process as future from the point ofview of a 

past time frame. The temporal value of the discourse is typically indicated within the 

context of the text. Typically, this function occurs in relative clauses:80 

2 Kgs 13:14 1 

And Elisha fell sick with the illness ofwhich he was to die. 81 

YIQTOL can also prospectively present a process that does not occur: 

2 Kgs 3:27 il?V ~il/.~~1 1"~t:l0 'rf7~~-,o/~ 1i:J~iJ i.l~-n~ njp~l
ilnnil-;v

T r -
Then he took his eldest son who was to reign in his stead, and offered him for a burnt 
offering on the wall. 82 

YIQTOL can also function to express the prospective in subordinate clauses: 

Num 7:9 ~.p;>:;l OQ':?~ iV1~iJ nJ!l~-"f. Ttl~ N{ nvi? "t-~71 
:UtWt

IT" 

But to the sons ofKohath he gave none, for they were charged with the care of the 
holy things and would carry them on their shoulders. 83 

Biblical Hebrew words like C1~ and C1~:l can indicate a past-tense discourse ifone is 

embedded in the text. 

3.3.3.2. YIQTOL in Object Clauses 

If YIQTOL is embedded in an object clause, it typically functions in the 

prospective: 

80 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 281. 
81 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 281. 
82 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 281. 
83 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 282. 
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Gen43:25 ~VT?W "?. o~JiJ¥~ ~gi" Ni:p.-ilJ i1Q~~;Tn~ U":;l!l 
:on; •~N' ou>-.,::l

\• IT I I ~T 

They made the present ready for Joseph's coming at noon, for they had heard that 
they would dine there.84 

This can also occur in main clauses with the following verbs: "lii.,, i11., pie/, ID1£l, i1,~ 

hiphil, i1N1, li:liD hiphil and the expression :l~ ~li C.,W, while the particles 

introducing the object clause are l.,N, 1IDN, i1, .,~ and i1~."85 In BH poetry, 

unfortunately there were no occurrences of this category of YIQTOL function. 

3.3.3.3. Past Modal 

YIQTOL can also express the prospective in the past temporal sphere, but with an 

added modal nuance. Joosten states, "most cases occur with the negative particle ~',:"86 

1 Kgs 1:1 I 
Now King David was old and advanced in years and although they covered him with 
clothes, he could not _get warm.87 

YIQTOL can also express obligation as its modal nuance: 

2 Kgs 23:9 I 
But the priests of the high places were not allowed to come up to the altar of the 
LORD in Jerusalem.88 

The subject's volition can also be implied: 

1 Sam2:25 I 
But they would not listen to the voice of their father; for it was the will of the LORD 
to kill them. 89 

84 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 283. 
85 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 283. 
86 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. 
87 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. 
88 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. 
89 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. 
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It is also possible for this modal function of YIQTOL in the past temporal sphere to 

function in positive clauses. However, such occurrences are less common.90 In BH 

poetry, there were no occurrences of the past modal category. As a result, I will not 

present as examples. 

3.3.3.4. Iterative and Durative Sub-System 

The iterative and durative sub-system is divided into two sub-categories: the 

iterative and durative. According to Joosten, in the past temporal sphere, the iterative 

function of YIQTOL is the most common:91 

Gen 2:6 I :i1~1~Er"t.~-,f-n~ il~o/01 n~o-1~ i1_l~ ,~, 
But a mist went up from the earth and watered the whole face of the ground.92 

Joosten explains this function of YIQTOL, "The implication of the YIQTOL form is that 

the process was repeated again and again during the period to which the narrative 

pertains. The usage often serves to describe habitual actions or, as in the example, 

natural processes."93 YIQTOL can also function as a durative. This function is common 

in both direct discourse, Num 11:5, and narrative backbone, 2 Sam 4:2: 

Num 11:5 I 
We remember the fish we used to eat in Egypt for nothing.94 

2 Sam4:2 I 
For Beeroth was considered to belong to Benjamin.95 

90 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 284. E.g.,: Gen 34:41; Lev 10:18; 1 Sam 23:13; 2 Sam 
3:33; Ezek 15:5. 
91 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 285. 
92 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 285. Citing the RSV. 
93 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 285. 
94 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 286, 
95 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 286. 
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In BH poetry, there were no occurrences of the iterative and durative sub-system. As a 

result, there are no examples from Pss 1-41 I can provide. 

3.3.3.5. Preterite YIQTOL 

There are a few occurrences where YIQTOL expresses no modal overtone in the 

past temporal sphere. Joosten explains this function to be as a preterite: 

2 Kgs 8:29 = 

9:15 
~N~lr:t N~1l;liJ( 'ift~iJ 01i" ~o/~1 

: l l. l

i17?1# 0"~1~ ~il~~ 1~~ O":;l~iJ-1~ 
And the king Joram returned to be healed in Jezreel of the wounds which the Syrian 
had given him at Ramah.96 

In such instances, one would typically expect a QATAL verbal conjugation. However, 

the preterite function of YIQTOL is distinct and is commonly found within discourse 

constellations with QATAL and WAYYIQTOL or other past temporal markers. There are 

multiple instances of the preterite YIQTOL in BH poetry. Most often, a preterite YIQTOL 

follows a preterite WAYYIQTOL: 

Ps 18:8 _.,=il ~WP,~l;1~1 Ufl~ O")Q "Jt;>in~ 'f'l~Q IlVlJl.t:11 WlJ1.t:ll 
:;; i11n 

I T JT 

Then the earth shook and quaked; And the foundations of the mountains were 
trembling and were shaken, because He was angry. [NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL in clause 8c follows two WAYYIQTOL verbal forms in clauses 

8a and 8b. YIQTOL continues its semantic value, but expresses an inverted word order 

when compared to the WAYYIQTOL clauses. YIQTOL is placed in second position with 

the noun, or subject, 0.,,;, in the clause initial position. While it is in second position, 

the temporal reference point of YIQTOL is the same as each WAYYIQTOL verbal form, 

past-tense. 

96 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 287. 
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3.3.4. Summary 

Following an extensive overview of Joosten's understanding for YIQTOL 

function in BH, the following table outlines his theory by category of temporal 

reference: 

Table 3.3.4.1. An Overview of Joosten's Ar~ment for the Function of YIQTOL 
Function Related 

Categories 
Explanation (T)ense, 

(A)spect, 
and 

(M)odality 
(1) YIQTOL in Reference to a Future Situation 

Prediction - An announcement ofa future 
occurrence, event, or situation. 

M 

YIQTOL 
Continuing a 
Volitive Form 

Obligation YIQTOL may follow a volitive 
form with or without signaling a 
semantic change from the 
directive-volitive system to 
another. 

M 

Obligation 
Presented as 
Necessity 

Obligation A command that is formulated 
with an independent YIQTOL. 
YIQTOL will usually imply a 
general prescription not arising 
out ofa speech situation. 

M 

YIQTOL 
Expressing Wishes 

Obligation YIQTOL can express wishes in 
reverential speech, especially 
involving or addressing a divine 
figure. This function usually 
exhibits a SV word order. 

M 

Permission Other Modal 
Usages 

The permissive nuance is used 
when there is a realization that a 
process is in doubt. 

M 

Potentiality Other Modal 
Usages 

YIQTOL may denote ability, 
possibility, or potentiality. 

M 

Eventuality Other Modal 
Usages 

In conditional clauses fronted by 
l:lN, YIQTOL can express the 
conditional modal nuance of 
eventuality. 

M 

Volition Other Modal 
Usages 

YIQTOL can imply the volition of 
a Q_erson that is not the subject. 

M 

(2) YIQTOL in Reference to a Present Situation 
Repetition in the 
Present 

- YIQTOL may be used in repetition 
to express a repeated or habitual 
action. 

M 
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Proverbial 
Expression 

- YJQTOL may present a process 
that is not merely customary in a 
certain time and place, but rather 
reoccurs universally. 

M 

Present with Modal 
Verbs 

- YIQTOL can reference a present 
situation when it is used with a 
modal verb. 

M 

Real Present in 
Questions 

- YIQTOL may be used to reference 
a process that is ongoing at the 
moment of speech within an 
interrogative statement. 

M 

(3) YIQTOL in Reference to a Past Situation 
Prospective - YIQTOL may be used to present a 

process as future from the past 
point of view time frame which is 
implied by the text. 

M 

YJQTOL in Object 
Clauses 

- YIQTOL that is embedded in an 
objective clause that references a 
past situation may function in the 
prospective. 

M 

Past Modal - YIQTOL may express the 
prospective with an added modal 
nuance. 

M 

Iterative and 
Durative 

- The iterative describes habitual 
actions. The durative is used to 
describe artifacts and other 
objects. 

M 

Preterite YIQTOL - YIQTOL can express a non-
iterative event in a past time frame 
without a modal overtone. 

T 

3.4. Statistics of YIQTOL Function in Biblical Hebrew Poetry 

The first part of Chapter 3 served to provide an exhaustive review ofall YIQTOL 

functions according to the two distinct theories. This review included the presentation of 

examples from BH prose and narrative, and also criteria that could be used to determine 

YIQTOL function in real instances in real texts. As stated in Chapter 1, an exhaustive 

review of each method is only one phrase of this thesis. The second phrase is an 

application ofaspect prominent theory and relative tense theory to Pss 1-41. In order to 

complete the necessary requirements of the second phase, I used the criteria taken from 
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each scholar's research and categorized all598 YIQTOL instances in Pss 1-41 according 

to the categories of Cook and Joosten. Some ofthese instances were presented alongside 

Cook's and Joosten's examples in the first section of Chapter 3. Now, the second section 

of Chapter 3 will present the statistics that are the result of my analysis ofPss 1-41. I 

will present the occurrence rates of each BH verbal form in Pss 1-41 in order to 

emphasize the significance of YIQTOL in BH poetry. I will also present the occurrence 

rates ofeach category of YIQTOL function according to each verbal system theory. The 

second section of Chapter 3 will serve as an elaborate and informative introduction to 

Chapter 4, the analysis ofthe unclassified instances in Pss 1-41. This section will 

highlight the fact that it is possible to apply both verbal system theories to an analysis of 

BH poetry even though they are designed for the study of BH prose and narrative. 

Furthermore, this section will emphasize the fact that there are some instances where 

either verbal system theory cannot explain YIQTOL functions. 

3.4.1. YIQTOL in Psalms 1-41 

Psalms 1-41 is composed of 637 verses. These verses are further broken down 

into 1707 independent clauses.97 This clause break down was used in my analysis ofPss 

1-41 to determine the distinct functions of YIQTOL. Yet, before we discuss YIQTOL 

function, this clause break down also informs us of the number of times the different BH 

verbal conjugations are used. Understanding the number of times the different verbal 

forms are used will emphasize the importance of this thesis. In the following table, the 

reader will notice the dominant presence of YIQTOL in BH poetry. Note, the number 

97 Independent clauses can be governed by a single verbal form, or lack thereof: YIQTOL, QATAL, 
WAYYIQTOL, Imperative, Jussive, Cohortative, Participle, Infinitive Construct, Infinitive Absolute, or is 
an independent verbless clause. 
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associated with the Participle, Infmitive Construct, and Infmitive Absolute only 

designates instances where each of these verbal forms are functioning verbally: 

Table 3.4.1.1. Overall Occurrences and Legend of the Statistics of Verbal 
Occurrences in Psalms 1-41 

Verbal Form Legend Symbol Overall 
Occurrences 

YIQTOL YQT 598 
QATAL QTL 386 
WAYYIQTOL WYQ 46 
Imperative/Jussive/Cohortative Impv 202 
Participle Part 276 
Infinitive Construct/ Absolute Inf 85 
Verbless (excluded) 115 

YIQTOL occurs 598 times at a rate of 34.76 percent. The second most frequent verbal 

form is QATAL with 386 occurrences and at the rate of22.61 percent. The verbal 

Participle the third most frequent conjugation with 276 occurrences at the rate of 16.16 

percent. Fourth is the imperative, jussive, and cohortative verbal conjugations with 202 

occurrences at the rate of 11.83 percent. The verbless clause is fifth and occurs 115 

times at the rate of 6.73 percent. Sixth are the BH infmitive verbs which occurs 85 times 

at the rate of4.97 percent. Lastly is WAYYIQTOL which occurs 46 times at the rate of 

2.69 percent.98 Following an observation of these statistics, it is clear that YIQTOL is the 

dominant verbal form in BH poetry. It occurs 12.15 percent more frequently than the 

second most common verbal form and 18.6 percent more frequently than the third. The 

following tables presents these occurrence rates chapter-by-chapter. Note, all verbless 

clauses are excluded from the table: 

98 These occurrence rates and number of instances is based on an analysis of the MT. It does not take into 
consideration BHS, BHL, or BHQ text critical notes or any other ancient witnesses. 
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Table 3.4.1.2. Statistics of Verbal Occurrences in Psalms 1-17 
Ps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

YQT 7 15 3 8 18 10 18 5 20 24 8 11 10 4 5 9 13 

QTL 3 5 6 4 2 7 8 3 18 16 5 3 3 10 6 9 12 

WYQ 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Impv 0 6 2 10 8 6 7 1 6 3 2 1 3 0 0 1 11 

Part 2 5 4 2 7 4 12 6 12 3 2 3 3 7 6 1 5 

Inf 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 1 1 0 2 1 1 4 

Table 3.4.1.3. Statistics of Verbal Occurrences in Psalms 18-34 
Ps 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

YQT 58 7 14 19 30 10 6 16 8 22 8 5 10 14 14 7 14 

QTL 18 3 4 6 27 1 3 7 7 8 3 2 11 29 6 13 14 

WYQ 15 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 2 0 0 1 2 

Impv 0 2 1 1 7 0 4 15 7 9 8 4 5 10 3 5 11 

Part 25 16 1 4 14 2 4 5 3 4 3 3 4 16 1 9 9 

Inf 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 6 2 0 2 5 5 4 4 

Table 3.4.1.4. Statistics of Verbal 
Occurrences in Psalms 35-41 
Ps 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 

YQT 37 10 38 13 12 19 17 

QTL 17 5 17 21 12 22 10 

WYQ 1 0 2 3 1 3 1 

Impv 11 1 18 1 6 2 4 

Part 12 3 26 10 3 8 7 

Inf 3 5 7 4 1 7 2 

3.4.2. Statistics of YIQTOL Function in Aspect Prominent Theory (Cook) 

An analysis ofPss 1-41 according to Cook's model proved resourceful in its 

ability to analyze YIQTOL function in BH poetry. The following table summarizes the 

results ofmy analysis ofPss 1-41 according to his criteria previously presented in 

Chapter 3: 
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Table 3.4.2.1. Overall Occurrences and Legend of an Analysis According to 
Cook's Model 

YIQTOL Category Legend Symbol Overall 
Occurrences 

Percentage of 
Occurrence 

Imperfective YIQTOL Impf 141 23.57% 
Habitual Contingent Hab 54 9.03% 
Directive Dir 149 24.91% 
Volitive Vol 49 7.69% 
Progressive General Present Pres 135 22.57% 
Progressive General Past Pst 56 9.38% 
Unclassified Unc 14 2.34% 

In my analysis, the application of Cook's model incorporated seven categories including 

the unclassified. The most common function of YIQTOL in BH poetry is the directive. It 

occurs 149 times at the rate of24.91 percent. Second is the imperfective YIQTOL as it 

occurs 141 times at the rate of23.57 percent. Third is the progressive general present, 

which occurs 135 times at the rate of22.57 percent. Fourth is progressive general past, 

which occurs 56 times at the rate of9.38 percent. Fifth is the habitual contingent, which 

occurs 54 times at the rate of9.03 percent. Sixth is the volitive, which occurs 49 times at 

the rate of7.69 percent. According to Cook's model, there are fourteen instances that are 

unclassified. The unclassified category occurs at the rate of2.34 percent. The following 

tables summarize the occurrences of the categorical functions chapter-by-chapter: 

Table 3.4.2.2. An Analysis According to Cook's Model: Psalms 1-17 
Ps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

YQT 7 15 3 8 18 10 18 5 20 24 8 11 10 4 5 9 13 

Impf 2 3 1 4 2 0 4 0 12 0 2 3 2 2 1 9 5 

Hab 4 3 0 3 0 3 3 1 2 1 4 0 8 1 2 0 0 

Dir 0 2 0 1 11 6 8 0 3 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Vol 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 2 

Pres 1 3 0 0 2 1 2 0 3 13 1 4 0 1 2 0 5 

Pst 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unc 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.4.2.3. An Analysis According to Cook's Model: Psalms 18-34 
Ps 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

YQT 58 7 14 19 30 10 6 16 8 22 8 5 10 14 I4 7 I4 

Impf 1 0 0 3 I2 I I 4 1 5 3 2 1 2 5 0 6 

Hab 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 

Dir 0 1 10 9 4 5 2 4 1 6 3 0 2 7 2 3 2 

Vol 2 2 4 2 3 1 0 3 6 6 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 

Pres 18 3 0 0 6 3 0 4 0 0 2 3 0 3 2 4 3 

Pst 37 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 

Unc 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.4.2.4. An Analysis 
According to Cook's Model: Psalms 
35-41 
Ps 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 

YQT 37 10 38 14 13 I9 17 

Impf 6 0 24 1 1 4 7 

Hab 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Dir 22 2 4 5 3 II I 

Vol 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 

Pres 8 8 8 8 2 4 8 

Pst 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 

Unc 0 0 0 0 3 0 I 

3.4.3. Statistics of YIQTOL Function in Relative Tense Theory (Joosten) 

An analysis ofPss 1-41 according to Joosten's model proved difficult at times, 

but was in the end successful. The following statistics will show that Joosten's model 

was able to distinguish 77.1 percent of all YIQTOL function in the designated corpus: 
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Table 3.4.3.1. Overall Occurrences and Legend of an Analysis According to 
Joosten's Model 

YIQTOL Category Legend 
Symbol 

Overall 
Occurrences 

Percentage 
of 

Occurrence 

i
(1) 

Predictive Pred 162 27.09% 
YIQTOL Continuing a Volitive Form CVF 62 10.36% 
Obligation Presented as Necessity OPN 119 19.89% 
YIQTOL Expressing Wishes EW 4 0.66% 
Permission Perm 2 0.33% 

2.01%Potentiality Potent 12 
Eventuality Even 2 0.33% 
Volition Volit 1 0.16% 

'"t:l 
'"1 
(1) 
til 
(1) s. 

Repetition in the Present RP 19 3.17% 
Proverbial Expression PE 1 0.16% 
Present with Modal Verbs PMV 1 0.16% 
Real Present in Questions RPQ 19 3.17% 

'"t:l 
~-

Prospective Pros 1 0.16% 
YIQTOL in Object Clauses oc 0 0% 
Past Modal PM 0 0% 
Iterative and Durative liD 0 0% 
Preterite YIQTOL Pret 56 9.36% 

l,ill£4,~ Unclassified Unc 137 22.9% 

As presented in Chapters 2 and 3, Joosten divides YIQTOL's function into three primary 

categories: (1) YIQTOL in reference to a future situation, (2) a present situation, and (3) 

a past situation. YIQTOL in reference to a future situation accounts for 60.83 percent of 

occurrences. The predictive YIQTOL is the most common function with 162 

occurrences. It accounts for 27.09 percent of all YIQTOL function and 44.75 percent of 

YIQTOL function in reference to a future situation. Obligation presented as necessity is 

second with 119 occurrences. It accounts for 19.89 percent of all YIQTOL function. 

Third is YIQTOL continuing a volitive form with 62 occurrences. It accounts for 10.36 

percent of all YIQTOL function. Fourth is Joosten's category potentiality with twelve 

occurrences. It accounts for 2.01 percent of all YIQTOL function. The following 

categories of YIQTOL function in reference to a future situation exhibit an occurrence 
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rate before one percent: YIQTOL expressing wishes, permission, eventuality, and 

volition. Joosten's second primary category, YIQTOL in reference to a present situation, 

accounts for 6.68 percent ofall YIQTOL function. The categories repetition in the 

present and the real present in questions each occur 19 times. Individually, they account 

for 3.17 percent of all YIQTOL function. The categories proverbial expression and 

present with modal verbs each occur one time. Individually, they account for 0.16 

percent ofall YJQTOL function. The third primary category, YIQTOL in reference to a 

past situation, accounts for 9.53 percent of all YIQTOL function. YIQTOL functioning as 

a preterite occurs 56 times. It accounts for 9.36 percent of all YIQTOL function. The 

prospective category occurs once and accounts for 0.16 percent of all YIQTOL function. 

The following verbal function categories were not found in Pss 1-41 and, therefore, 

have an occurrence rate of zero percent: YIQTOL in object clauses, past modal, and 

iterative and durative. The added unclassified category contains 137 instances that could 

not be distinguished according to Joosten's model. This category accounts for 22.9 

percent ofall YIQTOL function. The following tables present a chapter-by-chapter 

breakdown ofverbal category function: 
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Table 3.4.3.2. An Analysis According to Joosten's Model: Psalms 1-17 
Ps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

YQT 7 I5 3 8 I8 IO I8 5 20 24 8 II IO 4 5 9 I3 

Pred 2 3 1 4 3 0 4 0 I2 5 2 6 2 2 I 9 5 

CVF 0 3 0 I 13 0 4 0 3 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 

OPN 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EW 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 

Perm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Potent 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Even 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Volit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

RP 4 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

PE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PMV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RPQ 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 5 0 0 I 4 0 0 

Pros 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

oc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

liD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pret 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Unc 1 3 0 3 1 2 I I 3 12 1 4 0 0 0 0 3 

Table 3.4.3.3. An Analysis According to Joosten's Model: Psalms 18-34 
Ps 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

YQT 58 7 14 19 30 10 6 16 8 22 8 5 IO 14 I4 7 14 

Pred 3 0 0 3 I2 1 1 4 1 6 3 2 I 2 7 0 8 

CVF 0 2 I 0 2 0 2 I 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 I 

OPN 0 I 13 11 5 6 0 6 7 9 3 0 4 7 2 3 I 

EW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Potent 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Even 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Volit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RP 0 2 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 

PMV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

RPQ 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Pros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

oc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

liD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pret 37 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 

Unc I8 1 0 0 4 3 0 4 0 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 3 
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Table 3.4.3.4. An Analysis According 
to Joosten's Model: Psalms 35-41 
Ps 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 

YQT 37 10 38 14 13 19 17 

Pred 6 0 24 1 3 6 7 

CVF 0 0 2 0 3 9 1 

OPN 22 2 2 4 0 0 0 

EW 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Potent 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Even 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Volit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PMV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RPQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

oc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

liD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pret 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 

Unc 8 8 8 8 5 4 9 

3.5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, Chapter 3 was divided into two sections. The first section 

provided an exhaustive review on the brief discussion of YIQTOL function presented in 

Chapter 2. This discussion of YIQTOL function was concerning the verbal system 

theories of Cook and Joosten. I provided examples taken from BH prose and narrative 

that illustrate each category of YIQTOL function. From these examples and the 

arguments each scholar gave in their published research, I listed possible criteria that 

could be used to distinguish the distinct functions of YIQTOL in BH. These criteria were 

taken and applied to an analysis ofPss 1-41. Following the application of these criteria 

to the designated corpus, I presented examples of YIQTOL function in BH poetry after 

those taken from BH prose and narrative. The second section of Chapter 3 presented 
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statistics that summarize the occurrence rates of each category of YIQTOL function 

according to the two different verbal system theories in question. I stated that each 

system was successful in its ability to understand YIQTOL function in BH prose despite 

the fact each model was designed to observe prose and narrative, and not poetry. 
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Chapter Four: The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System Theories of John Cook and Jan 

Joosten Applied to Biblical Hebrew Poetry 

4.1. Introduction 

Chapter 3 concluded with the presentation of statistical rates ofoccurrences for 

YIQTOL function in Pss 1-41. At the bottom of each table that displayed the number of 

occurrences per Psalm, one category was titled "unclassified." In Chapter 4 I will 

discuss these unclassified instances. I will focus on examples where YIQTOL displayed 

similar behavior instances. I will also discuss grammatical phenomena that are more 

native to BH poetry than BH prose or narrative. This will be done for the purpose of 

emphasizing the difficulty poetic grammar can cause when classifying verbal function. 

In this chapter, Cook and Joosten will be discussed individually. At the end ofthe 

chapter, a brief comparison will take place. This comparison will draw out the strengths 

and weaknesses of both systems. 

4.2. Instances of Abnormality in Aspect Prominent Theory (Cook) 

Cook's model worked well in my analysis of Pss 1-41. The statistics presented at 

the end of Chapter 3 emphasized that there were a minimal number of unclassified 

instances. To be precise, there were only fourteen unclassified YJQTOL occurrences in 

Pss 1-41. However, there were instances where Cook's theory did not account for 

certain grammatical phenomena that are more native to BH poetry than BH prose or 

narrative. These unique occurrences made it difficult to discern YIQTOL function 

considering there were moments where the presented criteria in Chapter 3 required 

amendment. These instances will be discussed in the following sections along with 

several patterns that appeared between some of the unclassified YJQTOLs. 
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4.2.1. The Habitual Contingent 

The habitual contingent is a prominent category of YIQTOL function in BH 

poetry with a total of 54 instances in Pss 1-41. This category of YIQTOL function 

contains many variables and its semantic range is rather vast. Cook's criteria for 

determining this function was effective. Yet, there were still several instances that raised 

points of difficulty during the analysis ofPss 1-41. Note, in this section, none of the 

examples provided are unclassified. Instead, I determined that each are functioning as 

habitual contingents. Yet, further exploration was needed on my part. Furthermore, I 

was required to make some amendments to Cook's criteria for determining the habitual 

contingent category. 

The primary issue that I discovered in my analysis ofPss 1-41 regarding the 

habitual contingent had to do with the defining markers of a subordinate clause. The 

habitual contingent is prominent in subordinate clauses. In BH prose, subordinate 

clauses are typically marked by subordinate particles like ll1~t,, l::l, CN, "~,or 1tDN, 

for example. There are instances in BH prose where clauses can be defmed as 

subordinate without these markers. Yet, the rate at which these instances occur greatly 

differs in BH prose when compared to BH poetry. There are occurrences where YIQTOL 

functions as a subordinate clause with some of these subordinate particles: 

Ps 9:15 i1/"~~ Ti~~-n~ "JP.W~ i"lJ'?DlT'?~ i1'i~Q~ TP~'? 
:;QlJ1U,;.,~ 

That I may tell of all Your praises, That in the gates of the daughter ofZion I may 
rejoice in Your salvation. [NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL functions in a subordinate clause. A subordinate particle marks 

instances of the habitual contingent. Cook explains that subordinate expressions often 
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denote the conditional for fmal purpose or result of an action. 1 This thought goes back to 

the fundamental idea behind the habitual contingent-to describe the regularity of 

situations rather than "actual" situations.2 When a subordinate habitual contingent 

YIQTOL functions within an irrealis discourse, it often follows another distinct verbal 

form, like QATAL. In such an instance, a subordinate habitual contingent YIQTOL 

emphasizes the regularity ofa situation or its contingency. In BH poetry, consider Ps 1:3 

as an example of a subordinate YIQTOL functioning this way: 

Ps 1:3 if.ll)~ 713~ Ii"l~ ,i!~ o~g "~'?;>-?~ '~tt~ Nf~:P i1~in 
:n"~~., i1Wl'"-1WN ~~1 ~i1l"-~·6 ~i1~1'1- .. :  J•: -:  .. ~ : A • I ) .. T : 

He will be like a tree firmly planted by steams ofwater, Which yields its fruit in its 
seasons And its leaf does not wither; And in whatever he does, he prospers. [NASB] 

In this discourse, there are four YIQTOL verbal forms functioning within a subordinate 

discourse constellation. This subordinate discourse constellation is marked by the 

subordinate particle 1i0~. These instances, for the most part, exhibit the necessary 

criteria in order to be classified as habitual contingents-a present subordinate particle, 

and an inverted VS word order.3 

While these instances were not difficult to classify, there were others that 

presented challenges. Psalm 6:7 appears to function as a habitual contingent considering 

the discourse structure and context. The structure of the discourse seems similar to other 

instances of the habitual contingent in BH poetry. However, there are some elements of 

difficulty that led to an inconclusive resolution ofverbal function: 

1 Cook. Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
2 Cook. Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248. 
3 Cook. Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb, 248-49. 
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Ps 6:7 .,i.P.l~ .,D~1?1~ .,-Dt?~ il(~'z-"~=t ilr.Ji.p~ .,DQ~~f:. ,.,T:ll;'t~ 
:ilOON 

J•.• : -

I am weary with my sighing; Every night I make my bed swim, I dissolve my couch 
with my tears. [NASB] 

In this instance, the two YIQTOL verbal forms follow a QATAL in clause 7a. It appears 

that the two YIQTOL clauses are functioning as subordinates to the mainline QATAL 

clause. In this instance, the subordinate YIQTOL clause is not marked by an appropriate 

particle. This grammatical behavior is rather common in BH poetry-the lack or 

disappearance of subordinate particles. If this instance is classified as subordinate, it 

would imply that Ps 6:7b forward is functioning as a resultative, purpose, or conditional 

clause as these are the possible subordinate functions of the habitual contingent. I 

conclude that YIQTOL in clause 7b is functioning as a resultative subordinate. The 

subject in the verse is stating that he or she is weary and as a result is so overcome with 

emotion that each night he or she can do nothing but weep. As a resultive subordinate, I 

suggest that the clause is missing either a pm', or"';:, particle. This would imply that the 

translation would be "I am weary with signing; for/because/in order that every night I 

make my bed swim, I dissolve my couch with my tears." 

4.2.2. Negative Particles 

As I have argued, especially through the observation of the habitual contingent 

and subordinate clauses, there are instances in BH poetry where grammatical 

constructions are unique to this literary genre when compared to BH prose or narrative. 

Cook's verbal system theory was primarily developed through the observation of BH 

prose and narrative rather than prophetic or poetic texts. As a result, there are certain 

types of grammatical phenomena that are not accounted for in Cook's theory. 
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Considering my analysis only observes BH poetry, there is one more grammatical 

element I will discuss, the negative particle S::l. 

Cook acknowledges the important role negative particles play in the semantic 

value ofBH discourse. Negative particles are seen to have influence in each category of 

YIQTOL function according to his model. Nevertheless, his attention is primarily given 

to the role of the negative particle SN on the directive-volitive system: 

Ps4:5 ~~l1 O~=t~o/Q-'?~ O~=t~'?~ ~l'?~ Ut1?1JJ;l-7~1 ~t.t'l 
:i1:,0

T .... 

Tremble, and do not sin; Meditate in your heart upon your bed, and be still. Selah. 
[NASB] 

In this example, taken from BH poetry, the negative particle creates a negative command 

statement. YIQTOL continues the semantic value of the preceding imperative verbal 

form, but is reshaped by the negative particle. The question is, do we see the same 

semantic influence created by the negative particle S::l? 

The negative particle S::l occurs sixteen times in Pss 1-41. In classical BH, 

Genesis to Second Kings, it does not occur. In proverbial texts, S::l occurs six times, and 

in prophetic material, it occurs twenty-five times. Ofthe sixteen instances in Pss 1-41, 

S::l functions with the imperfective YIQTOL and directive-volitive system. Psalm 21 :8b 

is an example ofS::l negating an imperfective YIQTOL: 

Ps 21:8 I 
For the king trusts in the LORD, And through the lovingkindness of the Most High he 
will not be shaken. [NASB] 

This is also seen in Ps 17:3: 
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Ps 17:3 : "D~r Nif?.t:l ~ "~f:1~1¥ ;, T ~: l;lli?~ 1":;1. 1;11Df 
:'.!11.:J.l)' 

.. T -a-

You have tried my heart; You have visited me by night; You have tested me and You 
will imd nothing; I have p osed that my mouth will not trans ress. 

In the examples presented, Ps 21:8 and Ps 17:3, the negative particle t,~ does not 

function differently than t,N or Nt,. t,~ is also seen to function with the directive

volitive system in BH poetry: 

Ps 16:8 I 
I have set the LORD continually before me; Because He is at my right hand, I will not 
be shaken. 

Here, t,~ expresses the same value and influence as other negative particles. None of the 

above presented instances are unclassified in my analysis. A discussion of the negative 

particle t,~ is raised because Cook does not acknowledge it. 

4.2.3. Summary 

In summary, this section reviewed examples taken from the fourteen unclassified 

YIQTOL instances in Pss 1-41 and a few grammatical phenomena in BH poetry which 

were taken from instances that were classified. The unclassified instances that I 

discussed were related to the habitual contingent category. The classified instances that I 

discussed were related to the negative particle t,~. I discussed several unclassified 

instances because they exhibited functions or behaviors that Cook did not consider. 

4.3. Instances of Abnormality in Relative Tense Theory (Joosten) 

Joosten's model dealt well with the versatile functions of YIQTOL in BH poetry. 

However, there were multiple instances where his model was faced with difficulty. The 

statistics found at the end of Chapter 3 presented a total of 137 unclassified instances. 
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This number implies that Joosten's theory was unable to categorize 22.9 percent of the 

598 YIQTOL occurrences. Compared to Cook's fourteen uncategorized instances, there 

was a 20.56 percent increase in the unclassified for Joosten. At first glance this number 

is significantly higher. However, it is primarily the result of a single uncategorized 

function of YIQTOL in BH poetry-YIQTOL referencing a present situation as a present 

or progressive present The following section will discuss the trending categories of 

unclassified instances I discovered in my application of Joosten's model to Pss 1-41. 

4.3.1. Interrogative Discourse 

In his relative tense theory, Joosten had an interesting and effective method of 

categorizing and understanding instances where YIQTOL functioned in interrogative 

discourse. Joosten especially articulated YIQTOL's function to reference present and 

future situations in interrogative discourse. In review, YIQTOL can reference a future 

situation when it expresses potentiality, permission, or eventuality. Each of these 

categories of function are considered "other modal usages of YIQTOL." YIQTOL can 

also reference a future situation when the verbal form functions to express a wish. This 

category of YIQTOL function is related to the directive-volitive system. YIQTOL can 

reference a present situation when a process is ongoing at the moment of speech within 

an interrogative statement. This is known as the "real present in questions." While 

Joosten has all of these categories for understanding YIQTOL in interrogative discourse, 

eleven unclassified instances remain. 

Other than all being instances of interrogative discourse, these instances share in 

common their reference point to a future situation. Consider Ps 4:3 as the first 

unclassified example: 
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Ps4:3 ~o/i?~T;l P"J T~:;tQ~~ i11p7;>7. "Ji:l;> ;,~-~~ W"~ "t..~ 
:i1~0 :lt:J 

T 1•: JTT 

0 sons ofmen, how long will my honor become a reproach? How long will you love 
what is worthless and aim at deception? Selah. [NASB] 

Similar toPs 4:3, consider Ps 13:2-3 where YIQTOL is used in a similar fashion: 

Ps 13:2-3 :"~~~ ~"}~-ntt 1"r:Jt?B 1;,~~-~~ n~l "~!Jf'PT:l i1lh~l ;,~~r~~ 
o~l; Ii1~*-~~ ogi" "~:t7:;t Ti1; "W~J~ ni~P. n"W~ i1~*-~~ 

:"~lJ ":l"N 
ITT J•: 

How long, 0 LORD? Will You forget me forever? How long will You hide Your face 
from me? How long shall I take counsel in my soul, Having sorrow in my heart all the 
day? How long will my enemy be exalted over me? [NASB] 

In each of these examples, YIQTOL functi<?ns with two similar compound interrogatives: 

i10-,.iJ (Ps 4:3) and i1~~-,.i) (Ps 13:2-3). In both examples, YIQTOL functions as an 

irrealis verbal form, which is questioning a habitual or repeated process. There seems to 

be an expressed contingency in both examples. According to Joosten's model, these 

instances should be considered to function under the primary category YIQTOL in 

reference to a future situation. However, according to the presented definition of 

YIQTOL referencing the real present in questions, it may seem that in Ps 4:3 and Ps 

13:2-3, YIQTOL is actually referencing a present situation. Consider the following 

example taken from Ps 2:1 which is classified as a real present in questions: 

Ps 2:1 I 
Why are the nations in an uproar And the peoples devising a vain thing? [NASB] 

In Ps 2:1, YIQTOL is not functioning as an irrealis verbal form. Rather, the process that 

YIQTOL is describing is ongoing and real at the moment of speech. IfPs 4:3 and Ps 

14:2-3 were to be considered to be real present in questions, YIQTOL would lose its 
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irrealis value. While this is a plausible solution, in the end, the classification between 

realis or irrealis is an interpretive decision based on context. 

Psalm 6:6b is another example of YIQTOL in reference to a present situation in 

an instance of interrogative discourse: 

Ps 6:6 I 
For there is no mention of You in death; In Sheol who will give You thanks? [NASB] 

Consider Ps 27:1, a similar example toPs 6:6: 

Ps 27:1 I 
The LORD is my light and my salvation; Whom shall I fear? The LORD is the 
defense ofmy life; Whom shall I dread? 

In Ps 6:6, there is a shift between reference points in the discourse structure of the 

verses. The first clause begins by referencing a present situation, and then the following 

interrogative statement references a future situation. In Ps 27:1, there is also a temporal 

shift between the present and future. However, it does not appear to be entirely similar to 

the temporal shift expressed in Ps 6:6. Althought the temporal shift might differ on a 

certain level of semantics, YIQTOL in both Ps 6:6 and Ps 27:1 functions as an irrealis, 

This is similar toPs 4:3 and Ps 13:2-3, examples previously provided. Furthermore, 

YIQTOL is expressing a sense of contingency. However, Ps 6:6 and Ps 27:1 is distinct in 

that, these instances are not expressing a repeated or habitual action. I was unable to find 

an appropriate category for either ofthese instances. 

4.3.2. YIQTOL Referencing a Present Situation as a Present or Present Progressive 

Following the application of Cook's model to Pss 1-41, this trend of YIQTOL 

referencing a present situation as a present or present progressive accounts for nearly 80 

percent ofall unclassified instances. In review, YIQTOL can reference a present situation 
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in the four following ways. First, YIQTOL can function in such a way when it expresses 

repetition in the present: 

Ps 1:3 if.ll:'~ Ttl~ Ii"l~ 1W~ 0~~ "~(.;l-?~ ?~l)W l'~f il:i!l 
:n"~~., i1ivl'"-1WN ~!:31 ~i::l"-N~ ~i1~l'1- .. :  J•: -:  ... -: ': ". I J- T : 

He will be like a tree firmly planted by streams ofwater, Which yields its fruit in its 
season And its leaf does not wither; And in whatever he does, he prospers. [NASB] 

Second, YIQTOL can function as a proverbial expression: 

Ps 34:9 I 
0 taste and see that the LORD is good; How blessed is the man who takes refuge in 
Him! [NASB] 

Third, YIQTOL can reference a present situation with modal verbs: 

Ps 30:6 l 
For His anger is but for a moment, His favor is for a lifetime; Weeping may last for 
the night, But a shout ofjoy comes in the morning. _[N_ASB] 

Fourth, YIQTOL may reference the real present in questions--consider the examples in 

Section 4.3 .1. I present each of these four functions with examples in order to support 

the argument that Joosten does not have an appropriate category for YIQTOL expressing 

the present or present progressive. 

As a present YIQTOL, there are many instances that remained unclassified in Pss 

1-41. Consider some of the following examples: 

Ps 2:1-2 :j?"1-u~~ O"$~'?~ o:.tl ~'¥11 i11?(, 
:iry"WT?-~lll illrt~'-~ll 11J~-~1tfi1 0"1.Ti11 nh7Q I~~.t:'! 

Why are the nations in an uproar And the peoples devising a vain thing? The kings of 
the earth take their stand And the rulers take counsel together Against the LORD 
and a_gainst His Anointed, saying, [NASB] 

In this example, YIQTOL in Ps 2:2a remains unclassified as it references a present 

situation. It follows a QATAL verb in clause 1:1a and another interrogative YIQTOL 

referencing a present situation in clause 1:1b. It is possible that YIQTOL in clause 2:2a 
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has adopted the temporal reference point value ofthe preceding discourse. Yet, ifthis is 

the case, Joosten's model remains without a classifying category. Psalm 10:8 is another 

example: 

Ps 10:8 ,.,~.,~ "i?.~ l"'}Q~ O"!.t;lt;>~~ O"i~O :J.1~~f I:J.\P,~ 
:US~" il:J?n? 

I : • JT : •• I! 

He sits in the lurking places of the villages; In the hiding places he kills the innocent; 
His eyes stealthily watch for the unfortunate. [NASB] 

In this instance, YIQTOL exists within a discourse constellation with the preceding 

QATAL verbal form in Ps 10:7a. Again, YIQTOL appears to adopt QATAL's temporal 

reference point value. It seems that none of Joosten's categories explain this phenomena. 

4.3.3. Summary 

In summary, this section reviewed trending patterns of abnormality and instances 

that were difficult to classify according to Joosten's relative tense theory. This section 

gave particular attention to instances of interrogative discourse and YIQTOL referencing 

a present situation as a present or present progressive. It was found that some of the 

difficult instances that involved interrogative discourse could be solved through a deeper 

level of engagement. Yet, there were a few other that remained unclassified despite the 

greater level of engagement given to the examples. The second area ofdifficulty, 

YIQTOL referencing a present situation as a present or present progressive, was the 

greatest area ofweakness found through an application of relative tense theory to BH 

poetry. This trending pattern ofabnormality accounted for a majority of the unclassified 

instance in Pss 1-41 presented in Chapter 3. 
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4.4. A Comparison of the Instances of Abnormality between Aspect Prominent 

Theory (Cook) and Relative Tense Theory (Joosten) 

The previous section in Chapter 4 served to explore difficult instances and 

patterns of abnormality each theory exhibited when I applied them to an analysis of Pss 

1-41. This section will serve to bring together the two methods in an observation ofa 

few of the emphasized difficult instances. My purpose is to highlight the distinct thought 

patterns of each scholar's method. By bringing these scholars together in an observation 

of a few examples taken from Pss 1-41, I do not suggest that it is an appropriate practice 

to abandon one model and adopt another for the purpose of explaining an abnormal 

instance ofverbal function. I believe that such a practice is an inappropriate application 

of any model. If a model is unable to explain any instance of verbal function, the method 

should be amended within itself. To mix methods would cause serious issue with the 

foundational ideas and concepts that formulate its base. For example, to merge Cook and 

Joosten would create tension between the understanding that YIQTOL is primarily 

aspectual (Cook) or modal (Joosten). Simply, they cannot be merged. However, while 

they cannot be merged, it is interesting to place their analysis of any given instance side

by-side to see the difference of understanding. This is the goal of the following section, 

to consider their difference of opinions. The abnormal instances I want to explore are the 

unclassified occurrences of YIQTOL where it is referencing a present situation as a 

present or present progressive. These instances emphasized the greatest area of 

weakness for Joosten's model, yet for Cook, they highlighted an area of strength. 

Cook and Joosten each acknowledge YIQTOL's ability to reference the temporal 

spheres other than the future. Cook's theory demonstrated an impressive level of ability 

to distinguish between the different temporal spheres. Joosten's model was also able to 
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distinguish between temporal reference points. However, his relative tense methodology 

did not demonstrate effectiveness when it came to instances where YIQTOL references a 

present situation as a present or present progressive. Consider the following two 

examples where YIQTOL is functioning in such a way: 

Ps 10:8 ,.,~.,~ "i?.~ i1D~ tJ"!~t?Qf-., tJ""l~O :J!~Qf I:J'f.?~ 
:ub~" i1:>~n~ 

I : • JT : •• I! 

He sits in the lurking places of the villages; In the hiding places he kills the innocent; 
His eyes stealthily watch for the unfortunate. [NASB] 

Ps 2:1-2 :p"'TU;;t~ tJ"$tt?i o:.il i'¥1l i11p{, 
:ir;t"Vl9-~l!l i1lh~-~l! 1D~:-i1t?i~ tJ"1,Ti,1 nl$-'~7Q I~:l~t:~! 

Why are the nations in an uproar And the peoples devising a vain thing? The kings of 
the earth take their stand And the rulers take counsel together Against the LORD 
and against His Anointed, saying, [NASB] 

In both examples, they were categorized as unclassified according to Joosten's model. In 

comparison, Ps 2:1-2 and Ps 10:8 were classified as progressive general present 

occurrences according to Cook's model. For Ps 2:12, the specific YIQTOL instance in 

question is in clause 2a: 

Table 4.4.1. An Analysis of Psalm 2:1-2 
MT C V Verbal 

Form 
Cook Joosten 

o:.il i'¥1l i11p{, 
:p"·ru;;t~ tJ"$tt?i 

fl~-.,~7Q *I i:J¥~.t;l~ 

2 

2 

2 

la 

lb 

2a 

QATAL 

YIQTOL C. Unclassified 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Real present in 
questions 
J. Unclassified 

i1lh;-'?l! 1D~:-i1t?i~ tJ"1.Ti,1 
:1n"iz>D-~ln 

I • : - : 

2 2b QATAL 

Psalm 10:8 is classified in the following way: 
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Table 4.4.2. An An of Psalm 10:8 
Joosten 

J.Unclassified 

J.Unclassified 

MT c v Verbal Cook 

J.Unclassified 

In these examples, Cook considers this function of YIQTOL to have some form of 

relationship with the BH participle verbal grams. This was illustrated in his table 

"Semantic Mapping of the BHVS" on page 60. In Cook's opinion, YIQTOL is able to 

function as a progressive because of the relationship YIQTOL shares with the temporally 

timeless participle. YIQTOL is able to function as a progressive verbal form 

independently. This is seen in each of the above examples. Joosten does not consider 

this a possible function of YIQTOL when referencing a present situation. However, he 

does have an entire category of YIQTOL functioning as a preterite, a verbal function that 

is primarily found in texts ofBH poetry. While Cook argues that YIQTOL is primarily 

an aspectual verbal form, he considers the progressive general present category to 

express modality. This is interesting to consider in comparison to Joosten's model. 

Joosten as the one who argues that YIQTOL is almost exclusively modal overlooks this 

semantic function. 

4.5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this section reviewed difficult instances and trending patterns of 

abnormality that I discovered through my analysis of Pss 1--41. Each verbal system 

theory exhibited its own set of difficulties. Many of the problems I discovered were 

solved by the opposing method. As a result, this section also investigated through a 
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comparison these instances of abnormality. While I cannot conclude that anyone can 

take another model to solve the problems of an opposing method because the 

fundamentals of each theory are distinct, I emphasized that there were possible 

solutions. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

5.1. Introduction 

Following the presentation of all critical components of this thesis, it is time to 

conclude the argument. This section will provide some fmal remarks and general 

critiques of Cook's aspect prominent theory and Joosten's relative tense theory. I will 

generally critique each theory's ability to analyze BH poetry. My remarks are not to 

promote or reject either of the given verbal system models. Instead, my purpose is to 

open the way for further discussion and research into the BHVS. Following my 

critiques, I will present several avenues the research presented in this thesis can be 

furthered. I began this thesis acknowledging that my research was in no way exhaustive 

of the entire BHVS. Instead, my research served the purpose of establishing a foundation 

that could be built upon. Finally, I will conclude this chapter with a chapter-by-chapter 

overview of the argument presented in this thesis. 

5.2. Final Remarks 

This thesis served to provide an exhaustive review of Cook's aspect prominent 

theory and Joosten's relative tense theory. Specific attention was given to the YIQTOL 

verbal form and each scholar's argument for its form and function. In Chapter 3, I 

emphasized each scholar's position and presented possible criteria that could be used to 

determine YIQTOL's function in real instances in real texts. Then, I took these criteria 

and applied them to an extensive analysis of all 598 YIQTOL instances in Pss 1-41. In 

Chapters 3 and 4 I presented instances where their systems worked and where they did 

not. This section will serve to reflect on some fmal remarks and critiques I have 

regarding each method's ability to analyze BH poetry in light of the fact that Cook and 

Joosten developed their models through the observation ofBH prose and narrative. 
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5.2.1. Aspect Prominent Theory and Biblical Hebrew Poetry (Cook) 

Cook's aspect prominent theory dealt well with the versatile functions of 

YIQTOL in BH poetry. Cook's method was easily transferable between literary gemes. 

Chapter 4 of the present thesis highlighted two areas that caused confusion: (1) archaic 

poetic grammar in the habitual contingent and (2) the negative particle '-,:l. These two 

emphasized issues were discussed. However, both of them were not the cause of the 

fourteen unclassified instances. Only a few examples of the uncategorized were 

presented. The other examples presented had to do with grammatical phenomena that 

Cook did not consider in his research. In most cases, these instances of archaic grammar 

were the result of poetic construction, a geme of literature he did not extensively 

observe. In the end, Cook's model demonstrated proficiency in its application to BH 

poetry as less than three percent of the 598 instances of YIQTOL were left unclassified. 

5.2.2. Relative Tense Theory and Biblical Hebrew Poetry (Joosten) 

Joosten's relative tense theory also demonstrated a high level of proficiency 

when determining YIQTOL function in BH poetry. However, in comparison to the three 

percent of unclassified instances Cook's model generated, Joosten's theory left nearly 22 

percent of the 598 YIQTOL instances uncategorized. This was a drastic 19 percent 

increase by comparison. In Chapter 4, I investigated the reason for this increase in the 

unclassified category and was able to determine the primary issue. Joosten's theory did 

not account for a single possible function of YIQTOL--YIQTOL referencing present 

situation as a present or present progressive. This oversight allowed a majority of the 

unclassified instances to exist. In order to discover the reason for this oversight, I 

entered into a brief exploration as to why Cook considers it a possible category of 
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function and Joosten does not. No conclusive evidence was presented. However, it was 

found that Cook's argument for the progressive function of YIQTOL was related to the 

historical development of YIQTOL and its relationship with the participle verbal grams. 

5.2.3. Summary 

In summary, each verbal system model was applied to Pss 1-41. This application 

allowed me the opportunity to briefly reflect on each theory's ability to observe BH 

poetry. I found that in its original form, Cook's model was more easily transferable 

between literary genres than Joosten's relative tense theory. This conclusion is based on 

the lesser amount of unclassified instances generated by Cook's modeL With this in 

mind, I do not dismiss the appropriateness of Joosten's model for determining YIQTOL 

function in BH poetry. However, before Joosten's relative tense theory can increase its 

effectiveness, there are certain areas of the model that need to be revisited. Each of these 

areas of weakness were addressed in Chapter 4. 

5.3. Moving Forward 

There are many ways in which this research can be taken to the next level. In this 

section, I will present two ideas: (1) the evaluation of the independent value ofverbs, 

and (2) criteria for determining verbal function in BH. Each idea will be accompanied by 

a few examples to reinforce the importance of the subject's further study. 

5.3.1. The Evaluation of the Independent Value of Verbs 

In my analysis ofPss 1-41, I discovered several instances where it was difficult 

to determine if the aspectual, temporal, or modal value was the result of a verbal 

conjugation, discourse context, or the verb itself. Each of these instances were 

emphasized and briefly discussed in Chapter 4. Yet, my purpose in Chapter 4 was to 

highlight instances of abnormality, not solve the problem. As a result, some of these 
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instances need solving. This idea for further study has to do with the independent value 

of verbs. 

Joosten argues that there are two verbs which, if they exist as YIQTOL 

conjugations, can reference a present situation. These two verbs are t,:;,.,, "to be able," 

and l'i\ "to know." 1 This category of YIQTOL function is known as "present with 

modal verbs." Joosten provides the following examples: 

Gen 44:1 l n~o/ mft ,w~~ ?:?,N O"W~~D ni)T;lT?~-n~ N':?Q 
Fill the men's sacks with food, as much as they can carry.2 

Gen 19:19 .t;t"W~ ,W~ ~lt?D ?J1Dl.'Tf"~.,~~ TD ~fl=ill! N¥9 Nril~D 
-y~ illQQ "7.~D7;~N N7 "~.1~1 "W!?~-n~ ni~D.iJ7 "i~l? 

="T:l~l iltJlv "~i?-f.lT:l 
Now behold, your servant has found favor in your sign, and you have magnified your 
loving kindness, which you have shown me by saving my life; but I cannot escape to 
the mountains, lest the disaster overtake me and I die. [NASB] 

In my work on Pss 1-41, I discovered in Ps 30:6 a verb that implicitly expresses a sense 

of progressive temporality-1,t, or 1"t,, meaning ''to remain through the night" or 

"spend the night:" 

Ps 30:6 ,i?~'?J ":;l~ ri! :ll+,'* i1iYl:;l O"~D· 1!:l~~ IV~l "f. 
:ill,

IT • 

For His anger is but for a moment, His favor for a lifetime; Weeping may last for the 
night, But a shout ofjob comes in the morning. (NASB) 

This is the only instance oq,t, or 1"t, in the designated corpus for this thesis. However, 

in Chapter 4, I brought into the discussion Ps 49:13 and Song 1:13. Yet, if this verb 

independently or implicitly expresses its own temporality, aspect, or modality, than there 

1 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
2 Joosten, The Verbal System ofBiblical Hebrew, 277. 
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must be other verbs. This idea can lead to an evaluation of verbs expressing TAM 

independent ofverbal conjugation. 

5.3.2. Criteria for Determining Verbal Function in Biblical Hebrew 

Chapter 3 of this thesis presented criteria for determining verbal function in BH. 

This criteria was taken from the cited works of Cook and Joosten. In reflection, neither 

of these scholars had the goal in mind of presenting criteria for distinguishing between 

different functions of any given form. In fact, there are multiple instances in language 

scholarship where it is stated that syntactic function is determined by context. While this 

is not necessarily a misleading statement, it is definitely cumbersome. The term 

"context" can mean a number of different things. Many times, the term is used but never 

defined. As a result, I believe the research presented in this thesis can be taken to 

another level. It is possible to move away from the statement "context indicates" and 

instead establish criteria that can indicate syntactic function. 

Consider Joosten's category the preterite YIQTOL. This is one of several possible 

functions of YIQTOL in reference to past situation. Joosten, in his recent monograph, 

does not present an extensive list of criteria. In fact, his presentation of determining 

syntactic factors is almost non-existent. However, through an observation ofPs 18 as a 

test case, I believe that there are elements within a discourse context that can determine 

a preterite function. 

YIQTOL can function as a preterite when it exists in a discourse constellation 

with a perfective or preterite QATAL: 
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Table 5.3.2.1. A Preceding QATAL Marking a Preterite YIQTOL 
Clause 

Ex Number MT Semantic Function 
Ch v 

Sa 11lZr"7:tD .,~~~~~ Perfective QATAL 

A 18 
5b :"~~11~:;l; ?l7}..7:J "~OJl Preterite YIQTOL 

6a .,~~:t~o ?i~o/ "2:to Perfective QATAL 

6b :11l~ "Wi?i7t .,~~~?i? Perfective QATAL 

9a ,9~~ nw~ ~2¥ Perfective QATAL 

B 18 
9b ?~NT-1 ,.,~~-w~, Preterite YIQTOL 

9c :~~~~ ~1){~ t1"7Di Perfective QATAL 

A preterite YIQTOL can also be marked by a preterite WAYYIQTOL. This is the most 

effective criteria: 

Table 5.3.2.2. A Preterite WAYYIQTOL Marking a Preterite YIQTOL 

Ex 
Clause 

Number MT Semantic Function 
Ch v 

A 18 

8a iZl~~T:11 Preterite 
WAYYIQTOL 

8b fl~tl IiZl~lT:11 Preterite 
WAYYIQTOL 

8c ~rin: tl"1iJ "JQi~~ Preterite YIQTOL 

8d •· r 
~tzi~A.t:1~1 Preterite 

WAYYIQTOL 

B 18 
14a • "' • J 

~1~~ 1o:?.?if~ tll7l~l Preterite 
WAYYIQTOL 

14b 121? 1r:1: 1i"7~l Preterite YIQTOL 

c 18 
40a ~~o7~? ?:u "~lr~r;n Preterite 

WAYYIQTOL 
40b :"T;JQIJ "~i? l7"~.~1J Preterite YIQTOL 

Through the creation of criteria for determining or distinguishing verbal function 

in BH, I believe that this derivative of language studies is of greater value to the public, 

especially to the field of biblical translation. If a list were to be created that clearly 

illustrates and presents criteria for determining or distinguishing verbal function 
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according to whichever linguistic model, biblical translators could apply current 

language research to the translation of ancient texts without having to independently 

determine instances of syntactic function. 

5.4. Conclusion 

This thesis conducted a comparative analysis of Cook's aspect prominent theory 

and Joosten's relative tense theory. Each verbal system theory was reviewed and 

attention was given to the YIQTOL verbal form. Following my review of YIQTOL's 

form and function in BH according to each theory, I applied each model to Pss 1-41. In 

my application of each model, I evaluated every YIQTOL instance in Pss 1-41. My 

thoughts, evaluations, and conclusions were then presented in the proceeding chapters. 

The following is a conclusive chapter-by-chapter overview of this thesis. 

Chapter 1 explored the history of research conducted on the BHVS over the last 

150 years. This overview ofhistoric research included a review of the following 

methodologies and schools ofthought: (1) a grammarian approach (pre-Ewald-Driver), 

(2) standard theory (Ewald-Driver), (3) comparative-historical studies and neo

comparative historic studies, (4) discourse linguistic theory, (5) tense theory (post 

Ewald-Driver), (6) aspect theory, (7) and an introduction to the recent verbal system 

theories of Cook and Joosten. A review ofthe influential R-point theory was placed in 

Appendix 2 for further reference. At the end ofthe overview of research literature, 

emphasis was given to Cook and Joosten in order to transition into a presentation of the 

scope of this thesis. It was here that I presented my purpose of applying the verbal 

theories of Cook and Joosten to every YIQTOL instance in Pss 1-41. At the end of 

Chapter 1, I presented a brief chapter-by-chapter overview of this thesis and its structure. 
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Chapter 2 built offthe introduction to the verbal theories of Cook and Joosten 

presented at the end of Chapter 1. In this chapter, I provided an exhaustive review of 

both scholar's verbal system theories. At the end ofeach scholar's section, I presented a 

chart that simply laid out the entirety of the verbal system for ease of reference and 

understanding. At the end of the chapter, I presented a transition discussion on the 

function of YIQTOL according to each model. This discussion stemmed from the 

statement that both approaches to the verbal system are entirely distinct from the other. I 

argued through the observation of a few passages that each scholar understands YIQTOL 

to function differently. Cook considers YIQTOL to primarily express aspect, while 

Joosten argues that it is a modal verbal form. 

Chapter 3 continued to build from Chapter 2, YIQTOL function according to 

these distinct verbal system theories. In this chapter, I dove deeper into a review of 

YIQTOL function. As I presented a review ofeach scholar's position, I provided 

examples from Pss 1-41 to aid the reader in his or her understanding ofthese system's 

function in BH poetry. Examples were only provided for key functions of YIQTOL. The 

examples taken from Pss 1-41 were determined according to the criteria presented in 

Chapter 3. The presented criteria were applied to an extensive evaluation of YIQTOL 

function in BH poetry. Accompanying the review of each verbal system theory, I 

provided a chart that outlined all possible functions of YIQTOL according to the 

individual model. At the end of the chapter, I presented statistics that illustrated the rate 

of occurrence for the individual functions of YIQTOL in Pss 1-41. 

At the beginning of this thesis, I acknowledged that there would be instances 

where either verbal system theory would not be able to comprehend YIQTOL function. 

In Appendix 1 these instances are labeled "C. Unclassified" or "J.Unclassified." Chapter 
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4 explored these instances in order to determine the cause of these abnormalities. The 

goal of this chapter was not to provide solutions to the problems, but rather to create 

space for discussion. All abnormal instances emphasized were discussed and evaluated. 

Chapter 5 presented the conclusive thoughts of this thesis. In this chapter, I 

provided some fmal thoughts and critiques regarding each verbal theories ability to 

comprehend YIQTOL function in BH poetry. Following my fmal thoughts, I presented 

several avenues for this research to be taken further. Finally, I reviewed the content 

presented in this present thesis chapter-by-chapter. 
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Appendix 1. Tense, Aspect, and Modality Analysis Table: Psalms 1-41 

T 

n;llJ:J 
y- -: -

MT 

I1WN 
<·: -: 

<. 

tJ"l'iV1 r T : 

0"~\?Q 11J=f~ 

D:J~ 

c 

2 

v 
la 

lb 

lc 

ld 

2a 

2b 

2b 

Form 
Verbless 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Table: Psalms 1-41 
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m:::: ' <m <i~ :m: m 

Volitive--------- YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

---------
=rl~r"Q!?~ ~.t:t!D.~1 2 8c Verbless 

--------- ---------?Jl:;;l O:;fy?f t:J~t1.Q 2 9a YIQTOB' ::: illl 

~" 

i 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

:t:J~!:I.lrl ,~;., "'/:::>:;>
••• : - : .J"" l " : • 

2 9b fiQTp4 . ,,. 

<<• ·, *' :m 
mi. 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

i'?"f,tpiJ 0"?.79 i1rll11 
T - :l 

2 lOa Imperative ~~ 
=rl~ "\?!?'¥ rit?!D 2 lOb Imperative ~~ 

i1N1":J i11;,"-nN ii:J.l' 
nT . . JT : J : 

2 lla Imperative 

--------- ---------:i1il11:J i?"l1 
ITT ! • •! 

2 llb Imperative 

---------l~-ii''PJ 2 12a Imperative ~ ---------~ 
I~)-~~-1~ 2 12b ,f!QTOL 

1,.\iii;•'ii ;; WI " I@)'; 

Habitual 
contingent 

Potentiality 

ll.i ii~Nfq 2 12c YlQTOb * :; 
Wii :s• :;: n ;;;; ;:iif· 

Habitual 
contingent 

Potentiality 

i!:IN Ol'D:;> 111::1"-":;)
n - J : J  : • ,. 2 12d f!~T()L iii? F 

11:;;: .1 
Habitual 
contingent 

Potentiality 

:i:J. "Oin-Z,:;> "iWN 
I .. J T •• ! -

2 12e Participle ~ 
i1l'? 1iDtD 

h" T ! J : • 

3 la Verbless ~ ----------~ 
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oi?iV:u~ l".l!:l~ iri1:1:1 
T : - <"": " : T : 

:i.l:J 
I : 

3 lb Infinitive 
construct ~ 

---------
--------------------
~ 
~ 

Progressive 
general past 

-----------
------------------
-----------Progressive 
general past 

~ 
---------------------------
~ 
~ 

Prospective 

~ 

-------~ 
~ 
Preterite 
YJQTOL 

2a 

2b 

3a 

QATAL 

Participle 

Participle 

VerblesstJ"D'?N~ i~ i1~~1iV~ 1"~ 
:i1~0 

T 1"." 

3 3b 

"J!?~ 1Nt i1lh~, i1D~1 
• • • 0 ( 

:"iVN1 0"1~1 "11:lJ 
I" J" •• : 

3 4a Verbless 

Sa 

5b 

YJQ'{OL 
./ •? 

WAYYIQTOL 

QATAL 

WAYYIQTOL 

"nJ:jiZJ ".lN 
• : - T r -: 

3 6a 

i1.lW"N1 
T JT " IT 

3 6b 

6c QATAL 

I , Y~ 
(Lo) YIQTO 

,, i? 

QATAL 

Imperative 

Imperative 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

Verbless 

:".l:J~O" i11h" "J 
"1 .. ! JT ! l" 

3 6d 

7a 

7b 

8a 

8b 

8c 

8d 

9a 

9b 

Imperfective 

---------
---------
----------------
-----------------------------
~ 
-------------------------
---------
~ 
Habitual 
contingent 

Predictive 

---------
---------
---------~ 
~ 

------------------
~ 
~ 

--------------
---------
~ 
J.Unclassified 

1i9T7~ nij"~~~ n~J~7 
:111~ 

I" T! 

4 la Participle 

2a 

2b 

Imperative 

QATAL 

".lln 
• .. T 

4 2c Imperative 

Imperative 

Verbless 

2d 

"1iJ:J i1~-1lJ W"N ".l:J 
J" : - r·: 

i1r::h:J~ 
T " : "l 

4 3a 

3b YlQ'JlOL ,;;:h~) %~'
-,@Fi"" 
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:il?B :qd io/i?~r;t 4 3c YIQTOL 
co 

Habitual 
contingent 

J.Unclassified 

1))11 4 4a Imperative ------- -------i/ 1"91) illh~, il]!;liT"f. 4 4b QATAL ------- -------:1"~~ "~li?f VQo/~ illh~ 4 4c YIQTOL ";:;~iii:@' . #!! 

Imperfective Predictive 

if~! 4 5a Imperative ~~ 
iNYD~T'i~l, 4 5b YIQTOL Directive YIQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

-'?P- O~=t~(~ ij~~ 
O~:t~o/Q 

4 5c Imperative 

~~ 
:il'?O iD11 

T 1"." J : 

4 5d Imperative 

------- --------Plir"D:tT it;:tT 4 6a Imperative 

------- -------:i11h~-'?~ irit?~i 4 6b Imperative ~~ 
0"1DN 0"::11,. - 4 7a Participle ------- -------:li" UN1"-"D 

) y•• :  ,. 4 7b YIQTOL Habitual 
contingent 

J.Unclassified 

:i1)}1~ 'Tf"4~ 1iN U"?~til\?~ 4 7c Imperative ~ 
"::1'?:::1 ilnniV ilr-tnJ 

t\" " : JT : " T J- T 

4 8a QATAL ------------------ -------:1::11 oiVi1"n1 oJ.rr nvn 
IT JT ,. : lTT : •• u 

4 8b QATAL 

------- -------il~:Po/~ 11~~ oi{~~ 4 9a YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

1\Z?"~l 4 9b WeYJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

n"~7 11:::1'? i11h" ilr-tN-"::.> 
- ••• T t\T T : JT : JT - I" 

:"J:l"Wir-t.,.. 

4 9c YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

1i~TQ ni';"D~iT'i~ 11~J~7 
:111~ 

I" T : 

5 I a Participle 

~~ 
ilih" IilJ"tNil "1DN 

T : T J" -: - l- T -: 

5 2a Imperative ~~ 
:"l"lil ilJ"::l. ,. -: T J• 

5 2b Imperative ------- -------"P1W 'iii?7 Iil:t"iP.i?D 5 3a Imperative ------- -------";j'iN1 "';J~D
AT .. r : -

5 3b Verbless ~~ 
:'?~~~~ 'Tf"?~-"f. 5 3c YlQTOL 

' 

'""' m iiill!i 

Volitive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

"/.iP V9o/T:1 1p~ illh~ 5 4a YIQTOL ;,.co; 
·co 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

~?-11~~ 1j?~ 5 4b YIQTOL Volitive YJQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 
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::l!:l~N1,... - -:  5 4c YIQTOL Volitive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

IVW) l'~lT"~ N{ 1"?. 
:-111N 

T "T 

5 5a Verbless 

~~ 
:v1 Jl~; N7 5 5b I 'YIQTOL "' 11YijJIII111111'' 

l m: . ...;:: 
r;;ii 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

1.3}..( tJ"7(ii} ~:;qt~Q~-N7 
1"J.."~ 

5 6a YIQTOL ·•:• Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

:n.~ "7.P,~-?f ~Njip 5 6b QATAL 

--------- ---------:I.T:> "1::1.1 1:lNI1 
JTT y••: 

5 7a YIQTOL 
>! 

Directive Predictive 

::-11M; 1"4~ 1iN U"7lJ.-:-191, 5 7b YJQI;OL 
iN:

'· 
Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

11t?tl :ll~ .,~~1 5 8a Verbless ~ 
1f}"~ Ni:;t~ 5 8b YIQTOL Imperfective ==========Predictive 

~vtnr'~.,n-?~ :lJ..QDo/~ 
=1lJ~l~~ 

5 8c YIQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

1Qi?1¥~ "~1J1 I:-1);1; 5 9a Imperative 

"JliW 1lJ9( 5 9b Imperative --------- ------------------=1#11 "1-~( 1'?->lD 5 9c Imperative ---------
~1~i=>1 ~;,.,~~ 1"~ "?. 5 lOa Participle --------- ---------~ 

niJD o~rH? 5 lOb Verbless ========== 
--------- ---------o~i1~ 11~1}~-1~i?.. 5 lOc Participle 

=i~P"'?.O~ o~iw( 5 lOd YIQTOL 

( 'i% 

-------------Progressive 
general 
present 

-------------J.Unclassified 

tJ"fi"N ItJD"WN:-1
• "."1: •• • -: ,

5 11 a Imperative ~~ 
tJD"Di¥P,b9 ~"~~ 5 lib YIQTOL Directive YIQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

inn"i:-1 tJ:-1"1-'W!:l :>.1:1..... .  "l J : 

5 11c Imperative 

--------- ---------:1:>. ~1n-":> 
IT JT • 

5 lld QATAL 

1:t "t;?ilT"? ~n9tp~1 5 12a werl~I,~ ~.i~'+li; Directive--------- YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

---------
u~1., o~iV7 

.. -:l JT : 

5 12b .YIQTOL . Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 
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12c W,eYIQJjOL <j 
"'ii 

,,, ''),,, <·'' ,'Y> 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

12d 1 ,:;:~~ Diroctivo YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

13a Jf(!TOL,. , 

/I' ', 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

13b YIQTOL :n 

cTrti' 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

-~l' ni.J".l.J::l nll.JD~ 
· - . : .l -.J•• : -

:i1il; 1iDtD n"i'~DWil 
I• T: J : • : -

6 la Participle 

2a YIQTOL .,, 

:!'::: :: 

Directive YIQTOL 
expressing a 
wish 

2b Directive YIQTOL 
expressing a 
wish 

3a 

3b 

Imperative 

Imperative ---------------- ----------------:"D~l] ~~il~.l .,~
IT T -: J -: ! • l" 

6 3c QATAL 

------------------------
Habitual 
contingent 

------------------------
J. Unclassified 

4a 

4b 

Sa 

5b 

5c 

6a 

6b 

QATAL 

Verbless 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Verbless 

YIQTOL 

"lin.JN::l l"nl'.l" 
• T ! - I! • : <"""T 

6 7a QATAL 

7b 

7c 

YIQTOL >'"' 
'·, : :, 

YIQTOL' I 

Habitual 
contingent 
Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 
Repetition in 
the Present 

".l"l' Ol'~D ilWWl'
n• •• - J • .JT : IT 

6 8a QATAL 

-------- --------8b 

9a 

9b 

lOa 

QATAL 

Imperative 

QATAL 

QATAL 

--------------- ----------------
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:njR: "lJ7;lJ;;~ ilih; 6 lOb 

lla 

YjQTOL. v~;~~;; 

;fi;QTOL 

Progressive 
general 
present 

I.Unclassified 

I1Wj"< •• 
6 Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

.,~;N-'?f 1NQ 17D~:1 6 lib I~~~-1jf'JQT9fj~; Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

1:Jiih 
"•, T 

6 llc ••lifflUL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

:Vli 1Wj"
-IT J •• 

6 lld YIQTOL 

I:iii!litl:; ··illllfl;;, 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity_,l} ..,w-..,w~ 1J.17 y;~~w 

:illh"~ "1-"Q;-y~ W1:5-.,1~1 

7 la QATAL 

~~ 
".D"P.T:l ~f "i:i'~- ilJ\h; 7 2a QATAL 

"!11"1-'?::JD ".ll'"Wiil 
- : T • • )'' • 

7 2b Imperative ----------------- -----------------:".J''"~i11.... . - : 
7 2c Imperative ------- -------"iP.!?J ilJ:.:~:P 'llt?:-y~ 7 3a 

I:llliJrTO£ . Habitual 
contingent 

Potentiality 

:'7"¥,Q 1"~1 pig 7 3b Participle -------nNt "n"wv-oN "ii'?N i11h" 
1\ ' J' T ' - ·::\ JT : 

7 4a QATAL ------- -----------------:"!l:l:J. ",v-w"-oN
IT - : •: JT •: I' 

7 4b Verbless ~ 
v.., "D~iw "n~DroN 

1\T r : I ' : - Tl • 

7 Sa QATAL -----------------:t:JB"1 ")li~ il¥'(D~! 7 5b WAYYIQTOL ------------------ -------"iP!;>J I:J.~iN 'll1 ~ 7 6a l li~~PL .. Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

-'W~1 7 6b ffeYlQTOL 
ti 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

.,~:D fl~7 ottr1 7 6c WeYJQTOf. 

4111. :mml~llll~lllm:i: 
Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

:il{B 1?-o/~ ..,~l??. 1"1i:J~1 7 6d YIQTOL 

l qi~ll~liilli'' IiiiJIIIIIIIIi1' 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

'9'$~f Iil!h; i1Q1i' 7 7a Imperative ~~ 
.,..,..,;~ nii:Jl':l NivJil 

t\T : J : - : •• T "l 

7 7b Imperative ------- -------.,,~ ill1~1 7 7c Imperative ------- -------:n"1~ O!lWD 
T ,.. JT : 

7 7d QATAL ~~ 
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8a 

I 

YIQTOL 

JJi 
Directive YJQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

8b Imperative 

9a ?YIQfOL ;; .e.J11 

'/ ·::::ill:ll 4'+. \*Ill!;. 

Directive YJQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

9b Imperative 

9c Verbless 

9d Verbless 

Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

1Ob WeYJQTOL .. 

·•. .r> •..· 
Directive YIQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

tl"iJ"~ ni~?=?~ nth'(. 1!Jj~ 1 

:j'J"'J~ 

10c Participle 

------------
------------

------------
------------

11a Verbless 

11 b Participle 

"~1 P"J~ t>~iw tl"D"~. 7 

:tli"-~:::>:1. tll't 
I T : r• 

12a Participle 

13a ~ j:, 
. 

Habitual 
contingent 

Potentiality 

13b •i YIQTOL imr,:: iil!lli" 
............... 

13c QATAL 

13d WA YYIQTOL 

14a QATAL 

14b 1 YIQTOV:: 11•. t 
1·· ~ 
I+ : "•'•.· ' 

Habitual 
contingent 

-----------

------------

------------Progressive 
general 
present 

Potentiality 

~ 
------------

-------------Preterite 
YIQTOL 

15a . YJQTOL,:,i•:: .. ;•. Progressive 
general 

15b 

I · . · · .,,,~o .· .,::. present 

WeQATAL -----------

J.Unclassified 

-----------',Ql) i1ii11 7 
T T JT T : 

:ii?,W i?J:l 7 15c WeQATAL 

i1i:l ii:l 7 16a ------------QATAL ------------
IT Tl J 

~i1i!:ln!!1 7 ,... : : -. 16b ------------WA YYIQTOL ------------ ------------------------

nnw:~.~§!!, 7 16c WAYYIQTOL -----------~ 
- J : • -

:',l)!)" 7 
IT : • 

16d IYiQTOI .,... ·· Progressive 

I • ~~'•11;;.: dlli111m: e::•D% general past 
Preterite 
YIQTOL 
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iiVN1:J. i'?DlJ :J.iW" 7 
A : J T - : J T 

1i'?F~ n"f:i~iT'?tJ ll~JT?? 8 

:111~ 
I" T: 

1"1N-ilD iJ"j1N il1h" 8 
J" - IT •• <T : 

l'l~iT~=?~ 'Tf'?iP. 
-?l} ~'"fiil il~T;l 1lf.?~ 8 

:tJ"DWil 
• IT T -

tlJ rl10" 8 
J T : y- • 

: ilrl.l.li:::> 1iVN 8 
T :IT J": -: 

:iil1t>3Jrl 11il1 1i:J.:J1 8 
I"" : - : JT T ! C. T ! 

:"1iv ninil::l o.i1 8 
IT T J -: -

tJ!Iil ".l1i O"DW 1i!l~ 8 
1\T - J"" ! " - Tl J 

17a IYJQTOt'[wrx '1'liiiP Imperfective Predictive 

17b HYJQT01J1BIIfr ~'llw Imperfective Predictive 
I> "' 

18a YJQTOD!ilwlt '~iml Imperfective Predictive 
"' ,,,,,, 

18b JWeY'JQT<f!TJ '1Tifli!• Imperfective Predictive 

1 a Participle 

2a Verbless 

2b Imperative 

3a Participle 

3b QATAL 

3c Participle 

3d Participle 

4a h·YIQTOL Iii: 

4b Verbless 

4c Verbless 

4d QATAL 

Sa Verbless 

5b TiiYlQTOL 

5c Verbless 

-------- --------
--------- ---------

'nw Habitual 
contingent 

J.Unclassified 

-------- ---------------- --------
,11!lli' C.Unclassified Real present in 

questions 

-------- --------5d l iii• YJQ'{OLI~.. :11~111 C.Unclassified Real present in 
questions 

6a WA YYIQTOL --------  -------- 

6b 'i YJQTOL .·• · •!!(:!:: Progressive Preterite 
general past YIQTOL 

tii• Progressive Preterite 
general past YIOTOL 

7b QATAL 

8a Verbless 

8b Verbless 

--------- ---------9a Verbless 

-------- --------9b Participle 

-------- ---------
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-------- ---------------- --------
------- ---------------- ----------------
-------- --------

-------- ------------

Verbless 

Participle 

Predictive 

YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

flQ'[Of: . , ,, : Imperfective Predictive 

Predictive 

.YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

Infinitive 
Construct 

i"1N-i1D U"J"TN i11h" 8 lOa 
r - IT N" -: JT ! 

:fl~;T~~f ~91P' 
ii9F~ 1~7 n~9(l! T1¥J97, 9 la 

:i1i~ 
I" T ! 

i1nDWN 9 3a 
.JT : : •: 

1::1 ~ 9 . 3b 
nT i1~: ~~1 

4c 

8b 

YJQTOL 
;i)ib ::A} 

We.YJQTOL 

"' 

Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 
Progressive J.Unclassified 

: general 
., present 

-----------

wtl! present 

5a 

5b 

6a 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATALVWi rti~N 9 6b 
1\T T T : J- " 

QATAL:il.n O~iV7 n"riD ODW 9 6c 
1"." T JT : T • T JT 

QATAL 

QATAL 

7a 

.ntz>n.l O"il'1 9 7b 
T : n- T r T : 

QATAL:i1Di1 Oi:Ji i:J.N 9 7c 
T I"" JT : " l- T 

YJQTOL w: Progressive J.Unclassified:J.W" o~;p; i11h"1 9 8a 
t\"" •• JT : T 1\. general 

f----:0_"_")..,-.o/;_·.,_q--,·~_;_O_"_Q_~c-··t?.:_'_1"_:)--.<.~r+-:9:--!---,9--::-b-+-'~~-'~f. 'i!1 
> Imperfective PredictiveJ~{ ~ 

1J7 ::1~~.77~ i1)/1" "i)"1 9 IOa ~ /! Imperfective Predictive 

:i1"}f;l~ nir;t~( :J.~lpQ 9 lOb Verbless ~~ 
II a WeYIQTOL . Imperfective Predictive 

.·•· ....... 

lib QATAL 

12a Imperative 

12b Participle 
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12c Imperative ------- -------1JT oniN 0"~1 W1'r"::l 
/tiT T JT Tl. J"" I" 

9 13a QATAL ------- ---------13b QATAL ------- ---------jlih" "JJJn 
T "••! IT 

9 14a Imperative -------""Jl' j1N1
• ! Tl J"" ! 

9 14b Imperative ------- ---------
"NJW~ 

/\T! 
9 14c Participle ---------

:n1~ "1l1W~ "DDi1~ 
"."IT •·-: J ! ! 

9 14d Participle -------15a mYJQTOL '' Habitual Permission---------
-n~ ")P,W~ 'Tf"DrDIT'?~ 

1i~¥ 

9 15b Verbless 

15c Y{QZ:O.f "'"' "" Habitual 
contingent 

Permission 

16a 

16b 

16c 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL ------- ---------
:O';l.l1 jli::l'?J

IT! - JT ! ! • 
9 16d QATAL ------- -------~11h" IViiJ 

T : - < 
9 17a QATAL 

jlizJlJ "!ltV~ 
JT T YT ! " 

9 17b QATAL ---------------- ---------
17c 

17d 

18a 

18b 

19a 

19b 

20a 

20b 

Participle 

Verbless 

3YIQT01; 
,.,,,... i ...,.. 

Verbless 

YJQTOL '' 
':m !Hi' '':!i @:1 

I"YJQTOL ' 
l·i!! 0h !!iii hi •. ,,. 

Imperative 

1yY.[Q1]0~ 

l :ii!i 
' ; 

1 

-------
Imperfective 

-------Imperfective 

Imperfective 

Directive 

---------
---------
Predictive 

---------Predictive 

Predictive 

YJQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

20c , flQTOL Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

21 a 

21 b 

Imperative 

.YIQTOI: 

I· 
Directive YIQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

:jl'?O jl~jl WiJN 
T 1"." T J"" I. ·:: 

9 21c Verbless 

--------- -------
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,,,YJQTOf: ,;, 
'' ,,,, .':', ,,, ,-,, ,, 

C.Unclassified Real present in 
questions 

:i11~:J nir:ui; o"?lJn 
ITT - J • : • : -

10 1b C.Unclassified Real present in 
questions 

•YIQTOL 

I':• 
fl1 

, 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

rl{!lUL ''"' t''' 

I ,,' ' , : 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

:i:LiVn n 
IT T J 

10 2c QATAL ~~ 

nu~n-'73.1 ))W1 'I'Ji1-"J 
J--: - - T Tl J"" " I" 

iiV!>J 
~ 

10 3a Participle 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Predictive 

QATAL 

QATAL 

YIQTOL ,',, ;;; 

; '' 

:1"l]iDT9-r,f O"D"~ i"~ 10 4b Verbless 

nli-'!J:J 1J1i i'l"n" 10 5a 
•• T : T T : <" T I''PQ,TOL Progressive J.Unclassified 

•w general 
1-'i' - present 

i11#Q 'Tf"\?~o/Q Oil9 10 5b Verbless 

:oi1:J n"!l" 1""i1i~-'?J 10 5c 
1"." T - r T T : T 

YIQTOL --'. - Progressive 
, general 

,, present 

J. Unclassified 

i:J'73 1iJN 10 6a 
• :l J T 

QATAL 

t>i~N-'?3 10 6b 
h ... -

YIQTOL
' ' ,, ' 

~1 Volitive Predictive 

:V1:L-N'7 1WN 1"11 1"1'1 10 6c 
IT : I J": -: T J : 

Verbless 

niD1iJi N'liJ ii1".9 i1'7N 10 7a 
J : " •• Tt. .J" <T T 

1i:ll 
QATAL 

:n.~l 'IQlJ UiiV? nDp 10 7b Verbless ------ -----O""i~n :r1NTJ.:l I:LW" 
• u -: - : - : ("" •• 

10 8a 'YIQTOL - 11111• •{;< Progressive 
;;, general 

,,y , present 

J.Unclassified 

"i?.~ llQ~ 0"!J;I9~?. 10 8b rl{!lVL ' - Progressive 
,,> general 

,. ,, <1!1\ <'11~', present 

J.Unclassified 

:utl~., i1~7n5 ,.,j.,lJ 10 8c 
I : " JT : •• I! T •• 

i1"1NJ 11noD:J J.1N" 
•• : - : T : • - ·:: ·: 

10 9a 

i150J. ... : 

.YIQlObr ,;IJililH s Progressive 
+j) general 

fi]iL ::: TT• we present 

J.Unclassified 

J.Unclassified 
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. o: general 
:1:<.. ,,, .,.; : present 

J.Unclassified 

YIQTOL Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

i1::l11 
J•: : • 

10 1Oa WeQATAL 

10 lOb -Y_fQTUL '1': Progressive 
" 1• general 

· ' ., !1h: present 

J .Unclassified 

WeQATAL --------- --------

i:J.'?:J. ,DN 
• ! l J T 

10 11a QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Imperative 

Imperative 

---------
-------------------
---------Directive 

--------
-----------------
---------YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

10 11b 

,.,jg ,.,no;, 
T T r : • 

10 11c 

10 

10 

11d 

12b 

QATAL 

QATALth'?:J. ,DN
• : J T 

10 13b 

(Lo} YIQTOL 
;, ' ' ,.,, w 

Directive Predictive 

i1nN,
T • T 

10 14a QATAL 

--------- --------t>":lrl ID.UJ1 'ID.U Ii1nN-"::l 
• - - - T <T T <T - I" 

1"71;! 1J~~ nn7 
10 14b YJQTOL ··. ,: Progressive 

general 

1 '''" ·',; c'': ·..• present 

J.Unclassified 

10 14c YIQTOL ''.i' Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

:,tiV n"';, 1 i1nN oiri" 
t•• T • T <T - T 

10 14d QATAL 

--------- ---------VW, .Ui,i ,jiZ) 
fiT T - J: a 

10 15a Imperative 

---------10 15b YIQTOL Directive YJQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

---------
10 15c J{IQTOL'HJ ···: Directive YJQTOL 

continuing a 
volitive form 

Verbless 

QATAL 

QATAL 

---------Y,JQTOL ,:::•. " Directive ---------Predictive 

:i~,ND O.;il ~1:lN 
I : - r•• J : T 

10 16b 

17b 

YJQTOL iE Progressive 
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10 17c 'TIQTO£ Am +;;; 

iillil ,' '" 

Directive Predictive 

1]1 oin; "~o/7 10 1sa Infinitive 
Construct 

----.__ 
---_ 

----
-----._ 

10 18b 

Ia 

1b 

lc 

ld 

h+YJQTOL sw , 
1 i¥ pip ,,,tf <i 

Infinitive 
Construct 

QATAL 

YJQTOL 

Imperative 

1 

Habitual 
contingent 

Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

Real present in 
questions 

n=>ll~ O"l:'o/lD i1JD "?. 
nipp 

11 2a I , Yl(JTOL 

,·;· ,, 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

QATAL 

Infinitive 
Construct 

mYIQTOL <~!! 

QATAL 

Verbless 

w 

----- 
------- 

C.Unclassified 

-----------

---- 
-----._ 

Real present in 
questions 

---------
1".l"U iNO:J O"DW::l i11h" 

JT •• J : • y- T - T : 

nn" 
n ·::·.· 

4b YIQIOL '1111' 

1~1 
Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

:O"TN ".l::l ~jn:L" 1"!:ll'!:ll.1 
IT T .J"" : • • JT - : -

4c YIQTOf: Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

·YIQTOL ·· · 
I .,,,",,,, ;;. , , 

Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

onn :Li1N1 
1'\T T J"" : 

sb Participle -----------  ------- 

:iW!:l.l i1N.liv 
I JT! IT 

5c QATAL 

O"Tl!:l O"VW,-'IU ,t.?D" 
r - · T : - J.. : -

n~,, n",!:ll1 iZ>N 
- J ! • : T !t. J"" 

11 6a Imperfective Predictive 

Verbless 

QATAL 

:iD".l!:l 1iT1" ,u.;.,
I""T J •.•:•: T T 

7b YlQTOL 
b tii, i!T Jk iiill! 

Imperfective Predictive 

n"~"Qi¥iT'I~ 11~J~7 
:'11'1; ,iDtD

I" T : J ! • 

12 ta 

Imperative 

QATAL 

QATAL 

~ 

--------- 

~ 

--------- 

--------- 

--------- 
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iilV1-nN iV"N i1~i" 1N1iV 12 3a i,fl~~VL ' T Progressive J. Unclassified 
r• .. ·: <" : - J: : <T 

il!f ;;~Ill!! general 

nii??O n~i.p 
@:: 

present 

:i1~i" :1'?1 :t'?~ 3b iiiYJQTOL i(;iji Progressive J.Unclassified 
1.. -! J""T l"" ! 

;li!l . general 
present 

"D!?t?.r'?f illh;, n:p~ 12 4a YIQ'[OL. :Iii! n;w:ffi!il!l Directive YJQTOL 

nii??D !illllll!l 

expressing a 
[!' wish 

:ni71~ n1;;19 1iiilj 4b Participle ------ ------li17JN 1iVN 12 5a QATAL ------ ------! IT <": -: 

U"n!liv 1"~l.l U.J\V'?'? 5b n!:YlQ'l'PL:k Imperfective Predictive 
J"" T ! " ! -l J.. ! • .. 

U11N :IIIII· iii ':jll~T • i 

:u~ 1il~ "9 5c Verbless ------ ------ni?-1~7d tl"~~P, i\?)Q 12 6a YIQTOL 
1!!111, 

Volitive Predictive 
;< "' .·,Win 

• < 

oip~ ilD~ tl"f.1"=t~ IIIIi mill!! <il!ii: 'fu~v 

il1h" 17JN" 6b ,YIQfOL Progressive J. Unclassified 
~T : r ~y ::~1~: general 

I!\'; 
"' .: present 

vw~~ n"iVN 6c YJQTOL ''· "' Volitive Predictive 
- ·· : r T } + 

:i'? n"!l" 6d YIQTOL ' 
/: Volitive Predictive 

I 1 J" T .m;., (!!{ . .:: 

ni17JN il1h" ni1TJN 12 7a Participle 

~~ 
y T -: T : J -: I" 

~"?P.~ ~i1¥. ~9~ ni]flt? 
fl~? 

:tl~lJlJ=ttP i'~!T? 7b Participle ------ ------tl17JW11 il1h"-il11N 12 8a :'YIQTODI[I iii IIi!: Imperfective Predictive 
n··: : JT : IT - ·.,. 

:o~iV7 i! 1iliT1Q li11l¥D 8b . YIQTOL W 
'11!! 

11 Imperfective Predictive 
•) 

1i~7iJ~~ tl"~o/l :1"~9 12 9a 1°YJQTOL"" ' IIIII Progressive J.Unclassified 

l li1 

general 
present 

:tliN ".l:t., n~t 01:> 9b QATAL 

-----------~ 
ITT J""! " "•• r•.! 

:i1.17 1i7fTQ 71~~9~ 13 1a ------ ------n~.J ".Jn:>iVn il1h" il.JN-iV 13 2a YIQI;OL 
:'!;:, 

Habitual YIQTOL 
-/\·: " J"" T ! " T :l T JT - contingent expressing a 

/~, :!¥~1 wish 

~P}.~-n~ 1"l:Jt?D Iil.JN-il' 2b YIQTOL Habitual YIQTOL 
T T - :rr contingent expressing a i 

:".:IDTJ 
)!\i( 

wish 
. .... 0 

W: .:(:iN AW 

ni~~ n"iVN il.JN-iV 13 3a :I~YJ91i~:il Habitual YIQTOL 
y• T T T -

·:iilllllllli contingent expressing a 
ogi" ";+:t7:;11i~~ "W!?~~ ,mill: ,!ill wish 
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-------- ---------------- --------

-------- --------

-------- --------

-------- ---------------- ---------------- --------
-------- ---------------- --------
-------- --------
-------- --------

I+ 'K 

QATAL 

Participle 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Participle 

QATAL 

Iii! Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------

i1U":Ji1 
IT J • 

"ii'/N i11h" ".l.ll' 
/\T •.•: JT : • •• -:l 

"i.-;N i9N"-glJ 

1"lJ?~; 
~';'lj'l "i~ 

• T ,- T 

"T:lT~~:t ~lt?Df 1"1.~1 

O"DWTJ ilih 
• - T T 

OJ~-.,~f-~+J ~"i?.o/0 

n~ "?P,~-?f ~V1; N?O 
"~:JN 

J"" : 

in!l ~in!l 1 ow 
- 1\T -: JT <T 

YIQTOL ·.. ' ,,. Habitual YJQTOL3b 
expressing a 
wish 

13 

I* . .:i:' contingent 

Imperative 

4b 

4a 

Imperative 

4c Imperative 

4d l ~,nQroL ':' · PotentialityHabitual 
,. contingent 

13 Potentiality5a YIQTOL Habitual 
" :! contingent 

5b QATAL 

5c YJQTOL'ill' Habitual Potentiality 
contingent 

6a QATAL 

1, YIQTOL 

13 

6b 

6c 

6d 

1b 

1c 

1d 

le 

14 2a 

14 4a 

4b 

4c 

14 sa 

Participle 


Participle 


QATAL 


QATAL 


Participle 


Verbless 


QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 
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------------

:P"T:? ,;1~ o"D"'~~r"f. 5b Verbless 

-------- --------~iV"J.n ".urn~.un• T r T - -: 

14 6a YIQTfJ,r}ili 

., 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Volition 

:~i1onn i11h" ":l,.. : - JT : lo 

6b Verbless 

-------- --------'l~lo/: nP-~iV; 1i!I¥Q 1D: "9 
iD.u n~J.iV i11h" J.~iV:J. 

~ - J : T " J : 

14 7a YJQTOJJ, v 
d-'~W:'i'i~i 

Habitual 
contingent 

Real present in 
questions 

iD.u n~J.iV i11h" J.~iV:J. 
~ - J : T " J : 

7b YIQTOL 
.:ilia% 

Imperfective Predictive 

:'?NiiV" nniV" 
•• IT : " J ! " 

7c YIQTQJ)iWr 
i<iiW 

Imperfective Predictive 

i1i'? iiDTD 
J" T: : • 

15 la Participle 

--------~ 1?iJ~~ 1~1;-"Q i11h" 
T " 

lb YJQTOL 
.:,'1.11im 

Habitual 
contingent 

Real present in 
questions 

=1Wli? ,~~ 1ilo/:-"9 lc YIQTdJ}: Habitual 
contingent 

Real present in 
questions 

O"Q Q 1]i i1 15 2a Participle 

-------- --------P1~ 'lp,b~ 2b Participle 

-------- --------:iJ.J.'?:J. n7JN 1::111 
I T : • "." ·:: J"" : 

2c WeQATAL 

-------- --------Uw?-'1~ I'Ili-N'! 
- T I 

15 3a QATAL ~ 
i1~l ~ i1}.!17 i1if?lJ-N'? 3b QATAL ----------- --------:i::lli?-'1~ NiJ?rN'I i1$ll)l 3c QATAL ------------------- --------1".l".U:l I i1TJ..l 

<T •• 1: <":: • 
15 4a Participle 

-------- --------i:J.:J" i11h" "Ni"-nN1 OND.J".. - : JT : JOO 
0 0 T 

4b YJQ1~ Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

v1Q( v;o/~ 4c QATAL 

-------- --------:iT;); N71 4d (We-lo) , 
YIQT1 

. i!!!' 

QATAL 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

1W~~ 1DtN'I Ii~t?~ 15 5a 

-------- --------n~? N? "i?r'l~ iD\Pl 5b QATAL 

--------~ i1?~-i1i.p~ 5c Particple 

:o~iv7 oi9: N? 5d YIQTOJ, -----------Imperfective -----------Predictive 

i)o17 °tl~Q 16 la Verbless 

~~ "~J9W lb Imperative ------------------- -------------------:1:;t "D"9Q-"f. lc Participle 

-------- --------i11h"7 niDN 
T 1""\ : :.r T 

16 2a QATAL 

i1nN ".l1N 
T ~T JT 

2b Verbless --------- ---------~ 
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---------- -----------

------- -------0"\Pi1i?~ 16 3a Verbless ------- -------
oni:nzv ~::li" 

T : - J 
16 4a YIQTOL ·•···· 

" 
Imperfective Predictive 

~iiln inN 
JT T y•• -

4b QATAL ------- -------4c IYIQTOf . . ..;y~~~~ Imperfective Predictive 

-';JJ Ol)int.p-n~ NiR~-';:~q 
:"n!liv 

ITT : 

4d YJQTOL · 

I· .,a: 
;!I 

Imperfective Predictive 

5b 

6b 

7b 

7c 

Verbless 

Participle 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

----------------------------Imperfective 

----------------------------Predictive 

1"1Jn "1.l.l'l i11h" "n"~W 
1\" T J" : •: : JT : " " " 

16 sa QATAL 

:nnw 
- IT 

8b 

9b 

9c 

1Ob 

. YIQTOL :!:!!!Ill! 

QATAL 

WAYYIQTOL 

YJQT,~:f wlil!llllll 

YIQTOL 
.• ·Ccfi· 

:IYIQTOL .'•'':; 

I' .:':., .:::·:: 

Volitive 

------- 

Imperfective 

Imperfective 

Imperfective 

Predictive 

~ 
Predictive 

Predictive 

Predictive 

V:JW tJ"lln niN ".llJ"1in 
- J r -< •·• • 1 

'Tf"J~-n~ ninrti¥ 

16 lla Imperfective Predictive 

11b Verbless 

Verbless 

1b QATAL 

lc Imperative 

1d Imperative 

le Verbless 

------- -------
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D 17 2a ., 

3b 

3c 

3d 

3e 

3f 

i~1:J tl1N ni 4a 
J : • T Tl 

~PD~'P 
4b 

~PD 17 Sa 

5b 

17 6a 

6b 

6c 

6d 

7a 

7b 

7c 

8a 

8b 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

YJQTOL 

Verbless 

QATAL 

Infinitive 

QATAL 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Participle 

Participle 

Volitive YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 
YIQTOL 
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i YIQ:Z:9Z: '\J!l~lij;l;::;:, j ~:~~:~sive 
present 

J.Unclassified 

12b Participle 

ilih" il7Jij?
T <T 

17 13a Imperative ----------

Progressive 
general 
present 

----------

Repetition in 
the Present 

13b 

13c 

I 3d 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

C"D7?9 illh~ 1-;rr; C"l)7?9 
Nc.,!ln:J. ci?t;,n ,t;,rin. - , IJT : ... ·: ·: •• 

11 14a Verbsless 

14b 

14c 

Participle 

· YIQTOL .,, "'' 

"¥! 

14d YIQTOL 

[..] ··· ill ' 

n, 
·tliliiii!l 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

WeQATAL 

YJQTOL >Wiiliillli 

YIQ~~f >""' 

Pariticple 

QATAL 

Imperfective 

Imperfective 

--------

Predictive 

Predictive 

----------
~f-Q jniN il1h~-'i"¥i) ci~~ 

:t;,iNW "'r'Di 1".:l"N-t;,::l
I T )- • T: T 

1c QATAL 

WA YYIQTOL 

YIQTOL 
" 

------- 

Imperfective 

------- 

Predictive 

"~'?o Iil1h" 
J" : 1 <T : 

"1i!:t "t;,N "ot;,:Jni ".ri1i!:t7Ji 
• \ J" •• J" : - : T : 

18 3a Verbless 
[Participle] 

.. YIQTOL 

I' 'i' II:' willillii' 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J. Unclassified 

Verbless 

,\i\%1li 

<mH 1;. 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

*YlQT(jL · Hit¥ 

h . .'ir,lfl0,
IE' ,, 

Jiiiill& 

Progressive 

general
present 

J.Unclassified 

QATAL -------  ------- 
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---------- --------------

JT 

1"" •• -:1-: T T 

="~~t:1P.~; '~~~'?=t "/.on 5b ' YIQ'FO~' v> ;'! 

\!1 1141\ ,;11:: 'i!iii[:i + ill: 
Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YJQ'FOL 

.,~~:t~t? '?i~o/ "/.:;tl) 
:nl~ "Wi?i9 .,~~D1i? 

18 6a 

6b 

QA'FAL 

QATAL --------- ---------
illh; NJi?~ 1"7-i!:l:l 

<" - -
18 7a YJQ'EOL 

H ,, ,, +< ,F 

----------Progressive 
general past 

-----------Preterite 
YJQTOL 

l?~W~ "D'~~r'~~1 7b ~,~~9! ,,BM Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YJQTOL 

"/.iP i?~"iJQ V9o/~ 7c YIQTOL 
~~:m iii' :~!1111, I\F 

Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

Ni:Jn I1"J!J7 "li.U1W1 
T <TT : " T : - : 

7d YIQTOL ./ ,:, Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YIQ'FOL

:1"JtN:l 
IT! T : :Ill ;, !!)!; if 

iV~1T:l1 18 8a WAYYJQTOL 

l'l.~Q IW~lT:ll 8b WAYYIQTOL --------- --------------
Uli" O"iil "1DiD~ 

1\T : • J" T J"" : 

8c YIQ~(JL;, !\'1' ----------Progressive -----------Preterite 
,I general past YJQTOL 

~t.b.uln:,1
-:IT : •

8d WAYYIQTOL ~ 
:i'? ilin-":::> 

I T JT • 

8e QATAL ----------
i§N:l 11o/~ il?:U 

<T T 

18 9a QATAL ------------------- ----------~ 
'?:H~n 1"!H.riVN1,.... ) " . .. : 9b YIQTOL :if;!i Progressive 

general 
J.Unclassified 

Ill: 
,.,,,,. present 

:U~D ii.U:l O"'?TU 
1": • J -: T • T ••• 

9c QATAL 

O~QW 0:,1 
Tl J•

18 lOa WAYYIQTOL ---------- ----------
1i:,1

n-··
lOb WAYYIQTOL ---------- ----------

:1~11 nTJ!J '~~lP.l lOc Verbless ---------- ----------
:lii:::>-'?.U :l:Ji:,1

:t. - J  : . -

18 lla WAYYIQTOL ---------- ----------
~~;1 llb WAYYIQTOL ---------- ----------~ 

:T'lrr",;l~~-'~ N"J~l llc WAYYJQTOL -------------
,. : : •: <T 

1"ni:l":lD iino 11o/h niV" 18 12a y; ·. >
{Q'{OL,~ ·¥111 ---------Progressive 

general past 
----------Preterite 
YIQTOL

in:::>o •;Ill!\ 

n T ••• :i} I! ·"''' <I 
?. Qo/ "~~ O~Q-n~ipl):O"i 12b Verbless ~ 
ii:l.U 1":::11.1 i1lJ i=UJD 

n : T JT T J : ·: -
18 13a QATAL -------------

:w~r"?0~1 ,l:t 13b Verbless ---------- ----------
ilih" IO"DW:l O.Ui:,1

T 0: • - T - •• :-

18 14a WAYYIQTOL ---------- ----------
i?P 1D~ 1i"(~l 14b 1: YlQtbiJ ' iY :;::: 

1:: 'i,;: ':¢ '1~11: we ---------Progressive 
general past 

-----------Preterite 
YIQTOL 

:wN-"5n.:t1 1i:1 14c Verbless 
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---------- -------------------- ----------
---------- ----------
---------- ----------
---------- ----------

-------------------------------- ----------
------------------
---------- ----------
---------- ----------

1"¥71 n~o/~1 
t:J!l"!l"1noo 

:q t:J"i?.l:;ti 
:t:JiJi1"1... ··.:

18 15a 

15b 

15c 

15d 

WAYYIQTOL 

WAYYIQTOL 

QATAL 

WAYYIQTOL 

--------------
-------------

~ 
~ 

---------
18 16a WAYYIQTOL ------------- -------------

16b WAYYIQTOL --------- ---------
i1lh~ ~l)JP,~Q ~~ 

16c Verbless 

iirpQ n~o/~t:J 18 17a YlQTjOL ---------Progressive 
general past 

----------Preterite 
YIOTOL 

"~DiT 

. ) . 0 00 

: ·-

17b 

17c 

)£i!A~{(ftr +wi 

YlQTOL "' 

· 

Progressive 
general past 
Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YJQTOL 
Preterite 
YJQTOL 

t:J~Q "~?''~~ IiNl(~o1 


~t.D ni1t?iTJ 1~~~~ 


=1~~ T'lil nQo/~Q 


:t:J":Ji tJ"iJ 7J "JWTJ"ro 

f!] "~;Nq "~7."¥~ 


.,~~WQi 


:".:liJ7J i!l7JN-":::l...... ) : T ro 

"J"~-t:Ji":;t "~i9li?~ 

:"?. 1~o/Q7 i1~T;,~-.,0~~ 
:JtTV~7 .,~~"¥i!!1 


"J~7n" 


:"f.. l'-?.lJ .,~ 


"i?.l¥f i11h~ .,~~.~~~ 
:"7 :J"tZ.h "i" jj:;)

I" r T -T J : 

i11h" "::li1 "niTJtV-":> 
J"" :nT : - Tl ro 

:"ij'?~q "f:l~Wl-N71 


"J·H7 ,.,~~o/Q-~? "?. 

:"~9 i"9~fN~ 1".t)i'D.1 


iDl:' t:J"Dn "i1N1Jo T J" •:: T" 
:"Jil'TJ iDntVN1 

00 .. -: .. : •: T 

"i?.l¥~ "7. i11h~-:Jtp,~1 

:1"J"l' 1l~-~ "i" jj:>

IT •• •: J"." : - T J : 

1t;>nnn 1"on-ovnT - : J" T 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18a 

18b 

18c 

19a 

19b 

20a 

20b 

20c 

2la 

2lb 

22a 

22b 

23a 

23b 

24a 

24b 

25a 

25b 

26a 

YJQTOL 

Participle 

QATAL 

YIQ~OL ¥. 

WAYYIQTOL 


WAYYIQTOL 


YIQTOL 1'::. w 

); I! " 
QATAL 

YIQTOL ;:;
%; 

YJQTOL" 'W: 

nit i!i> -tiJ, !'t 
QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

YIQTOD "iV ' 
· (. mm0 

WAYYIQTOL 

WAYYIQTOL 

WAYYIQTOL 

Verbless 

YIQTOL 
, 

:;; j;j ll7 

Progressive 
general past 

Progressive 
general past 

Progressive 
general past 

Progressive 
_general past 
Progressive 
general past 

Progressive 
general past 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Preterite 
YJQTOL 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

Preterite 
YJQTOL 
Preterite 
YJQTOL 

~ 

~ 


Preterite 
YIOTOL 

~ 

~ 


JoUnclassified 
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26b YJQTOL, . 
0 

···::,:., i,. :~~~~~sive 
"*' w +';,, 'i:r. 'iii· present 

J.Unclassified 

ii:lnn i:J.rov 
/\T T : • JT T • 

18 27a YJ.Q"OL.x "'*' Progressive 
~~ general 

present 

J.Unclassified 

27b YIQTOL Progressive 
general 

·.1:. ;!1· · . 1' · · present 

J.Unclassified 

18 28a YIQTOL · Progressive 
+ · , general 

, present 

J.Unclassified 

28b YIQTOL ·· .:· Progressive 
<- 4 ' c '11W general 
· · .•: '• ··· present 

J.Unclassified 

18 29a YIQTOIJh: ·~? Progressive 
• general 

,., .., present 

J.Unclassified 

29b YIOTOL · Progressive 
·  :.,. .. general 
· · ·I : , .· . present 

J.Unclassified 

18 30a YIQTOL '"' Progressive 
ik general 

present 

}.Unclassified 

30b YIQTOL Progressive 
.. general 
'· present 

J.Unclassified 

-n')l?~ ifl1 0"91;1 ·'?~~ 
jl!)~j~ il,;,., 

liT : JT ! 

18 31a Participle 

18 

18 

18 

31b 

32a 

32b 

33a 

33b 

34a 

34b 

Participle --------Verbless --------Verbless 

---------Participle 

WAYYIQTOL ------- 

Participle 

---------Y.IQ'f:OIJ. : Progressive 
general 
present 

--------------
---------
~ 

-------J.Unclassified 

18 35a Participle 

WeQATALilip~nrn'Pi?.. iltJQn 
:"nViit 

IT : 

35b 

18 36a 

36b 

WAYYIQTOL -------  ------- 
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36c J.Unclassified 

18 37a YIQTOL '' :""' • Progressive 
:'• · general 
·;:• : ,· present 

J .Unclassified 

37b QATAL ~ --------- 

":;J.;i~ ~ill~ 18 38a YIQTOL ' Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 

Progressive 
general past 

(We-lo) , Progressive 
YIQTOL general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 
Preterite 
YIOTOL 

o~nTJN 
•• T ! "."l 

18 39a fiQTOL i Progressive 
' + general past 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 

(We'!:lo) ·' A Progressive 
YIQTOL . ~ 'ii 1 general past 
YIQTOL ¥!1' Progressive 
IIW general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 
Preterite 
YIOTOL 

ilTJn'n~'? '?"n ".l1~Nrn 
liT T : • - • -l • .J"": - : -

18 4oa WA YYIQTOL ---------  --------- 

40b 

41a 

YJQ'{OL Progressive 
" ... ,,, .. general past 
QATAL 

---------YIQTOL • ·'·' Progressive 
• '· ~··~ ' :;\ general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

----------Preterite 
YIOTOL 

YIQTOL ' " · Progressive 
. c\ ·:;; • • : il: general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

:tJ.llJ N'?1 ilih"-?lJ 
ITT J : T : -

42b QATAL -----------  --------- 

-?l} 1~~~ t:JRJ)ip~1, 
n~1-".l.9 

- n 

18 43a Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

YIQTOL 
, ..q :' < 

Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 

OlJ "J."17J ".lO'?!lrt 
JT •• y• •• • •• : - : 

18 44a 

QATAL 

Progressive 
general past 
Progressive 
general past 

---------YJQTCJ£'1111!!" will' I• Progressive 
rr 111¥ '!li!:f 11 general past 
rJQ'JUi; '• %I• •• Progressive 
·.· •<;; •,: • ' :· ·: general past 
YJQTOL •Ii" ' + Progressive 
w •m. ::mil! 1111 ,;m;w general past 

YIQTOL Progressive 
uv til n'ffiil !lmlil' ·:Ji!i. ::1!! general past 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 
Preterite 
YIQTOL 

----------Preterite 
YIOTOL 
Preterite 
YIQTOL 
Preterite 
YIQTOL 
Preterite 
YIOTOL 

18 

18 

44d 

45a 

45b 

46a 

:Oi1"ni1.lo~n ~.i1n"1 
1"." •• I: : I" • • 

46b ~lQ,JU,L m Progressive 
::b: ¥• :Mil""" general past 

Preterite 
YIQTOL 

18 47a 

47b 

Participle 

YIQTOL 
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-------- --------

-------- --------

:111'? 1intn n~Jn7 
I" T; J ; • 	 -··- : 

Repetition in 3b I{ IQTOL ·:im!k,,,:+> Progressiveli: ' general the Present 
present 

48a Participle 

48b WAYYJQTOL 

18 49a Participle 

49b 

49c YJQTOL 
w, 

18 50a 

50b YIQTOL ' 
' 

18 5la Participle 

51 b Participle 

I9 Ia Participle 

Participle 

Participle 

-------- --------Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 

Progressive 
general past 

Preterite 

Volitive 

Volitive 

Predictive 

YIQTOL 

YJQTOL 

Predictive 

------------ ------------
Repetition in 
the Present 

19 4a Verbless ------------ ----------- 

4b Participle 

QATALO~j? N~; ll'j~~-',~~ 19 sa 

or.r?Q ;~tl 	;,~p:;n 
5b QATAL 

ParticipleN~" il)l:t~ N~iil 19 6a 

in!lnn 
n T ••• • • 

~QTOL ::L.,:· 	 Progressive J. Unclassified 
general 
present 

VerblessiN¥i9 1o:Qo/iJ i1~i?Q 19 1a 

ODi~p-;~ jn~HPJ;l~ 
Participle 

Participlen:J"iVn i1D"nn i11h" n1in 19 8a 
- J" : T • 	 !1. .JT : <

Participle 
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:"n!:l nD":JnD 8c Participle 

--------- ---------. ,... - r : -
O"!o/;, i1)1"1; "J1P$ 19 9a Participle 

~~:Jl;-"nDWD,.. .. : - : 

n1"~D i1i::J. i11h" n1~D 9b Participle 

~~ , : T T JT : J-: 

:O" J"l'
• IT •• 

i11ii1U Ii11h" nN1" 19 lOa Participle 

~~ 
T T : < :• 

i1;th;-"\?-?o/9 1P-? n1~iV 
nDN,... ·: : 

:r;r7;1~ 1i?1~ lOb QATAL 

---------~ :::11 t!:lD1 :Ji1tD O"i7Jnji1 19 lla Participle 

---------- ----------nT ;  . T T "1.. • T ·:: •: 1

n-?~1 w~·v~ O"i?.1n91 lib Verbless 

~~ :O"!:l1~,. 

on;t 1np 'Tf·~r:t~ro~ 19 12a Participle 

--------- ---------::J'} :Ji(.}J. Oi'?o/~ 12b Infinitive ~~Construct 

i"t.-~-.,9 ni~"~o/ 19 13a YJQJOL C.Unclassified Real present in 
,,, ,,, ii i :if.!: questions 

:"~i?.J ni"}I;l9~9 13b Imperative 

--------- ---------1WD, I0"11Q o~ 19 14a Imperative 

~~'Tfi:t>J 
":J-1'7WD"-'7N 14b ,, X/Q'[QL ::ilii: Directive YIQTOL 

J" : : • ,  continuing aIt 
l!!i ,,, ,, i:lii volitive form 

on"N tN 14c YJQTOL : ~~; ; 
Volitive YIQTOL 

nT .. JT li!:<'ii i; continuing a 
1:: 1!!1: u 'ii~i volitive form 

::J'} Vyj~Q "D"iP~1 14d WeQATAL 

---------~ -"19~ 11i~l7 1~;:t~ 19 15a YIQTOL Volitive Obligation
''>  ,;_, 

'Tf"t-.~7 "?.7 ti~~v1 .,~ L: 
presented as 

.. n: B 
necessity 

:"~Nl1 "11~ i1ih" 15b Verbless ~~,. -: : r T : (participle) 

:11.1? 1iifTQ n~~97 20 la Participle 

----------~ i1J¥ oi~~ i11h;, '5~JJ~ 20 2a rl~'I:~A iii"':ll:: ,I" Directive Obligation 
presented as 

Pi: Iii :iii :111 iii' WI necessity 

::J~P,~ "D'~ 1ow ~=t~w; 2b YlQTQL :nt iiU!i Directive Obligation 

..::!~\, :m: imii "A il+1111 
presented as 
necessity 

w1~Q ~nnrn~o/~ 20 3a I';' '1~f~P::m f.ii "!Iii Directive Obligation 

l:>f: ,;ii ,ii i.; iii 'iii···· 
i'ii i presented as 

!ii necessity 
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3b YJQTOL ': · ' Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

YIQTOL ;, w 

:!: 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

4b TIQTOL 
. . . .l'j:l 

..., .:" ·;;; .:<· £:: 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

YIQJOL 
·.... 

. ··. 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

YJQTOL ij· I I 

..,,.,· 

,,.,. 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

6b Volitive 

Volitive 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

6c 

"r-ll'i" i1t=ll)
• : -y <T -

20 7a QATAL ------- -------7b 

7c 

QATAL 

YIQTPL ,~:;I; 

~, : · , ,, d: 
1·, • • ., 

-------Directive -------Obligation 
presen~ed as 
necessity 

:iJ"D" ViZ>" nii:llJ 
I • : - J"" • •• : • 

7d Verbless 

Verbless ------- -------Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

1l'1:l i1Di1 
J : T T ""1.. 

20 9a 
QATAL -------  --------- 

1';l!JJ1
liT T: 

9b WeQATAL 

QATAL 

WA YYIQTOL 

-------
------- 

-------
------- 

9c 

:iiiVn~,
IT : • -

9d 

i1l'"Wii1 i11h" 
T 1\" JT : 

20 lOa Imperative 

1Ob ~lQ~;PD :::: 
4iil 

illllii iiiii m w 4 

-----------Directive -----------YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

QATAL 

Participle 

l"w!,t<-lif ~~~~ '·' ~~ 

----------- 

-----------Imperfective 

~ 

-----------Predictive 
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YIQTOL 
1 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

Progressive 
general past 
Progressive 
general past 

Predictive 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 
Preterite 
YJQTOL 

iii:J:l '?iil 
:t. J T 

'THJl?ich:;1 

21 6a Verbless ---------- -----------
YlQTOL Progressive 

general past 
Preterite 
YIOTOL 

fiQTOL ~:,· 

Participle 

YJQTOL 

YIQTOL *' 

·• 

Progressive 
general past 
Progressive 
general past 

----------Imperfective 

Directive 

Preterite 
YIOTOL 
Preterite 
YJQTOL 

----------Predictive 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

9b YJQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

lOa 

lOb 

YJQTOL 

'(!QTqL ., .. ,, 

Directive 

Directive 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

JOe YIQTOL :'' 

:·,, .•• 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

lla YJQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

:OiN "JJ.D oinn 
IT T r•: T :-: 

II b Verbless ------- -------12a QATAL ------- -------i1DTD i:Jiz>n 
T • : J : IT 

12b QATAL ------- -------12c YJQTQL 
:iib' i1W~<;~ 

1 
Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 
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o:nz> iDn"iz>n "::l 
·: n·: J .. : ., 21 13a f/Q1jfJlrnw 

'-+ :~/'~~i'' ''' 
Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

:OQ"J.~-?l} i}.i~.t;l1"il)"9.~ 13b .YIQTOL 

ffi!fi'ljilll 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

1JP.~ illh~ i19~l 21 14a Imperative 

-------- ---------ili"W.l 
T r T 

14b YIQTOL 

,, 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

=1Dl~:l~ illTPP~ 14c ,', ~1~-~~iL , 1 

, 

} 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

iDWiJ n7,~~-?l} 11¥~7?'?, 
:111:, iiDTD 

I" T : ) :. 

22 I a Participle 

~~ 
"~D~!P, i19? "7~ "?~ 22 2a QATAL ~~ 
")~1 "fllJ~iz>"9 Pit:ll 

:"n.:tNiz> 
I" T -: -

2b Verbless 

YIQ 
~~ 

OT;1i; NJi?~ "D'I~ 22 3a Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

il}..P,D N?1 3b YIQXOL 

' !Iii~ .. 
'tl ' 

Progressive 
general 
present 

Repetition in 
the Present 

:"'?. i1ltD~1-N?1 i1'?"71 
I" JT" I 1: T: - : 

3c Verbless 

-------- --------iz>i1i? i1~~1 22 4a Verbless ------- -------:?~lip: ni?D.t;l :J.Wi" 4b Participle ~ -------~J"Dj~ ~1)\?:t 'Tff. 22 5a QATAL ~~ 
~tit>:J 

: T 

5b QATAL ------- -------:ino',!Jn1,.. : - : , 5c WAYYIQTOL ------- -------~i?P.! 1"?~ 22 6a QATAL ------- -------~t>~D.l1 
1\T : • : 

6b WeQATAL ~~ 
~no:~. 

J : T 

6c QATAL ------- -------:~iz>i:~.-N?1 
I : 

6d (WeLo) 
QATAL ~~ 

-N?1 nv7in .,~jN1 
: - J J" T : 

W"N
n• 

22 7a Verbless 

~~ 
:ov "n:J.~ oiN n!:lin 

IT ': T T ) : ... 
7b Participle ~~ 

"N1-?::l 
- l T 

22 8a Participle ~~ 
.,, U1J7" 

,... J" : -

8b YJ~iiil!l~ililllt Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 
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8c YIQTOE' Progressive 
;;1[ general 
vs present 

\{Q'{,9l;y 'ill' . Progressive 
+, general 
'"" present 

J. Unclassified 

8d J.Unclassified 

Imperative ------- -------f!QTO.ft:. YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

9c ~~QIOL ,)II,,:'~~~ Directive ~~~~~tg a 

c:• .* volitive form 
9d QATAL -------- ~ 

Participle 

--------- --------1Ob Participle ------- -------QATAL ------- -------11 b Verbless 

YlQTOL i!i!: ' Directive Obligation 
presented as 

I .. ·:·. ;, ·::. '': :~ necessity 

12b Participle 

22 13a QATAL 

13b QATAL 

QATAL ------- -------14b Verbless 
(participle) 
QATAL ------- -------"nin~.tr'?::l ~ii!lni11 

JT ! - IT : IT ! • : 

15b WeQATAL ------- -------QATALl.lii::l "::1~ i1"i1 
ftT - • •l JT T 

15c 

15d QATAL ------- -------QATAL 

16b Participle ------- -------16c YIQTO£.' q, m Progressive J.Unclassified 
· · general 

@I F tim i!!IM' w:i!!fi\ present 

t:J"~7::l ".ltl:J.O "::l 22 
r T : • T : r 

17a QATAL -----------  ----------- 
QATAL ------- --------

17b 

17c Verbless ------- -------18a rl!,!lVL ' Habitual 
• 

1
' --·; '' • contingent 

Potentiality 
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------------ ------------

iO"~~ i1Di1 
T r · 

18b YJQTOL !!! 
!J? 'ill!! 'illlli!U!i' IW· 

Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

:":riN1" 
10 

18c YIQTOL " II Habitual 
contingent 

Reptition in 
the Present 

on? "J~~ ij?'pD~ 22 19a YlQTOL 
am +;ii. aW "!IIIIi >,W !Iii~! :ail! 

Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

:'11il i'l"!>" "Wi:J.'I'-'IV1 
IT r " : - : 

19b YIQTOL -· q "" 
+ !-!!!: 

!• ! .7 

Habitual 
contingent 

Repetition in 
the Present 

-'?~ i11h;, i1!)~1 
PDlT:l 

22 20a [IQTOI.r :m 

' ''~lli, 
-!ill • \I" !• Jii::· ·!iii 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

:i1o/iT;l "D'JT~( "fn'?:~ 20b Imperative 

"W!?J :ll.r.Jid i17"¥.D 22 2Ia Imperative ----------- -----------
:"n1"n" :~.'7~-,~n

I" T • : •: •: - • 

2lb Verbless ----------- -----------
i1"1N "!>D ".ll'"Wii1 

/\.. : - Jo 0 0 00 

' 
22 22a Imperative ----------- -------------------:"~l~J"~P. 0"91 "t.oliPQi 22b QATAL -----------~~ 

"D~( ~9\P i1J~t?~ 22 23a f!QTPI;r ''"'' 
!!!!: 

"" ii ill! 
;)'! 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

::r?7D~ '?rJi? 1iD~ 23b YJQTOL ;: iii nv 
, F· -~,,~ 

ill 
I I ,';;';, 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

ii1i?(D Ii11 h" "N1" 
T : <"" :• 

22 24a Imperative ~~ 
ii1i1~~ :J.(?P,~ VlJ-'?f 24b Imperative 

V1t-'l:> i.:IDD i1U1 
-J•: T ••• • J : 

:t;N1W"
I"" T : • 

24c Imperative -----------~ -----------~ 
i1t:J.-N'? ":> 

T T I <" 
22 25a (La) QATAL 

"~lJ niJP, l'iP\P N?1 25b QATAL ----------- -----------
i.:IDD 1".l!l 1"fl0i1-N'I1 

n·.· • JT T J" : " : 

25c (WeLo) 
QATAL 

-----------~ -----------~ 
il'iiV:J.i 

l : - : I 

25d Infinitive 
Construct ~~ 

=129-o/ 1"]~ 25e QATAL ~ 
"l)7DQ ~T;1~9. 

:1.1 t;;,p:J
AT JT T : 

22 26a Verbless -----------
~~ 

:1"~1; 1~} o?w~ "')1~ 26b YlQtOL ' 
i} ''II 

Imperfective Predictive 

0"1.ll' i'?:>N" 
"T -: : 

22 27a lc flQTPiy it i# 
1!1 

Imperfective Predictive 

ivii.'iv"1 
T : • : 

27b WeYJQTOL 
1 
W 
1!II d! . ''It! !i 

Imperfective Predictive 

i'l'li1" 
.J : .-: 

27c YIQTOL I!W m lj(' 
~>E.nn:: E\n 

Imperfective Predictive 

1"W11 i11h" 
~T : J T " 

27d Participle 
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27e Volitive 

Imperfective 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Predictiveii::li"

< : :. 
22 28a 

_.,Q~~-';f ill;,;,-'?~ i:J¥.!:1 
Yl~ 

28b WeYIQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

-';~ -;p~~( i}QtP~>~l 
:o"il nin::nz>n 

I" J : : 

28c WeYIQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

Verbless 

Verbless 
(Participle) 

i';l=?~ 22 30a QATAL 

-------- --------iinrn.Vll1 
-: - : 1"

3ob WAYYIQTOL 

-------- --------iVl=?~, 1"}T~? Yl~-.,~v?"=r-'1~ 
i!l.U .,,,;.,-~:;) 

1\T T J"" : T 

30c YJQTOL 

·.; 

Imperfective Predictive 

:illln N'? iib!l.l1 
IT " J : -: 

30d QATAL 

-------- --------22 3la YIQTOL m:v Imperfective Predictive 

:ii1'7 ".l"TN~ i!:lO" 
I - JT 1 l- "•. : 

3lb YIQTO£ Imperfective Predictive 

U~j., 
Tl 

22 32a YIQTOL ""' Imperfective Predictive 

WeYIQTOL 111 Imperfective Predictive 

1]i.l 01J7 
T J : 

32c Participle 

QATAL 

1).17 ii~Ti~ 23 la Verbless 

YIQTOL@ Volitive--------- Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

---------
".l~".:J.i" Niz>i niN.l.:J. 

"It"" "."l J : • 
23 2a YIQTOL." + Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

YIQTOL 

. 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

' YIQTOL · • · Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

1>J9? i'l¥-.,?~l?Q:t "~D~~ 
:iniz> 

I 

3b YJQTOL~ . Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

N"J.~ 1?~-.,f tJ~ 
nus~~ 

•: T 

23 4a YJQTO? 

;~,; 1;;••, 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J. Unclassified 
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-------- --------

------------ ------------
------------ ------------

------------ ------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

4c Verbless -------------- ----------- 

YIQTOL · ·· Progressive J.Unclassifiedi1TPD 'T[lj~JJ'PQ~ nt?=?-t.P 4d 
. .: general:iJDnJi .· ·. ·· present. ,... -:.-: ·:.· ... .-, ... 

. YIQTOL '" Progressive ].Unclassified1~J.. 1Q7W Ii~-97 1"1P,f:l 23 Sa 
:r. . • ., general 

... " i,,~ 
h· ,.•, ,. y: .~.., ,, presentt\T : 

it;?i::J ii?JN1 19'f.?:;i r;t~'P-1 sb QATAL ~~ :j1i,,
ITT : 

23 6a YIQTOL !) Imperfective Predictive-',f i~~n·rl~, 19Dl :Jit? 11~ 
:> Tli!ln iDi 

1\T- J"": 

6b WeQATAL 11~7 i1ih;-ni~~ ir;J=?-W1 

:tJiDi 


o• T ~~ 
24 la Verblessfl~~ i1lhi~ 1iT?TQ 1117 


~Nit,n~

hT : ~~ 

lb Verbless:~:J i:JW"1 ',:ln
IT • • : J: •• .. (participle) 

24 2a QATAL 

2b Progressive Preterite:i1JJi:Ji ni"ii1J-',1J1
T 1"."! ! T : - ! :;?tr!/!~~~~~ :::::·~·;;!!! ------------ -----------

X general past YIOTOL 
24 3a YIQTOL Habitual Real present in 

Iiii@ ii!!H!!!i!.• ' !iii!!·· 'II@ contingent questions 
3b YIQJOL ;.. Habitual Real present is 

f@ .;:!iii! ::iii: iiiW! iliiiii: Mi!ii iilif• .&i! contingent questions 
24 4a Verbless 

4b (Lo) QATAL 

4c QATAL ~ 
24 Sa YIQTOIJ••• •!iii. !!iii Imperfective Predictive . -------------

Sb Verbless 

24 6a ParticipleiW11 1ii i1i 
: J ..... ~ 

6b Participle ~ 
24 7a Imperative ~ 

7b Imperative 

7c Directive YIQTOLWeJtW!JL ~ ------------ -------------
continuing a ~~~~ I jj )( .' /j' i;. volitive form 
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ilV,;, ,;:t:PD 179 il! "9 
1i::ll1 j!J-flj

A • ; J • 

24 8a Verbless 

:ilnn~n 1i::ll ilih" 
IT T : • J • T : 

8b Verbless 

-----------
-----------Directive 

-----------
-----------YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

Imperative 

Imperative 

WeYJQTOL .,, 
I "~ . + 

1·'·:,..1,!'!':' t'lj·..; "· { 1!1· . 

niN:JY i11h" 
A T : JT : 

24 lOa Verbless 

lOb Verbless 

----------- -----------111'? 
• T; 

25 la Verbless 

lb YIQTOJJ)' ' Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

"T:l~Q~ ~f "D~~ 
ilo/i:t~-~~ 

:"~ ":J"N ~Y'?l-'"-'?N 
•. J-: " : - . -

'i'f"~.R-'?~ Of
~iZJj., N'? 

, • • J 

25 

25 

2a 

2b 

2c 

3a 

3b 

QATAL 

YIQTOL 11 ,,.: 

~h~ 

Participle 

(Lo) YIQTOL 

:~:~~:~~ ~: ·' 1 v 

Volitive 

Volitive 

-----------Directive 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

-----------Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

1 
Directive Obligation 

presented· as 
necessity 

:0~"1 O"J~i::liJ 3d Participle 

---------Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

QATAL 

--------------------
-----------

-----------

---------
-----------

---------i11h;, ·~p~n,·-r1jr 

~"J9Q1 

25 6a Imperative 

Verbless 

-~~ "~o/~~ l"l~V~ n1NtplJ 
• < 

1Jtn 
) : 

25 7a Directive --------- Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

---------
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--------- ---------

--------- ---------

--------- ---------

--------- ---------

--------- ---------

------- -------

7b Imperative 

7c Verbless 

il1h" 1W"1-:J.i'O 25 8a Verbless 
fiT : JT T: 

8b YI[J~OL 7
• •·· .: 

.•• :•L 
1 ' ::;: ;~,: 

. YIQTOL . ' 1 

1 

1· · •· 

9b r • 1f~.Y!QTO~
I•• t• n · ' 

25 

'. 

Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 
Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 

Progressive J. Unclassified 
general 
present 

il1h" nin1N-'?:> 
T !l J :T T 

nTJN1ion 
,..... ·:: ·: ·: J"." 

".JJn1 
"/\"" T : 

:".JN ".ll., i"n"-":> 
" IT J" T : e T I" 

lOa Verbless 

Participle 

Verbless 

WeQATAL 

Verbless 

1• YIQTOL · · 
1... i . •• 

YIQTOL 
[iii :H ·t n :!Uk "' •• 

f!QTOLlli :;;; :It 4 

13b 

14a 

14b 

15b 

1 :51QTOL• 

Verbless 


Infinitive 

Construct 

Verbless 


.. YlQTOL . 
• •( ,.c... . . 

Imperative 

16b Imperative 

16c Verbless 

QATAL 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

19a Imperative 

!!). ,,, 

· ·.. 
·., i;li! • 

--------- ---------
C.Unclassified Real present in 

questions 
Imperfective 

Imperfective 

Imperfective 

Predictive 

Predictive 

Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

--------- ---------
17b 

18b 

-------- --------

":J."iN-ilN1 25 
)-: ... : 
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19b QATAL ------- -------:".J~N.Jiv onn nN.Jiv1 
" I •• : .JT T l-: • : 

19c QATAL 

------- -------25 20a 

20b 

20c 

Imperative 

Imperative ------- -------
YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

25 

20d 

21a 

QATAL 

YIQTOL -------Directive -------Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

QATAL 

Imperative 

Verbless 

Verbless 

-------
-------

-------
-------1 i1l7 

• T; 
26 Ia 

i1i M" ".lt>!lW 
T : "<"" : T 

1 b Imperative 

QATAL 

QATAL 

------- -------
".nn6:~. i11M":H 

• : - T JT -
Id 

:il'DN N'? 
IT : •: J 

le (Lq) YIQTQL ., 

' " 
(. " ·' '· ··. 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

i11 ;,., ".l.l n:~. 
.JT : ".J"" T : 

26 2a Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Verbless 

WeQATAL 

(Lo) QATAL 

.~19TOL . · 

QATAL 

-------
--------------
Imperfective 

------- 

-------
--------------
Predictive 

------- 

".l0.l1 .~-~ ·· -: 

2b 

YIQTOL ,, · ,;: 
. 

.' ·••••· · •:··• , ,·:.:. 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

WeYIQTOL ""••· 
••• ii ' 

..... ·••''...m~< ::::; ,. .... :r'::• 
,.. ·•·m!H'III:w:u::r"'P'"' " 

Volitive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

Participle -------  ------- 
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Participle 

Ti~T? "f:l~jJ~ illh~ 

'Tft.J"~ 

26 8a QATAL ----------- ------------
Verbless 

tJ"~tpr:t-o~ 'l9~l:Tt;~ 
"W.n.J

n• 

26 9a '(JQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

26 

9b 

lOb 

lla 

Verbless 

Verbless 

QATAL 

"' YIQTOt 

-----------
------------
Volitive 

-----------
-----------
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

llb Imperative 

------------
Volitive 

-----------
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

:".J~n,
•••• T : 

llc Imperative 

12b 

QATAL 

1,YIQTOL ,,. 
I, > . : < 

1117 
• T : 

27 Ia Verbless 

"DD "l'W"1 .,,iN I i11h" 
J" : • !l .J" <T : 

N,"N
nT 

lb . YIQTOL ;. 
I , ., 
I· . .. . •· 

Habitual 
contingent 

J. Unclassified 

YIQTOL 
.•.. "" :;.; 

Habitual 
contingent 

J.Unclassified 

tl"lt1T? l"]l} ::l'Ji?~ 
":J"N1 .,,~ .,,i,b~-nN ~jN~

J- : : .J- T r T : Y •:: •: 

.,~ ,.. 

27 2a 

QATAL 

YIQTOL.,. 
'" 'Vi• iii .w 

YJQTQL. .. 
. ' .. ,.'. 

YIQTOL . :•·. 

-----------Habitual 
contingent 
Volitive 

Habitual 
contingent 

-----------Eventuality 

Predictive 

Eventuality 

:nt>i:J ".JN nNt~ 
- ••• J" -: : 

3d Participle 

;,niN
YT 

QATAL 

I

YJ 1TOL .· ~.·· 
w 

. .,,·· t < ''"'"'· • 

Volitive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
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-------- --------
---------- ----------
---------- ------------------

---------- ----------

:".lDDi,., ,~!:l::t. ,.. : : : 

"WN, o~,., i1T-ll11 
YT T - : 

"rii:J"~O ":i"N 1;v
- 1: - : I <

"n~t i?i1N~ ;,n::ttN1
J"" : " T: T :C. JT : : "." : 

i1l'~,n 
ltoT : 

27 

21 

27 

27 

4c 

4d 

4e 

Sa 

5b 

5c 

6a 

6b 

6c 

6d 

7a 

7b 

7c 

7d 

8a 

8b 

8c 

YIQTOL :; 

h.!'{ 

w 
~~~~~e'"' 
Imperative 

. YIQTOL 
:;, m:~· <: ::: ii; 
Imperative 

Imperative 

QATAL 

Imperative 

i ''~ YlQTOL · 
!· '• . 
I· :: 

Infinitive 

Construct 


Infinitive 

Construct 

Infinitive 

Construct 


d idf{Q~qf:'' 

}'1QT_OL · ' · \ 

YJQTOP . · 
'.'! ., ,: ,, .' 

YJQTOL o 
. 

~~ 

~~ 

~~ 

Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

Predictive 

Volitive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Volitive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Volitive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Imperfective 	 Predictive 

C.Unclassified 	 J.Unclassified 

----------
Volitive 	 Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

".liz>t;>n-7N . )"" : ,. 

27 

27 

9a 

9b 

I·· YIQTOL 

1: / ' 
prJ;l~~jCJL w 

1:: ' :: ill: 

In 111 ,, "' .:::4 

Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

9c QATAL 

9d YIQTOL"' ~'"' ~· .. 

dil!i!!< ;.;·,::·:,,',;,; 

9e YIQJ.;OL . ;,;., :,w 

l•i ·. ~") ,.:~t 
lOa QATAL 
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:"J!JON" i11h"1 lOb l '::::r~~~?g,,::l!:l :::' Imperfective Predictive.... : - 1 JT 1

1~11 ilih~ "~)ii) 27 lla Imperative 

--------- ---------'1iiV"Q n'1N:J "JnJ~ llb Imperative ------- ---------" - J : ... : l 

:""}liiV 1lJQ7 llc Verbless 

---------~ "J¥ iV~J~ "~Jr;u:r'l~ 27 12a ' Y1QTOE' im t;;: Directive YJQTOL 
iii '!!it' !! X continuing a 

volitive form 

n!J"1 ii?W-"ilJ ":1-UJi? ":J 12b Participle 

~~ - ,.. 0 1... ·: .. I"" ,. liT ,. 

:onn 
IT T 

"D~Q~i] N]~'l 27 13a QATAL ------- ---------fl~:t i1Jh~-:l~t>f. ni~l'? 13b Infinitive 

~~Construct
:O"l!n 

I"

illh~-';~ il~.i? 27 14a Imperative ------- -------i'!D,, 14b Imperative 

--------- -------1~? f9.~~1 14c I,;gY!QIJPI:,, Directive YIQTOL 

I!ill~ !i; :~o?, ~:fll ,~::~··:::::::::! continuing a 
volitive form 

:il~,~-'?~ i1~.i?1 14d Imperative ------- -------i117 28 Ia Verbless ------- -------"!~~ Nii?~ Iillh~ 1"/~ lb I ·:.r~QI;,P~. > •!k Progressive J.Unclassified 

I :111~ general 
present 

iV'JtP:r'~~ lc mtiQJPk Directive Obligation 

!!!( ;fr + if, Iii> i!(i,i 

presented as 
necessity 

"~!#Q i11f.?tHT1~ .,~~Q Id 111 f/QI;OL. Directive Obligation 
-,~ presented as !iii! 

!!!\ 4( 4!!'! ,:1':1 necessity 

"D7WT?~l le WeQATAL 

--------- -------:'1i:l "i'li"-OlJ If Participle 

---------~ I .. :) 

"~1JD,t) 'Iii? V9tp 28 2a QATAL -------~ 1~~ ";?1W:t 2b Infmitive ~~Construct 

'1":11~N "'1" "NWJ:J 2c Infinitive 

~~ J• ! •: -T r : T ! Construct 

=1Wli? 
O"l:'o/l-03:1 .,~~l.PT?D-'1~ 28 3a YIQT.OE Directive Obligation 

rw 
presented as 

!! ,,, necessity 

oi'l~ "J=t, n~ "?v,~-ol:)1 3b Participle 

~~0i1"lJ'1-olJ 
n·: ..•.. 
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:0:1~~::1 i1U11 
IT T : • T T! 

3c Verbless ~~ 
07!?-9f Or.J7-ilJ 28 4a Imperative ~~ 

ilY.!P.Qf 0 D"?.(>J9 l?l?~ 
on? iD OQ"1;, 

4b Imperative 

~~ 
:Oil'! O~~Dl Jiz>il 

1"." T JT : l"" T 

4c Imperative 

---------il!h;, ri'{P,-?-~~ ll"~~ N? "?. 
1"1" iliZJl.1D-~N1 

~TT J"" -: - .. 

28 5a YIQTOL "' ;, 

ljl; '; 

Progressive 
general 
present 

--------- ] .Unclassified 

OQlQ~ 5b ,YIQTOL 
y !i 

Imperfective Predictive 

:O.l:J" N'l1 
••• : • J : 

5c YIQTOL ·· 
In: :iii ¥! iii! : , r!l Hi!,mi!!i !! 

Imperfective Predictive 

illh; 1~l~ 28 6a Participle ~~ 
:"f).lQD ~ii? VQip_.,~ 6b QATAL ~~ 

n"J i::J. "llD~ 'tV Ii11 h" 
;- T < " " T J" "•. <T : 

"t;.7 
28 7a QATAL 

~~ 
"T:l1 Tl'.l1 

!JT":: •: I! 

7b WeQATAL 

--------- ---------"?.~ i?P.~1 7c WAYYIQTOL 

--------- ---------:U1ii1N "1"WD~.... ,. • I 

7d YIQTOL 
. y '" :*! 4' 

Imperfective Predictive 

in~-Tb i11h" 
1\T I JT : 

28 8a Verbless ~ 
:N~il in"iz>D niV~iz>" Til'D~ 

I J : l : < T 

8b Verbless 

--------- ------------------'Tf9JJ-n~ 1 il>;'"tpiil 28 9a Imperative 

'TfD7orn~ 1J.~~ 9b Imperative --------- ---------
01'1~ 

r· : 1 
9c Imperative --------- ---------

:o~iVil-11' ONW.l1 
IT T - •• : -: 

9d Imperative ---------~ ---------~ 
11i~ 1iDTD 

r T: : • 

29 Ia Verbless 

---------~ 0"7.~ "}.~ il!h"~ ~~i) lb Imperative 

--------- ---------:tin 1i:J:;) ilih"7 ~Jil 
IT JT T JT 

lc Imperative 

1i:J:;) i11h"~ ~Jil 
J : T 1""'\ J T 

iDiz> 
~ : 

29 2a Imperative 

~ ~ 
--------- ---------

-n"11D~ ilih"? ~}QDo/D 
:iz>"'!l? 

2b Imperative 

~ ~ 
-~~ o~~D-~JJ ilih; ~ii? 

0"1'1il 1i:J:;)il
n· :. J T -

29 3a Imperative 

~~ 
:0"::11 O"D-'71' ilih" 

I" - • ) - T : 

3b Verbless ------- ~ 
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11~~ i1))1;-'lip 29 4a Verbless 

-------- --------:1';F!~ ilih; 'Iii? 4b Verbless 

-------- --------O"J.l~ 1?,W illh;, '7ii? 29 5a Participle 

---------~ "T1N-nN ilih" 1::1W"1 5b WAYYIQTOL 

~~ r · :  T : r· - : 

:1i~~7D 
'l~~rin:p OJ."i?l~1 29 6a WAYYIQTOL 

--------- ----------1~ iT?:P i~lW1ii1~7 6b Verbless 

~~:O"DN1,... : 

:l*h il);~;-'lip 29 7a Participle 

~~:iVN ni:lil~,.. ) - : -

1#lQ '~"lJ; illh;, '7ii? 29 8a 

(i1 ~·; 
Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 

:iVJ.i? 1f-lQ ilih; '~"ry; 8b 1'Irgfo£:;;1111:, 1111111' Progressive J.Unclassified 

111111111 general 
'" /'11;; present 

ni'7;~ '!].in; 1 illh; '7ii? 29 9a .YIQTOL '! Progressive J.Unclassified 
IAll!!? ,,::;; t general 

" lhiilii present 

i/~"D:t~ ni"}l?; ~WP~~ 9b WAYYIQTOL 

-------- --------:ii~f 19-N i?~ 9c Participle 

--------- ---------:ly;>; ~~~Q? illh;, 29 lOa QATAL 

-------- --------:o?iv7 1?9 ilih; :ltp,~.1 lOb WAYYIQTOL 

-------- -----------iD~ i9JJ? Ti? illh~ 29 lla YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

i9JJ-n~ 1')~~ 1 illh; lib 'YJQTQl +w :w Imperfective Predictive 
;;g;, )<, 

~!i 

:oi~W:l !!illllll~! ;;lli1 
I T -

n"::lil n::l.JT1-1"W 1iDTD 30 I a Verbless 

~~ "J - ~..- ·.. -: 
:i1i~ 

I" T! 

illh;, ~9Qi1~ 30 2a YIQTqf .;m!, illiJi!!i' Volitive Obligation 
l iiW presented as 

'i!l!! Yb dlii> ''lii" necessity 

"~D"71"?. 2b QATAL 

-------- ---------:"'1 ":l"N nnntzrN'71 2c QATAL 

--------- ---------I" J-! T : l • : 

";j'7N i11h" 30 3a Verbless 

--------- ---------1\T •:: JT ! 

1"?~ "Dl?~W 3b QATAL 

-----------~ :".JN!:l1rl1 3c WAYYIQTOL 

-------- ---------0 lu T 
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-yQ 1/"?P,D illh~ 30 4a 

"W!JJ t;iNiV 
,... : - J : 

:1iJ. "11i!t7J 
I • : 

~ . .. 
ilf;ll~P,iJ 'Tf~1~l:;l illil~ 

ib .,.,,ilt; 
) • : - 1: 

-';~ "DT!~ "Ql~ v~;;-ilQ 30 1Oa 

nnw 
- JT 

lOb 

"JJn1 llb 
•n•• T : 

llc 

"'~ 'linn'/ "1.9DD n:J!lil 3o 12a 
r Y T ! • ! : • T ! J T 

12b 

12c 

QATAL 

QATAL ------- -------Participle 

------- -------Imperative 

Imperative 

---------- ----------YIQTOL "'"'!' C. Unclassified Present with 
modal verbs 

;; 

QATAL ------- -------f OL "' Volitivo Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

QATAL 

QATAL 

--------- --------QATAL 

------- -------YIQTOL Progressive Preterite 
YIQTOL· . . general past 
Preterite 
YIQTOL 

Infmitive ~ ~ 
Construct ~ ~ 

YIQTOL 

Yl'QTOL 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

QATAL 

QATAL 

WAYYJQTOL 

Habitual 
contingent 
Habitual 
contingent 

J. Unclassified 

J.Unclassified 

------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

i1i~"'9 O":D i!l~~ 1VJl "f. 


:ilf1 1p~~1 "~# T"?~ J."'H?;t 


4c 

3o 6a 

30 8a 
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---------- ----------

-------- ---------------- ------------

-------- ------------

-------- --------
-------- --------

------------ --------

---------- ------------

Participle 

QATAL 

Volitive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Infinitive 
Construct 
Verbless 

iU1N 
T I>T 

YJQTOL '~ e'1 r Directive 	 Obligation 
! c~ 

presented as 
'"""' necessity 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

YJQTO~ ,. I~ 

I 

Directive 	 Obligationni2hD ".lN"~in 31 sa 
·: J"." •• • •• presented as 

• ·1';;;,, Uk ,;: 1~10> '":.: necessity 
QATAL.,, uno n sb 

It" : JT t. 

Verbless 

YJQ'IJJf- " A Progressive J.Unclassified 
t· · general 

. ,;•,:., ·.,.. · n:: ..::· present 
QATAL'?N i1ih" "niN i1n"i!l 6b 

J"" T : J" T 1." T 

:nnN 
1"." ·:: 

QATAL-"?:tD O")i;JWD "nNji.p 31 7a 

N1iV 
: nT 

QATAL 

YJQTOL . ·:'< Imperfective 	 Predictivei17"lN 31 8a 
T )" T 

~!~TO~ ;;; , f Imperfective 	 Predictive 

QATAL ----------	~ 
QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

i11h" ".l.:In 31 toa Imperative ----------	~ 
T : •r• T 
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lOb QATAL 

"W!:l.l 'lj'llJ OlJ::l:J. ilWWlJ 
r : - • •• - J : lT : T 

:".ltl:J.~,. : . 

lOc QATAL 

lib 

QATAL 

QATAL ------- -------
:~WWlJ "D~lJ1 

I "" T J T -: -

lie QATAL ------- -------"t?;;:t .,..n~-'?~Q 
" il!nn 

T : •: 

31 I2a QATAL 

"~1~97. iDP-~ iN'? l"~:;;>iP,'?l 
l'~J)~ .,~.., 

12b Participle 

:".:IDD ~ii.l 
• t•.• • J : T 

12c QATAL ------- -------
13b 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

"53J in" OiO~il:l 
n- T - J .JT : T • : 

14b Infinitive 
Construct 

14c Infinitive 
Construct 

:~DDt 
ITT 

14d QATAL -------
---------------

Volitive 

-------
--------------

YIQTOL 
continuing a 
volitive form 

15b 

16b 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

Imperative 

..;tjl} 1"~~ ill"~i; 

1J=fl;1 
31 17a Imperative 

17b Imperative 

¥JQTOD+~v r " 

'!ill 
,,, ,,, t 

18b 

18c 

QATAL 

~~'"' 1 
+, 

0 

----------- 

Directive 

~ 
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
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-------- --------
------------ -------------------- --------

-------- --------
--------

-------- --------
--------

-------- ---------------- --------

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

19a 	 YIQTOJ; ·. •·· ;::;:. Directive Obligation 
presented as 

l . :: {ii/<.' necessity 
19b ParticiplePl)~ P"J~-';JJ nil:t1D 


:i1:l1 i11N.l3 

I T JT-:- : 

20a Verbless 

20b QATAL 

20c QATAL 

20d Verbless:01N ".l::l 1.lj
T T J"": ·:·: 

J .Unclassified21 a 	 f!f!TOL ·· ."'. Progressive'T["~~ il)9.:t IOJ.".Dt;'B 31 
general 

· '· presentW"N "O:JiD 
)" ·..... ·. iii<·;. 

J.Unclassified21 b 	 YIQTQL Progressive:1""10 i1:b03 O.l!:l~rl 
r.. 	 T ••• : J.. : : general

:ni.Juh . ::,: .. ., present
I : 

22a Participlei11 ;,., 1~"13 31 
fiT : J T 

22b QATALi";?:t "7 i1t?D N"'?-?D "f. 
:ii~n 

I T 

23a QATAL 

23b 	 Infinitive 
Construct 

23c 	 QATAL 

23d 	 QATAL 

23e 	 Infinitive 
Construct 

24a 	 Imperative,.,,.,on-'?:l ili;,"-nN ~:lilN 31 
JT " - : IT T : •: J •:: 1"." 

i11;," i~j O".l~DN 
AT : 	 J"" ·::t. 

24b Participleilip,V il)~-'IJJ o7.1P9~ 


:i11N.l 

IT-: 

25a Imperative~PTD. 31 

25b YIQTOL 1' 11b £: Directive YIQTOL 
continuing a 

. :k x: . :;~~ ~;:: '!;. volitive form 
25c Participle --------

Verbless'l":livD 1i1'1 32 1a 
J" : - • T: 

1b Participle 

-----------
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-------- ---------------- --------
-------- --------

-------- --------

-------- --------

: i1NOn "~O:::l lc Participle -------- ------- 
IT T -: J ! 

i11h" :J.Wn" N', oiN "1WN 32 2a 
JT ! ! - < T T •• I! J

jj~ j~ 
Verbless 

QATAL 

QATAL"D~U ~',:1 3b 
1\T T -: J T 

Verbless 

Progressive J.Unclassifiedi1'_r'(1 tJDi" l":::l 32 4a 
T : - T JT <" general 

present';n: .,?~ ,~~n 
QATAL ~~ 
Verbless 

YIQTOL rv nw Progressive Preterite'T[~"JiN "l'JNtplJ 32 Sa 
, general past YIOTOL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

"l)NtpD i1~ _r;lNi??~ i1f;1~1 se 

:i1~0 


T 1": 

I1"QtT',f ',?;>t;'l~ nNt-',3] 32 6a 


ny7 N'Tf"?~ 


Predictive 

Verbless1~D "', 1no 1 i111N 32 7a 
y- • • •: J"" <T 

Y1~1'(JL • Habitual Predictive".l1~n 7b 
")"": , contingent 

Infinitive 
Construct 
YIQTOL Habitual Predictive 

*' r contingent 
YIQTOL rN Imperfective Predictive1~?"f.ip~ 32 8a 

Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

Directive ObligationN11!J:::l O~O:::l 1 ~"i1n-~N 32 9a nQro.r ·;:1 " -~j·: ·: : J : < : ,.  presented as 
.,·• ., "''· % necessity•{c 

QATAL 

Infinitive 
Construct 

Progressive Preterite 
general past YIOTOL 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Imperfective 
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9b 

9c 

9d 

Infmitive 
Construct 
Infmitive 
Construct 
Infmitive 
Construct 

tJ":liN:JQ 0"::11 
. : - r -

0 < 1;VWlT 
32 lOa Verbless 

i11 h"::J. nui::J.i11 
hT - -r· 

1Ob Participle 

-------- --------Progressive 
general 
present 

).Unclassified 

32 11 a 

11 b 

llc 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

--------

--------

--------

--------:il~iln i11N.l tJ"iiV"7 
IT " : JT T • T : -

lb Verbless 

-------- --------1i.:I:J::J. i11h"'! ~1iil 
h • : JT - J 

33 2a Imperative 

-------- --------Imperative 

Imperative 

Imperative 

Verbless 

Verbless 

Participle 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

----------------
----------------
--------
--------

----------------
----------------
--------
--------tJllil "1J 1.:1:::1 O.Jj 

~-tT- J"" ... -.. .r· 
33 7a Participle 

-------- --------7b Participle 

-'?f i11h;Q ~~l"~ 

fl~Q 

33 8a ltiYJQTOE '9Jit Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

8b YJQTOL 

lr 
Directive Obligation 

presented as 
necessity 

33 9a 

9b 

9c 

QATAL 

WAYYIQTOL 

QATAL 

------------------------
------------------------
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9d 

lOb 

II a 

WAYYIQTOL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

YIQ..Tf!L , ." 
· :t'< .;,. '> . 

---------------------Progressive 
general 

---------------------J. Unclassified 

present 

:111 11~ i:1? ni:liZ>nn 
I T J : • J : ; -

11 b Verbless ------- -------i11;,"-1WN "ilti1 "1WN 
.JT : -\ J •• ; -

1"iit;N
"T •• 

33 I2a Verbless 

:i~ i1~nJ~ 1n:1 1 t:Jl'i1 
I JT -:- ! t. T T T 

I2b QATAL ------- -------
I3b 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Infmitive 
Construct 

------- -------------- -------

33 

I4b 

14c 

I5a 

15b 

QATAL 

Verbless 
(Participle) 
Participle 

Participle 

------- -------
------- --------------- -------V'f?iJ 1?~i:r7"~ 

t;.,n-:11::1 
• /\T T; 

33 I6a Participle 

I6b (Eo) YIQTOL Progressive 
general 
present 

J. Unclassified 

I7b 

Verbless 

YIQTOL •• 

.. nihtt 
nw~~0ili !iW<\!IIi; 

------- -------Progressive J.Unclassified 

general 
present 

33 

33 

18b Participle 

Infinitive 
Construct 

I9b Infinitive 
Construct 

20a QATAL 

20b Verbless 

2la 'Y~910L ,!:i1iw2;;::• 

.~· 

------- -------

------- -------~:~~:~sive ].Unclassified 

present 
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-------- --------

-------- ---------------- --------
------- -------

------------ --------
-------- -------
------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------- --------
-------- ---------------- --------------- --------
------------ ------------
------------ -------------------- ------------

QATAL 

YIQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

QATAL 

InfinitiveiDl;Jt2-11~ }ni.~Wf 1i17 34 Ia 
Construct 

1?9~:;1~ ~}J:/? 
WAYYIQTOL1ilW1l'1 Ib 

.. -:y: , 

WAYYIQTOL 

Imperfective PredictiveYIQTOL11l'-'?:l3 il1h~-nN il:l1:JN 34 2a 
""" T ! JT ! •: JT -: T -: 

Verbless:~!:13 in~iln ,~Dn 2b 
I" : J T " 1: " T 

YIQTOL ·· ,i .< Imperfective Predictive 
' 

YIQTOL Directive Predictive 

Directive PredictiveYIQTOL:!JT1DW~1 3c 
IT : • : 

Imperative~nN il1h~~ 1'?1l 34 4a 
fl" • JT - J : -

Volitive YIQTOLWeYIQTOL:11n~ iniV ilDDi1J1 4b 
IT : - J : '-T : : continuing a 

volitive form 
QATAL 

WeQATAL~JJl'1 5b 
"1\.T T : 

QATAL 

QATAL1~~N 1t)~3il 34 6a 
JT .. J" • 

WeQATAL11ilJ1 6b 
t\T T : 

Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 

YJQTOL 

QATALNli?, ~1.1} ilJ 34 7a 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Participle::J.~?.-9 illh~-1~?Q il)..h 34 8a 


,~N,~; 

T "" I" 

WAYYIQTOL 

Imperative17Jl)t) 34 9a 
J -: 

Imperative 

YIQTOL Habitual Proverbial:i3-ilon~ 1:Jlil ~1iVN 9c 
I • • • • • • J"" : 1 contingent expression 
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--------- ---------

Imperativeil1h"-nN iN1" 34 lOa 
JT : J: 

Verbless 


iW1 tJ"1"!J::::l 34 lla 
 QATAL 
J T • • !\ 

WeQATAL iJ.lJ11 llb 
,.... T: 

WeQATAL ilih" "W111 llc 
T : J"" ! : 

Habitual Obligation 
contigent presented as 

necessity 
Imperative 

Imperative 

(Lo) YIQTOL 

YJQTOL ;v Imperfective Predictive 

Verbless 

Participle 

::lit> niN'l'?- 13c Infinitive 
I J : • Construct 

Imperative 

Infinitive 

Construct 


3)1D 110 34 15a Imperative 
T ""l J 

Imperative 


Imperative
oi{ip wp~ 15c 


:iil!Ji11 15d 
 Imperative 
I"" : T : 

Verbless-?~ il1h~, "}.."~ 34 16a 


tJ"i.?."1~ 


Verbless 


Participle
V1 "Wb:l i11h" "19 34 17a 
1\T •• J : T !\. J"": 

Infinitive 

Construct 


34 18a QATAL 


QATAL
lJDW il1h"1 18b 
-,..•• T JT 

QATAL:tJ?"~il tJlii1!:r?::::>Di 18c 
IT " " T T T • 

Verbless 
(Participle) 

_.,.._qlo/~( il1h~, J.i""]j? 34 19a 

J.~ 
~·· 

19b YJQTOL Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 
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-------------

------------- -------------

------------- -------------

------------- -------------
------------- -------------
------------- -------------

------------- -------------
------------- -------------
-------------

------------- -------------
------------- -------------

--------- ---------

------------- -------------

34 20a VerblessP"J~ nilJl ni~1, ~ 
Progressive J.Unclassified :il1h" l?"¥~ or~Q~IT 

20b 
l::ilitiJ1 

vL ~~iJJIIil!l!' general 
present 

34 2la Participle1";JiD¥>J-~f i9W ~~ 
21b QATAL:ill#'¥~ N{ il~DO no~ 

34 22a Imperfective Predictive . ~;iroL ,,il~l >'Wl npinf;l . Jj;\' 

22b ParticipleP"J~ "tPiv1 ~~ 
22c Imperfective Predictive:~OWN" YIQTOL <:Wt,

IT : •: 

34 23a Participle1"J=?-P. \V;>).. illh~, ilJi!:> 
23b YIQTOL Imperfective Predictiveio/~ ... N71 ,,,,2;; '+!i!i!!!h 

23c Participle:1~ tJ"t;?hiT~~ ~~ 
35 Ia Verblessli11'? ~~ 

lb Imperative":l"i"-nN il1h" il:l"i,.- T JT" 
Imperativelcoo( 

ld Participle·"no'?-nN 
• IT ·-£ 0 •: 

2a35 Imperativeil~¥11N? PJDD ~~ 
2b Imperative:"l:JlT~f il9~Pi 
3a Imperative35n"1.0 P})1 
3b Imperativeilt?~, ~ 

Infinitive3cnNJi?7 
Construct ~~ 

3d Participle"!Ji'"l
"T : 

3e QATAL·"JN 1l!>JW~ "W:JJ? ibN• • IT • r·T T.. 1: : i ., ·:: 

4a Directive Obligation35 Yl,QTOL ,,{1~\Z)~~ 
presented as 

[y 

4b Directive Obligation·~n7~~1 
: T •: ~!ij~/QT~t:l~:~!llii' presented as 

4c Participle"o/.!?J "Wi?~T? 
4d Directive ObligationY{~TOL "%1;r;',·t'''·iinN UD" 

J •J T presented as 
·illll! .!!;til LY 

4e i" wenCdlVLI;h' Directive Obligation~i!:>n"1 
II: . . presented as 

ii; •i lY 

4f Participle:"nlJi ":lWH 
I" T T •• : 
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1wt; 0~-11-.,0~ 35 6a 

nijp7p7Q1 

"7.-un" o.:m-"::l 35 7a 
"l : IT JT " I" 

oniV1 nnw 
1\T : • - J

8b 

8c 

lt YIQTO/r 

li: . ;;:'::;/ ,:!i!~E .. 

Participle 

·YIQTOL :m!+. 
. 

Participle 

QATAL 

QATAL 

,YIQTO:[. ·( 

·:;:• TV' 

flQ.TOL ... ·:, 

··lb ·,:Iii!. 

QATAL 

8e I YJQTOL 
I 
~ :!c w I .••· 

YJQJ'OL 

Directive 

Directive 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

-------- --------

-------- --------Directive 

Directive 

Directive 

Directive 

Imperfective 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 
Predictive 

:YIQTOL · ·: Imperfective Predictive 

PXQQ "~V. ""¥.0 ';fi9:;> "9 
1~DD ,...... 

:• 

Y!QTOL '' ' Imperfective Predictive 
I> 

1Ob Participle 

lOc Participle 

Progressive ] .Unclassified 
general

OQQ ").~ 11D1P;, 35 Ila " YIQ'/'01:,, 

nnn i11J1 ".J1D7iV" 
- J T T\ • J : - : 

:"iV!l.J~ ~i:JiV i1:li" 
I" J : T 

oni',n:J I".JN1 
T -: - <" -: -

Po/ "l.?>t17 

ltw !!!!!:!i!:i 4:;1 ;!!!!!!~•: 
lib QATAL 

llc 11;Y1QTOL 

I·· .,::·} ,.:. ..:...: 
35 12a YIQTOL ,fl.. 

lA 
35 13a Infmitive 

Construct 

13b QATAL 

present 

-------- --------Progressive 
general 
present 
Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

J.Unclassified 

-------- --------
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=~~o/~~8~D-~~~D?~~~ 13c u,. Progressive J. Unclassified 
' general 

present 

~7. n~:rl?')f 35 14a QATAL 

~~~n:J~ilnil 
• : fiT - : • 

:~DiT:liP 1J.P o~ ..~~~~ 14b QATAL 

--------~ ~l)~o/ "l?(~~~ 35 15a QATAL 

-----------~ ~!l9~n 15b WeQATAL -------~ o~:;lJ, ~~v ~flt?tt~ 15c QATAL 

------- -------~nvi~ N~! 15d QATAL 

-----------~ 
" : h-T j i 

~~l~ 15e QATAL 

-------- -----------=~nIT "N~1 15f QATAL 

----------- -----------lilJ9 ~~P,? ~~~D~ 35 16a Verbless 

-------- --------: i n~~.t.P ~]: p'1n 16b Infmitive ----- -----< T 

~il~lT:l il~~ "tr~ 35 17a Habitual YIQTOL 
contingent expressing a 

wish 

Oil~NW ~J. il~~w;; 17b Imperative 

-----------~ 
1\"." •• 

:~l)l~D; o~;~~fQ 17c Verbless ------- -------~J ~Di?~ 'Tf1i~ 35 18a YJQTOL Imperfective Predictive 

:J?7D~ O~¥V 0P-~ 18b YIQTOL Imperfective Predictive 
' 

1i?\?? ~~;N ~?-~n'~lf'. ~~ 35 19a YJQ~~III~IIi, , > Directive Obligation 

'1111111111:,, 

presented as 
necessity 

O~D ~~~VJ 19b Participle ------- -------=t~~r~~li?~ 19c 
YJ~l~~~~~~~~~~ij: 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

~,;n; oi';o/ N'? ~f. 35 20a YJQTOL Progressive J.Unclassified 

fltr~~1' t;y: ~· 
general 
present 

:n~WQ~ niDlQ ~)~1 20b Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 
present 

on~$~ ~~~1)1~1 35 2la WAYYIQTOL 

-------- -----------nNil lnNil~1DN 2lb QATAL ------- -------1\T •: JT •: : Tl 

:u~.J~v ilnN1 2lc QATAL ------- -------lao eo JT -: T 

il!;,;, il~~~l 35 22a QATAL ----- -----
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., 


35 23a Imperative 

23b Imperative 

23c Verbless 

nNi1 
JT •: 

N 35 

UW!JJ 
;..•· : -

~i1- ,-
Ui" 35 

JT 

1 a Participle 

Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

Obligation 
presented as 

J. Unclassified 
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=ll.8..:jl >''Pl?. vw~-o~~ 
"J.f;,.. . 

36 2a Verbless 

1~}..7 tJ"D'~~ 1D?--1"~ 
:1".l".U 

IT •• 

2b Verbless 

1"1~ P"!D;T"f. 
1".l".UJ."T •• : 

36 3a QATAL 

3b Infinitive 
Construct 

:N.JiV7 
I : • 

3c Infinitive 
Construct 

36 4a 

4b 

4c 

Verbless 

QATAL 

Infmitive 
Construct 

--------- ---------
::l"9"D7 4d Infinitive 

Construct 

-'!y :J.WT;l~ 1n.~ 
• < •1:l:liVD 

J T : • 

36 sa Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

YJQTOL Progressive 
general 
present 

J. Unclassified 

YIQTOL Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

Verbless 

Verbless 

--------- ---------';~-.,·rv:q~ 1 'Tf.Q~l¥ 

i1#1 tJii)T;l 'Tft?,~ipQ 
36 7a Verbless 

YIQTOL 

/j~:,; ' 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

"t.~i tJ"ij'?~ ~lt;'JJ 18;-ilQ 
tJ1N 

nT T 

36 8a Verbless 

YIQTOL 

'£' 

YIQTO 
· 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

Progressive 
general 
present 
Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

J.Unclassified 
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---------- ----------

---------- ----------

---------- ----------
---------- ----------

---------- ----------

---------- ----------
---------- -------------------- ----------
---------- -------------------- ----------
---------- ----------
---------- ----------

Verbless 

YIQTOE 4 + Progressive J.Unclassified 
general 

·· n: a present 
Imperative'11\?Q 1\¥9 36 lla 

Participle 

Verbless 

Directive Obligation 
presented as 

,f1~¥VL;,;::di: 

necessity 
12b 

m/i~iL ./;i, . " 

YIQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

~'?!l.l OW 36 13a QATAL 
: Tt. JT 

13b Participle 

13c QATAL 

13d QATAL 

Infinitive 
Construct 

11 b 

---------- ----------lie 

1111'7 37 la 

13e 

Verbless 
• T : 

Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

lc 

lb YIQTOL 

YIQ[OL . + Directive 	 Obligation 
presented as 
necessity 

YIQTOL Imperfective 	 Predictive 
·,. :iii! 

YIQTOL Imperfective 	 Predictive 

Imperative 

ImperativeJ.it>-il'ivl, 3b 
ft. •• -: 

Imperative 

Imperative:il.l~ON il.Ui~ 3d 
IT "."! J.. ! 

Imperative 

WeYIQTDL ' Imperfective 	 Predictive 

Imperative 

Imperative 

5c Predictive: ilW.U" N~il1 
.... -:- J : 

1i?.."'f¥ ii~~ N"¥.iili 37 6a WeQATAL 
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-------- --------

-------- --------

-------- ---------

I 

Isa 

Imperativeil1h"7 I Oii 37 7a 
T - < 

Imperative 

YIQTOLDirectiveYIQTO~ 
continuing a 
volitive form 

Participle 

Participle 

Imperativett~Q ttlD 37 	 8a 


8b 
 Imperativeil Dn ::1tl.n 
1\T •• J -: 

YIQTOL <. Directive YIQTOLirinn-'IN 	 8c - . .  continuing a 
volitive form 

8d Infinitive 
Construct 

Participle 

YIQTOL "iii:' ·· Imperfective Predictive 
I ·. ·..::..,::.,.·..•:... J.·•· 

Verbless 

WeQATAL i7?ij?~-';~ r;t~Ji:l.t:lili lOb 

:i.ll"N1,... 

37 9a Imperfective Predictive 

9b 

Y~CfTO~ Mn ;;:;,ii Imperfective Predictive 

:oi'?t.V ::1"1-~?l, ~.i.:~vnil1 Ilb WeQATAL ~ ------- 
I T J - : -	 : " : 

Participle ~~ 

Participle ~~ 

r:i YIQTOL .• Progressive J.Unclassified 
I·:·· i general 
f : . : .:· " ·...· ·''' . present 

QATAL ~~ 

:iDi" N:J."_.,~ 13c pJ~fd?,,:!-JL . ' '·'. Progressive J.Unclassified 
I J T I" 1 · · · ·· · '' ,... , general 

:: · · present 


O"l'Wi ~nn!:l 1 :lin 37 I4a 
 QATAL ~~ 
" T : J : IT "."<"." 

14b WeQATAL 

14c lnfmitive 
Construct 

14d Infinitive ~~ 
Construct ---._ ---._ 

Imperfective Predictive 
1\T " : J T T 	 : -l 

Imperfective Predictive 

o~7:J. Ni::tn O:l.in 37 
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---------- ----------

i1J1:J.Wn 
T :n- T 

'ITJ'I i11h" l]1i" 37 
J •• : T :l - J .. 

OTJ"TJn 
n· • : 

"~;Nl ~1~N" IO"l:)o/l "?. 37 

O"Jf 1i?-"~ i11h~, 

17b 

18a 

20a 

20b 

20c 

37 2la 

2lb 

2lc 

2ld 

22a 

Verbless 

Verbless 

--------- ---------Imperfective Predictive 

Participle 

--------- ---------Participle 

YlQTOl Imperfective Predictive 

YlQTOf: Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

Imperfective Predictive 

QATAL 

QATAL 

--------- ---------Participle 

--------- ---------'-----~P-r_o~-=es-si-ve--~~J._U_n_cl_as-si-· fi-ed~general 
present 

Participle ---------  --------- 

Participle 

--------- ---------Participle 

--------- ---------
177129~ 22c Participle ---------- --------- 

1-------------------•. ~-n-1-, _+---+-2-2d--+---- Predictive.. ::l-~.,- ~ Imperfective 

23b YJQTOL Pro~essive J.Unclassified 

. ,,: :,i::::'],, ,:::::iiill ;;;:;:: 
24a rlfd-1VL.. ·· Imperfective Predictive 

24b YJQTUL Imperfective Predictive 

24c Participle:i1" 1·TJiO ~~~· "::lIT ,.. I I~· I: ,. 

37 25a QATAL 

25b QATAL 

25c QATAL 

:J.!l]J i?"i~ 25d Participle 
nT·:: ·: I J" 
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-------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------
-------- --------

-------- --------

-------- -----
--------- ---------

------------ --------------------- ------------

Participle ------- -------Participle ------- -------Participle 

: i1:li:J7 i>)in 26c 
IT T : " :-: 

ViD iiO 37 27a 
T ""l J 

Verbless 


Imperative 


Imperative 

Imperative 

Participle 

YIQTO~ 

·.• 
. •· .•., •.:. . .v ,.. 

27b 

27c 

37 28a 

28b Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

iiDW.l o'2ip', 28c 
t\T ! " JT ! 

28d 

37 29a 

29b 

i1J~~~ i'"1~-.,~ 

i1D:Jn 
t\T ! T 

37 30a f)QT{JJ;. !! 
·: ,,, 

+i 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

30b YIQTOL •••••••• 
· :: 

lili iii 

Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

37 3la 

3lb 

:iO!liVi1J. 33c 
I : T " : 

i:bi1 iDiVi 34b .. - .. 

ni::l i1J. 34e 
1.." " T : 

QATAL 

QATAL 

f(q{:f?~ + A 

YfQT(JL .,:, ·. · : 

Verbless 

(f-o) '{IQ'tpL .· 
., ,. ; . 

"' ·...•,...:,:; 
Participle 

Participle 

Infinitive 
Construct 
YJQTOL ·•ih :::. 

. •·.· ~·· !f•l .,,., 

YIQTO!J •:V!I 

m mh :n '''" 
Infinitive 
Construct 
Imperative 

Imperative 

WeYJQ1'0L n.: :n, 
+! %· 

Infinitive 
Construct 
Infmitive 
Construct 

~~ 


Imperfective 


Imperfective 


Progressive 
general 
present 

Imperfective 


Imperfective 


Imperfective 

Predictive 


Predictive 


J.Unclassified 

Predictive 

Predictive 

Predictive 
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:jlN1fl tJ"lJiz>1 34f r 'JJ;(}J'}m Imperfective Predictive 
,... : . J" T : ·~tliliiffiill~ 

l'"'J~ VWl "!)"~"1 37 35a QATAL ~ --------=1 JP,"1 nJT~f jll.lJl)Qi 35b WeQATAL 

-------- --------U.l"N jl;ljl1 1jlJll1 37 36a WAYYIQTOL 

-------- --------n·: •• .J"" • : -:r--l 

~~1wp~~i 36b WAYYIQTOL ~ ------:N~'?~ N71 36c QATAL ~ ------on-1Diz> 37 37a Imperative ~ --------Tl T : 

1\¥: jl~l~ 37b Imperative 

-------- --------:oi'?iz> iz>"N.'? n"1nN-"::l 37c Verbless 

-------- --------I "T -:,. : ,. -: - ,. 

1'1n" ~iDiz>.l 'l?o/Ef 37 38a QATAL ~ ------1\T : - J : : • 

: jln1:J.l tJ"lJiz>1 n"1nN 38b QATAL ~ ----------T IT! • J" T : 1." -: -

tJ"i?"1~ ny~iz>l)~ 37 39a Verbless 

~~jl1h"D
nT : .. 

: jl1¥ n~f o-t~V9 39b Verbless 

-------- --------jlih~ 0'JP?~~ 37 40a WAYYIQTOL 

-------- --------tJ}.?y!J~J 40b WAYYIQTOL 

-------- --------0 "l?o/lQ 0P.7;>~ ~--•.40c 
-;::;: 

Preteriter IU!;;Ic;~:,~· 

general past YIOTOL 

tJP."iPi"1 40d WeYIQTOL "'r rugn::sSI' ric;Lc;IILc; 

~past YIQTOL 

:i:J ~on-.,~ 40e QATAL ~ --------I JT 

iJ1? 1il?TQ 38 Ia Verbless 

-------- --------:1"::liiJ'? lb Infinitive ~~,. : Construct 

"~!J":;>in ;f!f 9-'?~ jlih~ 38 2a 

n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Directive Obligation 

iii 
presented as 

.:ty 

:"~')tp~l) ;fl)9Q~1 2b YIQTOL Directive Obligation 
presented as 

M lY 

"?.- ~no1. '9'"¥TT"f. 38 3a QATAL 

-------- --------:'TfJ; "]~ nl:J.~I:11 3b WAYYIQTOL ~ ----------"!o/;t~ tJi)t?-1"N. 38 4a Verbless 

~~ 'Tf!~~! "}.fo,JQ 
"l9D "Q¥P,~ tJi(tp-1"~ 4b Verbless 

~~ J""! • - T - J T •• 

:"nN~n,. T -

"tpN1 ~l;t~ "D.1iP,, "?. 38 Sa QATAL 

-------- --------
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---------- ----------

:"l~D ii:::J.J" i:lJ NWTJ::l 
• 1": • J : : • •• T JT - ! 

5b YJQT,QL 
~ iq;:,; 

,,, ',, }, 

) Progressive 
general 
present 

J.Unclassified 

38 

6b 

6c 

7a 

7b 

7c 

8c 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

---------------- ----------------"ni.:ti!l.l 
0 J : 

38 9a QATAL 

9b WeQATAL 

-------
-------

-------
-------

:":::1.'? nn;un "rl.lNW 
I" • J - : - I" " : - T 

9c QATAL 

lOb 

llb 

llc 

Verbless 

QATAL 

QATAL 

QATAL 

Verbless 

i.llD "Vi1 I":Ji1N 
•:J·.· • - - - : I 

iibl)" "l).l.l
"' -: J" :. 

38 t2a YIQTOL !1 Progressive 
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Appendix 2. R-Point Theory 

Hans Reichenbach's R-point theory has become the foundation for a majority of 

subsequent tense theories. Compared to all the other TAM theories presented in this chapter, R-

point theory has the least to do with TAM ofBH. However, it is still important to discuss this 

theory. First, because R-point theory is a foundational theory for many other BHVS theories, it 

must be evaluated. Second, not only is R-point theory foundational for other theories, but it 

directly influenced the development of Joosten's and Cook's verbal system theory. For these 

reasons, R-point theory is included. 

There are three unique terms used in R-point theory: "reference point" (R), which 

mediates the temporal relationship between "time of speech" (S) and the "time of the event" (E) 

presented in a text. 1 Cook explains, "Reichenbach conceives of these three entities as points 

whose temporal ordering determines the variety of tense that are possible in any given 

Janguage."2 The following table illustrates Reichenbach's understanding of the temporal 

relationship between these R, S, and E: 

1 Reichenbach, Elements ofSymbolic Logic, 287-98; Binnick, Time and the Verb, 64; Cook, "The 

Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 7. 

2 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 7. 
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R-point theory is not entirely original to Reichenbach. Otto Jespersen is considered a 

forerunner who in tum proposed an alternative method to those of Johan Madvig.4 The two 

theories ofMadvig and especially Jespersen were influential in the creation ofReichenbach ' s R-

point theory. Reichenbach kept a majority of the basic principles of these forerunning theories, 

but notably added, for example, a before-present position for the present perfect. Renaat Declerk 

and Bernard Comrie argue that Reichenbach is criticized for introducing certain redundancies 

avoided by Jespersen, thus, leading to a significant weakness in his theory. 5 However, Binnick 

notes that Reichenbach's theory improves on Jespersen's in its ability to analyze subordinate 

clauses.6 

While the traditional R-Point theory is not without its shortcomings, it is still considered 

a possible solution for understanding universal language units. Considering Reichenbach's R

3 Adapted from Reichenbach, Elements ofSymbolic Logic, 297. For additional reference to this table and 
its interpretation see Declerck, "From Reichenbach (1947) to Comrie (1985) and Beyond," 307; Cook, 
"The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 8. "~" indicates the temporal precedence between the two points 
and "," indicates the temporal simultaneity in the same way. 
4 For specific reference to Johan Madvig's theory of Latin see Madvig, A Latin Grammar, 289. For 
reference to Otto Jespersen ' s theory of Latin see Jespersen, The Philosophy ofGrammar, 289. Cook 
discusses the debate between the two scholars and the emergence of Jespersen' s theory from that of 
Madvig' s. See Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 4-7 for more information pertaining to this 
topic. 
5 Comrie, Tense, 26; Declerck, "From Reichenbach (1947) to Comrie (1985) and Beyond," 307. 
6 Binnick, Time and the Verb , 61-2. 
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Point Theory has been foundational for many historic and modern tense theories, this review 

turns its attention to a more recent rendition, that of Norbert Horstein. This is an appropriate 

scholar to review because with all the revisions of Reichenbach 's theory, Horstein holds truest to 

the original formation of the R-point theory. 

Horstein' s theory is one of the more recent revisions of Reichenbach's theory. Cook 

notes, "Hornstein' s main interest is to recast Reichenbach 's theory within a government and 

binding framework and defend Reichenbach's principle ofthe permanence of the reference 

point."7 Furthermore, Hornstein also "proposed a solution to the overabundance of tenses and S, 

R, E ordering in Reichenbach ' s original formulation."8 The following table illustrates the twenty 

four possible linear orders of S, R, and E in contrast to Reichenbach's thirteen: 

Table Appendix 2.2. Norbert Hornstein's List of Linear Orders ofE, R, and Sin 
Reichenbach's TheoJl 9 

Tense Combinations Using Reichenbach's List 
Present S, R, E S, E, R R, S, E R, E, S E, S, R E, R,S 
Past E, R~S R, E~S 

Future S~R, E S~E, R 

Present perfect E~S, R E~R, S 
Past perfect E~R~S 

Future perfect S~E~R S, E~R E~S~R E, S~R 
Distant future S~R~E 

Future in past R~S, E R~E, S R~S~E R~E~S 
Proximate future S, R~E R, S~E 

This list of"Linear Orders ofE, R, and Sin Reichbach's Theory" is not the foundation or 

conclusion ofHorstien's work. Instead, he appeals to two principles or distinctions that allow 

him to take the list from twenty-four possibilities down to eleven. However, he does allow for 

alternative extrinsic orders for the three tenses, but he hypothesizes that only one is ever used in 

a language. 10 The first distinction is between "intrinsic" and "extrinsic" orderings ofE, R, and 

7 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 11. 

8 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 11. 

9 Adapted from Hornstein, As Time Goes By, 87-88. Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 11 . 

10 The alternative extrinsic orderings are marked as "(i)" and "(ii)" in "Norbert Hornstein's List of 

Possible Tenses and Linear Orderings." 
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S. 11 The second principle is titled "compositionality." This principle states that the relationship 

between R, E, and S is composed of a bonded RE and SR. 12 The following table illustrates the 

possible tenses and linear orderings of any given language according to Hornstein: 

Table Appendix 2.3. Norbert Hornstein's List of Possible Tenses and Linear Orderings13 

Tense Combinations Using Reichenbach's List 
Present (S, R) o (R, E) = S, R, E (i) 

(R, S) o (E, R) = E, R, S (ii) 
Past (R~R) o (E, R) = E, R~S 
Future (S~R) o (E, R) = S~R, E 
Present perfect (S, R) o (R, E)= E~S, R (i) 

(R, S) o (E~R) = E~R, S (ii) 
Future perfect (S~R) o (E~R) 

Past perfect (R~S) o (R~E) = E~R~S 
Future in past (R~S) o (R~E) 

Proximate future (S, R) o (R~E) = S, R~E (i) 
(R, S) o (R~E) = R, S~E (ii) 

In conclusion, Reichenbach's R-Point Theory was incredibly influential to the 

development of many historic and modern tense theories. Hornstein's definition and use of 

"intrinsic" and "extrinsic" orderings appears in discussion with the orderings of rules in 

generative rule-based syntactic and phonological theories. 14 This is important to note especially 

when observing Cook's aspect prominent theory. 

11 Hornstein, As Time Goes By, 89. Cook provides the following examples for understanding the 
difference between "intrinsic" and "extrinsic." 

For instance, in the simple past formula (E, R ~S orR, E~S) the order ofE and R is extrinsic, 
whereas the order of E and R with S is intrinsic since the temporal priority of E and R to S is 
reflected in the Temporal interpretation. Wherever the order ofR, E, or Sis extrinsic, ordering 
differences may be ignored. Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 12. 

12 Hornstein, As Time Goes By, 108. Cook explains, "Thus, for instance, the ordering of points for present 

tense (E, R, S) should not be interpreted as E relative R relative S, but as composed CO) of (E relative R) o 


(S relative R)." Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 12. 

13 Adapted from Hornstein, As Time Goes By, 118-9; Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 13. 

14 Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 12. Citing Crystal, A Dictionary ofLinguistics and 

Phonetics, 83 . Cook states, 


[ ... ]two rules are intrinsically ordered when some formal or logical property demands they be 
ordered in a certain sequence (e.g., if the output of rule A provides the necessary input of rule B 
they must be intrinsically ordered A-B); two items are extrinsically ordered if there is no formal 
or logical constraint on their ordering, but they must simply be sequenced in some order for the 
purpose of carrying out the transformation. Cook, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System," 12. 
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